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FOREWORD

T His VOUMi, embodies the results of some of the Specific examplcs are developed of the applications
I statistical and analytical work done (luring the of the more general Methods of Operations Research to

period 1942-1945 by members of the Anti-Submarine the problems of submarine warfare. Also, L matha-
Warfare Operations lResearch Group [ASWORG] of matical basis is provided for the 9'ununary of ASW
the U. S. Navy, later the Operations Research Group Operations in World War 11, as well as for a wide cate-
[ORGI and, since January 1946, the Operations gory of similar investigations. Although the tactical
Evaluation Group [OEG]. Th group was formed and doctrines presented apply to instruments, weapons,
financed by the Office of Scientific Research and Do- and conditions prevailing during World War II, it is
velopment at the requestof theNavy, and was assigned believed that the methods and systematic processes
to the Headquarters of the Commander in Chief, of analysis which led to these doctcines have wide
U. S. Fleet. The group has been of assistance in: application- not only to submarine warfare but to

1. The evaluation of new equipment, to ineet mili- many other military and civilian problems.
tary requirements. It is increasingly evident that no branch of the

2..The evaluation of slccific phases of ouerations Service can afford anything less than maximum effi-
from studies of action reports. ciency in the use of the men and materiel available to

3.To he *evaluatin anaysis of tactcal problems it. The realization of this ideal demands that the most,

to mesure the operational-behavior of new material. advanced scientific knowledge dvailable in the coun-
4. The development of new tactical doctrine to try be focused, upon such matters not only in time of

meet specific requirements. war, but especially in time of peace. It is the earnest
9. The technica aspect of strategic planning. hope of the OEG thiat the.material coitained in this
6. The liaison for the Fleets with the development and the companiol! volumei', by helping.to provide a

and research laboratories, naval and extra-naval. basic understanding of he processes of this important
The material presented in this volume has been :branch of warfare, will ~aterial contribute to this

compiled from reports and memoranda issued by the . goal.!group and from thc first-hand knowledge and expcri- " .,

once which the authors gained during World War 1I PHILIP,M. MoRSE
with the techniques and problems discussed. Dircctot , Operations Evaluation Group
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PREFACE

A rm-, 0),-rations HI'earch C.lroup was at work atfpliitioii of' its c iwlusi!onS is to inaval Warfare, the
L.investigating one (Iilestion after'anoth e r in the boho iItxcl f is ]tot at manu11al of' practic'al iniformuation

course of' its qvi'vjce to the Commnander-in-Chief of for naval ofihvors. R~ather it is intended to serve as it
the United States Navy, in World War 11, it becarme theoretical framework arid foundation for more in-
progressively mforeO alpparent that large ('105515s of mediately practical studics anld recommendlations. in
problems were unitedl by commnon bonds and could be0 particular, it stands in this relation to Volume 3 of the
handled by common methods, that there was indleed present series (A Sanmnary of A nisubmarine Warfare
unity in diversity. And as in other fields of sc.ientifie Operations inl World W~ar If). On the other hand, its
endleavor, where the clarifying influence of' general relation to Volume 2A (Methods of Operations Re-
idleas andti ethods can form a body of isolated facts seatch) is in furnishing systematically dleveloped ex-
into a powerful theory-once they exist in sufficient amnples, on the a~nalytical side, of the possibilities Of
numlbr-so in the work o4 the Group, niethiod bor- operaltions research foreshadowed in that volume. It

-rowed from the mathematician and mnathematival is intended for a reader having an interest of a scien-
physicist -o thi por and usefulness in those tific order in the matter,,- treatedh. While nothling lbe-
classes of problems in which the body of practical in- yand undergraduate physics and mathematics (Caleq-
formation had sufficiently accumulated. In this re- 1uiq) is required, a willingness to iollow theoretical
gard, cone field was pro-emninently ripe for mathenmati- ro*,soning of a sometimes rather involved nature, is
cal treatment: the field involving problems of search. assumed.

4 In every question of search there are in priinciplu The work lins been to such a degree the result of a
tw .o parts. One involves thc targets, and studies their m~oih of the Operations Research Group that to
physical characteristics, position, alnd motion; since render adequate acknowledgment would alnmost be
from the very nature of the prob~lemn thoylatter ane tantamiount to giving the roster of tme Group: re-
largely ifnknown to the searcher, a branch of the rpiirements of brevity confine us to the names of those
science of prob~ability i's applied, sometimeA so simple who have been directly involvedl in writing parts of.
as to be trivial, at other times involving developments the hook. We wish to express our thanks to Dr. E. S.
comparab~le to statistical mechanics. The other part Lamar for, the chapter on visual detection; to Mr.
involves thme searcher, hiscapabilitics, position, and T. E. Phipps for the chapter on radar detection; to
motion; inasmuch ats detection is an event fraught Mr. A. M. 'Ihornidike for the chlapter or).sonar dete-
with manifold uncertainties, this pitrt of the. question Lion andI for a part of the chapter on sonar screens; to

* wiP' also appeal to probability, specifically stutdying Dr. J. Steinhardt for imnportanmt help in the chapter on
the probability laws of detection. Buht the study dlees ratdar tietection and i or material on barrier patrols
i ot stop hiere: having gained fundamental knowledge and defense of at landing openration in Chapter 7; to

as to these two parts of the question and tihi ntvi-. Dr. J. M, IDohbie for material on square searches in
relation, it is riecessary to make application to the the latter chapter; to Mr. Milton Lewis for material
tactical matters in wvhiich search is an essential corn- on sonar screens; to Mr. J. A. Netiendorifer for ma-
ponent, such as hunts, barriers, anti those defensive torial on aerial escort. Finally, it is our great pleasure
typos of search known as sceens, to vouchsafe our indebtedness to Dr. G. E. Kimball,

The book treats LY- questions from the po'int of thme pioneer in the theory of search, without whose
view andl in the order indhicatedl abiove. It is intendled help and inspiration this enterprise might never have
to be scientific and critical in spirit and mathematical been undertaken.
in method, and while the (data, upon which its theory
restsarc practical andl experim~ental and the ultinte 11. 0. KOOPMAN
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Chapter 1

POSITION, MOTION, AND RANDOM ENCOUNTERS

W.i INTRODUCTION Viewed largely and in its ends, the science of de-

tection isab raneh of tactics. But like all other branches

A MONG 'rn M , orWPANT functions of any naval of tactics it achieves its ends by loading through
.-- operation is the detection (and location) of the engineering, physics, physiology, mathematics, and
enemy.Detectionhasacquiredthostatureofascience, statistics. And it is an ever progressing science:

and it is to the foundations of this science of detec- While the main emphasis of this book is to study the

tion that the present work is devoted. existing knowledge and its application to tactical
A first aspect of ,nny problem of detection concerns problems, sight is not lost of the inverse process, that

the properties of the instrumca.i of detection: the of improving the theory by krnwlcdge gained in its

properties of the eye, the characteristics of the radar application, the study of operational data.

set, or the nature and capabilities of the sonar equip-

ment, and similarly for any other mechanism of do-
tectien which it iN proposed to employ. Thisi aspect of 12MOTION AT FIXED SPEED AND COUBSE
the question, which forms the subject of Chapters 4,
5, and 6, is called the contact problem.. It is essentially In a most important case both observer and target

a study of engineering or, in the case of the eye, of are moving at constant speeds in straight lines:

physiology; but its conclusions have to be given in
terms of probability-the probability of detection. o = speed of observer in knots (ocean ortrue speed),

A second aspect of problems of detectiion concerns u = speed of target in knots (ocean or true speed),
the path and motion of thin scareling unit (termed iv = speed of target relative to observer in knots.

the observer) in its relation to the presumed position
and motion of the object of search (the targct, as it The relationship of w to u and v is best shown by

shall be called throughout). This presupposes that drawing the vector velocities u, v, w, whereupon it is

the contact problem has been solved to a satisfactory sucn that w is simply the vector difference w = u - v

approximation and employs appropriate methods of (Figure 1). For, w being the target's velocity with

geometry, relative motion, ind probability. This as-
pect of the question is called the tack-problcn and
forms the subject of Chaptcrs 7, 8, and 9, whero such . K RELATIVE

matters aS seareci'f, banrriers, hunts, and screens are COURSE 0

studied.
A third aspect--and this will pervade all our later I

chapters, but particularly Chapter 3-is that of force I
reawrements and their economy. As in other naval w TRACK
operations, effectiveness can he increased to perfec- ANGLEO¢ .A-'
tion if no limit is set to the forces at our disposal, but "
the realistic problem is to aceiievc the greatest effect .

with Limited forces, or, equivalently, to aelhieve i re-
quirld effect with the great st economy of force.s w

The soupe of the book ecessitats the omission of
such iamtters as the use an.,- deployment of striking ua 1 r aid relive velocitis and ingles.

forces in conjunction with detection.

The present chapter piides the gencral defini- respect to :t referene system, itself moving over the

tions and geomtrival rni statistical methos whiclh oce'n at vileity v, tie vector sum w + v must equal

are required in all later partsi of the work. Clapter 2 the target's ocean velocity u; hence the above equa-

dheal", witl, thl g neralities involved in detection. t' - X' shows two important angles, the

UNG~bbr FB



2 POSITION, MOTION, AND RANDOM ENCOUNTERS

target's track angle q and relative course 0, with respect
to the observer, whe'o-

6= angle between v and u measured from the
former to the latter in the clockwise sense. W.. -

0 = angle between v and w measured from the of
former to the latter in the clockwise sense. U

Throughout the present chaptor, and later unless the
contrary is explicitly stated, these angles are meas-
ured inradiansand0 0 5 <2r, 0; 0 <2r.

A convenient method for showing the dependence
of the relative quantities w and 0 upon the angle 0
(the speeds u and v remaining fixed) is by drawing
the circular diagrams A, B, and C of Figure 2, cor-
responding to the cases v < u, v = u, and v > u, A

respectivw.ly. In each case the radius of the circle
around which the extremities of u and w move is u,
and the distance of its center from the origin 0 of w
(the extremity of v) is v. As 0 goes from 0 to 2 r, v
stays fixed, u rotates with its length remaining con-
stant, and w changes both in length and direction. It
is to be noted that while in case A (v < u) all direc-
tions of w are possible (0 9 0 < 27r), in the other
cases (v =- u) this is untrue, and we have:

IT 31r
When v =t, -4 0 -"

2 2'

When v > ut, vr - sin-' It _5 0 -5 ,r +- sin-' u.,,
ii V

This corresponds with the fact that when the searcher B
is faster than the target, relative approach of the
latter to the former is restricted (see Section 1.3).
When v > u, two values of it correspond to general

* values of 0 for which approach is possible, one for the 0!
target approaching the observer, the other for the
overtaking of a target headed away from the ob.'
server. When 0 = ir ± sin - ' u/v, there is just one
value of iv; for other O's, no value.

The 'relative speed i can be found from the law of
cosines or else by projecting v and u on w and using
thle law of sines; similarly for €. This expresses rela-k

tive quantities in terms of true:

- VcosO+vu2- Sifl0, (1)

sin 0 Usin ¢.

In addition to the speeds and angles just consid-
ered, it is necessary to have further ciuantities to "iauuE 2. Circle of re-Itive, velociti;.q.

CONFIi)ENTIAL



[.MOTION AT FIXED SPEED) AND COTJTI1SE3

specify at particular contact betwecn observer and sometimes convenient to use rectangular coordinates
target; one must be ablc to State the position of the Q,7), the I axis being along the observer's beading.
target relative to the observer at tiny givcn instant of and 77 arc in miles; they are related to (r,p) by the
time (epoch) t. One meothod of accomplishing this is equations
to give the target ranger2 andi relative bearing 0; these(2
arc shown in Figure 3 (at the arbitrary epoch t), to- r'- 4- 1, r iin , ~= r COS (2

TARGET'S TRACK

TARGET TRE

OBSERVER'S

TRr TARGET'S RELATIVE

V 

T T
9 TARGET RANGE

OSSERVLN OBSERV ER

FiaIURE 3. Geographic trucks, ranges, andl bearinga. F~ioun 4, Target's track relative to observer.

gother wvith the tar get angle a, which depends on In the course of timie (as t increases) u, V, W, u, V, W,
quantitli previously introduced, The definitions arc 0, 0 stay constant, while r, r, 0 (and a) change. If at
as follows: thle epoch t = to, r, r, # have the values Yo, ro, #0,

r = vector from observer to target, thoir values at at general epoch t are found by noting

r =length of r in miles,"5  that relative to the observer the target undergoes the
angl frm vto meaure clckwsevector displacement (I -- to)%-, and thus

a = angle from u to r measured clockwise ~e(-ew 3

As usual, angles are in indians andl lie, between 0 and from whieh the equations expressing (?-,#) in terms of
2 ir, except when in later chapters the contrary is ex- (ro,flo,t - to) are found by trigonometry, and similarly
plicitly stated. It is evident that when the r6les of for a. Tequation (3) or its equivalent in terms of (-r,))
target and searcher are interchanged, those of #~ and a are the equations of the target relative to thle observer.
Are likewise, vector r being replaced lby the reversed In the very special case when target and observer
vector -r. have the same speed anti diretion, i. e., when u = v

The situation relative to the observer is given in so that w =0, equation (3) reduces to r = ro, corre-
Figure 41, which shows the target's track, ce., in a sponding with the fact that the target remains fixed
plane in whiefi the observer is fixed and which moves relative to the obser-ver. In all other cases, there is a
over the ocean with the velocity v. It is seen that least distance between the. target anti the ob~server.
(r,O) arc the polar coordlinates9 of the target referred This distanve is called the lateral range of the target,
to observer's position an~h heading. The target's track lect x = lateral range of the target in miles, and
is altogether different from his geographic track of y=dsac nmlstaee ytetre
Figure 3; it is de.scribed with the velocity w, but the reladivne in mieosrverne byte target
target's heading is in thie direction of u anti hwee not approach (negative prior to closest ap-
along its relative track. It is seen that with the par- preach).
ticuhar angles of Figure 4, a r ± 7r + It is

a Throughout, a "ms-ile." Rhall Ynan a "nait-al mile." In 11i If /, isx now used to (henote the epoch of elosest ap-
merical examnples, a nauticil mile imtaken ivt 2,O(IU yards. prow('!~ vdnl I-t>.Fgr hw h

C~ON FIlENTlA L



4 POSITION, MOTiON, AND) RANDOM ENCOIJNTER8S

relation between x,y and the earlier quantities.,' THE, flECON OF APP~ROACHI
Clearly .1- a-2 + y2, andl with thle particular angles
of Figure 0,~ - cot'(/j) in Figure 6A, A is at plane region fixed with respet

Thus it Pappears that, in addition to -i, 1;, 0 (and their to thle observer; . then, is moving straight ahlead
dependent ie, 0), ini order to specify at periclar con- over the ocean surface with thle velocity v. It inay or
tact we canl use, either ()',0) (at a standard epoch) or May not he possil1le for 11 target capable Of Moving

with the speed It and starting outsidle A to enter A.
It is undersc!tood that thle target is restrieted to thle

I s~peedi 'abut van ehoose any diredtwn, and hats; all thc

9 Unit!~ it needsm to try to enter A. Evidently if it > v,
T AR~rthe -iarget can always enter A; hut if it ;51 this is no
2 lunger necessarily true, am for example w~hen the tar-

w get starts behind A. In order to he ab~le to enter A the
target must have its starting point in a certain region
B called the reflion of appr'oach. Of course B is also

x TARGET'S TRACK attached to the observer and moves over the ocean
I with the velocity v. Figure 6lA shows the construe-

tion of B; when v p~oints up flhe page, a line inclined
ait the aingle sin-' u/v with the vector v to the right
is drawn to the right of A and is moved toward A

OBSERVER until it touches A; the part of the line above the
lowvest point of contact formos thle right-hand hound-

]"intrim, 5. Thderat range of the target. ary of B. Similarly for the left-1hand boundary, the
inclination heing to the left and thle contact o;ccurring

(x,t) (or, indeed, any convenient independe~nt fune- on the left of A. T1he rear boundary is the forwvardl
tions of either pair) ; (r,,3) cnn he found w~hiere (.x,to) bounldary of A between the two rear p~oints of con-
are given, and vice versa, andl either pair can lie used tact.
as independent variables. On thle other hand, only The justification of this construc~tion is based on
one quantity is needed to specify at type of contact, Figure 613: In thle time t a point starting at P and

U

VB U

P

Flma 6I ~l(. ( oii1,I'roleijon of thr, regino apro m- 

for examnple, x: Gliven ?I, v, (h arnd the ranlge of closest moving wvith thle observer's veloceity will arrive at Q,
ap~proach x, the confitzrnation k(:-WarclI('I and target PQ = Ni; the circle centered at Q and of radius ut is
aild their tracks) is (Ieterni i co , b ut no t fthe' tiInic at tile loculs of poesitions froml wicth the target must
which the contact occurs. start if it i to cho.e this point after the time 1. By

(CONhI D EENTIAL



.AANDOM DISTRIBUTIONS OF TARGETS 5

considering all positive vales of t and observing how given all positions on A, the points of the attached
the circle varies in both center and radius, it is seen circle cover B (thus B is bounded by the envelopu, of
that it will sweep out the whole angular region be- the circles). A similar construction is made,. ",01,:if
tween the two (fixed) tangents drawn from 0. Thus I1 < 7), where the starting point region is that bounded
the wholo upper angular space between the two tan- by the two tangents is well as the larger intercepted
gents to the circle is the locus of all starting positions are of a circle disposed as in Figure 6B.
of tho t.arget if it is to close the moving point at any An example of this second type of region A is the
time after the latter leaves 1'. B is eonstructed I)y ease in whieh account is taken of the limitcd endur-
letting P take on all positions in A, whereupon the a-nec time of submerged run of the submarine in the
upper angular space attached to P sweeps out 11 (in previous example.
addition to A itself).

When it = i,, the tangents coalesce into a hori-
zontal line tangent to A in the rear, and B is the I.- RANDOM DISTRIBUTIONS OF TARGETS
upper half-plane above it (exelusive of A).

An important naval application of the region of In the two preceding sections the motion of ob-
approach is to submarine warfare, where v is tile speed server and target were given or precisely specified and
of the convoy and A the region within which a tor- the conclusions were exact. In Section 1.2 one ob-
pedo must be fired to be in range of a ship of the server and one target of stated speeds and tracks
convoy. What we have been terming the "target" were assumed; in Section 1.3 the same was true for
may be thought of ats a submerged submarine having the observer and for the target's speed, but a pre-
the underwater speed u < v. Then evidently the sub- cisely defined class of targets (those which enter A)
marine must be in B in order that it may be able to was considered in defining B (the locus of their start-
approach, submerged, to a torpedo firing position. ing points) and the conclusion was the precise one:

The angle sin-' u/v is called the limiting approach "The target can enter A if and only if it starts in B."
angle-the "limiting submerged approach angle" in Fundamentally different is the state of affairs in the
tie example of the submarine. present section, in which the notion of random is

Quite a different figure for B is obtained if the introduced and conclusions are stated in terms of
target is assumed to have a limited time (7' hours) to probability. Instead of saying, "Under such and such
make its approach to A. Then even when u > v ap- conditions thc target will necessarily do so and so,"
proach is not always possible. Tile construction of A we shall be saying, "Under such and such conditions
in such a case is given in Figure 7A and B, when the probability that tie target will do so and so has

BB

I' R 7.n I e regio of approach wih limited t-ioe.

-> v; Fiur 7B shows a circle of radius ur cexn- this vale,' or, equivalently, 'This pecrcntage of

treld t Q dld ' units ahiead Of the starting oint 1'; targets will on the aveage d1, so anod so.' The. ir-

the ciclar regin is ih loous ,f starting ositions portalnce of arriving "t ir(,baiities and statistical

from hih the tar'get can cos the poin. If IP is r(,st~s in naval matters should e self-evident.

C ONFIDINTAL



*6 POSITION, MOTION, AND) RANIONI ENCOUNTERIS

To sp eci fy al target (a1lways 118811110 in th is c'l altel' thi is 1 it (c jquli('( of the( law of large an ml mhrs in
to be moving at constant speedl and Course) it is the theory of' probability. S4itulation I is genlerally
neesary 1;o give its slpevndlheading (the Vector u) uised to give at pictoriol represenitation of If which
and also its position at ,t partimular epoch (i.e.. when might otherwimse e too abstract; bit I bas the dlis-

t =tc) . 'This requires in pri ri ile fouar i ndepend ent ad(1vantage of living rather o mirvil istie-i f so many
quantities, such(it',s a, 0, r, 13 By a randolm disribihon targets wv'rc actually all present they would lbe apt to
of targets- is meant vitlici of the two following sitna,- interf 'cc' with one another physically.
tions: What we hao terme-d a random diaitribution shcould

I. There are present a Very large numl ml' of differ- more prioperly he cillld~ a kflolm ranld)om d'hRibutiofl,
ent targets, and wihat is known is not their veloeities to distinguish it from the ease wvhere the valuies of the
and positions, but the proportion or- percentage~ which prohalulities are partly or wholly uinknown: at frn-
have the various possihlo velocities andl positions. quent problem of importanee in operational analysis

IT. There is present only one target; its Velocity is to find themn by theoretical ca'lculationis Or statisti-
antI position are not pr-eisely known, but the proba- cal methods.
bilitics that it have the v'arious possible v'clor'ities One of the simplest and most important cases of
and positions aue known. random distribution of targets is that of the imiform

In these statements, the proportion oi' probalbility disbition of targets of given speed u. It is one which
of targets 'having suich and such a velocity and posi- complies %vith the three following requirements.
tion" " must he interpreted to mean "'having at veloc- a. Tlhe probability that the track angle 0 he he-

*ity and poasition witlhin a stated closeness of suchi and tWveen (0 anti 02 is proportional to 02 -- 'k, land hence
such a velocity aind position.'' TIhus if thme abo01v isk etial to (02 - q~l)/ 2 r when 01 < r021.

*choice of quantities is madle, it is the pr-oportion or 1). T'he probability that at any chosen epoch the
probability of targets hoving a spe ed between v and target he in the area A (fixed in the ocean or else fixed
u + du, track angle between 0 and (P + (10, range relative to tile observer; the two situations aro here
between r and r + dr, and hearing iletwemi fti and equivalent) is proportional to A (and hence, if the
0 + do3 wice is in question; in many cases (but not target is known to be in at larger area B? containing A,

all! see belo)w) it van he. rclproesrtec to terms of first; the lproibalility that it he in A is A/B).
order in the differenltiails by pn,,) dr/,and v. The event of 0 being between Oc and 02 On the
tho function p,,rf)is the(, mean relative deamily (1) one hiand and the event of tme target being fin A on

* or probabiity denfsity/ (1T) of the distribution. Then the otlier ti-re -independent events. If one of them is
the proportion or probability for at large class of veloci- known to have occurred, the probability of the occur-

* ties antI positions is obtained by integrating pc,,,) renicc of the(, other is the saime as before.
over all v'alues of the class considered-a qjuadruple in timo ('11se of slich at distribution, the probability
integration in the ''space'' of the ''coordinates'' denlsity will (wh,]ent the target is given to bie in B) have

the v'alue 'p~rl)= r/2irB; this is because rdrdO i;
While the situations in I andi If above appear to he time elemtent of area corresponding to a position of

quiite different, they arc in reality equivalent, or range and blearing between r andI r + dr and R and
rather either one leads to tIle, other. TPhus fromn the o ± (1)9 respectively. It is to be noted that the proba-
very large numbler of targets in T we can think of an Ilility is p((P,r,O)dO(1rd anti not p' 8,,)dddrf,
individual target chosen at randomn, all targets having as in the, earlier example, i.e., neither it nor dlu occur;
the samne chance of being chosen; this target will then this is blecaulse the value of the taiget's apeed is sup-
be the single target to which the sitiiatioii If applies, posed to he knowvn.
Reciprocally, if at Very large numbercc of ta'gAtS. is The evase considered is of importance inl naval1 oper-
constituted fromn individiml targets to each of wichri ations, since~ it corresponids t~o the situation in which
thme state of affatirs of IT applies, the resulting swvarmn the targeat is ain enemy unit pre.Rumed to be running
will be as dlescribjed in I. Th'le mean relativei density at the known speed of ablout 71 knots, but is in such a
(I) andl thle probabtility density (1I) are equal. All large area of ocen wvith so many Ipoqssilile, intentions

that nothing convvelning its position or headlingi can
hclc probabilite I CM ccc ilcl] beC ZeroI~. WAi I c ia l11- he regarde acI s knowna. 1I 'lie ci nevs th at the(' ob server

tins 1hie eo~iii~ iti" g' wn~d! i. ce.Icfl ilmk 'miu id fcnat vt ol nt
pogition is Idclyi; vs ,eo. isi . i-cv prhalifY !!:I( it fin ill a cc aevros id, fcnatswt uhaui
pre-si afed arm whci ch is (if incIvest.9. ale stuiedi c ill tite fol loi'ing section.

C'OiNFIDENTIAL
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It. jis noted I tho.lt in 1.ie for-'goi ig examiplIe th1 e Innl- of first4 orde it)'1 the 1iffiieren tial) 21eu!NdP/2lr. H ence
gu age of I I is used . TPhis is peon issi Ide in vivw of the the total n umbier IV. is givYen by int 'grition:
eqli ivailele orC 1 IV withl 1, 11111 ti1111' j 111101lIrstly n1o

Wi ich ('et' of' tihe twol teimolo )1Igil's wll be ('0 iplOY('4 2r
ill tile 511 (('(' i ng palge"; will he purily a ma11tter' of eonl-
Ivn jecev th is involves nbl itely no inconsistency. - e UVC~

1,2 +- 
1 - 2t Uvo oS doi,

(4)
L5 ANDON1 ENCOUNITiMfS WITH UIN[- 4UV(it + ~' ~~ I 11-o -8i -2fP, dFol ILY DISTIBU lt TED: TARG7 ESl

Whenl an observer' is progr'essinIg (10 its courseC at 4 Ile,2N 2
*tile constant veloeity v among at uniformn random dis- (it + ')]E(a), 1 o r + v

*trihution of targets (If .4poed it, it is frequently iflfpn-
tait.to kno1w tihe proportions of targets whiech pass H-ere th i eeriid equalltion restults from equalition (1),
within the staitedi range of I? miles of the ob~server. it thle tird( by introducI(ing a- ol the now variablu of
so0me1 cases R? may he tile range Within WiVlivh tile ohl- integration '(ir - (P)/2, and1( EV(f) is the coinlf)lte
server (,an sight the target (hiorizon dlistance); ill ellipltic integral of tle~ second( kindl.
others, tihe range within which tin tarlget Cll detect Note that equation (4) is left unchanged if itand V
the observer's prlesenIce; again, R mally ]11' effective 111p ilnt~e(hlaoge. I' his cor lrempollds with the fact that
gunfire range (of obsever' giist target, 01' vie Ver'sa.
If a circle of radius U1 is pic'turedl '(ontered oil tile( oh-
server imnd moving along with it at velocity v over' t ie.:h'

ocathe question ecme that of the proportion of .

targets ente'ring the ceircle, or' entering it at N' ..11
specifiedl hearings, or thle elianIc. that it target oIf......................................

given startinlg ploint sl11011 entel' tile eirlc 1. quiestionI I
(If probabiity, in contrast with that of 14ection 1.3 ,.

which was (onc (If possibll.th. The ll(,Mrev proledllis will ~.
be h o (lv'ed in turn, ........... . .

* J'~roblem I. Let t~ll') lhe oil the averagi ' N trgetsL' .

lper suare mile (N will ustually be far less than unlity;
it is an "ecxp ectedl value" 'ill the (Ius oC5 f probl ity),
011 account of' thle uniform dlistriblutioIn of track

-angles and their indeperilcnce (If position [(a) and (c N
of Section L A], tihe average 1111mlber with ht'ck angle

bletweenl c and 0 + do will be Ndo/2ir. Fixing our
attention excilisively on targ('ts (If' 1. parhIticulalr track
angle 0i, it is easy to find ho1w mnany enter thle 1iree

1)01' U iit time. TIn IC lativ 's peed and1( ('(101svare roundl(

as in SectionI 1 .2 and~ tihIe i le ol ra1di us R is dIrawn

abou11t tiile obsrve as'lVI1 (shown I' in Figure 8. Since thle
target is movIX'in i t vX'Ii(CIty w wi thi lei'vl ( to tihe ohl-
server, if it is to ('Itel' til eIrc (Ile inl a uInit of timei (onle

11(1111) it mu tst b11 in tihl la~rge' l m led regioni of Figurie Fimi. S. Are'a . i' iarcim eii ga ('ir!C..

8 Ibetwe Wel't tii c C 11 and tle c Iirc' le vedI ti ri ih tihe

d-isplacement -- w, aindl betwee'n thelir tflnge'il )t(Irtl- ivhetievcl til tar~ge't ('illli'S Ilitiill range Ue of thle

h er of t-tlg( ts of trac0(k :1ogle1,! tIVe-it ;i um' 4 + do thi 1. rang-i' of thei ta rget, (ItC-.
whichll Itel. the c ilile 111 tilliit tilm 11'is (to quan10tities As :in maN~n ipe, if' ther I 'I 11 20) x-ssiis, diistribhIuted
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at random ini aln arna of 10,000 square miles, so that nut ouirspeed until hie passes, if we wish to remain tin-
N = (0.002, if they are crtiising at 10 knots in various detected.
(brectionts ad if the observer is traveling at 15 knots, Problcni;?. Find the numbner of targets which cnlter
the nun11)ler 11c) hour; arriving withinl the range Of tihe circle considlere_,l above between the bearings /
R1= 25 miles of the observer is found to be 1.67, and /3 + dfl, p~er unit time. Pheir number is given
contrasted with 1 .5, which would be thre number in by anl expressi4on of thn form A1,(3)d3, wiiLre A' (p)
case the target's reandsainr.That the first is a density related to AN0 by the equation
number is greater thaln thev soconi. is due1 to the fooct
that the tar'get'S MOtionl tendls to blning more1- Of them N, f 2  10(#)1 0. (5)
into the rang(, thian escape from getting within range J
-a fact which would not have been self-evident
without calculation. To find No(#3), again we begin by considering only

Tfhe preceding example illustrates the general prin- those targets of a particular track angle 0. rhey cn
ciple that the contact rate onl the random targets enter the circle 6only if the direction of tihe vector w
increases with increase of the motion of the targets. points into the circle, i.e., if the angle -y between the
To show this, wve hove hut to prove that Wu/6 is reversed vector -w and the unit vector n normal to
positivo. Using the second form for Nn in (4), but the vircle and pointing outward is acule ('Y i.9 defined

*with the integral toiken over half the interval of in- as measured between 0 anid ir). Figure 8 shows that
* togration and doubled (a permissible change, in viewv in this case the targets in question all come from the
*of the symmetry of the integrand), small heavily shaded region of area Riv cos -y dfl

=(-w.n)?d3 where (-w-n) derotes the scalar'
* ON, 21?N d> ~ -2a o~product. Thle number per unit time is obtained by

fou v ---JO--C~s1 5 o multiplying this expression by the density NdO/2rr.

Hence, finally, the number Mo(,6) for targets of nill
-2RN vf - v cost track angles is given by

_2RN (COS W'. do, MeG3 = r(~)d , (6)

where the integration is over all those values of q5 be-
where w is the angle betwveen the vectors u anid v (of. tween 0 arid 2r- for which the integrand is positive.

* the various eases of Figure 2, with obvious construe- For tile evaluation of (6), observe that in view of
tions). T1he integrand is always positive when v 9 it the vector equationi w =u - v, (Seetion 1.2) we have
(cases A atnd 13), so that tihe required inequallity
aNq/au? > 0 is evident. To show that this continues -) n o it e l-U.f
to be the case when v > it [ease ' ], dcompose the - o 3-U08 (o - M3.

interval of integration (0,7r) into the two hlves It remains to insert th~is value into (6), then to de-
(,r/ 2 ) and (ir/2,ir), and[ then replace the variable of tormine, those values of 0 for wvhich v cos /3 - it c0s
integration in the second hoalf by the supplement of (4, - /3) > 0, anid finally to integrate over such values.
the 'k of tire first, thius recombining the integrals Tlie details of this straightforward compuitation are

omitted. As a result, the following expressions are
MoN - 21?AT jrI Icow)d;obtained(.
_u = ( cos Co + Co' W,(1

here co' dlenotes tile value which w assumes when 45 is N0, (fl) = I v Cos' - C~ os C~os/
replaced by its suijplement. Since a simplde construe- it/

tion based on Figure 2C shows that w' is less than thre -iV~~~o~/ (7)
supplemenvit of W~, \we have cos W' > -. ens W; i.e., 'j
cU ) +- CONs W > (',, arid heunce aWNl/T > 0, as was Hutn,- P' >

to ibc prove d. Aplication: If an enemny is passing AV (fl) =NJh' cos #3, whenl coWi- 0 /~Cos-'i
in our vicinity ruit al1ong an unknown path, We mulst v v

CONF[DiENTIA L
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No V os N i 1  Co o Suippose that it is known that a target has entered
NrL)- , )the circle; where is it likely to have entered? If

1(0)d1 is the prol)ability that it entered hetween
*i- V U~- v cos'  , ( the bearings 0 and /3 + dt3, the expected number

/h) -o,( No (I3)d/o which enter per unit time is the number en-
wh~enI -cs - / N f -- ,) tering in unit time No times the probability p(/3)dft;

or when (os-i --- ); p N0 ()
No (/3) =0, No (9)

o () irNo()
when /3 -cos-' 4N(u + v)E(o)

or Co,( ) in virtue of equation (4). Thus equations (7) and (8)
S-give p(f) at once.,

This result can be stated in terms of probabilities. Figure 9 gives the polar diagram showing the de-

300 0 30

• il

0.

270 g

240 210a i80a 150 1200
IluIII," 9. lolar dilg'a-iu showing i del'.nndoniee of p(fl).

CON FIi) ENTI AL



10 POSITION, MOTION, AND RANDOM E~NCOUNTERIS

pendenco of p(4) on .8 for different values of It'.% At where the r'egion of integration must he deoterminedi
one extreme, u/c, 0: 'I'he( targets airc at rest and as in problem 2, since here again v'alues of 0 for
tile dopendenz'e Onil 3is as the Cosine, and the diagramn which the intogranrd is negative arm exeluided. 'Phl
is a cirele Wvith the oliseir'oi at the ('ircumiferenee. At results are,
the other extreme u/i' = the targets move but
the observer- is at rest; in this case the numnbvr enter- 10164I) U

Ing at all beatrings is the samne and we have a. circle
centered at the target. In the intermnediate eases, a! I o Uo
long as target speed vi is less than observer speed v, li W~ __

there is a certain angular range, aft over whichi no V - cs
contaetS, are made. As u lbeeornc greater than v, Cs, U es Cs+Cs

* however, the number of contacts made aft increases
rapidly until in the limit as many arc made aft as iikcn V > it,

* ahlead.
There is at sort- of inverse to this problem wvhich It ()=i -u

* is useful to consider. Suppose that a contact has V7 L1  v Cos
actually been made ait the known becaring # (and
range R), what is the distribution of values of the when -- os' -~ '' 0 :Cos-'
tack angle' 0? In other words. we have seen the V I

taret-hatis its hleading likely to be? Th~lis is es-
stia t p obat in the "probability of causes" co Co' -0-

and, is sohved by Bayes' formula :' ~ ___

= (OVf1) Cos-,(- CO3ft)cos,3+ K0 coo~

w~here 'O(O)dq s bgthe "a priori probability" (i.e!. as whn -oss -o-
tirnatedi before the contact wa's olbtainedi) of a track Kr]V
angle between q5anld 0 + dq5; fo) is the "~o~e

* tive probability" of the effect observed (i~e,, of a U .O~
nontact between the benrings 0 and # + dft), given Vrwo o
that the target nctunlly has the track angle .0; and,
finally, 10(o)(10 is the "at posteiiori p~robability" Detection is impossible when
(i.e., as estimanted after the contact at bearing f3 has
been obseorved) that the target's track angle lies he- :-5 - C- I

* tween q6 and 4) + (1. fin other wvords, nt(o) is the
quantity we want.

As before, j-(4,) 1/21r. To obtain f)/,observe or Cos-,K
that it equals the average numnber of targets detected \ V

*in unit time between bearings R an(I # 4- dfl, divided
*by the average number detected in unit time at all Problem. S. Given the relative position (r,ft) of a

hearings (both averages for targets of given track target at a particular epoch t; find the p~rolbability P
angle 0). TIhis (Illotient is calcuilated at once by that the tar~get Will en1ter tile circle Of radius 1?
means of tile reasoning used before (hased on Figure centered On tile ob~server. Find the culrves of con-
8); it has Ow1 vail stant probability.

(-w-n)d( = v cos ft - it COS (0 - f)Evidently P) depends o1 i,) P ~rf) and
___ _- - - -# dO3. 11= I if 2- It. When r > R? the target will enter

2w2w the Circle if, and only if, its ve('tor relative -velocity

TuHO - w n) w points into tile eirele (Ixe., whvin w is produced in
T sf(--W - tn)d10 the direction it is pointing). Ile situlation is illus-

~. ~1 I;.................1~'j~~trated in Feigures 10OA (v > u) and lOB1 IV < u),
C.FyI). Vani Nostranid Co., New York. whlich shiow the angular range of v'ectors w iointing

CONFID ENTA L
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TARGET tribI)tiofl [in patrticuilar, of Section 1.4, (at) and (c)],
the probabtility that 0 lie in this angular range is the

ANGULAR RANGE magnitude of the inunge dhivided lby 27r. This is the
OF 0 FOR CONTACT required value. of P(rj3). 'heprobloem is thus re-

W. luced to the geometry of Figure 10, and the formula
for P(ri~) is obtained by Straightforward trigonome-

ry. There are, however, it number of different cases
to be considleredI. For example, in Figure 1013 the
angular range of 0 is between the two tangents from

$1 the target to the Mircle of radius R?, while in FigureV I OA it is Ixitwven one such tangent and the tangent to
the velocity dhiagram cirule, corresponding to the re-
strictedl orientations of w when P > it (Aimiting ap-

4OBSERVER proach angle); moreover, in this ease the 0 range
counts multiply: To one 0 there are tkvo O's, one for
the target moving to~vard the observer and the other
for the target moving away anil being overtaken.
T'here arc other cases not shiown in Figure 10.

A ITh~e expression of P(r,fl) is as follows:

eTRET where d(rj)is the total radian length of the range
or ranges of values of 0. (0 9 0 < 2ir) which satisfy
tile inequality

,' t sn ( - ) vSinl ft2 :g ke~[u 2 + V1 2utV ens

Subject to the condition
ANGULAR RANGE i o j n ~
OF *FOR CONTACT 1 18 ) 1,cg9

r The Second of the above iiiequalitics is needled to in-
rig sure, that the target enter the circle of radius 1R after

the reference epoch 1. It is automatically satisfied
V ~for thlose values of 0 which Satisfy the first inequality

whenl > it.
R The curves of constant probability are symmetrical

OBSERVER wvith re(spect to the course of the observer. In the
following discuission, only thev half-plane to the right
of the ohserver's course is conlsidlered. First, consider
the cnse when t, U_ i andl I: = t/it (Figure 11). Out-
Side the circle of radius It anrl between the tangents

B to this circle whiich axe inclined to the right and the
left of the courise of the observer ait the limiting ap-
proach1i angle sin-' it/v, the curve of constant prroh-

FI'MURP 10. Probabilikiy of entering cirec. ability 1) is a straight line tangent to the circle and
inclined to the observ'er's course at the angle sin-'

into the circle, i.e., the range of angles 0. (iorrc- [(u/i') cos ~r P]. When i' itu, this latter angle reduces
spending to this angular range of 0 the angular range to (r/2) (I - 211). ()n andI helow the lower tangent
of ih is eonstructe1 immediately (shaded angle in line inclined at thev anlgle sinl 11/1, P - 0.

('ON Fl DENFI A 1,
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Above the upper tangent line inclined at the angle Second, consider 1) < u and k v/u (Figure 12).
sin - ' n/, the equation of the curve of constant prob- Outside the circle of radius R, the equation of the
abilify P is curve of constant probability P is

V2 Sin 2 # [eos92 (4, + uPl) - ro. 2

R2, 2 csV2  sjn -  - cos = (b ± 7rP) [u' C0 2 (+ 7r]) - v 2 cos2 4,

r2\2Pq "where 0 is the positive acute anwie cos-  (R/?-).
- u Figure 1.3 shows how the equiprobability curve

1) = 0.25 varies with k = v/u. Figure 14 is for later
When v = u,this equation reduces to r = R cse (rP/2). reference.

33(f 30*

so 40!~6% 0%. / o

270* ------ 900

240 °  21I00 1800 1500 1200

Fi"ility 11, ( onl tct. prohmba ilify ( rves. k = !.(1
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Ml NONUNIFORM DISTRIBUTIONS OF the( observation. 'I'll' tibrget. will have moved and the
TARGETS dlistibutionl will no lojiger bie Mhe same. Assume that

fl e-speec of U1, targot h-n I ccvt e e ith satis-
Thev uniformi distribution of targets coiisiileredl factory alcuracy, blit, noti its direction: u is known,

hiti er't( is I y no nlia's tile onldy impj ortant case bu0t Ih) I U, i.e., not 4). It, is nlato ia I to ussi n e further
wich~ arisesl in connection wi th iavid operati oi s. th at all di reelti on anc c piialily ]li kely an(] IAre i ndc-
One' exanmple will illustrate t~his poinit; it will bie used pendenit of the aictiiid positionl of tho twiige!t. Thlus
lut. oil inl the subject of Pantistliiiarine lhunlts. the clistriliution complies withi Seetiiii 1. 1 (ai) and

A target has been de~tectedl inaccurately. All that, (e), for a unfiformn distrlutiJii, hut not, with -Section
is known is that. it is more likely to bc att a cer'tain 1 .- (b). The probicii 1i to find the new distribution
point 0 (the ''fix") than at any other point, hut may f(r-,t) after t hours,

*not he at 0() but Only within at short (listaulce of 0, all Consider first the case of at targfet whose Vector
*points at thle same distance r from 0) heing equally velocity u makes at given angle -t wvith the direction

likely, and the probability falling rapidly to a neg- from 0) to the contemplated position [-y is measured
ligible value as the distance r increases beyond at few ats usual from vector r (from 0 to referenoce point in
miles!. If ftr)o'A (denotes the probability that the tar- dA) to vector ul. This target will be in dA if andi

*got be in thle area dA r miles f rom. 0, the graph of f(?,) only if it had initially been in at region congruent to
against r w~ill be of the ecaracter shown iii Figure M. dA and situated -id miles away in the( direction of

fQr)
dA INITIALLY

dA AFTER
t HOURS

0F iaitcz 16. E ntry of target into dA.
Fiovtr 115. Th~e distrib~ution of targas. about. at poinb
or fix o.

the re~versed vector -ti, as 8hotvn iii Figure 16. Thc
Under such conditions it is almost always possible prob~ability of this event is
to ap~proximfate to the situation with sufficient ac-
curavy by assuming a cO'culO)' or elliptical normal 1 1-12 ~ ~ -r 112-2u o y1a2A

distribution; we shall assumeo the former, i.e., that 27C 2ira2

f(r) is proportional to e-"'/213, where T is a constant
(the standard deviation) which increases the more Now the probcability that u make anl angle with r
the graph of f(r) is spread out, that is, the more inl- between ly andl y + (1-y is (1-/2cr. The probability of
dihnite tile knowledge of thle target's position. The both these events is the prodluct of these twvo proh-
constant of propiortionality is found biy tlce faet that, abilities, and to obtain the required total prob-ahility
since the tariget is surely somewhere, the integral f(?,,t)dA this product is added (integrated) over 1ll

possible Initial positions of dA, i.e., over all valuecs of
fff(r)(1h ( ff tr)II-rdk) extendled over the whole y Uro to 2r:

surface has the value unity. hucs one obtains.

f(~~) ~~ ~ '/2~~2 f0-4~)= fcr+,'-ru
00

Now suppose that t hours elapse lafter thce timei of 2 ro2  Jl d,

CON FII) ENTAL
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Now we have where % = gy- 1 and ,o (lonotes the ordinary Besscl

function of zeroth order, 10 its Value for pure imng-1 ('Y. l " ...2 ...... - 2J a 
-  , mry vilues of the argument. l'hus tho equation

r, f- n-,t"I2.- (rut' (10)

2w. 'I The graph of f(r,t) for diffcrent values of t is shown
in Figure 17. It is seen how the prohl ahility spreads

J,,(j outwtrd wvith ,ime, so that the tatget is most likely
U I.) to be in an expanling ring about 0.

0.7-- ______

TO 1.0
AT rv0

0.6 .......
t. 0

0.5 z .....

S0.4
-. _t 1,5

* b

0.2 t. "_-__ ____,_ ___ __

0.1 . ,-5- -, = - -- 7 7 r

0u t -u t= -

0 2. a0 3 " 4o- 5v" 60- 7c" so, 90" 100
DISTANCE r FROM POINT OF FIX

Jerumo,: 17. Thec di..tr.ibufion of moving .argelt about a point of fix 0.
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Chapter 2

TAR!GET DETECTION

2.1 (I ENERMAI~lES CONCERINI N( very 'inlited). As ti, cond~itionsl imp~rove thre chance
I)E~'~CTIONof du~tvction increaseis, anld it may I iconv, c-lose to

or ('(p101 to u nity: (lteetio)n hvieoins piractical ly cer-

T IIE 1( ('II CHAP 1IMS drs(ealt with tII( p)ositionls, tamn. IRXperiece ill everydIay life shows that wve may
Motions, and conitacts Of obServer and target, but be looking hir an object in plain sight andl yet somne-

hans left entirelyout of vonsideratioi the act or process timnes fail to find it. Cases are known where obser-
whereby the obiserver gains knowledge of the presvee vational aircraft flying on elear sunny clays on oh-
and position of the target. Contacts hlaw' heoeru conl- servational mnissions have passed close over large
siderecl as purely geometrical events and their proli- ships and yet failed to (detect them. And a host of
abilities have been simply the prohbilitiV9 that the opera'ltional staltistics give further confirmation of
target reaches a sp)ecified position in relation to the this point. it must Ihe- consanntly realized thmat every
observer. The present chapter will he concerned, on iinstrumnftality of dletection is based in last analysis
the other hiand, with -the act of deirrt-mn.. that event onl a humian being, and its siievess is accordingly in-

*cons9tituted by the ohscrver's becoming aware of tile fluencecl by his attention, alertness, and fatigue, and
presence and possibly of the position and even in the wh~ole chain of events wvhich occur betwveen the
some cases the motion of the target 1iy visu1al sight- impjact, of the message onl his sense organs and his
ing, by raldar detection, by lhydropllonic listening, by mental response thereto. Furthermore, even under
echo ranging, or by any other means 'whattsoever, iihiysieal conditions whichi are ats fixed and constant

*'I'hcvre are certain general idleas and methods w~hich ats it is practicabile to make them, innumnerable rapid
aply ~c all cases, of detectio-i, and their study is thc fluctuations in them are still apt to occur (at radlar
objuect of this chiapter. But hef ore- quantitative re- target changes its aspect fromn moment to moment
.suits of immed. C~iate practical apiplicability can he oh- with the continual rocking of the ship, sonar ranges
tamned, a detailed study must 1w madc of the special experience short-terra oscillations about their mean,
instrumentality of detection; this is dlone for the etc.); and as a result, at target whichl may not 1)e de-

*visual ease in Chapter 4, for radar in Chapter 5, tecteci at one instant may he detected if sought a
and for sonar in Chapter 6. ImomtCA Inter'.

Two basic facts undlerlie every type, of detection: fn view~ of (i), one part of the study of detection
(i) There is a crl~.ain s.et of physical 7-rqiiuieenI requires thre p~hysical conditions for detection to be

which have to ke met if dletection is to bie -possible, a-nd exp~llored; in viewxx of (ii), the other part requires the
*Which if viet wvill in fact inake detectioni possible, thougfh probiabilities of detection, when the former conditions

not vcessdO-ily ineaitable. Thus t~argetii must obviously are given, to be Obtained.
not he too far away: their view from the observer In Sewction 2.9 the elfect of statistically combining
must not lie completely Obstructed; to he0 seen there observations miade under operational conditions in..
must be somne illumination; the radar will not reveal which the physical situation is net constant is conm-
themi if the atmospheric coniditions ao' background siderod.
echoes aire too had; sonar dletection requires that the
soundl path lie not completely bent away froma the
ol ievvr by water refraction; etc. 2.2 I NSTPANTAiN EOU S P ROB3ABI LITI ES OF

(ii) Even when, the physical condlit-ions make detciection D)ETECTION
posmble, it will by no mneans i-nitabl iiedur: IDetectiton
is anz event -e~wh under definite coint-itioms huts a olejinile Suppose that the physical conditions (distances,
probability, the -o umericat wtme of which -mayt/ be zero etc.) remain fixell andl that the Obiserver is looking
or itily a?' anytthing i-i. between. Thtus when the target for' the tar-get (by ''looking' s113ll lie meant trying
just barely fulfills the p)liysi inil corndIitins for I i05i le to (deteet wi th thet means carisi dvret I, visuial, rad ar,
(detection, the prol ability oif dIetec tioin will lbe clJose sonar, etc). Thiere an! two lii ssi 1)1 ities : First, the
to zero (at least wvl ic the timle for cbse rivation is ol ser 111:1Y byle makin rit 811c(('55io1 of Ibrief
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"'g~mlses"; a typical ease of this is in tle echo- (
ranging procedure in %hich each sweep or scan affords a = - "
one opp1o nit.1v ffor rle ,jil (gii ,' ,,e, i e i

ones occurring two or tihre milutcs opart. Second, f + 2(1 - u)fl - 3(1 - g)* g +
the ohserver may be looking colitimlolsly; a typieal d + (
ease is tile Observer fixing his eyes Steadily (ill the = - (L1 - (1 -) 4 (1- v)2  . (2)
position w hee hc is trying to detect till target. The
ese( of rara illtl'vrnlldiate; on aeouint of the scan- = -

ning it wouhl belong to the first Case, but if the =- g 1 0 -9)
scanning is very fast, and especially when there is d/l\

persistency of the inmage on the seope, it may be = (4 \treated a1s in the secondl. Likewise, visual deteetion

Iby a slow seen thruigh a large angle belongs to tile -
first rather thma the secolnd ("ase. Very often the 9
decision to regardi a method of detection In the first Turning to the cease of continuous looking, tile im-
or in the second way depends sipnily on which affords portant (quantity is the probability ydt of detecting in
the closest or most convenient approximation. This a short tine interval of length (It. The quantity -Y is
will be made (lear on the basis of examples in Chap- alled tile instantaneous probability density (of do-
ters 4, 5. and 6. tection). When the looking is lone continuously dur-

In the ease of separated glimpses, tile important ing a time t under unchanging conditions, the prob-
quantity is tle insta onncms prob(ibiility y qf defection ability p(t) of detection is given by
by one gli-mnpse. When n glilnpses are made under

eunchanging Condtitions the probability p,, of (letee- p@) 1 - e -1 . (3)
tion is given by the formula

To peove this, consider q(t) = I - p(1), tile prob-
Sability of failure of deection during the time t. For

= 1 - (1 - )(1) detection to fail (luring the time t + dt [probability
= q(t 4- dt) ], detection must fail bothl during t [prob-

This is because 1 -. p,, is tile lllahility of failing ability = q (t) I and (luring dt (probability = 1 - 'Ydt),
- to detet with . glimpses, and for this to occur the and multiplying these 1)robabilities of independent

target must fail to he detectedl at every single one of events we obtain
the n glimpses; each such failure Inving tle pro-
ability I - g wnd the n failures being independent q(t + (t) = q(t)(1 - -ydt)
events, we concuhde that I - p,, = (1 - g)"; Ince

7 (1). When g = 0, obviously p,, = 0, but ifyg > 0 and which is equivalelt to the differential equation
even if g is very small, p,, can be made as close to 1 as dq(t)
we please by increasing a sufficiently; in other wordls, - yq(t).
once the physieal conditions give some chance, how- dl
ever small, of (leteeting on one glimpse, enough The solution of this equation on tihe assumption that
glimpses under the same conditions will lead with q(0) = 1 (no detection when no time is given to look-
piatical certainty to eventul detection. ing) is 9(t) = e-": whence (3). Again it is true that

To find tile mean or expected number i of glimpses if tlere is the least chance of dleteetion in time (It
for detection we must first find the probahility J,, (i.e., if 'Y > 0) the chance of (letection increases to
talt detection shall occur precisely at tile 7ith glimpsei virtual certainty as the looking time t becomes suffi-
(and not before). This is the product of tie prob- ciently large. It may be observed that the quantity
ability that it, silall not occur (luring the first, n - I -t ill tile exponent of (3) represents tile mean or
glimpses, (1 - g),-l, times toe lnllalility that a le- exlelteol nmIler (f targets detected by an ohserver
tection shall occur oil a single glimpse (tile nth), g; passing through a swarm ,of unit density of target.+
it is accordingly ',, = (1 - g)"'fq. Tle required uniformly distributed ovel(. tile mc'(an.
[(lan nlnher , it, according to tie theory (If prob- To find tilt! Tet Or e(1Xl(,tel, tie i at which (C-
ability, 1P1 + 21' + 3P.1- '3 • • , all thus teetion occurs; ohlsci'e that the Irol ahility P(t)dt of

CONF! I) ENTIA 1,



2o TAR1GET DETECTiON

detection bectween t and t +1- dl (Mhen looking has when f(') -ygll is finite, the clhance~ of detection pQt)
been Continuing fromy the initial timne 0) is the pr'oduct never e~xc(eds I - C-Ai )"1 < 1. H~ere again thle
of probability of iio doteftin bevfore t tinmes prob - quantity f(' T,dl iii thle exlponnt relprekents thle ex-
ability of a detection (luring (It, i.e., P(t)dt ydi(1. ptwpted numbeir of targets dletectedl as then observer
i1 is found by integration pausses tlhiough a swarim of targets distrilbuted uni-

forinly ait unit (tenisity over the ocean.f CO (4) Tile instantaneous prohslhilities quantities y' arid -
7 (Jependl, as we have said, oil tile su11m totl IOf P1ihysical

condhitionsi. F~or c!xamle, in visual detection -j de-
Figure 1 shows thc graphs of tie p~rob~ability 1)() pends on tho range r from target to ob~server, on thle

of detection during thle timi_, and PQ) of detection meteorological state (illumination and hlaze), onl the
at thle timec t and gives tile monstruction of T as thle size and brightness of target against the background,
abscissa of the intercept with the, horizontal line of on the observer's facilities, altitude, etc. And corre-
unit ordinate of thle tangent to P(t) at the origin. sponding lists can be made out for radar and sonar

Since equation (3) reduces to equation (1) when -y dletection. Throughout the remainder of the piesent
Is taken as ~y =-log (I - g) and I = 'i (glimpses one chiapter, only thle dependence on range will he ex-

*unit of timno apart), Figure I serves4 to showv tilequtan- plicitly considered, i.e., we hhall write
titative behavior of p,, arid P,,: the (lifferetice is that

*only discrete points (t = 1, 2, 3, *)on the curve I f;r,-Y = 'Y(r). (7)

It will be legitimate to apply thle resi-ilts either when
r~(tiall thle. other conditions remain practically unchanged

NO during the operation considered, or when the other

05 1.yt conditions have been shown not to influence the re-

TIME, I suits to the degree of approximation that is accepted.
Fvhaa 1. P'robabilities of detection unkier fixedi Since thle instantaneous probability quantities

conditolls.tend to decrease to zero as thle range 7, increases and
to b~e large wvhen thle range is small, their graph

are used, and it i-3 no longer given by thle tangent in- against 7- w~ill be of the character showvn in Figure 2.
tciemt hut rather lby a secant ituculpt." Case A is when the instantaneous probability densitby

When, as usually occurs in actual search, the dis- reaches a finite maxinmim at zero range (probability
*tances and hence the probability quantities gj or y of detecting target w~hen flying over target is less

change as tune goes onl, (1) must he relaced by than unity). In ease B this inaximuir, is infinite (prob-
it ability of depteetion when flying over target is unity).

-, 1 -H (.1 - gY) = 1 -- (U --. u,(I - qg) In case C tile effect of sea return on radar diminishes
g3 ... 5 the probability of detection when over target. In

case D, thle instantaneous probability is infinite when
which takes into account the fact that U will change 7- < fl: dletectionl is sure to occur as soon as the tar-
from glimpse to glimpse: j~ is the~ probability of de- get gets within this critical range It.
tection for Lte itl I glimpse. Andi (3) must lbe replaced The lost easo, while not altogether realistic, is often
by not very far from thle truth. A very useful rough ap-

1- 6 fyd (6) proximation is to assume further that thle instantane-
ous p~robiability is zero for r > R?. Then detection is

where inl -y the piossible change in the probability sure atnd immedliate within the range Rt and is i-
dtensity of (letection as time goos onl is pit into evi- possible b~eyond le~. This assumption shall be called
dence I y the sub~script. Th'le reasoning leadling to the definile range lav) of detetion.
thiese equationis is precisely similar to that in the An irtiportant example showing thle evaluation of
earlier case. B~ut the probab il.i ties p,,, p(t) don not thle function y(-) is in the case wheni thle following aIs-
necessarily ahproach unity its n. or t increase, thus suniptions are iale.

11'111 ril Ighout thim bnook, log is~ 1i.4md to, ,ieinv ''nijoro-l log 1. The observer~ is at height h ab ove tile ocean,
:11101111", no 101 j, I,, (:1i'ih~ ''coJIini() logiti-if ion.'' on whuich thle target is cruising.
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length a~ towvard the observer anti width b perpen-
(heular to the diroetion of ob~servation (perpendicular

A -to thle page in Figure 3A). The infinitesimal solid angle
is thle product of thle angle a sulitended.c by a, and
the angle 0 subtended by b. The radian measure of
a is c/s. By similar triangles, c/a h/s and hence

RANGE 0 OBSERVER

h

RANGE

RANGE t wns 3. Solid 111igic 911b totaed by Wake.

a =ah/S
2. And the radian measure of 0 is obviously

b/8. Hence solidl angle = aO = abh,/s3 = area of
rectangle times h/s'. TIhe actual .area A of the tar-
get's wake is not rectangular, but can ibe regarded

z as made up of a large number of rectangles like the
D above, thle solid angle, being thle sumn of the corre-

If sponding solid angles. Hence, when thle dimensions
of A are small in comparison wvith h,r, and .s, we have
thle formula

R RANGE Ak, A h

Fiui~ , nsattacos roabliy t arou dstncs.Solid angle - . (h2 - r2)'. 8

2. Thle observer detects the target by seeing its Since -y is assumed to be proportional to the solid

wake. angle, we obtain
3. The instantaneous p~robablity of dtection y k/i ki

is proportional to the solid angle subtended at the -y - = (9)
point of observation by the %vake. 8

Tile calculation of the solid angle is shown in wvhcre thle constant k dlepends on all the factors whir.h

Figure 3 for an area of ocean w~hich is a rectangle of we are regarding as fixed anti not. introducing ex-

CONFI DENTIAL
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plicitly, suchi as vontrast of' wake against ocean, 01)- The latter need not be moving in fixed course and
ser'ver's ability (num11ber of lookoults and their facil- .4peed over tile ocean, although that is very often
ities), ]Iii(teorologicall cofl(Iionfs, A., and of course k the case. I1he coordinates used have been described
contaiin's it as a factor. lDinmnsionnIaly, ,: = [J'''.in Suction 1.2 (see Figure 4 and equation (2) of
III thle mjojrity ofoeases I, ix 11211e11 larger- 1.1120 h, not Chalpter 1.
(9) can he replaced by the Qatisfactory approxinin, rihe target is at (4,j) at thle time 1, so that thle
tioun equations of thle target's relative motion are

* Formulas (9) and (101) lead to eases A and 13 where initially (t V 1) 4o = W(%) no~ = 7(W), and
respectively of F'igure 2; the property of detection finally (t 1 ") tj 4(1"), n, =27(1"). Tile target de-

*which they express shall be ealled the -ivveniv cube scribes the relative track C. Accordingly, (7) beeomes
law of sighting. When tile subject of vision is studied [writing 42(1) foi'r 4(1)1 J1:
in Chapter 4 it will be found that many changes in
this law have to be made to obtain a high degree of g= U(N/2(t1 jT77 (t)) g,
approximation uinder the various conditions of prac- ____(12)

tie. Nevertheless the inverse cube law gives a re- -Y = x/i+22()=
markably useful approximation, Its use in the
present (hlpter is Chiefly ats anl illustration of the Hence according to equations (5) and (6) the prob-
general principles, abilities PC of detection are given by either of the

followving

2.31 DEPENDENCE OF DETECTION ON I -u TjV1 -)g (-\/,2, (13)
TRACN~I -g~

When the(, observer and target are moving over the P'C - 1 xp [ -y~v '(t) +1 7 2())dt] (14)

ocean in their respective paths-, which may be straight
or, curved1 and at constant or changing spends, the In (13) 1i is thle time (epoch) of the ith ''glimpse" or
continuous change in thuir relative positions con- scan, and n thle number of glimp~ses between t' and V":
starntly changes thle instantaneous probability of dc- 11 5 f, < 12 < . < t ;5 Ill.

In (14), tilc integral is actually a lUce integral along
C; if it is the( relative speed (not necessarily con-

"C'C start), we. may wvitu [with s = arc length of C from

TARGET-1 f)I/V()
((15

Formulas (13) and (!a) may be united into

'A r PC-~ - c~*(j (6

'0 where f or the case of separale fglimpses

OBSERVER 
_____o___ 1 17

Ii m'mm'; 4. Tiarget'm relative' tracid.I"C - lar[-g(/(i). 2)),17

tection; we hanve to decal with thle functions g, and and in the ease of ronlin aoo. looking
-y, and caletulate pI'ohbilities o1 dletection by means
of formulas (5) and (6). 1It is ttonvonicnt to draw the d
Larget's track C (Figure 4) relative to the obsaorver. I] it . 18

CONFIDENTIAL
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'This qluantity F[CJ shall be cs.lld the sightinr; po- y

tential. It hing tile important property of additivity: W, Y)
If C, and CI2 are two tracks and C C1 -1- C2 is their
vomrbination or sum, and if pc 7'p, I- c, is the prob-

* ability of sighting oin at least one( truck, poc, F- 1c, is
still obtained by formula (16) and/

F[C, + C2] = l"[Cl] +- FC 21. (19)/

'Tbis is an immediate consequence of the u.9ual-aian- /TAPCET
* tion for combining probabilitics of events whilch may~

not be mutually exclusive:

Pc=1 (1 - ?)c,) (1 P-Ic,) =c ±)C +Pc, - Pc11Pc,.

The additivity applies, of course, to the Rum of any /,Y
number of pathls.. One application is to the calcula-
tion of pc when C is complicated, but made up out of/ -

a sum of simple pieces such as straight lines. Another
application is in thle ease of two or more intcr- com- OBSERVER

9- inunicating observers; U1 canl be the path of the target
relative to the first and %,' that relative to thle second, A
etc.

A most inortant ease, and one which wvill chiefly
concern um in this book, is when both obsorver and

1 target arc moving at constant speed and course. Thle
results of Chapter 1 become iilpplicable. Track C is
a straight line, and the speed u) is a c2onstant (as long Y
as C is niot turnedl). It is (-onvenient to make thle

r calculationps with the aid of the coordinates (x,y) of
Chapter 1 (Figure 5), where x is thle lateral range.
Thle equations of motion which take thle place of (11)
are xr constant, 11 = wt, where t is weasured freni
the epochi of closest approach, anol where, furthermore,/
the positive direction of the y axis is that of the tar-
get's relative motion; this convention is used through-/
out this chapter. The potentinl El Cl q given by thle / TARG
appropriate one of the formulas/

P[C] ='-~ log [i~ i to / /)

n1 (20)
= ~log g(x+j);/

YlC] J X/i~~ . , OB!;ERVE

=I r"..(VX ±72)d1y, B

where yj is the distance of target at thle ith glimpse 14xW, Y)

to iti closest poisition, ni (xr',y') andi (.r",y') are the FMounr 5. Detctcion at fixed rpucd and course.

CONFI 1)ENT{AL
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extremities of C: x' = x'" = x constant, y' = wit', according to whether (22) or (23) is used; the curve

y, = wI". is shown in Figure 613 in the former case.

In the case of the inverse cube law (9), With intermittent glimpses taking place T units of
time apart, equation (20) applies. For the definite

kh f '( (I range law, p(x) = 0 when x > I or x < -R, and
C] = J (h' x y2) p(x) = I when the length 2J,/2 0-.of relative track

during which the target is within range le of the

m2 + X-/- h i+ Y + (22) observer is greater than wT, i.e., when

IV2-tL,27-2,/4 25 x = 112~ U2T2/4;

-\/h0 + X2 + (y')z. but A~X)-2"R - x

Ard for (10), wT

kMIhr'" dy m 1/ fl\ in intermediate cases, this being the probability that
SF[C , (x2 -+ y) - -- the target be glimpsed while within range R. The

(23) lateral range curve is shown in Figure 6C.

!- (sin W' + sin W"), Other typical lateral range curves are those of

X Figure 6D and E. The dip at x = 0 in Figure E

where in each case show. the effet of .cu ruturn (radar) or pinging over

kih the target (sonar).
m = -, (24) The area W under the lateral range curve is called

Wo the effective search (or sweep) width:

and where r' and r" are the ranges of the extremities
of C, and w' and w" the angles they subtend with the W = p(dx. (27)

normal to C.

It has the following interpretation. If the observer
moves through a swarm of targets uniformly dis-

2.4 TIlE LATERAL RANGE DISTRIBOTION tributed over the surface of the ocean (N per unit

area on the average) and either all at rest or all

Wheirthe observer and target are on their straight, moving with the same vector velocity u, the average

courses at constant speeds for a long time before and number N% detected per unit time is

after their closest approach, the probability p(x) of
detection is a function of the lateral range x. The

graph of p(x) against x is callcd the lateral range curve For suppose that t is such a. long period of time that

and expresses the distribution in lateral range. In con- the length of time during which a target is within

sequence of (16) p(x) is given by range of possible detection is snmll in comparison

= -(x), (25) with t. Then the number of targets passing during
the period t through detection range (i.e., exposing

where F(x) is the value of F[Ij, C. being an in- themselves to detection) and having the lateral range

finite straight line ab the perpendicular distance x between x and x + dx is Nwtdx (since such targets

from the observer. The value of F(x) is found by are in an area of wtdx square miles). On the average

applying equation (20), summing over all infegral p(x)Nwldv,x of these will be detected. Hence the aver-

values of i,or equation (21) with y'= -- and y" = c, age total number detected is

in the glimpse or the continuous looking cases, re- +
spectively. f p(x) Nvtdx.

With continuous looking (21) applies. For the

definite range law, p(x) = 1 or 0 according as Dividing this by t and applying equation (27), cqua-

-R < x < R or not, and the. lateral range curve tion (28) is obtained. Since for continuous looking

is Figure 6A. For the inverse cube law, with a definite range law, W 2R, wc may describe
I' as follows:

p(x) = 1 - e - '
n(h' + ') or1)(x) = 1 - 2e''m (26) The effective search vidth is twice the range of a

CONFIDENTIAL
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definitc ranfle law of detection which is equivalent to so that the search width is proportional to the square
the given la1w of defction i- the sense that each of the root of the altitude and inversely propoftional to the
two laws detects the Ranic nunihcr of uiniformly dis- square roof of the target's relative speed. Further-
trilmicd targets of identical velocitij. more, if there tire n aircraft flying the same path

Th produet ivIV is called the effective search (or withouit mutual interference (or if there are n ob-
suwcep) ratc. servers having the same facilities operating indc-

When the distribution of targets is uniform in the pendently of one another in the same aircraft), TV is
sense of Section 1.3, i.e., when their speed is given replaced by W N/17

A B

-R P

R R

]'iatno 03. Littoral range curves.

but their course is not, iv has to be replaced by its This results from the( ariditivity of the potentials
average iv (taken as uniformly distributed in traek Section 2.3, which has the effect that k is replaced
angle 0) i.e., wve must write iv = 2.'iv~d~p, so that by nk in equations (22) and (23), and thus that m is
(28), No = NO1V, may hold (W = 21R). [See Chap- replae( by na [see (24)]. Thius the statement that W
ter 1, equations (1) and (4)]. is replaced Iby WIV1n. is it cons9equence of equation(29).

In the case of the simplified inverse cube law The Integration leading to (29) is performed by
equations (26) and (27) give, by carrying out the in- introducing equation (26) into (27) and changing
tegration (see below): to the nowv variable of integration.

11v 7m 2 V I (29)z

CONFjjI)ENTiAL
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and then integrating by part,,,. Use is mde of the Np@: ,y) dxrdy, wheJlre p(x'!y), Which may be (described
well-known equation as thle rate oft first contacets at thle point (x,y) per unit

_X/71 area and per unfit (ensityof targets, is obtainled by thle
je~dz --- _.argument which follows.

to 2 'Ihel anubr of targets entert.ing (Ldd in unit time
B3y its definition, P(x) is the probability (not prob- is ildx. A given target's probability of being deC-

ability density) that a. target, known to have the tectctd therein is tile piroduct of the probabilily that
lateral range x, lie detected. On the other hland, it fail to he (detected before entering this region times
p(x)dx/W1 is thle probability that a target, ku.-vn the prob~ability that, when not previously detected,
to havc bcen detected, have a lateral range betweecn it he dletected while crossing dxdy, i.e., (luring the
x and x + dxr (in this case p(x)/WY is a probability time dt = dy/ic. Thle former probability is e-(, in
density). This fact (actually a consequence of JBayes' virtue of equation (16), where F(x,y) is given in the
theorem in probability) is easily seen, as follows: ease of glimpses by equation (20), with i summed
The detected target may be thought of as chosen ovet' -all values for which yj < y (with sufficient ac-
at randomn from the set of all detected targets; the eutacy we may w~rite 11i = Y -- iTad sum for
chance that its lateral range be between x and x + dx i =1, 2, - a' ); and in tlhe ease of continuous
is equal to the proportion of targets in this set which looking, by equation (21) with y' andl y' =y.
have such a lateral ranige; from. the previous calcula- Thle latter probability is given by fj(r)dy/w)T (inter-
tions, this proportion is seen to lie inittent glimpses, one ev'ery T units of time, dy/wT

being thc probability that a glimpse occur while
Nwp~xdx px~dxtarget is in dxdy), or by -y(r-)dlj/w (conitinuouis look-

N'wW W1ig). Tl'lui9 tile probability is

2.5 THE DISTRIBUTION IN ThiwF RANCE Y~jrd r~__
or)

Again we supplose that the observer makes eon-
stant speed and course and that the targets do like- accordling to whether glimpsing or continuous look-
wise and arc distributed uniformly over the surface ing is used. To obtain thle mean number of detections
of the ocean with then density N (average number per unit Kooe in dxdyl, these expressions aire multi-
per unit area). Relative to the observer, the targets plied !,y thle number of targets exposed to such de-
all move parallel. to the y axis in the (lireetion of tl-otion, NI'dxz. hfence the answer to thle question in

italics abovo is supplied by the following expressions
~, ~for p&.q!j):

(X,Y)1d '1~ (30)

for intermittent glimpsing, a~nd
OBSERVER 7f r, l a~ ~ )

F(;x,y) = ~ ~ ~2 ~

FIu ti.; 7. Target detection agiven, ,rd:d(Ive. oin for con~tinu~ous looking.
It is sen by carrying ol it tihe (Ii Ibren Clti atio that

increasing y1. 1100 2may turf'icts are dutcctrd oil the alin- in the caIsc of equaiitioni (.1),
lI/C! in- '10tio 4Th in the simai! ,.eqi.fono l dxrdy q,

/"irlitr 7? TIhe numbIeir will he propolrtional to N P(?-11) =~ ir0 - C ~~I (392)
and~ to dlx(/y, andI may accordhingly hie roprvi'Mi'ted( by O

(i( NID)INIX AIL
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In the case of (30), the corresponding formula is The function p(r) (or the equivalent functions

(33) Np(r) or p(r)i-oW) expresses the distr ion in (true)
ranye, and the graphs of these functions against r

where tie operation A,, applied to a function dhenotes are called ranye curves. They fall considerably for
the result of the following proc(,ss: first. rephice y smiall values of r, since relatively few targets come
in the function by y - Ay, (A' - 1'T); second, silb- Hlose to the ol1servr Iy chance, and of these a still
tract the original vaue of the function from the smn'h,r number are apt to survive undetected up to
new; third, divide by Ay. a close proximity of tie observer. Figure 8 shows a

If A is a plane region maoving with the oieri.,rv( typical range curve (actually, for the inverse cube
over tihe ocean, tle average number Q., of targets law); as the situation approaches the definite range
detected per unit time within A is (by addition of law, the curve humps up indefinitely about the value
averages) r = R of the definite range, and falls to the axis of

/'["abscissas elsewhecre.
Q, = N p(x,)ddy. (34) The mcan value of the range of detection is given by

A

In particular, when A emb'aces the whole plane, :=.d = w 2 s
equations (32) and (33) lead from equation (34) to
the previously obtained expression NO = NnweW of (28) (36)
by straightforward calculation. When A = AR is a in all cases.
circle of radius R centered on the observer, (34) ex- In the case of the simplified inverse cube law, we
pressed in polar coordinates (r,i) (" angle from have equation (23), in which we set c' Ir/2 -.

positive y axis to vector r drawn from observer to and w' = wr/ 2 ; we obtain
target) becomes: ffp ....... + C os +Cos

Q(R) = N ffp(;,y)dxdy [- r2 sin'](" "
A11  - 7 CSc2_=t.

,?I /'2x 2r2 2
Nv J O dr J O rp (rsin , ens T hus

' Now the number of targets dete(ted per unit time / m 2 rM
at a distance (true range) from tlhe observer between p(x,y) = w exp csc 2/ ; '

r and r + dr is of the form Np(r)dr (being propor-
tional to both N and dr), and since its integral from IHence"

0 to 1? must, for every value of R, be equal to Q(R), r -, cxp / csc
it follows (by equating the two integral expressions -1 C-) - ese dj, (37)

for Q(R) and differentiating through with respect to
R?, etc.) that = 2wmi[r-[- erfr (1 )],

p(r) = fr(r sin f, r cos t) d' (35)
1 This d pends on the evalhition of fhe integral

p(r)dr may be described as the rate of detection in -(k) = f "e-Xm,10dO.

the range interval (r, r + (h-) at unit target density. This is done by the following device: Dilferenliating with
If, no\\', a target is known to be detected but at re.pect to 0,

unknown rang(, tile probability that the range, of de- s'0?.) -"' c -x , ,,, 0 2-0 do

tection has been between r and r + dr is .(')driwlV. --f C-, o, Cd cot 0

For this target may be thought of as chosen at - I- i-2 -
random from the ,et of all the NwIV d(.tected tar- !"' is sm'll oi .]anging to thec vriable of iltegralion x

gets, of which there are Np(r)(12 hetctc(I at range be.- Cot 0, ,andI OwI, u,5, of e formuhl (! -x b. r /2. In-
tween r and r -- dr. flence the pronability that the tegnrtting 4' (.) wii ivesped (, )., observing that 0(0) W/2,we olt lii

target Ihe (I etcctl at sulh a rnngu is the quotient Ir

.0 dr. q ') [I - 'r" 71 2 , (38)
l w'lli Oi, apa' oIll ' lalgi ,othe wvarilblo of inh'gratinol A /'i -.

(:0N F'II) INTI AL
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where "erf X" (the "error function" or "probability 3. On any portion o)f the path whichl i small rela-
integral") is defined as tivly to the total length oif path but decid.dly larger

2 than the range of possible detection, the observer
erf X c- 'dx. always detects the target within the lateral range

0 1W/2 on either sit, of eath tn i 'r htvond.

BY expressing ni in terms of tie scareh wilthI W by These assumptions lad to the formula (if random

means of equation (29), equation (37) is reduced to carch

7) = j - t-W'./., (40)
P10.) ON where A = area. in square miles, W = effective search

width in miles, L = total length of observer's path

This is the function actually graphed in Figure 8. in A in miles.
To prove this, suppose that the observer's path L

is divided into n equal portions of length L/n. If n
is large enough so that most of the pieces are ran-
domly related to any particular one, the chance of

pir) failing to detect during the whole path L is the

product of the chances that detection fail during
motion along each piece. If, further, L/n is such that

:_ most of the pieces of this length are practically
r straight and considerably longer than the range of

1'tu5E 8. Tre range rurve. detection, then in virtue of (3) the latter chance of
detection is the probability that the target be in the

For values of r riot over about 15 miles, it is in reason- area swept (whose value is WL/n square miles), and

able rough agreement with operational data (visual); this probability is WL/nA [assumption (1)]. Hence
but farther out it has too high an ordinate. the chance that along all of L there le no detection

is (1 - WL/nA)", and hence

2.0 RANDOM SEAICII = - -v nA /
In the last two sections both observer and target 1 - - 'W !,t for largo n.

were on straight courss at constant speeds; this
represents the extreme of simplicity of paths. At This reasoning assumes, of course, that a large n

the other extreme is the ease where both are moving having these properties exists. This is essentially as-

in complicated paths over the ocean and at speeds sumlption (2).

which may vary in i.he course of time, a case which If the exponuntial in equation. (40) is replaced by

is called that of ravdom search. If the position of the the first two terms in its power series expansion, the

target is in the area of interest A (which may be equation is replaced by p = WL/A; this corresponds

many hundred square miles) in which the observer to the probability in the case that L consists of a

is moving, and if the observer is without pre-
knowledge indicating that the target is more likely - - - -F

to he in one part of A than in another, a good ap- 
-

proximation to the probability 1) that tile observer
make a contact is given on the basis (f the following O ___ _

three assumptions: A/w
1. The target's position is uniformly distributed Fiimtt( 9. Detection witih andem search.

in A.
2. The obscrv(r's path is random in A in the sense single straight line, or a path so little bent that there

that it can be titought of ,is having its different (not is practically no overlapping of swept regions: The

too near) portions !)larv'd indtepfl(,, lltily of one an- total n 'ca ,,wcpt is WL and the ellunce of the target

other in A. being in it is IVL/A. The departure from this simple

C()ON F EI NIrAl
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value represents the effect of random overlapping of the lateral ranges of the target from the various ob-

swept areas. server paths. For paths at or to the left of the axis
Figure 9 shows the way in wvhich the probability of ordinates, the lateral ranges are

increases with the length of observer's path L. For
nsmaller values of L it is closely approximated by its x, x+ , x+2S, x+3S,

tangent p = WL/A. For much larger values, it ap- For those to the right,
proaches unity, exhibiting a "saturation" or "dimn- 8 - x 2S - x, 38 -
ishing returns" effect.

All these cases may be combined into the absolute
'k value formula:~~~2.7 PBLE W E)

PARALLEL SWEEPS lateral range = I x - nS (41)

Search by parallel sweeps is a method frequently where

employed, and many apparently more complicated 0 _ x <S and n = 0, ±1, ± 2, ± 3,
schemes turn out to be equivalent to parallel sweeps,
either exactly or with sufficient approximation for Equation (25) is now applied to find the prob-
practical purposes. A target is at rest on the ocean in ability p. = p (nth lateral range) of detection by the
an unknown position, all equal areas having the same nth sweep when the target's position is given as (X,y)
chance of containing it; it is decided to search along -

a large ("infinite") number of parallel lines on the , -

ocean, their common distance apart, or sweep spac- where the potential I is given by the appropriate
ing, being 8 miles; what is the probability P(S) of formula. The probability of no detection by the nth
detection? Or again, the target's speed and direction sweep is 1 - p,,; that of no detection by any sweep

. are known, but the position is uniformly dietributed is the (infinite) product 11(1 - p,,) for all values of
as above; it is possible to search in equally spaced n (< 0, - 0, > 0); and the probability that at least
parallel l)aths relative to the target, i.e., in the plane one sweep detect a target given at (x,y) is
moving with the target's motion and in which it ap- +®
pears to be a fixed point, as in the first case. It is P(x,S) = 1 - V e -(Ixv - I) ,

*: immaterial whether all the parallel paths are trav-
ersed by the same observer or by different observers or, finally,
having similar observing characteristics. 1'(X,') =)

In Figure 10 the parallel paths are shown referred +.0 (42)
to a system of rectangular coordinates; the axis of 4 = (2)IX - n), 0 i < 8.

n F(- -CO j)

I " This is essentially a repetition of the argument prov-
(XY) ing the additivity of the potentials Section 2.3.

1 - -. It remains to find the probability of detection P(S)
* -2S -s 0 9 $ when the target's position (the value of x) is notIgiven, but has a uniform distribution between 0 and

S. An easy probability argument shows that P(S) im
1,I(UII 10. 1'a,'al sweno1 the average of P(x, 8) over all values of x in this

interval:
ordinates is along one of the paths and the target's I0S
(unknown) position is at (x,y), and 0 - x < S. It is l'(S) = i(1 - - ') dx
observed that this inequality, expressing the fact 0(43)

that the target is in the strip immediately to the +(
right of the axis of ordinates, is a consequence of the ,t(.,S) = E F(c - S).

method of choice of the axes, and implies no restric- I=---

tion in the position of thu target. This gives tne general solution of the problem.
The first step iin calculating P( ,) is to write down Tdhe effective visibility I, is (efined as half that sweep

(.ONl"l I)ENTIAL
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spacing for whlich thle proleiblty of dletection by These values sul )4titutedl into equation (45) give
parnllel sweeps is on(- 11,l1. In (ltlI('I' 1%OPnls, li isH
dtlterminled Its thev solitiol) or thte equation P -) vf(.5 ).(7

]'(2E) = .A third vase, is useful to considler) although strictly
2 ~speaking it is not one( of parallel sweeps; liut or itni-

Three cases are of partieulnrl inlterest. '1'li first, is form random searech. It mnay be0 described a.,, the
that of continuous looking onl the aisump~tion of at situation which arises when the soarchei' attempts to
dcfinito. range law. D~etection w~ill surely occuIr if, coveir the(. whole areat uniformly by at path or paths
and only if, the target happens to he within the which place about the same length of' track in each
definite range R, of either of thle two adjacent sweeps. strip but which operate witin a given strip in the
The chiance for this is MIN/ = 1475 when 8 > 21?

*,and unity wheni s~ 1h'. It is easy to sec thart N NS
thle effective visibiliby E = IV.I

Thle secondl case is that of the inverse cube law
(which will he taken hiere in its sim-plest form). We
obtain ((,S) with the aid of equation (26) '7

I)xS 21n.)

= - (44)

tile latter equality resulting from a well-known - - I
formula. of analysis (obtaiinedl, e.g., from the expan- Mwaui 11. A rctangle of randoin sweops,

*ston of the sine in an infinite product by taking
logarithmns and then differentiating twice). Inserting manner of tlitj searcher of Selction 2.6. Let all -thie
this expression into equation (43), we must findh strips be cut by two horizontal lines a olistnce of b
* ~~~ 7 ~F( 2w rxl miles apart and suppose that the search is for a tar-P() F1 - exp cse2 -i get insidle the large! rectangle bounded by these lines

~ L and two vertical lines NS miles apart, ais shown in
Tlhis is found by mevans of equation (38), onl setting Figure 11. The area is A = IVb square miles. As-
O = irxr/ and X 2mr ,2.ir Th'e result, which can sume that the total length of track is equal to that
he transformed by mevans (of equation (29)), is of all included parallel swveeps, L M N, then apply

1'(S en= cr __equation (410); we obtain
l'(S) =- 1r e"' 5  (45)

W,'e are now in a position to expr'ess m an 11 in 1EINr 10GELA
terms of the effective visibility A. To find A' we solve

1 -2' crf err A//7rPs INVERSE COBE LAW

The taldes of the pa l i ty in tegrra Amsiuo thatt erf
0.477 =(0.5; henceie0

V'w jo a i., 12. ]'nobtbili lies withi pa rallcl swceP.l,.

2E' 4E It7, l is inidependent of N anid b.
i.e., TI jse tirv 'l'ases may b e represen ,tn! I Iy meanls

in= 0. 0 1 OK'2, 11 1 I.076K'. (4w) of a conimon (iihgrani (Figure 12) b y plo'ttinug
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I' l( 1/11 whlere it I ,/S is thle sivcip density, or If P(t) is the( required prlubntity of firsL detection
numblier of sweeps per mlile. At one( extreme is the duinmg the( interval of tinme frotl 0 to t by the first
ease of the tlefIinite, rangew, ait tite other tite vase me101ns, INe ean1sider. thle vahle of NU( + (It). It is thle
of randml(h)Irc('hPl. All flvtiitd sittiitiois canl110 re- p~robabtlility of ant ve'it wbich van suicceedi in either
garded as8 leading to intermedc~iate cvesv, i.e., lying of the following mutually exclusive ways: either by
in thev sl madvi region. ' lTe inoverse culI)v law is close having the ret ui rud d eteitit n I mti eni 0 and f., or
to ai mlidle( tist, at eielinstainve wich indicates its by lhavinug neither meanso dtletct (luring this period,
frequent elipiricad luse, even inl ealses witere the special antI intving at (eteection hy the first means betweent
assumptions upon which its derivation was based are w10( t + (it. This leads to the equation
largely rejected.

P (t + d't) = P,(t) + [1 I (t)JI [ 1 - p')] (It,
2.8 FORESTALLING

whence at differential equation is obtained, the solu-
When the observer is using two dlilTerent means of tion of which is

detection simultaneously and independently (iLe.,
w~hen neither interferest wvitO or aids the(, other), it is r.c(y "d 1 d
sometimes necessary to know the( probability of mak- f t CX)L Jo +(9
ing at first dletection by at particular one of the( two
means. Since tlt(e 5second means of detection can de- Precisely the samie reasoning leads to the expression
prive the first of a chance of dletcting (bly detecting - -. l
tihe target first) this probability may he lower than J"t) j Y" exp - ,j ( + 71/)dtf dl
if the second means had not beien present. We say-
thatt the second can forestall thle first. For example, for, thle prob~ability of a first detection by the second
wxhien biothliradar and visual detection are possible, meanls it, the time interval 0,t.

in gathering clata heating oji tho ellecutivr'negs of the Note that the sumn P(1) + P(t) is thle probability
radlar, thle possibility of visuial forestalling of tho of a first detection either by thle first means or by
raLLP miusu be taken into account. the second, in other word.,, the probahility of a de-

Again, wh'len the target is itself capable of detect- teetion Iby some1 moaint b~etween 0 and t. Thle exhprcs-
ing tile olscrver, and if it i~s important to (deteet thle sion obtained by adding the tibove eqjuations and
target before it czan detect the obser-%'er (its whenl thec carrying ouit 0o10 integration i:5
formner is a surfaced sublmnarine whlich can submeorge F c
if it detects the oblserver first and so deprive it of its I()+ ex(it f /I X) ' + -yl')dti
chlance of detectinig), it is important to find tile pro1)-

ability that the(, observer iletvet the target first, be- which is simply tite expresstion ((6) with -Y, replaced
fore it has been forestalled b y the target's (detection. by 'Y + y,' the latter being thev instantaneouts pro1)-

just ais the( chanve of, detetion is mathecmatically ability when 1)0th liti s (It detection it t in eon-
equivalent to that of hitting it target continuously junction (additivity of potentials).
exposedh to ouir fire( (intensity varying in general with When a large number of independent trials of thle.
the time), so the question of forestalling is mathie- detection e~xperiment ate mrade under identical con-

*matically identical with that of hlitting the( target diltionls and all cases %%el have resultedl in a first
before it hits us, ill the( eaise where it is lt) n etn detection by thte first mieans are sorted out anid the
Contintuously firing 1 tck. Iprecise ep' ll It of 5 t this detectionI a re avraged, the

It will beo suliientll to conlsiderq tttt calse (If' ton- result will (-stattist icvally) bie equal to
tinluous looking wvith the inlstantaneotus p)roblability I
y1,dt for the(. first nieans of detection without fore- CIy V~)P (-Y, + 'Y" (it
stalling (Section 2.2), the piohad dlity p(i) of (letec- A_______ . 0 ____-_______ . p())
tioD whetn there is no forestalling hbeing givent by ^Y CI rI'i
equlation (6~). I,'t -yi(lt andl p'(t) lie the corre.spylditfig J t(( -

(tan titie Fo fhiv Ii second I01 n" ot(f' detection, o0 o j -

tit! O~rgvt's (ftltc ttio oii(f tIw obserI5Cver ini the Sue, ald Ihv e lion i t sb i.s ptuf S Ii, nut to tile tota iti it n er
exalile abotve. ofI first 'letet ti ois I y first ian11, and1 thvt result of
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dividing -yj exp f( ((Yt +[ y'Y),1 (it by the do- be evaluatedi exp~licitly when it is noted that the
L o integrandl is lpropoI'tionitl to the3 derivative of the

nominator is the proportion of such detections lie- exponential expression, i.e.,
tween t and t +1 dt. Thus the exprssion in equation I + M, Y_
(50) represents the expected value 1 of t, thle cpoch -y2) +X 2
of detection by the first mevans. (x2 + ri ! Xu + /x+Y)I

As a first application we consider the ease of con- 1 d Fx -n +i ± ' +
stant instantaneous probabilities of detection, -yf In* + ii 7 exp x2 X+

E' Equations (48) and (49) duue to

-- 7 ,I -CY+. The result, on setting t = + -, givcs the following
= Y + -' U L j probability of sighting the submarine sonic time on

= its whole straight Course.

'+ -Y' eP2x&+o)/)
In+ i e~'+i'It is thus seen that the prop~ortion of the total m+i

number of first contacts by the first means (as To find the valuie of thle search width (which wvill
t ) is -y/Qyl + y'), and, correspondingly, lby the be denoted by WP), this expression must be used in
second, Y'/(,y + T'), And the mean time elapsed the place of (20),in equation (27). Trho answer is
to the former is the same as for the latter, i.e., obtained from (29) by replacing In by 7n + m' and
1/(,y -I, 'y); this is different from the mean time 11-y then multiplying the result by m/(m + mn'); it is
when no forestalling had been possible.- m

As a second application we- consider the struighit 2i = /~ 2 Wj
track case of Section 2.4, and assumne that tile ob- l-Ii V +i'
server is an aircraft and the target a surfaced sub- Thus th. effect of forestalling is to multiply TV by a
marine. If tile observer sights the wake of the sub- fitctor less than unity of Vn/(mn + ?In'). And the
marine, his ability to dietect may reasonably be taken probability of detection even whecn the target is
as the inverse cube law of equation (10), and if the flown over (x - 0) is P(0,-) = III'/(?n + ?W') instead

*submarine sights the horizontall surfaces of the air- of unity, as it would have been in the absence of fore-
craft's wing, the same laiv (with k replaced by a'" stiffling.
different constant k') can reasonably be assumied for For a definite range law, that mecans of detection

*the submarine's detection of the aircraft. If it is which has the greater range will alwvays forestall the
assumed that thle subm)llarinei div.:s as soon as it de- other. (of course this is strictly true only in the case
tects the aircraft, wvhat is the p~robhability that thle of continuous looking.)
aircraft detect thle submarine, as a function of lateral
range x? By how much is its effective searchl width
decreased by this new possib~ility''?. CONCLUSION-OPERATIONAL

E'quation (10) under the circumstanices of Section DISTRIBUTIONS
2.4 leads to

___kh Ph Returning to first principles, ats set forth in Sec-
'vi' +=1 tions 2,1 and 2,2, it hias been laid down as basic that

detection, even when possible, is an uncertain event;
only in the present ease the timev interval is fromn and the whole sub~sequent course of development of
- co to I instead of f rom 0 to t. With these changes this chapter has been toward the calculation of prob-
equation (49) leads to the following expression for abiilitics of detection. But an essential res riction has
the probability of .4ightig thle submarine biefore thle been imposed in all these calculations: The one source
time t: of uncertainty which has been considered is thie

P(X,t) humnan fallibility of the observer', and the sudden
- in± m'~ V 1d ~~Uliontrollablle fluctuations in thle physical state of

Ij exp -- (1 Y 2. aJ~1., ffairs, but not in thle randlom clement introduced
J~ L~''- '' 1b unkcnown, long-term variations in the underlying

where mn khl/w anl vi' -k'h/o'. The integral can phiysical colnditions (conditions which are exp~ressible
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.as parameters). Thus, as we have said in Section This is justificd only in two cases: first, when the
2.1 (ii), under given meteorological conditions of visi- only uncertainty is in the observer's chance per-
bility 1' the observer will have a (lefinite chance formanee so that his different opportunities. (glimpses)
•y ,(r)d! of sighting a target of given size A and back- are regarde(i as repeated independent trials (as in
ground cillctrast C; and subsequent deductions have successive tosses of a coin); second, when there are
been made on the fissumption that while the range r indeed changes in physical conditions, but of such a
may vary in a given manner in the course of time, rapidly fluctuating character that if no detection is
the parameters ', 4, and C ull remain fixed. The known to occur at one glimpse, no inference can be
distributions calculated on this as.umption can be drawn regarding the physical conditions pertaining
Jexpected to agree with tie distributions found ema- toany other glimpse. But if, for example, the visi-

Vpirically when the results of a large number of bility V is not fully known, the fact that earlier
experimentt are obtained, all of which are performed glimpses have failed to detect niay lead to the pre-
under the same conditions of visibility and size and sumption that V is less than might otherwise have
contrast of the target, geometrical quantities like r been supposed, ,and hence that later chances of de-
alone being allowed to vary. But as soon as opera- tection are less: the expression (1 - g)f is false.
tional results arc compiled which refer to cases in The method of procedure is clear. The first step
which V, A, and C vary from incident to incident, is to carry out tie calculations as described in the
an altogether different situation is present: The cause previous sections of this chapter, assuming fixed con-
of the uncertainty of the event of detection is two- ditions (such as V,A,C). The second step is to
fold, l)eing dependent not only on the human falli- average the results obtained for the probabilities
bility of the observer and short-term fluctuations, (e.g., over the possible values of V,A,C, wit.h ap-
but on the more or less unknown and heterogeneous propriate weighting). Only the final result can reason-
nature of the underlying physical conditions. And ably bec expucLed to furnish the probabilities which
it is important to realize that in many cases this accord with the operational data. What is true of
second factor may outweigh the first. Whn this is probabilities is also true of mean or expected values
jdged to he the ease, it mnly well Ibe expedient to (lefined by theni.
employ a highly simplified la' of d(tetion, such This will be illustrated by many practical ex-
as the definite range lawv, and then seek to explain amnples, particularly in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. But three
the distributions found in the onerationnIl dntnc Qimny ,,in a n canh, . .cntioa. u u. Fir.-ly, suppose
by averaLging the calculated results of such laws over that the lateral range curve (Section 2.4) involves a
different possible values of the parameters. Thus if parameter X referring to an unknown factor in the
the definite range law is assumed, mathematical underlying physical conditions. Its equation is p -
expressions deduced from it will involve this range p(x,X). Once the distribution of frequencies with
R; then it may be considered that it, ic operational which the different values of X occur in an opera-
incidents different values of I? art -,evsent; by choos- tional situation bas been estimated, the operational
ing appropriate frequencies for the different values lateral range curve p = p(;) (i.e., the one furnished
of R and combining or averaging the theoretical re- by a histogramn of tile observed data) is found by
suits over such distributions of R, a good agreement averaging p(x,X) over the values of X on the basis

may often be found with the observations, of this frequency. Thus it might be reasonable in
It must be emphasized that equations such as (1), some eases to a.suim that the values of X are nor-

(3), (5), and ((;) are true only when the first cause mnally distributed about a known mean lwith a known
of uneertainfmy alone is present, and when time under- standard deviation a. Aecor(dingly,
lying physical conditions remain constant (and arc
known to b of constant, though not necessarily of Pol,(X) e ----px2/2a'dx.
known values) throughout time course of time looldng. a vlJ d-
Thus in proving (1), the probability of detection for
one gliml)S( was (, of not (etecting, I - g; now pr- Thus if p(x,X) results from a definite range law of

cisely at the point where it was asserted that the range I? = X, so that

prolba"ility of failure to detect at each and efry one 7)X X) 1, when X <
of the first -n glimpses is (I - g1)', the assumption
that tIhe 7 different events are independent was made. p(x, X) 0, when x > ),
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34 TARGETI'J DETECTION

tile v(plaitiofl l)Otflies Po1,(2Ei',1 ,) -. 7,,,~fXd

Y-\/r is (Ilito dIiferent from tlie average R:

the~ ~ Erp (X )f (X )r! ) d

til grpllofwh~ich is shio\wii ill Figure 1:3.

of the effective -visibility definvid under fixed condli-
tions corresponding to a particular value of A. Here
f(X) is thle assumled frequency with which1 tilc values
of X are taken to be distributed under the operational
conditions in question.

As a third example, suppose that a radar set is
chosen ait randIom from a lot, only the fraction e of

0 ~which are in good adjustmenit, the remaining 1 - e

Fiu's 1~. Ltera rage e~vebase onnot in a condition to make any detections possible.
(list rihot len of definite raniges, The radar lateral range curve p(x) for a radar set in

good adjustment and, e.g., mounted on an aircraft,
It is noted] that when x =0, p,,1(O) is sliglitlyless mnust lbe multiplied by 6 to obtain the operational
than unity, whereas it should exactly eqlual unity. curv'e that will be obtained wlicn. many observations
Tbis is because the normal distribution of definite are macie with the aid of many sets chosen in this

tranges allows a (slight) chance of negative ranges, a way. When a iset or simler observing instrumentality
physcalabsrdiy. t wuldhnv benotere realistic oi- setup is not giving the results wvhich coul beex

to have assumned at skew. nonnegativu distribution pouted of it, it is often said to he working at an

(e.g., Pearson's Type 1.1 dlistribution, kX~' e P'), qecy less than 100 per cent. In the above case,
As at second example. consider thle search for a a natural definition of efficiency is 100c. In more

fixed target by two parallel sweeps at distance ,S complicated cases, the concept, while useful as a
apart. If [the underlying conditions are the same general concept, may not be convenient to define in
dluring the two sweeps, and if (: .r.) is the lateral range aill precision.

*probability, tile chance of detection of a target be- In conc'lusion, the following principle is laid clown:
*tween the p)aths andl x miles from one of themn is If the object of the calculation of probabiltiews, aver-

shown by the usual reas oning to be ages~, andsimiloa' statistical detechon. quantities is to

1 - 1 -~x)]11 PS - )] oordinate apud explain the data of tie operations of 'the
P(.rS) -[ - ~x)]11 - p~S -. tWpast, then the heterogeneity of ronditions (dispersion of

=) pW + 7)(iS - X) -) (x)p() S -, X). slow1ly varying parauueters) is plced at the apex of the
discussion, the influence of "subjectiwv" -probabil'ities

*If p(.r) 1p(X,X), at weighted aVer'aging process and short-ternt fluctuotions (the main subject of this
*must be performed in order to get the operational ehaptmr) usuially playing a secondar'y role.

probability P0 (,)from l'(X,[S,X) given by thle if on the other hand the object of the calculation is
ab~ove equation. And of votirse if :r is determnined at to o~btain. conlenplated performance (iota for' the derflyn
random beptween 0 nail 8, :t secondl averaging must of .search pis to beus(ed in-the future, and, as isgfencr-
he clone to get P0,P(S), the operational probability ally the ease, when the conditions (slowvly e'orying -poramn-

of dete('1*ing thr target given only to be somnewhiere eters) ore knoon, then the probabilities originatiny
h etween the sweeps and with a given distribution of fron? qubjectime and ropidly fiuctuating sources occupy
physical conditions. The order in whichl these two the center o 'f the stage; any studyj of the heterogeneity of
averagiligs are (lone is fimmiaterial. A corresponding conditions is made only1 in ordler to check tie sensitivity

*treatment is giveni inl thet ease of infinitely mnany of the scorch plan to accidental iinperfections in the
parallel sweeps. It may he reirintrked that thle opera- knowtcdge of the conditiolo.
ti1onal effectivo visibidlity E'0 , ,wlieh is definled by thle All this will he macic clear on thle basis of examples
equation (see Section 2.7): in the succeeding chapters.
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Chapter 3

THE DISTRIBUTION OF SEARCHING EFFORT

THE GENERAL QUESTION where
A = area searehed (square mnile.s),

INAN IMPORTANT CLASS of problems of naval search, I = effective search width (miles),
the target has an unknown position but a known L = length of observer's path inside A (miles),

distribution: while we do not know where it is, we p = probability of detection of a target given to
do know the probability that it is in this place rather be in A and uniformly distributed therein.
than in that. If, as is usual, the total available search- Throughout this chapter, the problems just men-
ing effort (number of hours the observer can devote tioned will be treated on the basis of equation (1).
to the search) is limited, how should the searching The reason for the assumption of rardom search is
bu done? How much time should the observer spend twofold. On thu one hand it is realistic, since in any
searching in this place and how much in that? protracted search, however systematic in intent,

In other cases, there is no doubt as to where to navigational errors and other irregularities and un-
scarch hut there may be a question as to when. If certainties are pretty sure to impart to the search a
the target is only temporarily present in the region character of random; hence (1) is a proper estimate,
where the search can be made, all hours of the on the conservative side, of the practical results
twenty-four being equally likely, should the limited achieved. On the other hand, the assumption is con-
searching effort be spread out evenly during the venient and hoads to usefully simple result,,; this is
twenty-four hours, or should a more intensive search partly because equation (1) requires nothing con-
be conducted during only part of the time? This cerning the' particular detection law (other than the,
question is of particular interest if the search is done value of W) to be assumed, and partly because of the
by aircraft, when only a limited number of aircraft.- usable naturc of (1) itself.
hours are available, and if search in daylight when
vision and radar can be used simultaneously is more
effective than search at night when only radar is ".2 ALTERNATIVE REGIONS OF SEARCH
availabh. Howv should the search be divided between
day and night? Let A1 and 112 be two areas of the ocean (either

There are similar questions concerning the opti- separate or having a common boundary). The target
mum distrihution of scanning effort: An observer on to be found is either in AI or in A2, with the respective.
an aircraft is searching for a surface target; how probabilities pi and p2 of so being, so that relations
much of his time should be devoted to looking
straight ahead, how much in looking abeam, and
how much on the intermediate he(o'ings? hold; the target being stationary, p and p2 (10 not

There is a close mathematical analogy between change with the time. Let the target be uniformly
some of these problems and certain questions of distributed in whichever of A , or A2 it lies. Finally,
gunnery and bombing in which the distribution of. let the. total length of track of the observer (or oh-
targets is known, and tile optimum distribiltion of servers) be L. How must L be distributed between
firing is required. ,It an(l A2 if the chance of detection is to be greatest?

It has been seen in Chapter 2 that when a region Tn other words, if L = L, + L2, L lieing the length
is searched tlhe chance of detection depends not only of the observer's track in AI, L2 that in A 2, what re-
on the law of detection (lateral range curve, search lation must exist between L, and L2 for the optimum
width, ctc.), bunt on the method of seareh. At One search? If 1,1 is tie search width, the probahility p
extreme, such a highly systematic method as that of decection is given by
of parallel sweeps can he uised; t the other extreme.
ranlom search can 1w employed, laeding to the equl-
tion (40) of Chapter 2, as resuits from a simple probability argument based

CONFIDE(1 on (1).
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36 Tl1Ti" DI-1TIUlBUTION OF SEARCHTING EFFORT

Mathiemiatically, the problem is to find tle valuies T[hen thle inclination of yi will continueo to bet still
of L, and 1,2 which maximize equation (2), subject to less than that of 112 throughout the interval: Iio
the conditions internal inimumin of y exists, hut since 112 increases

faster thnn yl (leeresses wm x moves from 0 to L,
T4-2 L, L,1  ! 0, T2  - 0. (3) thic ininwflbinn orcurs tit x == 0 (i.e., Ll 0).

Case 2. Thle inclination of Y12 at X L is less than
It is convenient to proceed graphically. Setting (or equal to) that of yl at; this point, i.e.,

l= r, 1, - L -
. , ]I([ -- 

(5)'Y1 1 Pi0 Y2 12c A A, 5

we hve 1 (Il + ~)~Then, by a similar argument, the 7nnnwin occurs at

so that, for the optimum search, x must be doter- x = L,.
mined so as to niaximize p, i.e., to nnize Case 3. Neither one of the above cases occurs:

11 Yl + 112, - 5 W/ 6
P!> _L2e and P

subject to ithe restriction that 0 ;5 x ;5 L. Figure 1 A, A, A2  A,
shows the graph of I/ against x in a typical case; tho
ordinate is obtained by adding the ordinates of thle Then the inclination 'f y, at x - 0 is greater than

that Of Y2 at this point, buit this advantage is steatdily
diminished its x ineress n srvre when

3,690,Al,0 x = L, at which point the inclination of y12 exceeds
W-10 ~that of yl. Hence there is just one point x = xo i

the interval (0, L) which makes y a minimium. This
.1. value of xis found by solving the equation dy,'dx =0;

L it convenient form of thle answer wiill be given below.
y YY In order to grasp the melaning of the situation more

eftsily, tile following terms are introduced:

0,00 pi_________________ = p 2/Ai, P2= /A

0MNVALUE: x-3100~ 5000 '/Aq WT/ 2 (7
PiuitE 1. M1i2iihizig tie stuni.'A -Ai+ ,, P = L

graphs of i and y12, also shown in the figure; thle
latter are simple exponential curves. It is seen, either On account of the uniformity of the distribution of the
by differentiation or by an obvious graphical argu- tre nwihvrrgo titepoaiiyta
ment, that for y to have at minimum at a point x in it lie in a subregion of unit area within A, is the
the interval (0, L) It is necessary and cufficient that product of the probability 1)i that it he in A, by the
the inclinations (viz., absolute valucs of tile slopes) probability that (in this ease) it be in said subregion,
of the tangents to thle yl and the y12 curves5 le quial 1/A,: Thus thle probability inl qileStion is p1/A1  pi.
and opposite (they are always opposite in tihe present Hence p1 is thle probability density for the first region;
case). Now the inclination ef the 1/i is always dlown p2 hats tile corresponding meaning for A2. Further-
and that Of thle Y12 always UP. The former inclination more, tihe lengtll of observer's path 1, in A, is a
decreases with increasing x from its maximum at measure of the searchling effort devoted to A,. But
x =0, the latter increases to it9 maximum ait x = ,. W 1 is -an eqiually good measure: it is thle area swvept
Thus thlere arc three mutually exclusive pOssibilities. (.som~e of it multiply) in A,. Trhus the expreg-lsoa

Case 1. The inelination of y. at x =0 is less thlan W1 /IA1 I S is thle density of searching effort in the
(or at most equal to) that Of Y12 at this point, i.e., first region, and 02 is that in tile second. (D is thle total

availab~le searching effort, and Ive hlave

7)1  11 111A
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371 IIn the thirdl case, corresponding with equation (6i), in A2. When 4) inlcreaSes sufficiently, (12) bu'onies
the solution of dY/dx1 = 0 for- x gives a result which valid, and remacins so for all further inc~rease in 4).
ean be simplified b~y first. replaceing .r find L, - x b~y Then the searcehing has to be distributedl betiveen At
L1I and L2, and tlicii rej ulacing ratios iiy the quantities und A 2 1l(CMI'(hing to the logarithmic law enunciated
introduced in eqpution (7). The following equation- in equlations (0) or (13). This leads to a cuirious eon-
result from this process; they an1swer the question elusion as cF becomes extremely large. For equation
concerning tile optimumlil distribuItionl of searching (0) shows that
effort in the present case. Ihn_1.

-lgp- A 1 lo Th+12 o 2)+'us for v'ery large DF, 4i is about equal to 02, i.e.,
(9) W 1 /A I = WL21A 2, which meann in the present case

= 1. + Awhere A, < A2 that h, < L.2. The first region, which
iogi -(A1 iog~ 121C)~ P) 4 for very small (D should take up all the searching

offort, should for very large (P actually have a shorter
Onl the basis of equations (4), (5), and (6), ex- length of observecr's track than the seond region, a

pressed in the terms of equationa (7), and (9), every- plierfomp-non of revrotfr 1YC'

thing may ble suImmed up as follows: Suppose that after completing the optimum searchiU.When the target's probability decnsity pi in thle with the exp~enditulre of the total effort (DF Wit, withi
first region is not only less than its density in the no iesuilting dletectionl, it further amount of effort

secondl, b)ut is so muceh less that it remains less when VF = WII becomes available. What is tho optimnum.
IFthe sec-ond is multiplied by the factor e-1"" ( < 1), manner of expndning this additional effort?

Lv., Assumne thatt in the first part of the search, thle
Pu I P; e 'i (10) third caise, was presented, so. that 4', was distrib~uted

in accordance, with equation (9). Since, as we are
MY then no searhinq ohat-woer .,zhoolr1 be dione -tn the first assuming, the target is not detected, the situation

r(iofl, A , ].,0 the whole effort ,shold be devoted to at the cndl of the search is similar to that at the be-
n searchingi the second, A2. Similarly, if ginning, except that the probabilities 1 and p, have

to he replaced by different values p,'. and p,', the
P2 C~"~, (I) vales o w it arc computed by means of Bayes'

5. theorem (see, Section 1.5, in particular footnote c).
no searching should be done in A12- When, onI the, In this aplplicettioni, the a priori problabilities of A,
other hiand, and A2 containing the target are andl p"2 the a

p~osteriori prolbah~lities are p,' and 7),'. Thy -o
P>P2 1,11 P2'P (12) luctivv probabilities, iLe., those of not find(]

target in A, or in A 2 when the (P searchl is dlone as
the searching effort shiouild be (distributedi in accordl- assumed in (9) are the values w~hich accrtue to the
alice with equation (9). If k denotes the exponential quantities C_ -VA anld c hi,~when L, and L2 are
of thle common value added to log P, or. to log P2 in given b~y (9) in conjunction with (7). Thus the first

(9), these equations become p~roductive probabiflity is, b~y definition, the, chance
that if thle target is actually in At the searching effort

i1= og kPl, 02 = log kP2. (13) (pi = 11VL 1/A, devoted to this region shiall fail to
r'eveall it; by the formula of random Search, tis is

*Thus the optunii. densitics of .scarchmng effort [in ease c -,r and shiilarly for the second region. Hence
of equation (12)]J equol the looritmnis of quantitwes ly Bayes' formlulla.
pro port tadC to t11, reS pert ivc probabilityt den si ties. 1

ft is interesting to sec houw thle situation (levehip~s pit ='_I_ ____ i =1 or 2;
as thle total available searching effort (P is progres- pi I- + m II4t

sively increased. Tlo have a definite um.9e, 81ul)lo-se thalt or, uising cqtlfltions analogous to (7),
pi > P2 itndt AI < A12. WhIien clF is very smnall1, eq uation p it __ _____1_or__2.

(11) holds: allI Searching imist 1we (lone in A,, none1C AI P1 C + A 2 P2 V 0'2
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38 THE DISTR~IBUTION Ole SEARCHING EFFORT

To find the optimum distribution of VF, observe 3. THlE GIENEBIAL CASE.-TAIWGETS
first that on account of (9), the relation pie = CONTINUOUJSLY DISTRIBUTED
P2 c - holds; hence wve tire in the presence of the
third ense [the primedl analogue of (12) J. Hence (fl The target is stationary and 1.9 contained in a
and 02' are given bly eqiuations like (9) (with appro- known region A of the oean (assumed to h~e a plane
priate, primies). Ani obvious algebraic simplification, in which at cartesian systemn of coordlinates (z,U) is
using the original (9), shows that established). The probability before the search thatt

4)/the targa et in the infinitesimal region dxdy is
0-' p(x,y)dxrdy, the probability dlensity p(x,y) being

A knowvn andl satisfying the conditions of continuity,
Now the total (density of searehing effort devoted of having in A the positive minimum.

to the ith region (i = I or 2) is simply (p + 0i'. This min 70r,0 = P.i > 0,
reduces with the. aid of (9) toA

log 1 , + , ~+ ,~ and of satisfying the obvious equation.
lo P (A I log l I2 + j Jj'p109 P2) 1

But thuis is exactly what (9) wvould have given if we A
had known in advance that the total amount of The total available searching effort as representedl
searching effort would be 'D + 'rather than 'F. In either by the total olbserver's track L or by (1) = WL
other words: scrhcnntb mrvdb ir-is given. H~OW shall thle searching be distributed

A well-planned erhcn o eipodb e throughout A in order that the chance of finding
distribution of search -made fit fin. -inerm'iediate stagJe of the target he it maximum?
the operation in.a n. attemipt to -iake -use of the fact that The idea of at distribution of searching .effort in
up to that limec the target had not yet been. obaervcd. the present ease of at oontinuously varying distribu-

Of course as soul itas the target 'is observed, an im- tion involves it less prcise conception than in the
provement can he inadh': Discontinue the search. case of Section 3.2. It is necessary to arrive at the

This theorem has b~een proved here only iii the notion of density (if searching effort O(x,y) ats a
ease where equation (12) is- valid,. Other ealses are function of position (x,y) in A. This is accomplished
treated in a similar manner, with similar results, as follows:

In the, case of equation (12), formula (9) gives only Consider at subregion B within A. Let LB he the
the rnagoitudec of effort to he dlevotedl to A Iand to A2; total length of observer's track in B (composed, per-
it (does not tell how the search should lie conducted baps, of many pieces), The quantity 01, = WL,1 B
in timne, Suppose that at the endl of t hours thu obviously corresponds to B in the same Avay in which
amount of search effort is DF(t) =ct, wh'erecl =F D(T) q~i of (7) (lees to AI in Section .3.2. But consider what

-c7', 7' being the total time available and c a happens as 1B shrinks upl to fixedl point (x,y) con-
constant of proportionality. Then in order to find the tamed therein. If B is large and of not too irregular
target ats soon as possible, we must proceed ats fol- at shape [if it is square or circular with (x,y) at its.

*lowvs: Whatever the value of t ( > 0), thei smarch effort center], tile ratio L,,/B behaves as the ratio of the
ct must be used so as to maximize the chance of number of mnolecules of an inhomogeNW0ou b~ody in a
dietection up to that time, in accordance with the volume to the volume itself as it shrinks: After
formulas developed above. Thus, if PI > P2, weC Must changing slowly, it settles down to at quasilitniting
make (p, = ct/A,, 02 = 0, as t goes from zero to value, remnains at this value for a long timne, only to

*A 2 (log P2 - log pl 1 /, iLe., whben (12) eones into effect, depart radically fromn it as the area (or volumec) falls
From then on, 4i1 and 02 Must he taken from equation belowv a critically small size. The quasiliroit 1 (x,y) of
(9) in Which 'D is replaced by Ci. T,JIB (corresponiding to the "mean number of mnole-

An obvious extension of thme lproliler treated in cules per unit volume," proportional to the dlensity
tlmis section is to the case of ni regions A,, * , A,,. of thme body) may lie called the (density of observer
But, while this presents no difficulty, it is much more track at (;r,y). The product 0(~y = Ilrl(xdI)=
worth whlel to treat a perfectly general cause whilich quasihimlit of SJLIM1al be called the riensity Of
wvill yield thme -n region case 1by speialization. This searching effort or search density at (x,y). An obvious
will be the object oif the succeeding section. construcwtion mho-ws thant
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THE GENERAL CASE--TARGETS CONTINUOUSLY DISTRIBUTED 39

l(x,y)dxdp L, whereupon the following solution of the problem is
ff obtained from (17):

A

and consequently that O(X,y) = log p(x,y) - og p(x,y)dxdy -

A (19)
ff x)xdy = WL = P. (14)A

Pleturning to the original problem with (16) in
Suppose that the search density O(x,y) is a given force, it is seen that equation (19) automatieally

function. What is the probability P[1] of detecting gives the solution whenever 4 is large enough to make
the target? The classical reasoning of the integral the right-hand member of (19) nonnegative for all
calctlus (subdivision of the region A; approximation (x,y) of A, i.e., whenever (po being the minimum of
to P[o] by a sum obtained by total and compound p(x,y) in A)

probability; and applivatio:a of the formula (1) in
the limit) furnishes the following anower: log p, -A.Jl 'g p(xy)dxdy + 4 0. (20). ff,

A

P[0] = p(x,y)(l0 e -- "))dxdy. (15) In case this inequality is not realized, we shall allow

A the previous formulas to suggest .a c(x,y) which is
We are therefore in the presence of a problem of written down ad hoe, and then show a posteriori

the calculus o f variations: Among all functions o(x,y) that it is in effect the solution of the problem.
which satisfy (14) together with Introduce the variable q ranging in the interval

•(x,y) _2 0, (16) pu - q pi -max p(x,y),

find thiat one which gives to P[j, defined by (15), the and dlenote by A, and A, the two parts of A (i.e.,
V, greatest value. A Aq + A,) defined as follows:

This is not a "regular" problem of the calculus ofV 7)(x,y1) ?; q for all (x,y) in Aq,

variations, because of the one-sided condition (16), (21)
i.e., because this condition is an inequality rather p(X,y) < q lu' adl (x,y) in A.
than an equality. And indeed the example of Section Consider the quantity
3.2 prepares us for the possibility that under certain t'n
conditions the maximum cannot )e found by simply j J log p(.,u) - log qjd;vdy
equating a combination of differentials (variations) A,,
to zero. ff

As a preliminary step, we shall solve the regular - -Aq log q + jjlog p(x,y)dxdy.

proble, Jlar to the above hut with the condition Af
(16) omitted. The use of the Lagrange multiplier X Geometrically, it represents the volume of that part

in the variation of (14) and (15) loads to of the solid under the surface z log p(x,y) [plotted
. ....in 01- ,rtoi-n cordinaC3 (X,y,Z)j cut off by the

ff()(1 - e-+(I1)dxdy - X (x,y)dxdy- 0, plane z = log q (and above this plane). As q de-

A Aaffo creases continuously from p, to po, this volume in-

ff [(x,y) e(x 'Y - X1 30(x,y)dzd, = 0, creases continuously from 0 to

A -A log po + ff log x,y)(dxdy.

from which is derived A

p(x,y) (" 11_ Hence tie xlpression

¢(x,y) = log p(x,y) - log X. (17) A,, log q - filog p(x,y)dxd1y + ,I,

To determine X, introduce this in (14) and solve for leercoses continuously fron T to the valua
log ",;

log X l fJflog p(x,y)dxd! - 4; (18) A log I - f fiog p(x,y)dxdy + 1,
AfA
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40 THE DISTIBUIITION OF SEARCHING EFORT

wvhich, on acc!ount of the assumed invalidity of (20), then P'(Q) 5 0. We comlpuite as followm:
is negative. There exists, therefore, it uniquc value r

q=b for wvhich the expression is zero, ixe., for which I1'(0) Jj(x,y) k ' '"' (1~xdy

Ig b - - flgp(x,y)dxdy + )=0.(22)

A,, A,, X'.4dd

We now defint' 1)a.,,j) it follows: Al, fPxl ~~~'x~~~y

O(XY) =log P(Xd/) - I J 1lg A,,y(xy 1 f PxY '(TY'xY

P (X,?/)(23) From (23),
b o p(x,y) =b when (ax,y) is in AN,

7)xy ~'~<bwhen (x,y) is in A,,, xI
P cbwhen (x,y) is in A,,;

when~ (x'y i a.,.(tY) 0 hience fo f
W11PU (,Y) isin Ab-P' (0) b ff (r,Y)dxdy +f P(x,y) O(x,y)dxdy,

To show that this 0(x,yj) is thec solution of thle .1,,

problem, it is observed, firstly, that it satisfies (16) _ L ryta JxYaaJ
in virtue of (22) and (21); and, secondly, that (by bOxydd
direct integration) it satisfies (14). It remains to "b ~
show that of all the functions satisfying these two
conditions, it renders P[o] a maximum, for which we =f 0) /IG'Oddy 0
will regard it as sufficient to show that every ar-
bitrarily small change of O(x,y) through values satis- Th'Iis completes thle proof that (23) gives thle solution

9''n~(16) and (14) decreases I'W0--or leaves -it ieii~d
stationary. It is poGssile to put this result in a geomectrical

First, consider variations which ieave the function form. In the rectangular coordinates of the variables
zeiro in ATb,, iLe., which correspond to a. rearrangement x,y,z, plot the surface z =log p(Tr,y) over tile region
of values inside A,. To find the aximum,rc' np a. in the xy plane. Cut this surface by the horizontal
the preln o ,cooigtecntncedling calculation starting from the equation pln o ,cosn h osatbso that the

U' - 0 wth ,, eplcin A ;thi leds o vlum cu of (abov the plane and belowv the sur-
(19) with A replaIced by A,,, i.e., to (23). face) shall equal (P, and denote the orthogonal pro-

Second, consider vatriations which transfer some of jection upon theo xz plane of the portion of the surface
the searching effort in Ab to Ab. They are obtained abov4o thle plane. by Ab. This construction is the goo-
as follows: Let tp(x,y) be any function continuous in metrical counterpart of equation (22) defining Ab.
A and satisfying the conditions The search density 4?(x,y) is then taken as zero out-

V'(x,y) ;9 0 for (x,y) in A,,, side Ab (i.e., wherever the surface is below the plane)
and equal to the length cutt from a vertical line by

#(x,y) ; 0 for (x'1A)ll Ab, the surface and the plane, at each point (x,y) of Ab
4(y +,(x,y) 0 for (x,y) fin A,,, (through which point the vertical line is drawn).

rr This is a consequence of O(x,y) = log p(x,y) - log b,
ffI(x'Y)dxdu 0. which is contained in (23).
A This construction showvs how to lay on additional

Evidlently if 0 -: 6 1, M'xxy) will have these same searching in case an additional search effort Al be-
genenal properties its ik4x,y). Then O(x,y) + 0(x,y) comes available after Pi has been used uip fruitlessly:
representa G the n;it of wirginy O(x,y) in the manner Lower the horizontal plane so that the additional
described. It remains to sito%% that if volume betweea it and the surfac is AdF; then search

ee throughout thle (generlly larger) region A,, with a
P(~ JJ(x~y) [1 - e - ]0+ k dqxw search (density equal to the length- of the vertical

A segiment between the new and' the old horizontal
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AN APPLICATTON 41

JIllcs, or, in new parts of b,,letweeni tire new lIane-' constant of proportionality canc-els out of the crucial
and thc .nurfrLCO. Tlhe resulting total layout of search equations (22) and (23) and makes no difference iii
dlensity is obviously thait whIich nrrespolld1 to the .4h, properly defined.
total available etfort (11 + M). To prove that the
knowledge, that the first part of the Sarch (with cP)
has failed to detect thle target, leads by Bayes' ~'AN APPLICATION
theorem to the above ats the optimum procedure, one0
employs thie method of rensoning illustrated in the Let an approximately stationary target be placed
corresponding question in Section .3.2. on the ocean according to a bivariate circular normal

These considerations show how to carry out n (distribution eenteredl at the origin of thle coordinatel
search in timie as the available effort il = q)(t) in- system, and of standard deviation or; thus
creases progressively, thre purpose being to detect as
early as possible: Lowver the horizontal plane z = log 7) (X,~ 1 -1 74u =2 X2 + y2. (24)
b at such at rate that the( volume between it andLthc_
surfare z. - log 7p(x,y) constantly equals c(1)(), and Thel( region A of Section 3.3 is now the whole plano
constantly add searchi density by amounts equal to and po 0; hut, as has been rermairked, the solution
the additional lengths of vertical segments described given in 3.3 is valid for such a case, at-ld the optimium
Above. distribution of the available searching effort CD is

'Z-It may bc noted that a very slight change in word- given hy (23) together with (22).
ing of certain of the proofs in this -section shows9 that Let a, he thle distancev I.at which P(.T,Y) assumecs the
the solutions here given continue to be valid when Pitclvleb 'enA ishergo frwih
the condition po > 0 and 1), finite are both dlropped; r _- a, andi evidently
and also, when the region A is infinite ini area.1
Actually, p(x,y) need not even be continuous. And At. = ral, b e 2

*(25)

of course the distribution can lbe in a line or in space
rather than in the viy plane, with a1ppropriate reword- Substituting these expressiomi into equiation (22) and
ing. Finally, this problem spec .ializes and becomes eliminating 1), we (Icrive the expression for a,
like the erie of Section 3,2, as is sen onl setting a(
A = A, + A12 and taking p(:r,,) equal to p,/A 1or 0= -- (26)
P2/142 according ats (x,y) is in A1I or in A2. Thea
equation (23) will reduce to such equations as (q), Thuris a is proportional to v\"/L; also to 4
oe. Similarly, equation (23) yieldls the solution of Outside the circle (entered at the( origin and of
the Pi region vase spoken of in the last paragraph of radius a no searching should( hei donc. Liside the
Section 3.2. circle the searching effert should be distributed ac-

Corollaryj: If in all the previous discussion andl cording to thle formula (23) which, in this case reduces
equaltionE, 7p(X,y) is interpreted not as the probability to

2density of the distribution of an indlividlual target in r2
-(?

A, but as the expected number of targets per unit 20~y
area, i.e., p(x,y)dxdy is now thre mean or expected
numb~er in tile infinitesimal (Ixdy region at (.x,?I) wvhere 'te graph of the equation z = (X,11) in the space
there i an indlefinite number or. swarm of targetsA in of thle coordinates (xay,z) is a1 paraboloid of vertex at
A (which may be an inifinite region), arid where. the A0,1, 17 a), axim coincidlent with tile z axis, cutting
quantity to be maximized is not tire probability of thre x-y plan(! in tire ab~ove circle of radlius a, and is
dectecting the target but the exp~ectedl numiber de- the xy plane itself outside this circle.
tectodl-then all the conclusions, equations, and Tlo consider a concrete' case, let a = 100 miles
geomeitrical constructions renlrimin valid. (which mevans that there is half at chance thrat the

[Tris catn (If course be provedl by pralleling the target is ivithili a circle of 118-mile radius). Assume
whole of thre previous dliscussionr. But it i.-5 Simpler to that threr re five 130-knot aircraft, (ell aiailabli!
obsr'rve that tire probability (If' am, arlritraloily Chosen for five hours (If searchr, so that T, = 3,250 miles.
indlividlual target of tOre sWarinf being in dxdy is Assumev a search width on thle present typ* (If target

*proportioflnI to 1)(X,!), and] then to showjj that the of B- 5 miles, Thrus 4, = Wb. = 16,250 5([tire
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42 THE DISTRIBUTION OF SEARCHING EFFORT

miles; by (26) a - 121 miles. Only within a circle cise mathematical formulation and proof, with which,
of this radius should searching take place, and there however, we will dispense. In conclusion, we may say

the path length per square mile should depend on the that in any scheme of search to be considered there

distance r from the center according to the formula exists a constant number ni, of planes airborne dur-

1212 - 14 ing the day; and, by corresponding reasoning, a con-
stant number, n2, during the night. If v is the com-
mon aircraft speed, the total daytime and nighttime
length of track flown is 12m., and 121ml. miles re-

. DISTRIBUTION OF EFFORT IN TIMEP spectively. Thus the following equation, expressing

the limited total searching effort, must hold.
In certain tactical situations involving a plmned L

search there is a question not of the distribution of n1 + n2 = 12v
searching effort in space but in time. In order to
illustrate such cases, a typical but simple problem Beyond this, ni and n2 are at our disposal; they char-
will now bie considered. acterize the distribution of searching effort between

A certain rnlatively narrow region A of the ocean day and night.
has to he crossed by very fast enomy surface units. If the enemy unit crc i A during daylight, the

It takes each one a definite time T to cross A, T total length of track flown vhile he is in A will be
being of the order of an hour or two. W' wish to 'Pn (there are -i, planes in the air, each of speed v,

detect such units by means of aircraft patrolling the during the time T of passage of the enemy). Hence
region A: Certain features of the tactical situations by the formula of random search' the probability
require them to stny within A at all times. We have of detecting such a target is
0, tar disposal a fair number of aircraft of the same e-,w,/A
type, each er, pb ,o a,. definite number of flying 1 -

hours during the twenty-four, 6 to 12, for example, while the probability of detecting a target passing
Thus the i,utal leudgi of traciai of ..Ii :fircmaft during all night is

twenty-four lours has a fixed -. ac. of L miles; this 1 - e-  W
A

is a measure of tie total available searching effort.
T uring the twelve daylight hours, radar search can Since the chance of the eneny's crossing A by clay

. be supplemented by visual, the combined power of or by night are the same, the sum of one-half of
*detection being expressed by the value W, of the each of tile above expressions gives the required

search width for each separate airer-f1. Duinig thle probability of detection p (assuming for simplicity,
twelve hours of darkness, radar is the sole means of and with satisfactory approximation, that the chance
detection, and the search width falls to a value Wu, of a passage of A partly at night and partly in day-

W, > W2. (28) time is of negligible prol)ability):

One final assumption is fundamental: The enemy, p 1 - ( pniIA + ± T9nO'I/A) (30)
not being aware of our search of the region A, is as
likely to cross this region at any one time as at any Mathematically, our problem is to choose nj and
other. n2 subject to (29) so as to maximize p. The details

It may be assumed that for the best search the of the work are altogether similar to those of Section
number of aircraft patrolling during any one hour of 3.2, except that -n, and n2 are the variables in the
the twelve daylight hours should be the same as present case. The results are as follows:
during any other. For if during a particular hour Case 1. L is so small that
there are fewer patrols than during another, the loss
of chance of detection during the former is not quite W, - ''t1/1'02 A 

i= W2, (31)
compensated Iy the additional chance during the alt is assumed here, as throughout this chaptur, that the
latter, on account of the tendency of overlapping flights arc at ranmom, When the direction of the evenly target

(saturation effect), which is always present, but in- across A is known, a more efficient, disposition of aircraft
tracks is in the fo,'m of a crossover barrier patrol (Chaptei" 7)

creases withl increasing numler of patrols in .. given the formilas, btd not the idcao. and essential rcsilf.,", will then

region. 'his situation could of course be given a pro- Ie chianged.
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OPTIMUM SCANNING 43

then detection 7tdt for granted, as we largely did in

n= L/12v, 712 0, (32) Chapter 2, we here propose to inquire into it more
deeply, and in particular to examine the effect of

and all the flying must be (lone in daytime. varying the method of directing the line of sight

Case 2. L is large enough to make (or the radar or sonar ham) from popition to position
over the field of view. We propose, in other words, to

If', 0-VI'l/ 1
'2A < WI,, (33) examine the effect of different scanning procedures

upon y,, and through it, upon the search width W.
then both day and night searching must be done And wr will say that t he cai,; .... i ' -,-'r

according to the equations [analogous to (9)] if it renders W a maximum.

For any method of detection (visual, radar, sonar,
lo 01/i etc.), there exists a quantity A defined as follows: Let
]____=\ _ the relative positions of the target and observer re-

_TV, main virtually unchanged during a short interval of
A time dr, during which the observer directs fis axis

__ [ '!omgwT _!)  l(T,,W2z)I) of vision (or the radar or sonar beam axis) straight at
the target. Assumingno previous detection, the prob-

+ T - -- (34) ability of detection during dt is Xdt, which can be
W _ 2v 'illcalled the instantaneous line-of-sight detection prob-

ability. We shall assume that X depends only on
where i = 1 and 2. range, X = X(r). We shall assume furthermore that

the probability of detection during dt is insignificantly

As long as L is only moderately greater than the changed by a slight change in the position of the
critical size e.spressed in equations (31) and (33), target out of the line of sight, e.g., by an angle less
i.e., for which (31) becomes an equality, more search- than e radians, but that it falls virtually to zero at
ing should be devoted to day than to night (n, > Ql). greater angles. The reader will appreciate that this
But in the litit,, for increasing L, (34) shows that assumption is not unrealistic in the important case
nl/n 2 approaces WIl'/I, which is less than unity; of a target close to the threshold of 'visibility (or with
thus again we have the phenomenon of reversal narrow radar or sonar lobes).
signalized in Rection 3.2: If a very large anount of For any method of scanning, there exists a function
searching effort is available, more searching should f(z) (where z is an angle in radians measured from
be done during the unfavorable period than during the positive axis of ordinates in the clockwise sense),
the favorable one. defined as follows: f(z)dz is the length of time out of

a complete. scanning cycle during which thc axis of
vision is bctwen the angles z and z + dz. If the total

3.0 OPTIMUM SCANNING time of one scanning cycle is T, obviously

Returning to the framework of ideas and notation f(z)dz = 2; also f(z) _ 0. (35)
of Chapter 2, suppose that the observer and target
are on sraight courses at fixed speeds, so that relative It is now possible to obtain -,, the instantaneous
to the observer the target is moving in a straight line detection probability density resulting both from the
at the speed of ?v knots, his lateral range being x instrument of detection and its use (method of scan).
miles (see Chapter 1, Figure 5). It is convnient here Let the angle " (from the positive axis of ordinates
to regard the target as moving down the line parallel to the target, Figure 7 of Chapter 2) and the range r
to tile axis of ordinates cutting the axis of .thscissas rCmaii practically constant during one scanning
at the point of abscissa x > 0. His position at the cycle (slow relative motion or fast scan). Then at each
epoch t is at the point of coordinates (x,y), where x cycle the length of time during which the target is
remains constant and y = -wi (the negative sign, within the angle e of the visual axis is
because of his downward motion: y decreases as t
increases). The observer remains at the origin. r -I f( )d = 2ef( ) to terms of higher order in f.

Instead of taking the instantaneous probaility of

CONFII)ENTIAL
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This is the one-glimipse probability of detetion iii- 2
deed, the idaofcanning automatically commits us
to the ntoofdetection by discrete, glimpses rather a maximllm111. 'I'lis is 1iiD ''irrc'gulccr' pr')hlein inl the
than l'y continuons looking, But in view of our as- (clulus of variatioliti, wiot hi het solvf 41p b
sumption of at scanning which is fast with respect to equating certain vitriitinim to zero.
the relative motions, it is a legitimate approximation Introdlueing poldar (oorhinito (r, ), (39) hveor(.9
to pass to the latter viewpoint, andi to convert y W~ C\
into 'y, by division by T (compare with the similar ~-= l eXp(-XI)-A(Xse -c ez-C d dx.
reasoning in Section 4.4, equation (7) in particular). L
This we shiall, write (0

2EThe integral with respect to x will increase When its
~ -~flp~)(36) (nonnegative) integrand increases; and such an in-

T crease Mll take place when the integral in the ex-
It is to 1)e notedl that whereas in the greater part ponient, i.e'.,

of'Chapter 2, -y, = -y(r), a function of range~ alone,
the very nature of the present considlerationR focuse s U J (XA~ ese ds p
attention Upon a -Y, which (iepolids both onl target-
range and[ bearing. Nevertheless, iw relevant reason- is increased. 'Phle evident difficulty is that U involves9
ing and formulas of Section 2,4 aire applicable, and. as well as 0(l). If we fixed the value of x we' coifldwe have as the expression for the search width .try to find the function 0( ) maximizing U subject

* to C38); 1) t the resulting (~c could be expected to
= ~ ~ 2 Cibe~ C ) one function for one value of xc, and a different

f-L - x) i I(7 one for another x, and consequently useless am far asmaximizing W1/2 is concernedi. 'Thle remarkable fact
The mathematical nature of the probilemn is nlow is that in it broad class of eases, including all thiose-

clear. The quantities aw, e, X(r) are fixed hy the condi- imrportant in pracice, this turns out not to hie the
tiong, whereas T and f( ) are at our. disposal, sub- case,. Indeed we have the theorem:
jeet only to the conditions (35) and that 7' must be fXr) X&(')/7 2, 711ereI Xi(?) decreases wvith in-
smnall in comparison with the time required for an ctY.Sdflm r, thp lpini,' scan coiishd~s inl fixing the line

appeciable change in relative p~osition of target an 'If Sight directily along the axiR of abscissa.3, dividing
observer. And vwe haw, to find that fmiction f(t) vwhirh the 1.-me equally between right and left. When most of
make~s TV' a tninmun. the relative motion is dlun to the obsei'vor (e.g., a

By an easy argument of symmetry, thev optimum se~arching aircraft), this means that all Scanningf(k) is symimetrica about the axis of ordinates:, ol e oeaem
* f(~) =f(. ). Assu1ming this, the integrand in (37) be- TPo prIove this theorem, we note that A(r)

- come an evn funtion of x, so thalt W is twice til, Al(r)/r2 , where A&() decr'eases as r increases Henc
integral from 0 to c. Similarly, the integral in (.35) =12A (.cmcan1 lbe replaced I Iy twice its vale from G to ir. Writ- U X ()A .'ee~ ~
ing for corivnience

2 eandl our priob~lem is to choose (() subject to (38)
W) A0 (, M~r) X (Y) which miaximizes this integral. As goes from 0 to 7r,

x ('sc lecreas('s from +co to a minimium of x at
(35) and (37) art' fur-ther simp~lified(, and our p~rob~lem = r/2, and then increases to +- again. Hience A,
is rediu(ced to th e folto winug: has its lilO;inlU.i-inv when = *r12, and this is true for

Find that function 0 :9 :5 i, which, aniong anyx~ > 0. Ile graph oif A, (.7 r'sc t) against r is Ashown
all functions satisifying in Figure 2, which also scowvs that (if 0(, ) [with shad-f )d1- = 1, 0(0 > 1, (3) ing undeir it; the sihaed area m tis he1 uiii ty 1)), virtue

f of (38)1.
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- Geometrically, the problem is to deformn the 0(r) To btring this Out, it Will suffic to consider a question
curve (always maintaining it above thle - axis anli whichi leads to results comp~letely parallel to those Of
bounding unit area) so that the area4 under thle p)rod- Seetimn 3.2.
iict ordinate curve P()lxese r) shll heaI maxi- Tw'o areas i and( A2 eon1taiii tar'gets of the nature
mum. Obviously, the more the( 0( ) is peaked ahout of' factories and othier buildings important for the
thle midl-point r/72 the larger the area under the enemy's evoniny. High-level night bomlbing is eo-()t

tOnila~ftedi, tinol it is assumed that suelh bombing is
sufli Ititly accurate to place the Ilotn1). in A, or in
A2, hut not to bit particular targets in these areas
except by the olperation of' chance. Let the total
vulnlerale area of targets in A, and A2 be BI and B2

CSC respectively. Assume, furthermore, that the vul-
A~tx nerablility of all targets is tile same, and that thc re-

sult of it random its onl tile target area (B1 or B2)
r ~is to redue its effectiveness (value to the enemy)

- -r~.by it p~roportion I - k'(where k < 1). This means
*~ tht if the Bi targets had a Vailue to the enemy (pro-

duetivity, tat ocaulistcold inflict on us,

2 ce.) expressible,. by a number E, tile value after n
hits on Ai wvould lhe reduced to k"E, the reduction

Fxuu~ 2Grahiallcpe~fl'1tlol if le eafhlng inl value being E -k"E!, and hence the proportional
pr oblem. reduction in value lbeiig the ratio of this quantity to

E. Assume, finally, that the valueo to thle enemy of
prodluct curve. In other words, the more of thle timle at se-I of targetL., is proportional to its total area.
the ai~As of vision is direced at tie angle r/ T 2, If N similar bombs are ait our, cisoosal and if it is
thle greater will be the value of thle search width W1. its eASY to dropl bombs in A i as in A2, the decision as
Thrpis proves the ab ove theorem, to bow to divide the bombs between A, and A2 is

The ease X(r) = d)rx 1(r) decreasing with in- prope rly made (in the basis of maximizing the ex-
creasing r occurs when X(r) is ani iniverse. ithi lpower pected damage to hbe infliced.
with n greater than 2, in particular, with thle inverse Lot N, bombhs lbe droppedI in A, and N2 in A2,
cub~e power law; :also, whenl there is anl expnent~til
attenuation factor mnultiplyiiig all iz~v'l'n M(LI it' l ~ ~ 1I +r V, - Ar, v., 0, ' 0. (41)

higher power. fin fact, it occurs in the majority of
cases studied in Chapters 4, 5, anni 6. And the theorem The probability that one, bomb dIroppedI in A, will
in the ease of at dcfinite range law is trivially trite. hit the target is Bj,/A . If No are dlroppedl in A,, the

It would be misleading to conclude that scanning probability that Ri of them will hit the target is (by
shouild always lbe confined to the lutim. in most Poses thle binomial distribution) equal to
it is imperative to dletect thle target Carly, for ex-- ?

ample, when it is a surfaced submarine, which may IV, I (~\I(
submerge if not dctected andl attn ('keol before it sees R1 ! A(-- i?)! (A T.)Ai
us, or in the ease where it may b~e vxpectcol to attack
itus as soon as it sces uts. he proportional damage done bly the R. hlits being

I tilte exrpected domeaf/c producevd by3 NJ bomibs

1101)pedl in A I is giv~en 113

3. OPTrIMU M DFhSTiI tCTW[ENEI:SS

There is a vlosev annilogy 1both fin thought and1( inl Y,1 ? T! (. (l~)( ).II(

mathemticis 1betweeni the prob leml oif thle optimum RIk0S
-' ~distOiu1ti(I o0tf wan 1I ig effort am I tile opti mum d is-I-

tribltioll of guinfirri, horn bs, or o~ther' types oif' d.- A

Stt'ucti ye missiles wiicl are pr~ojected intto all arva. tit(e last equtation I inrg estal ish ed 1)y the algebra11
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of the binomial theorem. It is convenient to write Case 1: A2A2 e
-  j__ uIAI.

(for i 1 and 2) All N bombs should be dropped in A2.

=-log (I _ B (I k) (42) Casc 2 : YA I "Ni >22

/ All N bomi should be dropped in A,.
_Bd (1-k)- A approximately, when BilAiissmall. Came 8:

p. Az e -12v < pA 1
With this expression, the expected (proportional) and

damage is IA e -P ' < M/A2.

1 ' Then some bombs must be dropped in A, and some

Since, as we arc assuming, the value to the enemy in A2 according to the formulas (for i 1 and 2)
is proportional to the target area, the expected loss log A
of value to him when N1 and N2 bombs are dropped N'
in A1 and A2 respectively is proportional to N 4A _lo g _!A j

V = AI (I + A 2 (1- (43) + 1 1(
~+

This is the quantity which has to be maximized by a M M'

choice of N, and N 2 satisfying conditions (41). Ob- When N is very large, N1/N 2  /p12/Mi, which ac-
viously the problem is mathematically identical with cording to (42) reduces to (B2 /A)/(BI/A,), so that
that of Section 3.2. Accordingly, it suffices to enumer- tie-.numbcrs dropped are imnersely proportional to the
ate the results. probabilities of hitting the targets,

'I rA~CONFIDENT[IAL
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Chapter 4

VISUAL DETECTION

4.1 INTRODUCTION twen centers of adjacent cones being about 0.5
minute of arc. As tile angular distance frorn the axis

HIS .11IA0TI1 deals with the problem of visual increases beyond tile edge of the fovea (i.e.. as the
T search under the general conditions of illumina- parafoveal region is entered), the number of cones
tion which obtain during the daylight hours. The in unit area decreases, at first rapidly and then more
theoretical studies described are based on laboratory slowly while the number of rods in unit area gradu-
tests, operational data, and service trials. They at- ally increases out to about 18 degrees and then do-
temrpt to answer two of the questions proposed in creases. In (laylight, therefore, a given target can
Chapter 2. These are, first: What is the maximum be seen most easily by looking straight at it while at
range within which a given barget can be seen, and night a better view is obtained by looking about 6
second: What is the chance that the target will le degrees off from the most direct line of sight.
seen while it is at any given range? The answers re- Both.rods and cones are capable of adjusting them-
quire some knowledge of the construction and per- selves for the general level 0l illumination to which
formanec of the 'eye considered as a detecting in- they are exposed. This adjustmeInt is known as adap-
strument. In what follows in this chapter, therefore, talion. For both rods and cones adaptation is much
the eye is studied first as a duleuting instrument amd more rapid to an inercasc in illumination than to a
then as applied to specific operational problems, decrease. Furthermore, both light and (lark adapta-

tion are more rapid foi cones than for rods. Dark
4.2 I.. 'daptation for the coneA takes se'Veral minutes,

THE EYE AS A DETECTING INST U- whereas for the rods thii' timo is of the order of half
MENT-GENERAL DESCRIPTION an hour.

Unlike the radar which scaas continuously, the
In general construction, the eye is very similar to eye movres in jumps while searching and is capable

a eamera, The transparent front surface or cornea of v.isiofi oniy c1u.rng periods of little or no motion.
and-the crystalline lens together constitute a com- These periods are known .s fixalions and last for
pound lens which forms on the retina, at the back about 0.25 second. Inl;a given fixation or group of

. wall of the eye, an imago of arny given object in front fixations, a target at 6xtreme range can be seen in
of the eye. Between th cornea. and Ole crystalline lens daylight only on the fovea .so that the visual axis
there is a small aperture known as the pupil. This must be well within 1. degree of the line joining the
aperture is variable in size over a limited range and target and the eye. As the range decreases, regions
deteiminos the quantity of light which enters the eye. outside the fov;ea become capable of detecting the

The retina corresponds to the sensitized plate or target, at first those near the fovea and then those
film in the camera. It contains two different types farther out. Hence targoits at, less than extreme range
of sensitive elements or receptors known as rods and can be seen not only on the fovoa but off fovea as

? cones. 'he rods serve for night vision and are in- well, i.e., "out of the corner of the eye."
capal e of distinguishing color. The cones are iG-
sponsible for vision in daylight and for all color
vision. rhe eentra.l part of the retina, through which 4:1 THE EYE AS A DETECTING INSTRU-
the visual axis passes, is known as the fovea. The MENT -DETAILED PERFORMANCE
visual axis makes a small angle with the optic axis
of the compound lens system. The diameter of the The charactoristics of the target and its back-
fovea sulbtends an angle of between 1 degree and 2 ground, which determine whether or not the target
degrees at the effective center ol! the lens ('ttctually can be seei, are:
the nodal point of the compourd lens). Thc fovea 1. 3rightness of the background.
is the region of most distinct daylight vision. It con- 2. Brightness of the target. -

tains cones only, the average angular (listance be- 3. Color of the background.
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4. Color of the target, 11w two) setm of mlensilrviprik cwnproyerl to dle-
5. Size (if tihe target. terni nV OW viTorts ofF'r Owp, tirue vir riali-M are those
61. Range or distance of the target. of K. 41. W. ( ritiid k !, ir ornyia !ipiijiis l ivasirv-
7. Shape of the target. iiients n)0iade ill ro Urnii, rafio ,g ij Il ;-4j.iig I ri ht and
The haekgroundm Iwiigl tnss& by reason of light Simonhl I how ill, thf ai r id or of NitoI ( i h qrymi is, C O -

adaptation, (tetevrinlines that dififerential sensitivity hiunlua Iiiix'vri's fy.' lr ( rlrrinhida oxpieriroents wore
with wh ich the e1ye dIiscrim inates its to diff~erences in deNigfle(I pri ll'y fr to r O w ir II' fve't of ohijr'et

* bightness between tit(- object anld its immlY~iatV So r- shape1. Whiile' theY ILI'V mloreV retIalPrd thanl thoise of
roundings. When the background is nonuniform, the (Craik, they are not as exti'nsiv'r in i'ettirii~ areas in-
sensitivity is set bjy an effectrc background. P~ossibly x'rstigated. The result., rf both sets of, measurementsi
because of the fact that light adaptation is more constitute the( prirmary labomratory data for this chap-
rapid than (lark, the contrib~utions of thle lighter ter. (iraik's meatsurenments aire employed to determine
portions of thle field to thle state of adlaptation is the effect of solid angle, while those mande at Co-
larger than that of the darker porrtions. For at given htimbia serve to dhetermnine the effect of target shape
target at at given range uinder (laylighit illumination, and ats it check on tile Crrdk experiments for those.
it is the magnitude of the difference between target retinal regioins for which bo0th measurements are

*and immediate b~ackground brightness, expressed in a&~ftlahlr'.
units of effihetivc background brightness, which de- For ainy given target, the( q~uantity rneasure'd in
termines whether or not the tar-get can ire seen. T'his 1)0th the Craik and the Columbia experiments was
quantity is defined, for purposes of this chapter, ats thle julst-perreptible or threnshorld ront r'ost As is the
the brif/hinrss contrast. Under condlitions of (daylight case w~ith any me'asurement, this quantity is not de-
illumination, ixe, for till illuiintions greater than trnihed exaictly but within some.-tolerane or un-
thait of early twilight, at given contrast wvill caulse, the certainty. In tire Cratik experiments, that contrast
same visual respionse regardless of the magnitudes of abrve which tire target pould always h~e seen and
the variut rghnse which go to make up this that below~ which it could neverlese eeics
contrast. As the illumination is (decreased below that tired an(I tit(e average of these two was taken as the(
of early twilight, thle various brightnesnses involved tilreshold contrast. Ini the Columbia epriments a
~ntcr explicithRilm Siin '-' p s~qer is concerned with frequency method was employed to determine the
daylight illumination only. this fur'ther complica- probaibility rof sighting the target as a function of
tion is niot considlered. It is to Ile remiembered that contrast. That contrafst for which thle sightifig prob)-
the definition of brightness..contrast given ahove for ability was 57 pe r cent was taken as the threshold
plrtlloseS of tis chlapter is not tile usual onle found contrast. The results rof tro twe sets of measureIImts
in the literature. IIr", in excellenit agreement so that the two experi-

Tt irs long been, Iblievecl that in conmparison with mnerts evidlently measure the( s3ame quantity.
Ihriglrtness (contrast, color' is of' lit mportance in From the results oif the Craik experiments with

* d(etermining whether or not a 'givefi 'arget can i)v circulair targets it was found that the threshold coni-
seen. Recent investigations hiave supported this b~elief traisTC (7,talllhe represented as at function of the solid
an l have shown that airy effects due to color can h~e angle w subtended by thle target tit the( eye, b~y thle
ignored in meaot operational prohilems of- vi-sualimerch frillow-ing equation:
without thereb~y introduci(ing ainy appreciable errors.
With this as- justification, atll effects due to color tire C, = a1- + ,(

ignoredI in this chapter.
Thie size of tire, target andl its range -omnine. to where a and b are c'nrstanlts foi- arny one reutinal region.

determine thre solid angle whic'h tire! tarlgelt suintenlsI ris8trar of using tihe solird angle w, it i. often more
at the eye ain( hence tim' size of the( image oil the( cornvenienrt to employ thle square of the ,'eisrrl anigle
retina. Hence the( threre characteristic's ofi tire trget a, i.e., the anyl~je siibltddt (at the etie byj the diameter
and its hankgrounnl upon, wh'Iich thle nliMeriminaitimn 01' t ,f 1hVn ci'qiolrid circ'le. The quantities a and b have
the( eye dependls uler dlaylighrt il111 luiationl are: dliffe'rent values at nifiervnt angular (distances from

1. Contrast of tile target againist its baicrkgrounid. then' r'oir of the fovea. If 0 is this angular (listanee
2. Solid angle su tir Inne i hy till target. ill rde gres, fromm cente r o f thne eqrui valent n'ircle to)
3. Sbhape. oif tI ir targe't. cnr tr ' foi ia; a, tile visuial angle ti mi nutes ; and
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C, thc threshold contrast in per cent, ( ntik's data The pirobability g ix a function of the ratio C/C,
can hc represe'ntedl hy the following eqluation: (target's a1ppare'nt contra.4)/Qtryct's threshold contrast

aloiie),

C, = 1.7501 + 190 (2) r~~ 3

Thie value of 0 whichl mu1st le employed to obtain oand onuly throufgh , (1f; the taryd'ts apparenlt size a and
the foveal data f'rm eqIuationl (2) is 0.8 dlegree andl the offl axis angle 0 inttwi'ee. The q1uantity g is pre-
the threshold contrast is constant b~etween 0 =0 sented in Fligure 1 ats at function of C,'Cj. This is
(legrve and 0 -- 0.8 decgree. It is to he0 poinltedl out the experimental curve for the function f
thiat equation (2) is purely empiric'al. It rep~resents . - - --

the Craik experiments wvithi fair accuracy. Since theI I
numnber of measurementst made by Craik is relatively O------

small, the experimental error is fairly high: Heonce1 I
Slight miodifications of equation (2) are to be expected 0.6~
when the more extensive Columbiat experiments are j 9-
comiplete. The reader will note that in thev present 04 - --- -

chapter a and] 0 are usevl in an altogether dlifferent
meaning from elsewhere in this book.

The targets employed in the Columbia eX )cri-I-L
invints were till rectanglesi and the quotient q, the( 0 02 C 0.61Qv 0.8 1.0 1.2 .A 1.6 I.8

ratio of length to width, was takep as at measuire of 'ruiIGims"dtconaafn-
Ficultr1. "ClipsaProbability of dtcinisi ue

the asymmetry. This quotient q is known ats tho hno ~Ja~t~oi~os/~rsodcors-xoi
asyntmetryJfactor. Tho results o f these eXlperinwn-ts for niitanl (lna.
the dlifferent background hrightnesset. and for the
various retinal regions investikated all.show the samie '~CONTrACT PROI3M3ILITY AND SCAN-

£ general trends. As the shape of a smnall fingot is NING-GEN E MALITI ES
changed. keeping its angular area constanit, the
threshold contrast reinains constant until the asymi- Let a given tairget he viewed under given condi-
metry factor reachecs a valuec such that the angular tiens: 0, andI its apparent size (visual angle) and
length of the target is about 3 minutes of' ate(. As the contrast, a andi C, are therefore given. The latter
asymmietr-y factor is increased lNeyowd this point, the determine a thrcshold.valuc Oa of thc angle from the
threshold eontrast gradually incr vcj(qeases. As the shape ine of sight: mathematically, by the law exprssed
of at large target is changed, keeping its angular area in (2), iLe., 6o is dlefinedl hy the equation
constant, the threshold contrast gradually decreases 10
until the asymmetry factor is such that the angular' C = 1.750o, +
wvidth of the target is about 2 mninutes of arc(. Beyond a"

this point) the threshold contr'ast again increases. (On the other- hand, 0 and a determine a threshold
The greatst effect of avtsymmetry is observed m-'hen contra~st C, by the samne law (2):

*the angular size of the targis abut19qur
minutes. As the asymmetry factor is changed front C, = 11W + 190
2 to 200, the thrmeshold contrast increases by at factor a2

of 41. Between 2 andl 100 the factor is 3. On combining these equations with (3), the following
TWO furtheri fundamental facts have beeni cs- is dlerivecl1,

tabishd bdy the Columbiam vxperin-tents: Iff the pos'- ( *7501, + 12 N
4q1ired, the prolbalhity of sighting the target is = 1 -~1 (4.)
mineend ent of the time of expiosur'e providled th is 1 7 01 + 2

time exteecls tha-t requiredl for at single fixation; and a
the ''glimpse'' prokhility gj that at target be sighited
at at single fixation obeys the following law: The philosophy of this ineth(HI of' obtaining the ox-
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lprcssion (4) for may be described as followvs: Thre quanLltitels C anld ax are assuimed to be independent
triplet of valuevs C, 0, antI ae (eterines the required of the position oil L, The eye fixates once upon a
probiability fl. TIo find the unknown g,~ we contemplate random point onl h. If the angle subtended at the
suiccessively thre triplets C,, 0, and a and C, 0,,, and eye I y L iN H degrees, it is easily shown that when
a, ('.tell deterinling the standard threshold pin1,- H- is large 9 is given with muffici('ot approximation
ability 0.57 (by (leterinliing 0, from C andl u, anid hy the formula
C, from 0 amn( I a, 1 y (2) to gt ir S tis itrshld ( prob-
ab ili ty). B ecause, of tin flirm lamertal vi Iiatirin (3), Y= 0 ,IO (5)
this effectively furnishes the required g in terms of
C, a, a. For the chance that the point of fixation 0 be close

Now consider what happens wheni the condlitions to the ends of 1, can he neglected, so that it can be
of thle last paragraph re Variedl us followvs: Tfhe ap- assumned that L, extends at considerable dlistance' on
parent size arid contrast, ay and C, remaining fixed, either side of 0. 'Ilhe proh~ahility that the target be
the angle 0 is varied. Since Ou is a function of a and hetween 0 and n -L- di9 drupron. away -1 f no . do/C.
C, it will stay fixed. rji111- the letters 0o and a in Hlence thre chiance of sighting is the integral of gdo/C

*(4) represent unchanging quantities, 0 alone vary- over the whole angular range 0. But sinee g falls to
ing. Conlseq~uently (4) expressRes the manimer of de- zero at appreciable angles from 0 [as can easily b6
pendence of the one-fixation chance 6f Uihtn gupon shown on the ba~sis of equation (4) and because of

:'thre angle 0 off the line of &ight. whbat has been said concerning the distance of the
KFor targets of very small apparent size (,t < < 10), extremities of 1, from 0'j, the limits of integration

(4) reduces to g f(&10), at graph of )vliiehi is shown can he taken ats - oo and + co [g being defined as
zero for values of 0 beyond those contemplated in

ct. 0 .- (4)]. By symmetry of thc integrand, twice the integral
between the limits9 0 and + - can be used; hience

- T~he validity of equation (5).
-- In combination with (4), (5) beeomes

0,4/ 1.750, + 10

0. 1 1- -
2~ y. 7 5 0 1 + 2

0 -. 0 4

Moinn 2. ''Glirnp.9c' prob~aiity oV(f de~tctIion ars it Itine- 170,1+10

tion of olT-axis roiglc/di.4snid nIT-axis anglc, for tar- 201)0 f ____________

00/0 is the x axis.1.5d\

* ~in Figure 2A, For targets of very large apparent _ ,

size (ci > > 10), (4) b)ecomes g =f (v~~,plotted H
in Figure 213.

Having considered the dependjence of [/ uponl 0, where the newv variable of integration X 0/01). The

it is now~ necessary to evaluate the one-fixation prob- cojefficient A (0a,a) has in the extremeo cases a < < 10
ability when the value of 0 is unknowon but distnhbuted and ae > > 10, the valuies

* at random with o known frequency, C and a still being
given constants. The circumnstances which impose 2I =f-l 2.l 16 and 2 f(-lX =25

this necessity arc the use of the eye to ocan a given 2oV fJ\fXf
location within wvhich the target is supposed to be,
but in an unknown p~osition. T[we ease's are important respectively, and( interileiliate \'allies of a are found
in practice: by graphical integration to leadl to intermediate

1. LAiear Scan. Tire target is located onl a line , x'aiues of A (0,,a). Tou the tiegreo (If approximation

and is uniformly distributed thereon; the pertaining which is permissible, it can therefore be assmed to
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be independIent of 0t and a. We shall assume hence- establishes the formula for thec onc-fixation prob-
forth thiat.A A A(0,a) =2.36. This leads to the basic ability:
proposition: 00('

The probabi lityi g1 'is 7pprti.onal to the threshold gUO (8)
(znqolflr distance Oo of the targiet from the visurd xisi,
and is il('rcseiy proporional to the anyle H) subtendied Introdlucing (4) wvith the variable of integration
by the ticar, ocus L of target positions: X =0/00 leads to

02
7=2.3610j)( M M(a.,)

f~-) .(9)

It is now expedlient to modify the point of view,
and instead of regarding the act of sighting as pro- 1.70o 4-0,,

to envisage it ats progressing continuously in time JfO 1.5oi+ I0x!
(continuous looking). If (It is an interval of time
which iq short compared with the time taken for the Ob - -

aaprcalamount, and short also in the sense .-

thatthechace f adetection during it is small, hut
lreicoprsnto tlhe tiniv of it single fixation 0.4 - - - . --

(acualy, nequarter of ascn tbcnv
TL lgtmttoconsidler -ydt, 'thec prohahility of detec--

-lnbtwe h epochis t and 1 + (it. Since when

dt 4 ecnd (tdime o have - =4 g, ije., -- - -- - -- -

-.. (im measured in seconds) - -.- -- - -

(7)

=9.44 X< -(tm measured in hours), , - --

According to equation (4) of GChapter 2, the mnean
"pickup titne" (timn eqie to detect) is 1/7. Trhis 0.
p~rovides a miethod of measurement of -r. Craik8 per-
formed a series of laboratory experiments measuring

- mean pickup time %ithi line scanning, with 0. = 45
degrees. The resullts arc Ehtrwr In Figure 3, .. hIcre '
is plotted against On,. The approximate linearity is 0 2 4 a 8 to It f4 I

evident, in aceordlance with (7). But the coefficient leu,3 ntaae 0(DEGprobbiliyo eema
in (7) hans to 1)e multiplied by about 0.13, a dis- fnto ftrsodoTni nl-~einn~1dt
crepancy %%vhich could Iev accountedI ror onf the( its- by Uraik.-I
suniption that the fixations in Craik's experiments,
instead of being arranged at rando0M, occur effe(tiNVly ITll(r-extrevmv values of this quantity occur ikhlen
in groups of 7 or 8. We Nv'Ill return to this coeflwient a < < 10 undl a > > 10; they are, respectively
in a later place inl connec-tion ivithi the practicul api- XdX 6.38plicationls. 2r f \)dX =- 4.1 CI and 2rjf()d (.8

2. Area Scar.. The target is located in a region of 0NJ

a p~lane, subtending thle Solid angle 11 sqwuie degres. Correspondlingly, y is givea by
The distribution is uniform over the area, and the
qluantities U' and a are independent of position -Y -11 (0o"a) (time in seconids). (10)
Reasoning precimely similar to that empjloyed earlier
(wvith double integration replacing single integration) We shall return '.0 thom x' pr'ion Lt-er.
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4 5 TAiGI( V ND B)IACK(MfOl NDI eye directly fromn the target, and titesecontl e lighlt
-( EN ERAL scattered into the eye by the haze b~etwVeen the target

andl~ the eye. Similarly the apparent brightness of the
III the precedling sectionls, thle eye 1ias licurn coil- I iackgroundl inmediately surrounodi ng ti i target is

sidlered as a detec'tinig ins~trumenit't opertting tIl ttli- given Ivy
gets of givev apparenl size! awl( rotltt1st (tanl shape, 11 ,~-~ + i,(
in so far as this is relevant), and the laws governing
til pcIIrohdal ilities of hdetecti on havv eenI' set forth. Thie dIifference in b righ tness I etwven ob ject and i m-
Before these resilts tan he, appliedl to Lt natoa case mietiato background is, therfore
(viz., a naval operation), it is necessatry to find how (B - )
the eircumstances of the easte determ~ne these vari-
ables and l ence, indlirectly, thle probabilities of de- The apparent contrast is thle ratio of this brightness
tection. Now in tiny actual ease, certain intrinsic (liferene and thle effective background brightness in

* characteristics of the target may be regarded as accor(wian with the discussion of brightness contrast
known. These are its geometrical shape and dimien- given in Section 4.3,
sions arnd its diffuse reflecting pow'er. PExcept within There are two main cases which arise in actual
small ahgular distances from the sun, the latter dle- operations, one in which thle immedliate backgrouindl
ternilines the intr'insic brightness of tile target in and the effectiv e kroun are the same and one
units of sky brightness. The intrinsic chiaracteristics in which they are different. Thel( first case is exermpli-
of the immediate andl( genevridl 1)ackgrountl anti thle fled by stai'ei,- from land or from a surface ship, for
relationishipsi betwveen aill intnins4itt and apparent ii surface ship silhouetted against tlic.sky. the seeondI
(iu.antities are determined by the Cirtcumstances of ealse is exemplifiedl by search from the air for a target
the case.JThestuoly of these varnious dependences and onl the sea. In this ease, the line of sight frequently
relations is the subject of the two following sections. approaches thle horizon so that the adaptation of

the eye is dleterm'ninedl partly by the sea brightnoess
anid partly by that ) thle sky. Because of the fact

D61EPEND)ENCE OF APP1ARENT CON- that light adaptation is r'apitd compared to (lark
TRAsTr ON ATN4OSlPTEl1IC CON DITI[ONS adaptation, thle bright sky is responsible, almost en-

tirely, for setting thle level of response of the eye.
*The presence of htaze ili the atmosphere tilters the Hlence in both cases, the sky brightness is a reason-
*pattern (If light received by the eye from the vatrious table approximation to thle effective background

points (If the target and backgiroound. Rt acts in two brightness and hence
ways:pi

1 . The lbaw rewmcvs samne of thle light by alhsorp- C = Cuce-ii
tiori and scattering out (If the line of sight.

2. The haze (adds someo ligh~t r'eaching thle eyev from Where co
tile direction in wich tile observer is looking by
scatteintg itt thle line (If sighlt. is thle intrinlsic. contrast ,is dlefined earlier for pur-

*In order to work out tile general eqilatiolls, let poses of this chapter. It is toI be reliemlbereti that
11 thle apparent h iglitness of the target, within 10 or 15 degrees (If thle sun, the level of re-

,= tite intrinsic Ilightncvss of the target, sponse oIf tile eye is alteretd by the sun's glare so that
B' tile apparent b~righ~tness of tw it lckgrount I, the effective luekground brighitness is some~what
B1,= till itrinsic brightness of' the batckground, greater thlan thev average sky brightness B,. This
B.' = tLhu I igigless of tile sk~y, (effout is ne'glectedl in the p~rese'nt theory htut must be

(3 tilt atmoltspher'ic scattering coefflitmvit, ctonsitdeted inl any exacet treatment,

thie retoorololgival visiiliity, 'iTh, quantity usually quotted ais a nitusure (If at-
Iie ti it to g t raflnge. iroospl leric ('(lii (Iills is ntot the stattering Coeffitient

Tlheo apparetnIt brightness (if tile taigtet is (3 but thle Pictortiittgical 14i'sbility V". It is (siraIble,
-IR 0th erefotre, tto cx piess- (OrIitittll (I1I) in terms of the

B = Bc ~ ~ -" '' oeteorologital visibIility rather thili ill tt'Ins of tile

whr the'l'IiI fir1st tv'ill rvprvo, 'sts thiie ligI It re achIinig th e Sct'tertting coeffiitent. The mInteort lotgi al v isibI ility is
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MAXIMIUM SIGHTING RANGE .53

usaally defined loosely as the maximum distance at trast reaches the foveal threshold. As was the case with
which large targets such as mountains or high coast the threshold contrast discussed in Section 4.3, the
lines can he seoi against the sky. Merton' gives 78.3 maximum range is not determined exactly but within
per cent as the intrinsic contrast of such targets and some tolerance or uncertainty, so that some targets
2.5 per cent as the threshold contrast. Substituting viewed foveally will he seen beyond this range while
C = 2.5; C, = 78.3 and R = V in equation (11), others within this range will bc missed altogether.

3.44/V. From this it follows that We will see, later in this section, the magnitude of
this uncertaifty, i.e., the spread of ranges over which

C C + R. (12) detection foveally is not a certainty. It is the pur-
pose of this section to determine the maximum sight-

Although the threshold contrast measured in the iog range in terms of those quantities which occur
laboratory is often loss than 2.5 per cent, an examina- in the operational situation. We have given a target
tion of operational estimates of the meteorological of actual area A,,, apparent area A; intrinsic contrast
visibility indicates that 2.5 per cent is a good ap- Co and asymmetry factor q viewed through an at-
proximation to th6 practical operation figure. mosphere in which the meteorological visibility is V.

In terms of the apparent area A and the range R,
the visual angle a, defined in Section 4.3. is given by

4.7 INTRINSIC BRIGHTNES$ OF TIE SEA
a 0.604P-" (13)

The light flux reaching the eye from the sea con- - (
sists of two pai'ts, that reflected specularly and that
reflected diffisely, If the sea is perfectly calm, these where A is ih square feet, R in nautical miles and a
two comj]in to prodhee an intrinsic sea brightness, inminutes of arc. 
4 per cent that of the 4ky 'h'imediately below the ob- Consider first the casein which the target is cir-
server and increasing gradually to 100 per cent that eular and the meteorological visibility is unlimited.
of the sky at the horizon. Measurements of the Let R. be the maximum sighting range under condi-
sky/sea brightness ratio' indicate that even in mild tions of unlimited visibility. Substituting equation
seas the mirror surface characteristic of a perfectly (13) in equation (2) with 0o = 0.8, its v.glue for foveal
calm sea is so broken as to cause wide departurcs vision, as discussed in Section 4.3, is
from calm sea conditions except within relatively few
degrees of a low-lying sun or moon. For sea states Ro.= 0.164 [(C0 - 1.57)A];. (14)
other than calm, the intrinsic sky/sea brightness
ratio is fairly constant from the horizon to about In terms of the actual area of the target An, there

- 45 degrees below and has a value of about 2. For an- are two cases which occur frequently in operational
gles gretcr than 45 degrees below the horizon, the in- situations, one in which the target is viewed at ap-
trinsic brightness of the sea gradually decreaises fromi... tfnsicbrihtnss o th se graualy dcrc~es rom proximately normal incidence, and the other in which
about 50 per cent at 45 degrees to near 4 per cent pre at o n the the in which

the target, flat on the surface of the sea, is .icwed
directly belowv the observer, at an angle. For the first cas,, the apparent and

actual areas of the target are equal, so that

• 4.5 MAXIMUM SIGHlTING 11ANGE 1o = 0.164 [(Co - 1.57)A0 ]' . (15)

With the information in earlier sections concerning
the characteristics of target and background on which If h is the altitude of tile observer in feet, then for
visual detection depends and the influence of the the second ease A = 1.64 (10-)A,,h/R,,. Substituting
operational situation on these eliaracteristics, it is in equation (14) we have for the second ease
possildh to obtain answers to the two questions pro-
posed in the introduction. ''lle first of these is: What R, = 1.6-1(10-) [(C, -. 1.57)A,,hl!. (16)
is the maximum ranimge within which a given target
cm be seen? The qonantitq .which is here drfincd is the Consider next a circular target viewd through an
maxitium runfe is that raige at -which the torgct con- atmosphere having a meteorlogical visibility 1 and
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54 VISUAL DETECTION

let R1  be the maximum sighiting range. The( (-oil- tions of unflimited1 meteorological visibility whlile tile
trust is given by equation (12). Making thle indicated curves 13, 1) are for large targets seen through dense
substitutions in equation (2) leads to transcendental hiaze. From those curves it would ap~pear that, ats
equations for ease. I and case 11, Th'Iese canl be solved nIecisurahie qilulntities involving humian behauvior go,
for the mewteorologiceal visibility V in tez'ins of the the maxiimum- sighting, range is a quantity whiech
maximum sighting range 1R,_, 'Pesci equations are, for
easel1, 1.00

=olo C At (7) ~
[36.0 1?,,,' + 1.57A] (

and for case 11, Q.50

1 .49j , - O2

logmo Co A.~~ + 57 0

0.8 .0 .2 .4 0.8 1.0 .2

which can he. rearrangcd to give R/B AR
R/Om CASE I

* V _____ .49R,,h~)(18) 1.00

* iogio --777 7C A __

1 2.26 (106) (/?,31'h) + 1.7A
0.75 - --

Tile eff~ict of target asymmetry reaches its maxi-
mum'in thoefollowing operational situation: A target 0.15

of the cawe 11 type having at ratio of apparent length
F ~to apparent width of 100, observed at at range such,

J.that the solid anglec subltefldcd by tile target is 4.5 '0.25- -

square minutes under c!onditionls of unlimited we-
teorological visibility. Under these condhitions the
maximum range turns out to bo half what it would 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 0.8 1.0 1.2Z

be fer a perfectly symmetrical target (disk) of the R/R, CAE11 RR

samp. intrinsic contrast and solid aingle qubtended.. leioons 4. 'Oiipo probability of dtction its a mc
Except in such1 rare. eases as the extreme just de- tioii of taret r.ug/maxiznumn nuige.
scribed, tihe effect of target aelyminctiy oi inaximnum.
range is small. TIhis As true not only for the rnaxi- canl he determined to within a relatively small un-
mumi range, but for all similar quantities (e.g., 0"). Certainty.
In the interest of simplicity, therefore, andl with only In order to comnpute the maximum sighitinig range
slight loss of accur-acy, tihe uffect of target asy/nmetry under somec specified set of conditions, using .equa-
shall be neglected henceforlih. tion (17) or equation (18) as the ease may be, it is

We are new inl it positioni to investigate thme un- neessary to knowv the area and intrinsiv contrast of
certainty in the range ait which a target, viewved the target. These constants have not yet been deter-
foveally, coll be seen. This is done by computing the mnined for any large niumber of targets. H-owever,
ratio of apparent to threshold contrasts for each of there is one large class of targets for wvhich these

a flumhr)i f ranges and looking up the sighting prob- constunts aire known reasonably well, iec> surfacedl
abilities corresponiding tom these ratios from Figure 1 . ships ats viewed from an aircraft. Here the target

[Eacs~sntially, the 1use of equation (3).] Sighting prob- seen first in the vast majority of tile cases is the wake.
abilities., (leterminid inl this way, arc presentedl in As w~ill b~e s('en in at later section, the intrinsic con-
I'igurce 4 us funllctionlsol the ratio Of rIlcigV to ilouximn trust of at wake is ab~out 50 per cent. T1hree general
ran1,ge aR h dfiid VLV C eh(' rii th is section. TI t cur-ves A, C (hismes of shiips are cci isulcret IWher, sur1faced Subh-

aice for small h igi -con tiast targets sen 001 Icr coma i- miarines, ships i cv i ig in '(ill i-sized ~v eand th ose
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having large wakes. TIhe secon(I (-Ill.' iniuhl(es dle- aplparollt contrast (beyond thaot (111v to hiaze) which
stroyors, (lestroyer escorts, anld fl diiiii-s~selI mel'- 1('5ults from the facet that the binoculars are not per-
chant ships, while 1,1w tird class inc~ludes large c~omf- fiwctly transparent, the resUlts presentedi in F'igure 63
batants and high-speed ocean liner-s. Thie wake areas are slightly optimistic as regards maximum sighting
for the thiree chisses al,( given approximately ias range.
I .3-~0', W x06, and 2x10 1 Aquarpe feet, respectively.
InI Figure h5, H 'II is presentedl for each of these cases

~V ISUJAL PERCEPTION ANGLE-PROB-
2. ABILITY OF DETECTION

As observed in Scction 4.4, the fundamental c-
____ - -mcnt -y, in any study of the probability of sighting can

'~" be expressed in Iems of Oo, which can be considered.
-Y andl 00 are equation (7) and equation (10) for linear

- - -- sean andI for area sean respectively. .Just as wvas the
__ -- Iao su -. - cage Nvith the maximum sighting rang~e discussed in

the last section, so the visual perception angle 8o can
- - --- -be obtained from equation (2) in terms of the vari-

- - -~- - chles which occur in the opecrational situation, by
inaking the p~roper sub~stitutions for visual angle a

4andl contrast C, This lads, in the case of a target
Finoco viewed normally, to an equation for Oo involving A, Co,

FwR r.'uratmof nccciminn rnge with visibility V', and R?, And of a target on the sea surface. to amn
* for three types of tauget (naked eve). equation involving A4, G,, V, III and R. If, inste,,nd.of

as at function of V/h0 for naked eye search. In Figure andl Ui atrc employed, tile number of variables is re-
K 6, the same quantity is presented for search. with tlucd, inease I from 4 to 3, and in ease II from 5 to 3.

U. S. Navy standard 7x50 binoculars. The only effect These changes of variables will now be made. 151b-
stituting in eqluation (2) for C from equation (12) iind

4.0
for re from equation (13) leads tio,

11'if IM 11 for Case 1,
-. ~ Z P .. I ITC '' CI 1.756o + (19

_______/ - If R? R?,,, equation (19) becomes

ct e -3.14 '?/ + 37.12 1?m (20)

~i in i Elmnati ng A,, [br.t%%-een equa tions (19) and (20) gi ves

RAUTI M~,IN fit,~ ~ 1.25 ( 0,o. (21)
FIritp 6. Vaiat-ioni of Ia.\jiuIfcII ran11ge with IVisibility

(7 x50( hi noetile) For ("~.so II, a siia 11r )ome lure lead s to

of tit! b(1)111014ele wi )III- hCH1 ii~s ('0 (xIC 1 'eI is that --

of its m::''gif ying pwB icI r ticeaa ilOIt target arva:. 1; 1=I25\) . (22)
I eca 1 se ,of time i'glect of Mwci shigh t red neti on int) ~
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VISUAL DETECTION

From these equations it follows that having an intrinsic contrast of 50 per cent, The three
curves shown are for three different values of R.,/V,

00 ] 0, 0.5, and 1. The value. R,,/V = 0 corresponds to
7'V' 1 unlimited meteorological visibility (no haze) while

where (23) R,.V = 1 corresponds to haze so dense that the
maximum range is determined by the haze alone.

-. 4(tW,./V) _ - 1.565)2

and
a = O0 ._8 C o o - 4 ( ~ + ' c = v ( u ¢ .,, ! R ) . , + V .1 .0

0. c -3.44 1/?,(./V)
= C - - I. _ 1.565 __ ,

The constant n has the value 2 for Case I and 3 for
Case II.

90 -

: RmiR'/V-0O

" 0 -,

40 .... _ 0.Rm

nt 9 e/V WO0

Io 0 0Mo 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

20 B/R Iti neesigt oe hteuton(3,a

rloen 7Bo. Contours of 7 per centi detection proba-
bility.

10

The/x curves shown in Figure 7A have all been termi-
nated tit 90 degrees. This is about the maximum

0 0 - 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.si, o value of ao for which vision is possible.
A R/Rm It is interesting to note that equation (23), its a

Fiin 7A. Threshold off-axi.s anigle as a fu~nction of polar equation expressing the functional relationship
r1age/mnlLiumln range. ((1150 If: = 50 per cenit..) betwcen o and k/It,, describes a surface of revoiu-

tion which is generated by rotation about the line

As an example, valu's of 0, for wake-type targets of sight. Within this surface the contrast of the given
are presented in Figure 7A as functions of ]/It,. It target is above threshold and along the surface the
is to be remembered that a wake is a Case II targ, probahilit.y of detection in a single fixation is con-
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SUBMARINE AND SURFACE SHIP SCG3TINGS FROM AIRCRAFT 57

stant and equal to 57 per cent. This const.ant prob- last is usually given in any operational sighting re-
ability surface of revolution can be thought of as a port.
detection lobe analogous to the equal power surface The wake of a ship is an excellent diffuse reflector,
which describes the radar dtection lobe. Visual sending back practically all tihe light which falls on
scanning, therefore, can be thought of as an at- it so that its brightne.s approaches that of til sky
tempt to so align the detection lo) as to cause the from whitli it is illuminated. From Section 4.7, it is
target to fall within it so that detection can take clear that the sea brightness is half that of the sky
place. As examples, central sections through lobes unless the sea state is glassy or the line of sight is
corresponding to the three curves of Figure 7A are within about 10 degrees of the sun. From Section
presented in Figure 7B. 4.6 it is seen that the effective background bright-

If the type of scan employed is known so that it can ness is that of 6he sky, unless the line of sight comes
be classified as line scan or area scan, then the in- within about 10 degrees of the sun. Hence from the
stantaneous probability of detection -y can he ob- definition of intrinsic contrast given in Section 4.3,
tained from the visual perception tngle Op by means Co is about 50 per cent except under the rare condi-
of equation (7) or eqluation (10), as the case may be, tions of sea and sun mentioned above. These rare
with one reservation: The constant in either eqpla- conditions arc neglected here.

tion must be determined from the circumstances;of There are two methods of obtaining the target
- the case, i.e., the number of lookouts employed and area A0 both of which oru capable of reasonably high

the fraction of the time during which each, is search-' accuracy wln applied to data taken under the ideal
ing effectively. In some cases it is possible to deter- conditions which usually obtain during service trials,

Ci mine, from operational or te.,t data, an overall con- and usable when applied to operational data. In the
stant for the. particular search situation. first method, the wake area is obtained from measure-

Thus the second fundamental question finds itself ments of photographs taken from the air, Several
answered: The probability that th. target will be seen submarine photographs, taken during operational
has been obtained. sorties, were measured and the values ranged from

7,000 to 15,000 square feet, with an average of 11,000
square, feet.

4.10 SUBMARINES AND SURFACE SHIPS In the second method the area is obtained by
EAS SIGHTED FROM AIRCRAFT means of equation (8) from reasurements of the

maximum range and the'imeteorologicalvisibility. In
With the material presented in earlier sections of service trials these two measurements can be made

this chapter and that in other lbertinet chapters of with fair precision. Under operational conditions,
this book, we ar, now prepared to analyze some the ranges are distributed between zero and maxi-
actual operational situations. In this section, the mum and the meteorological visibility is only e:ti-
sightings of submarines and surface ships from air- mated, so that the required quantities must be b-
craft are examined to illustrate the application of the tained indirectly. The. ilnccrtainty coneerninA the
tuethods so far developed and to check some of the meteorological visibility is overcome by considering
conclusions of earlier sections of this chapter. The only those sighting reports in which the effect of
emphasis, in this section, is on submarine sightings, atmospheric haze can be neglected, i.e., those in
since this is the situation for which the most com- which the meteorological visibility was estimated to
plete operational information is available. be unlimited. Under these conditions equation (18)

The sightings of submarines and surface ships from reduces to equation (16). To obtain Ru a histogram
aircraft come under the Case II classification of Sec- was plotted with R/h, as abscissa and the number in
tions 4.8 and 4.9, since it is the wake which is sighted a specified interval of the abscissa as ordinate. The
first in the vast majority of cases. In order to do- maximum value which I/ih, can have for ordinates
termine the maximum sighting range R. and the greater than 0 is Ro/hl. The value of R 0/h' obtained
visual perception angle 0o, it is necessary to know from the histogram of submarine sightings is 1.4,
two constants characteristic of tie particular target which, when substituted in equation (16), gives A 0

and one characteristic of the surroundings alono. = 1.3(101) square feet, the value quoted in Section
These are the intrinsic contrast Co, the area Ao, and 4.8. This value is believed to be more accurate than
the meteorological visibility V. An estimate of the the 1.1(101) square fect obtained by the other
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58 VISUTAL DETECTION

method. hot photographic mei(thod wits acpplied to azimuth is dloubled. Employing the first 180 dlegrees
ships' wakes to obtain the \aluwt?, of 10(P andl 2(1 01) only, thierefore , results in no hoss of targets, fnd has
square feet for mlediuml and largo Rihips respetively, the advantage of early target detection.,
as quoted ifl8ection 4.8, No great accuracy is chaimeI At the altitu1des usually employed, less* than 600
for thewe last two values of target area, Ivet per nautical mile of maximnum range, tie anggoiar

In Order' to 01441113 -Y, LIh intataliineo1us probability dleparture of any target inside the maxirnuni rainge
of detection, it is necossary to know first the type cirele from the scanning line is so smnall comipared to
of sean employed andi hence the functional relation- thel visual perception angle 0,. that no great err-or is
shilp between 7 and the visual perception angle. On, iniadc lby considering all, targets ats being situated on
and second the( constant of proportionality which re- the scanning line. Hence the problemi under eon-
lates y, to the required function of On. In order to (le- sidej~ation is one of pojre line Scurn with 'y prolportionlal
termine the 1)eot method (If .9can, at little more i- to 6,
formation is required concerning the operationial situ- To obtain the consqTant of proportionality ihetA1een
ation. An examination of the submarine sighting data -y and~ O0 it is necessary to resort to th . operational
shows that the altitude of flight is always small com- (lati. rhe qu anti ty-wh iich can-be Obtained from these
pared to the maximum range. If both are expressed dlata is the sweep width W, defined in Chapter 2 as
inl the same units, the average ratio is 0.06. Under -o-

these Ponditions, if fixation is at a point on the oceatn W = 2f p~dx, . (24)
distant Rn 'from the aircraft, then any target be- .0

tween this po int and that (directly under dhe aircraft where 1),.is the probability of detecting a target
is well within the visual percep~tion angle On. Indeed distant x from the aircraft tra(&k T1o (1( this the 529
this is still the ease if the altitude is 0.1(0 times 'the submarine sightings on which reports wore available

[ maximum range or (500 feet per nautical mile of were divided into groups representinfg ranges of R.,.--
maximum range. FIor- eachl group it lateral range distri bution cu, rve was

The greatest chance of sighting at gr'ven target is plotted and normalized to uriity iri the ceniker, (i.e.,
obtained if the aircraft is made to do the scanning. at x = 0). T!his normalization to unity in the center
This scanning is dlone by simply keepifig the fixa- i's equivalent to saying that it is virtually fimpossible
tions, on each sidle of tile aircraft, within a small to fly directly over at target ats large as a surfaced
angular distance from a point on tile surface of the submarine without, seeing it-in,. Spite Of SUCJI rare
ocean, directly abeam and distant IR from thle irl- occuLrrvncevs as that mentioned in, Section 2,2. Thlere
craft. Witih this scheme, every target must pass is good evidence in sulpport of thlis view,7 T1he area
thlrouigh thievisual percepition angle On andl if it stays under the( lateral range distribution curve 5( inormnal-
within tilis angle for more tllan one-quarter of at iz(Ni is f,' p~da. whichi determines ]Y. The values of

second, detection by tile eye is practically certain, W obtained from the operational (data are pr'esentedh
given, of course, coniplete attention: missing of any
targets tinder these conditions is (lue to the ob~server's
lack of attention. .~ ---- -

T1he system just outlined has been found the best --

possible for hunting friendly targets suchi its life i' ~ ~ --

rafts. For onemy targets, however, it is desirable to ____

sacrifice some chance of sighting the target iii orercL
to increase the range at which it is ist likely to he t ~ , ~ .

seen. A first approximation to thle be-i compromise %
for enemy targets is at uniform scan along at line on lillm 8. 1111 "Im~pt/I-ifif lnil~ Iflngo' a i itwt ion

of 0111 i 11111 range- conipIrimni of comuted (solid
* thle ocean surface distant Rh, from the aircraft. It is line) and operanijogal (dotted line) results (surfaced suh-
* ~recommndedc~ tint scaulning be confined to tihe front mrines~ci).

180 tlegrees of azionuth only. The echane of sighting
the arge un~cr tese ontlitions is the samfe for in Figure 8 as a function (IofI, Thesevlesaci

surfaced targets as if the scanning~ wer'e uniform-ly unlits oif R",, andi~ tue (lo1ts are tile operational poinits.
dIistrib uted over the entirec .360 degrees, for, whereas InI order to comnpu te TV, it is to lie retalled thiat,
the scanning iti it ith Iis hh1 en , tit(! effort over tIi t from ( iiaptec 2,
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- 1 - e - '-r ', (25) 50

and equation (7) -y = k,'. h'lie constant k for the
operational situation under consileratio is as yet
unknown since it depends upon the numler of look-
outs, the fraction of lookout time spent in search 40

and the degree to which the search p proaches uni- 4 \

formity over the scanning line ,.onsider,,d. If 11 is
the distance, in nautical miles, of the target from the

4 point of nearest approach to the aircraft and v is the /M /,-,

aircraft velocity in knots, dit = 3,600 dy/c in seconds, 30

so that
Rm V 0.5

9.A2 kf B,,dij. (26) ~ C - _
.... mo O- o

Expressing d-y in units of R,,

\IV = -dt k 0,d (27):/,fl Ah,,, .io.

10
The integration indicated in equation (27). has beent
carried out graphically for various values of x/R,,,.

These are presented in Figure 9 as functions of .r/ ....
The two, curves shown are for R,,,V = 0.5 and R,,1V
fi 1 -. respectively. Thec values of N, employed for the 0 -

integrations were. obtaint-d fromx Figure 7A. In thebt. 04 06 0. . .

operational data R ,/V = I for values of r,,, 5
nautical miles and 0.5 for Rm 10 nautical miles. Foull,' 0. Iitegal of eluat.in (27) as a function of

The aircraft velocity for the 529,incidents averaged lateral range/iaxiinurn range,

135 knots.
T"o obtain k, the following procedure.was en-

ployed: For R,,, = 5, R,,/V = 1, and a given value .0-
of k., f' ydt was computed from equation (27) and
the integral given in Figure 9 for each of a numlber o.

of values of x/R,,,. For each of these, 1) was com- ,',
*puted from equation (25) and a lateral range curve

was plotted. From the lateral.range curve a value of 0.6

* W/l?,,was obtained by graphical integration. This PX R

lroc(e(ure was repeatod tar a number of values of I: o. - .
until one was found wlich fitted the operttional datat o -2

of Figure 8. The value of k, obtained in this way is RI

1.75X 10-. 0.2

Various lateral range curves, eomputed using 4 =

1.75X 10-1 and o = 135 knots, are prescitel in (R IN NAUTICAL MILES)

Figure 10. The quantity Ii /h,,, obtained from these 0 0.2 0,4 0.6 0.6 .0 1.2

curves is pres(ited in Figure 8 as a function of R,_. W/

An examination of Figure 8 shows good agrieement IL.tel- I jigv ilixt il its a flim-tioI of

hetween tle ('oin]piit I a id tl,, o])(,'rltonal poii at.S ait h n' N xiluolo roI go, I O0ISS11Ig A= 1.75 X Ii-',

low v'alles of le,, and l graldual septratioll of tw i, = 1:15 knots (surfaed subiarine).
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60 VISUAL DETECTION

two as R,, increases. Now the theoretical curve is for nautical miles and gradually increases to about 35
ships which remain surfaced, While the experimental per cent for R,, 10. This tendeney is apparent in
curve is for submarines which can evade detection Figure 8.
by diving. This effect has boer investigated7 and it In Figure 11, 11 for 50 per cent intrinsic contrast
has been shown that the effect of this evasion on the targets is pr'esented as a function of R,, for naked-
path swept IV is negligible for values of R, < 5 eye search. "'lh more modern figure of 150 knots has

been taken as the aircraft velocity. To obtain W in
-0 - any particular ease, 1, is first obtained from Figure

5 and then IV for the given R,, is obtained from
4- ---. Figure 1 1. It is to he remem'bered that altitudes gjreater

than 600 feet per nauticol mile of maximum range are
46- not recommended.

The greater values of R,,, found in Figure (3 for
S -.. - 7x50 binoculo search might, at first sight, lead to

the belief that W should 1)e greator for binocular than
0 for naked-eye search. It is to be remembered, how-+ AKFO EYE.. ,- ever, that inside a binocular il of magnifying

S/ " power 7, the eye must search a scanning line 7timesas long. Hence for the same search effort, k is 1/7

20 as great. The quantity W, computed using k =

r I BINOCULA 1.75 X 10-/7, is alao presented in Figure 11 as a
-_functiono R,,,. An examination of the search situa-

tion, using Figures 5, 6, and 11, shows that binocu-
,10 lars, even under the best of conditions, are not as

[ effective as the naked eye if the meteorological vis-
-___. - ibility is less than 10 nautical miles.

As examples of the results to be obtained from
~ 0Figures 5 and 11, values of W for various altitudes0.0 6 10 16 P.0 25 3 40

- ;NAUTICAL MILES) and meteorological visibilities arc prosented in Table
Fioutium. 11. Pahsweln, a function of Inaimu runge, 1 for the three targets considered in Figure 5. To
assuiming v -150 knots. compute quch tables the following procedure is era..

TAmRI l.-Sweep widtO if' in inutical milem for nalcd-oye search.

Altitude Meteorological Visibility (nautical miles)
(feet.) 1 3 5 10 15 20 30 40 50

Submarittdc or smail merchant tesels
500 .......... 0.9 3.2 4.3 7.5 8.0 0.6 11 12 13

1,000 ............ 0.9 3.7 5.3 8.5 11 12 14 15 16
2,000 ............ ... 3.7 5.9 9.6 12 14 17 18 10
3,000 ............... ... 6.4 11 13 18 18 20 21
8,000 ............. ... ... 12 15 17 20 22 25

lMediun-sizedI ships
600............ 0.0 3.7 5.3 12 15 17 20 22 25

1,000 ............ 0.9 3.7 6.4 13 16 19 25 27 29
2,000 ............ ... 3.7 7.0 14 18 22 28 31 34
3,000 ............ ... ... ... 14 19 24 30 34 37
5,000 ............ .... ... ... 14 21 26 33 37 42
7,000 ....................... .. ... 21 27 34 40 45

Large rombalants and high-speed liners
500 ............ 0.0 .3.7 6.4 13 N6 19 25 27 29

1,000 ............ 0.9 3.7 0.4 14 18 22 28 31 34
2,000 ............ ... :3.7 7.0 15 19 25 31 36 37
3,000 ............ ...... 7.0 15 21 26 34 40 43
5,000 ................... ... ... 15 22 28 36 43 48
7,000 ............ ...... ... ... 22 29 38 45 .90

10,000 ............... ...... 30 40 47 53
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ployed. For each pair of values of V and h, V'/h' is distribution of scanning effort. Soiled or scratched

ComRItc(1 and the corresponding value of I?,/hI is windows tlnd to reduce the apparent contrast and
obtained from Figure 5, from wlich R, is computed, hence both le. ind 0,. The need for keeping the
Knowing R,,, W is obtuined from Figure 11. windows clean and clear can not be overemphasized.

rhe value of k obtained frono the operational data On long sortics, fatigue is inevitable. However, its

provides means of determining the average effective- effects an he minimized by relieving monotony. This
ness of scarch from aircraft. The value of k obtained can he (lone by making frequent exchanges in station
from the (Craik scanning experiments described in for the various lookouts. The best scanning line,
Section 4.- was 2.73 X 10-2. Since this is for scan over (i.e., the locus of points on the ocean surface distant
45 degrees instead of ]8o degrees it must he. divided R,,, from the aircraft) is usually 3 or-4 degrees below
by four for comparison with the operational value the horizon. A rough and rct.dy rule for finding this
of 1.75 > 10- . This division gives 6.8 X 10- , about locus is to extend the fist at arm's length and look
four times the operational value. It is clear, there- about two or three fingers below the horizon. There
fore, that the entire crew of an aircraft is about is good reason to believe that the scanning effort,
equivalent to one-quartor of an ideal lookout carry- instend of being uniformly distributed over the for-
ing out search under laboratory conditions. A num- ward 180 (legrees is heavily weighted in the front 45
ber of reasons for this discrepancy can be enumor- or 90 degrees. One suggestion for overcoming this
ated. These are, soiled or scratched windows, fa- tendency is to assign all lookouts, other than pilot
tigue, interruption from search caused by other and copilot, to the two 45 degree sectors just for-
duties, inability to search along an accurately. de- ward of the beams, leaving the forward 90 degrees
termined best scanning line, and nonuniform angular to the pilot and copilot.
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Chapter 5

RADAR DETECTION

INTHIDCTI( N (iI(Ytionsl5AM dv(telfifl(S 1y tille sizi' oftI~iLrYii)oic'i

relative to x. ill liracti ce subisidliairy Imck anord sidte
Si11IMIIENSt. VALIUE find Vvrsatility of the radar.- lobes (not shown in tih' figure) arc-( producedl in.fad-

('Ciii pr'inci ple in its Ilii itory applic(ations 115 ec Ii tionl to tire mn o bv01I; bu1t thersc~ van he w in i iizicc
amply demonstrated during Worldi War' II. 'I'leic 11- by proper antennaf design-i-e., b y modlifiecation of the
ity of r'adar to providle previso, values of thev rang(, reflector shafpe, addition of partisitie radiators, ve.
andl hearing of olijects onl or above the surface of

* the sea, undler fill conditions of visibility, and fro-
qitently at distances considerably ibeyondI the range aNTEN0
of the human ey(, assitreel its constant icavicl use

* 'san ins.trument of search and -arly warning. In
addition, it readily proved its usefulness in a number

of-elaed pphabiites.Thee ir~lrte~lflre cntrl iciu 1. Ideiojd pattr of at inicrowave search
T ofreltwdappicablites.Thee icludd fre ontol, radar. Loirgth of radius vector iii pioportional t~o power.

Fidentification, altimetry, and aid to bombing, inter- indiated inl 0111. diretion,
ception, fighter diretion, station keeping, and navi-
gation. Actually, in most search eqhuipment, the paraboloidal

Nevertheless, airbiorne and.9iiipliorrie Search radar," reflector is truncated or otherwise mlodlified in such
used bo0th offensive'ly aanl defensively to gain ,onltRct~ at way as to prodluce a narrow antenna pattern in the
wvith enemy fores, and to locate missing friendly horizontal piane(sornetimes as narrowas I degree) and
units, rep~resentedl perhaps the most widespread and a relatively b~road p~attern (usually about I1) degrees)
su1ccessful of these military applications, and moy be1 inl a vertical plane. This provides extendled coverage
('xpected to continue to do0 so in) the immnediate ftil il altitude and less eneil sensitivity to antetnn tilt,
It is with this aspect of radar that the present Chap- features particularly (legiralble for airborne early
ter deals. Emphasis is placed on baisic searell co w carnin~g and shipborne aircraft warning radar.
sidlerations; only thoso tehnical questions which Ia present radar sets, higlc-frequenc'y enlergy is
have bearing onl this subijecdt are discutssd. never1 emitted continluously; instead, it is trans-

iiiittud ill .ni('em5ive high-powver plirises of very short
duration. Il riOrder to decrease the mninimum radar

6.2 MODERN ShEAB3Cl [ ADAII range, and to improve range, resolution, as weoll. as to
(21 ABAG1T i1l1 ISTICS permit the use (If higher peak transmnittedi pow~er, it

is diesirable to reduce tihe duration of such pidses to a
''tire type of radar currently most useful ill sea rfiniirntrm. However, agiinst these con.siderations

search is tihe airblorne. microwave (wavelength X g rmust be balanced the fact that at very shiarp pulse
10 cm) searchl radar. A brief outline of the pri nciples wave form can lbe repriodaCed aiCujrtel~y only by at
of operation oif such equipment will serve iii a geri- broad-band receiver; anti an inecase it)llbandclwidith
cmal way to illusitrate those (If similar sets, includcing results in it" increase of rv'eiver noise level ro'litive,
sipl o)rae searchi gear. toI eho strength, w itih a cor'responding redu tiontiIf in

I-Iigi -freq uency nao en ergy gvneratec in tire max i ur m radar r-1a.1ge. Pulse, durationrs used il 'urac-
transmitter of suichi a rio ito is icc th ro ughi a wave ti cc are generally between 0. 1 and 2 m1irc Iseccirois,

guide (at resonanlt copper pipe of rcctrangular (cross with I microsecond at commcon value. The r~rtv at
se'ctioIn) to a fuinnel-hoalu hc oin, or. to it dlipolce witich r sueh pu"Nos rv repeotted is usually 1betw-een 400
ra(Ii ator, loc'rtv( it tic cc i 'ts of ac parabiioloidalr I metal anrd 1,0 tiPO l)i sc's pvr sec'ond inllt urnmt seal-l mc ii uip-
reflector. Thoi (energy is re-raio nttec frcom th ris re- men t. Sc'eh repeIcti tion raitotcs allow a siffi cic'rt, ti men
flertcir il aic lcd ce-si aud pac Iottcmn , as ind icated cross. inrIterval for c'ircrgy ill (in trcr sro i ttec I orls' tco travci
.Sectionally ill Figure 1 . Tire Iwiar ic xit! -cnv en- ocrt tc a dIistalnt tir-got till(] i' re flcted;i'h ac k to l,
tic orthhy efi ncc I s tie an c gle 0 bet'fw'vc'0el ic Ia-lu iwem' nlc (ii Icfore flit ne'xt puitlse' is emi t.tc'c Illfr scotr-I h fcori
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MODERN SEARCtH RADAR CIIARACTERISTICS 63

veiy far ldistant tirgts, lowcr pulse relptition rates vauses at hright pot, known as: i "blip," to appear
may be necessairy. on the fiuOi''si(nllt scr('tn aft a radial di,tanlce pro-

Signals reflected from a taiget are picked up by portional to the elapsed time, and therefore to the
the sane antenna umcd to transmit them; they are range of the target. The persistence of the screen
then am pliied in th' radar rvl(ceir lnl Ijrnr.v'sitd is sufficiently great that sueivh an intensified spot
is a response on fill inlicator. The kind of presenta- usually remains visible for seve'ral seconds. When the
tion most frequently viulploycm in moclern earch electron beam has swept to the outer edge of the
radarls is that of the pla po.,xition indicator (1'1'I scope, corrcspending to maximum raqnge ol)tainablle

[

r

F

MoviItii 2. Plan position indicator (lII) prermpit.ioli. Plone hearing radar was at an altitude of 20,000
feet, (Iireelly over Iiostol. ('ape C'dn may ho cloarly disernoie near tIh center of the photograph.

secope,). In this type of "intensity mI odulated" indiea- oil ah ' particula range scale employed, it revert. al-
tion, 1(,. ponmse is obtaicid oi the flac' ofi a i'atliode- most instantaneously to the (enter of the Scope,
ray tub(, by nwans of' v'ariations in the intvensity and another pulse is emitted. 'lhe angular position
of a radially svveping elvtron h eam. At the instant (azimuth) of the seep trae on the scope is de-
an ,nergy pulsi, is trnnsmitterI from thi radar an- terminmd by the dircetion in whi(h tihe antenna is
tnii, this I ram I .gins to swelep ut at a uniform moinntarily pointing.
rat, from th ,,cr tri,, f th indicatcr. VIlin tia re- In order to o )ti HV arCa cove'rage, the radar an-
fl(,(,te(l puli from a 1,a get returns to thi rladahir, te tennia is rotated al out t 'virtical axis. Vaiio, 'is radahrs
amplified (,n'rgy is used to illi-asc, the viiinimi of permit imanul control, se't'r scan, or 3(0 degree
the hclctroin str(,aIii imliging oil the scoe'. This svan. 'he. last is most ot tn eap(lc rycid in airtborne
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64 RIAJ)ADR DETECTION

search, the antenna being rotated at rates usually during which several fixations occur. It then skips to
between 5 and 24 revolutions per minute (12 rpm is a new line of sight, frequently differing in direction
a commion value). The. use of this type of sean in con- from the previous line by as much as 10 degrees.

junction with P'[ indication, in which the radial Since, (luring any single fixation, the eye can resolve
sweep trace of the ('lectron heam is made to rotate distant object.s only within an arc of about 1 degree,

in synchronism with the antenna, results in (on- the distant coverage pattern for visual search tends
tinuous presentation of a plan map of the region sur- to le ragged; there is . considera)lc prol)al)ility that
rounding the radar, as illustrated in Figure 2. Maxi- small objects at long ranges will be passed over. At
mum scanning rate is limited by the necessity of re- shorter ralnges, on the other hand, there is a broad
ceiving several successive pulses to produce a notice- lobe of periphenr vision in which prominent objects

able blip (estimates of this minimum number of ofT the direct line of sight are readily detected (see
pulses vary from 4 to 10, depending on the type of Figure 71, Chapter 4).

screen used). It is thus related to the antenna beam In contrast, radar scans continuously, without
width and the pulse repetition rate, which in turn gaps in its coverage, and does so over a considerable
depends on pulse (uration and the maximum average range, at a rate of scanning usually considerably
power the transmitter tubes can handle; scanning greater than that of the eye. A minimum radar range
rate is therefore related indirectly to target resolu- limitation is imposed in airborne search by the shape
tion. In present search equipment, between 10 and of the vertical antenna pattern andI by the antenna
100 pulses reach the target per scan, so that the tilt setting. Furthermore, there will in general be a

maximum possible scanning ,.ate is not generally at- near-by "sea return" area, in which transmit.t'ed
tained. It may be noted that with rapidly scanning, energy is reflected back to the ra(ii' frnm" vWaves,
narrow,-leam antennas some "scanning loss" may be with the result that an irregular bright patch is pre-

experienced, owing to a turning of the antenna (hi'- sented in tiff' center of the PllI scope (see'Figures
ing the finite echoing time. The effect is usually small 2 and 3). The extent of this patch increases vith the
in practice.

Other types of antenna scan and visual prevsenta-
tion than those described above are occasionally em-
ployed in search equipment. Narrow-beam antennas,
o for instance, may he scanned helically, or rocked;

some of the newer airborne sets have their antennas SEA RETURN HORIZON
gyre-stabilized in order to prevent distortion of the

PPI map due to antenna tilt. An alternative method
of intensity modulated presentation sometimes en- "uo, 3. Schematic illusiration of verlical antenna
countered is that of the B scope, in which range is pattera and..sea return ara for airborne unrly warning

measured along a vertical and bearing along a hori- radar.
zontal axis; this necessarily results in soine distortion,
but provides greater resolution of nearby targets. It altitude of the antenna and the roughness of the

usually is combined with an antenna scan of 180 sea. Targets within the sea return area cannot readily

degrees or less in the forward direction, be detected in most cases, although special circuits
in newer sets offer some improvement in discrimina-
tion. Maximum radar range is generally limited (ap-

.: VISUAL AND HADAR SEAlCII proximately) by the horizon, aithough under certain
conditions of energy propagation considerably greater

Having outlined the basic operative features of ranges may be obtained. This effect will be discussed

current search radar equipment, we shall find it in- in Section 5.4.

structive at this point to compare the process of The types of search coverage obtained by the eye

visual search, dealt with extensively in the previous and radar are illustrated qualitatively, by means of

.haptc.r., with that of radar search. contours of constant detection probability, in Figures

It will bc recallcd that the eye, when searching 4 and 5. It Jhoulhl be un(lcr.tood that wnly the gen.-

systematically, tends to look in one direction for a eral shape of these patterns, presented for com-

short period of time (of the order of one second), parison, is significant. These diagrams serve to illus-
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PROPAGATION 65

trate tile fact that radar and visual seairch, ris regards tuned set scanning uniformly over a (small) target
coverage, are to a large extent complementary. This within easy range (a case analogous to assured fixa-
is true in many other respects, too. While the eye, tion) blips may not he returned on every scan. This
for instance, is not dirvectly capable of exa't range effect, largely a cons(eqluence of varying target as-
determination, the accuracy of electronic timing cir- poet, will i)e discussed at greater length in Section
cuits makes radar well adapted for this purpose; on 5.5. The point of chief importance to the present

discussion is that in both cases (letection is a matter
of uncertainty. Clearly, the probability methods de-
veloped in Chapter 2 in the treatment of the general

10' theory of detection will have applications in the
10 solving of radar detection problems. We shall in-

4 vestigate the mathematical formulation of some of
7'U these in Section 5.(i.

.4 PROPAGATION

Ra(ar energy is propagated in free space accord-

ing to an inverse square variation with distance. That
.. is, if Pt is the power transmitted in a pulse, G the

A B power gain of the antenna for transmission (a func-
tion of its shape and size), and Po' the power density
at distance r along the axis of the antenna,Fmum 4. Schematic horizontal coverage pattorns for

(A) the eye, and (B) radar. Contors of constant, prob- / Pt t
abilit.y of deteetion arc shown. p _

the other hand, the eye possesses obvious superiority When the energy strikes a target at range r, a
in target resolution. We may also note that, since certain portion of it is scattered, that is, diffusely
radar wavelengths are large in comparison with the reflected (re-radiated). The scattering ability of the
dimensions'of smoke, (lust, and water particles in the target is measured by a quantity o-, the "effective
atmosphere, radar radiation (except that of ox- radar cross section," defined as the ratio of total
trcmely high frequency) is only slightly affeted by power reflected from the target to incident power

density impinging from the direction of the radar.
The amount of power re-radiated. from the targot
is therefore Po'a. This power is likewise attenuated
according to the inverse square law; its density at
the radar antenna is

__ P. P1 G~r (2)
-=P/ (4ir) 2r----

A B The total power received from the reflected pulse

Fiouim ,5. Coverage obtained in semiming through 90* is the product of Pr' and 9,., the gain of the antenna

for (A) the eye, and (B) radar. for reception, i.e.,

such obstacles, whereas visible radiation is strongly I,, = P (I, = P, __ _,o" (3)

attenuated or reflected by them. (4r)'r'

In the visual ease. fix.ati.on on a target has been In case the antenna is a paraboloid of aperture
regarded as making detection certain; time element of area A, it can be shown that the above expression
chance is introduced by the uncertainty of obtaining reduces to

fixation. It is an important differentiating char- ,'. (4)
acteristie of search radar thiat, even with a well- 47r?- .2 (4)
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If P1,,1, is tile minimmum value of refletcd power airborne radar att ,m0inlon altitudes (such that tile

that (,an l)e amplified by the radar n,ceiver to furnish effects of intcrference with power rmle'ted from the
a recognizable blip, wo find, solving ('quo tion (4) for sc' art, of seconhu'y importance), the hist formula
r (with P= P.=,..), that the mfaxilim iringe of di- provid(vs at h'i:tst i qutlitative indication of tile in-
tection of a targt of effective cross s(ction a is fllec of various factors on maximum radar range.

IIn )tittiular, thi relative ilsilsitivity Of 'max to
(IU, (; or /', large variationls in transmitt(d p wer is shown: owing

. ()0-; 1,.ni.
"  to the fourth root relationship, an increlase in trans-

mitteid power of sixteen fold is necessary to double the
Although tise, formulas hav( heez developed for maximum range. (In this connection, it might be

the case of iropagation in free space, it is found that pointed out that in Figure 1 of Section 5.2 of this
they may be employed to a reasonable tegree of al)- chapter the reflected signal has sufficient strength
proximation under many conditionis encountered in to give gtilod rainc over a wider beam than the power
l)racticc. For example, in tile Case of sea search by pattern would indicate. Thus, lit the half-power
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BLIP-SCAN RATIO 67

points, malximum rangels redue(l by a factor of only face to air, or vice ve'rsa. In extreme rases, the exis-
I/ /2 = 0.84.) tenee of anomalous conditions, both of abnormal and

Near the surface of the sea, a different type of of subnormal propagation, may lead to very pro.-
propagation is commonly ol)served. Energy that nouneel and rather rapli(d variations in echo strength,
strikes thw surface at a small angle is reflected, a-s as indicated, for example, in Figure 6. (Note that on
from a good conduetor, undergoing a 180 degree one of the days vovere(, in this chart a variation in
change of phase. Over a calm ocean, the alternate re- received power of 53 (11), or 200,000-fold, in a period
inforcelents and eanellations of radar energy fol- of 2Y hours is recorded.) In certain geographical
lowving the two possible paths, direct Maid rUflctedt, regions, notably, the eastern seaboard of the United
cause the antennm pattern to become stratified. With States, conditions of "anomalous" propagation are
longer wave radars, tile null regions thus proluced more or less prevalent. In most localities, however,
Vausefta P1n1ouned reerront fading of echoes from large or rapid fluctuations in propagation conditions
airborne targets. But for the microwave sets in in- are not generally to be ex p ected.
creasingly common use in search, the stratified lobes
are. so closely spaced (spacing less than I meter)
that such fading ceases to be a problem. Under these ' BLIP-SCAN RATIO
conditions of transmission near a calm sea, the echo
power received from a target also near the sea can It wvas mentioned in Section 5.3 that when a radar
be shown to vary according to an inverse eighth scans across a target, particularly near the limit of
power of range, rather than an inverse fourth power. its range capabilities for that target, it is the general
Near thce surfaev of a rough sea, some intermediate experience that a blip is not )resented on the radar
law may, in effect, be more closely followed. indicator on each scan. In order to characterize

As previously mentioned, maximum radar range, analytieally the behavior of a given radar with re-
except in the case of very small targets, usually is spect to a specificd target, it is convenient to intro-
not limited as a result of attenuation suffered by the duce the concept of "blip-scan ratio." This ratio,
radiated energy (for, although this attenuation is, as which we shall denote by ,k(r), is defined as the pro-
we have seen, considerable, correspondingly large portion of scans, upon a target at range r, during
amounts of power can be transmitted in the radar which a recognizable signal is presented on the PPI
pulses), but is limited by the horizon. Actually, owing scope. It therefore represents the probability that a
to refraction in the earth's atmosphere, a portion of single scan will produce an effective blip, i.e., a blip
the energy is bent around somewhat beyond the which is actually recognized by an operator who is
horizon. It has been found that this effect can be focusing his attention on the part of the scope where
taken into account approximately by computing it appears: a "recognizable" blip may actually fail
maximum range as horizon range for a fictitious earth to he recognized by an operator whose attention is

* of radius four-thirds that of tie- real one. A con- lagging, or is directed to anotler part of the scope
venient formula based on this assumption is R = 1.25 where ol)jects of interest are seen; this effect of
(V'hr + Vh,), where R is tile maximum radar range operator fmlllibility will be considered later. In other
in nautical miles, h, is the radar altitude in feet, and words, we arc separating tile study of tile uncertain-
1ht is the target altitude in feet. ties (probability) of radar detection into two parts:

Under certain meteorological conditions, generally the question of the probability 4, of detection of the
associated with inversion of the normal temperature -blip when the ol)erator is concentrating on the part
or humidity gradients, abnormally long radar ranges of the scope wlere it occurs, and time matter of how
may be observed. The eflect, particularly noticeable likely he is to be so concentrating. While this separa-
if both rad.r and target are (lose to tIle surface of tion is somnewhat unrealistic (an intense blip is apt

* the sea, is much the same as if a portion of the to be seen out of the corner of the eye, a faint but
radiated energy were trapped bleneath tile iliversion "recognizable' one is not), it affords a convenient

* level. Apparently, trapping of some energy in a sur- simplifieation and will be made tie basis of tile
face du(mt (loev not in gemimral interfere wiLli propiaga- plresent treatment.
tion at higher altitudes, s:nee abnormally long de- (h larly, the value of the blip r-.fcan ratio is de-
t(etion ranges neal the surface are frequently om- pentdent on Ia nunier of long-term variables that

served t, ]w, aeeollpallnied by gom rnanges frol sur- inmay ill tin approximamte treatment Ib'e megarehd I .
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constant during a particular search, or at least dur- momentary (pulse-to-pulse) echo variations occur,
ing long parts thereof. These inlude type of target, an average signal strength, resulting froni summa-
conditions of propagation, sea state, direction of tion of the pulses, is presented on the radar indicator
search with respect to that of the wind, radar alti- at a roughly constant level. Since this average level
tude, antenna tilt, level of operator and set per- does not vary greatly from scan to scan, but in-
formanee, and radar characteristics such as wave- creases steadily with decreasing target range, the
length, scanning rate, etc. In addition, two basic blip-scan ratio for targets of Class A usually in-
short-term variables arc involved-range and target creases from zero to unity over a rather short range
aspect. As we shall see, the aspects of naval targets interval. It is apparent that this corresponds ap-
vary characteristically in short-time cycles; it is this proximately to a "definite range law," the definite
fact, represented by appropriate mathematical as- range being that at which the average signal first
sumptions, that permits the treatment of 0 as a becomes perceptible. The effect is illustrated in
specific function of range only. Before formulating Figure 7.
these assumptions, however, let us investigate briefly
the general subject of radar echo fluctuations.

The components of radar targets which are most
effective in reflecting energy are flat surfaces (normal
to the axis of the radar beam) and internal rcctangu- CLASS A
lar corners. Metallic conductors arc always more

effective than nonconducting materiids. Since a flat J£ SEA
surface reflects radiation specularly, its orientation - ARE
must; be within a few degrees of normality to the CLASS B

beam direction to return an appreciable signal; other-
wise, most of the incident energy is shunted off into RANGE
space. The corner reflector, on tie other hand, has leionE 7. Blip-scan ratio for Class A and Class B
the property for microwave radar energy, as for light, targets.
of reflecting radiation along the direction of in-
cidence, over a wide range of angular aspect. It is The second type of radar target, which we shall
thus relatively insensitive to momentary aspect and call Class B, consists of relatively smooth, con-
movement, tinuously curved surfaces, having few sharp corners

We may accordingly in a general way distinguish or angles. Examples are surfaced submarines in bow
two types of naval targets. The first type, wilich we or stern-aspect, periscopes, and schnorchels (cylin-
shall call Class A, represented by large vessels, in- drical submarine "breathing" mechanisms). The
chiding warships and merchant ships, and in most energy return from such targets also varies with their
cases by beam-aspect surfaced submarines, is char- momentary aspect, but the fluctuations are much
acterized by the prevalence of flat reflecting surfaces slower than those observed for Class A targets. In-
and rectangular corners and brackets. Energy re- deed, the rate of variation in this case, being usually
flections from the many components of such targets of the order of magnitude of the scanning rate, is
reinforce or cancel in accordance with their various sufficiently slow that the energy return per pulse docs
momentary phase relationships. When micro-wave- not, in general, change radically during the time the
lengths are emnloyed. very slight target movements radar beam is sweeping across the target. From scan
cause radical alterations in these phase relationships, to scan, however, there is wide variation in signal
with consequent rapid variations in echo strength. intensity. As illustrated in Figure 7, the blip-scan
In the case of naval targets, such movements may be ratio for such small, smoothly shaped targets is in
represented by ship roll and pitch, or even by physi- no way suggestive of a definitc range law.
cal distortion of the vessel in a seaway, bending of Although most targets fall into one or the other
the masts in a wind, etc. It is found for targets of this of the classifications described above, a few, such as
type that the echo fluctuations are rapid, even in intermediate-aspect surfaced submarines, cannot
comparison with the short time interval requred for readily be regarded as either large, complex targets
the l)cam of a searching radar to sweep across them. or small, simple ones. It is convenient th(refore to
Consequently, oi any particular scan, although large extend our definitions of these classes: Ciass A will
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include those targets for which, to the desired degree simple geometrical figures, such as cylinders, that the
of approximation (with specified values of the long- blip-scan ratio should vary with sea state in the
term variables) a definite range law can be defined; observed manner have met with some success; their
Clauss B will include all others. Methods of dealing extension to more complicated figures, however,
with the definite range situation, includingaveraging would be prohibitively difficult.) It is fortunate,
for distributions of parameters, may bost be illus- therefore, that we are not forced to rely upon theory
trated in connection with sonar search, which forms for our knowledge of blip-scan ratio. Test data are
the subject of Chapt er 6. For the remaindehr of the available, in considerable abundance, which provide
present study, therefore, we shall confine ourselves reasonably accurate values of (r) for specified sets

ARE largely to the study of Class B targets.
K, ', We are now ready to formulate one of the assump-

tions, previously mentioned, regarding variations of
-tn target aspect. We shall assume that they are of such

a nature that the blips returned from a target at a 0
certain range are distributed at random among the
radar scans (with a relative frequency corresponding
to the blip-scan ratio at that range), in other words,
that €'(r), the probability that a blip be presented

I F .on a particular scan, is independent of what may be SoNONE
*known about the results of previous scans. This as-

sumption, as we have shown, represents a reasonable
approximation to operational facts, for most targets
and for common scanning rates. It greatly simplifies
the mathematical treatment of radar detection prob-
lems, to be dealt with in the following section.

L The effect of changes in general target aspect, re-
suilting from relative travel, has been found to be of
secondary importance. For symmetrical targets such SUBMARINE

S as sehnorchel, this is obviou.-ly the ucse. And al-
though, for other targets, unusually long ranges can
be obtained at certain general aspects, tile angular
regions, in the horizontal plane, over which this is
true are found in practice to be relatively small.
(The situation is indicated schematically in Figure
8, for several types of targets.) We are therefore
justified, in most cases, in assuming that these angu-
lar regions may be ignored and that the blip-scan
ratio may be regarded as approximately independent SURFACE VESSEL

S of general horizontal aspect.ofgeerle zol spect.g bm FImURs 8. Typical polar diagrams, showing contours of
The problem of predicting blip-scan ratio from constant detection probability as a function of general

theory would be found (if it had to 1)e dealt with) horizontal aspect for various kinds of targets.
to be a formidabl, 0110, in(ced. Not only would it
be necessary to make computations of effeetive radar of values of the long-term variables, and, as a prac-
cross section a-dependlent on the size, shape, tnd tical matter it is this availability that makes the
materials of tie target, and on the wavelength and concept of blip-sean ratio useful,
polarization of the radar radiation - but, in addition, The effect on 4,(r) of one long-term variable, the
assumptions as to the distribution of values of a with tylc of target, has been indicated in Figure 7. In
respect to time would 'e required. A theory involv- Figure 9 the effects of two others, sea state and di-
ing such variables andi assumhptions would necessarily rection of search ielative to that of the wind (up-
tend to become overcomplicated and artificial. wind and downwind search) are illustrated for
(Nevertheless, efforts made to show with sufficiently AN/A1 S-15A radar used against schnorchel tar-
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70 RADAR DETECTION

get. The operational significance of variations in the summation extending to infinity because the rela-

these and other basic parameters may perhaps be tive track is assumed to be of indefinitely great ex-
,.0 tent in the direction toward which the searcher is

SFA STATE i, UPWIND AND traveling. The distribution of true ranges of first de-
0.8 DOWNWIND SEARCH tection is exrocmmd [see equation (35), Chapter 2] by

0-1 
+0_ OSSEA STATE "3, ' 'p(r) rp(r sin ', r cos P') dck, (9)

b. 0.4 DOWNWIND SEARCH si r -o(NO DETECTION

POSSIBLE FOR UPWIND time integration extending over the angular scanning
0.2 SEARCHI range, assumed symmetrical about the y axis (0 rep-

0 ' resents the radian measure of half this range; for0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES all-around scanning 0 = ir). The function p(r) mayFrOSA 9. Effect of Nm state iLd wind direion on he alternatively regarded as the rate of detection in
blip-scan ratio for AN/AI'S-15A, altitude 500 feet, a unit range interval at range r for unit target

Y. schnorchel target (experimental data from ASDovLant density. If, .q is the ease in certain operational tests,
Project 647), the searching craft makes its approach to the target

better -understood in ters of their influence on radar on a radial course, the sighting range distribution is
searoh width, to be discussed in Sections 5.6 and 5.7. expressed by equation (7) for lateral rfnge zero, i.e.,

o~(r) 9 -'(, (r). (10)

. RANGE DISTRIBUTIONS AND SEARCH ) (
WIDTH The quantity wT that appears in equation (8) rep-

resents the distance traveled bh the target along its
We shall now study tie application to radar de- relative track between successive radar scans. Since

tection problems of the methods of analysis outlined it is small in most cases (wT = 0.21 nautical miles,
in general terms in Chapter 2 for the determination for a150-knot searching aircraft, stationary target,
of sighting range distributions and search width. The and 12 rpm scanning rai~c), an important simplifica-
coordinate system (Figure 7, Chapter 2) and much tion of the expression for F(x,y) can be made (the
of the notation previously employed will be retained; summation can be replaced by integration). Thus,
in particular, it will be recalled that iv is the relative
speed of target and searching craft, T the glimpsing E(x,y) f[1 - g(x/'-- )]dy, (11)

(radar scanning) period and g(-/ + y) the
"glimpse" probability of detecting on a particular the upper limit of integration lying in the scanned
scan a previously undetected target located in the range of y = $ cot r, for r in the range (ir - Or - 0).
neighborhood of the point (x,y). Writing I(r) for the quantity - log [1 g(r)],

In Section 2.5 it was shown that the probability equation (9) becomes
of first detecting in the area dxdy a target that has + 1 ,
moved along in relative space parallel to the y axis p(r) rg(r) cxp - - Ir(r)dy dr. (12)
to the neighborhood of the point (x,y) is T f, I

. . () By analogy with the corresponding equations of
, w; (6) Chapter 2, the distribution of lateral ranges of first

sighting is given by
and that the average dotection rate in dxdy for unit I i Iot(.-o)
target density is p(x) 1 - exp L- P(r)dy]; (13)

p.xy)= "() (7)

T= the radar search width W, corresponding to the area
under the lateral range curve, is

In both cases,

F(x,y) - log[1 - .v iVT) )],(8) -j , 1  
.dcote.-o)F(r)dy]}dx;

g v (14)
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RANGE DISTRIBUTIONS AND SEARCH WIDTH 71

and the average detection range is borne search radars, experience indicates that n has

t (40) the value 2 or 3 in most cases.
f rp(r)dr. (15) Under these assumptions, we see that a necessary

and sufficient condition for the detection of a target

P(r) can readily be expanded, on a particular (ith) scat, given that no previous de-
tection has occurred, is that blips be returned on

(r) -- - log [1 - g(r)] that scan and on the preceding (n - 1) scans, and

= g(r) +. 120 -P - q(r) + • (16) also that the operator see the first of these n suc-
cessive blips. Expressed in symbols,

Under the condition _.__

g(r) < < 1, (17) g,(r) = 7). 1I I ('N/x2 + (y - iwT)2). (19)

l(r) may be replaced by g(r) in equations (12) to If uT is small, if n is small, and if 0 is a slowly
(15), thus completing the analogy (writing y for g, varying function of range (all of these conditions are
1/w for -/wT, and 7r for 0) with equations (1), (3), generally satisfied in practice), then the V,'s in the

*L(31), and (36) uf Chapter 2, derived for the case above expression are tll nearly equal. Therefore,
of continuous all-around looking. Although condi- dropping the subscript, we have approximately

r tion (17) is sometimes not satisfied for all ranges, it )

is often satisfied at ranges of particular interest.

Thus, in the calculation of lateral range distributions Note that the multirlieation of the b's in equa-
for the larger targets, it is found that p(x) approaches tions (19) and (20) is permissible, from the prob-
unity whilc g(r) is still small, The approximation ability viewpoint, only if the independent probability

PF(r) -- g(r) (18) assumption mentioned in Section 5.5 is justified.
=Condition (17) under which P(r) may be replaced

may therefore, if used judiciously, yield much useful by g(r) becomes
information and shorten computation considerably.

In order to obtain an analytical expression for g(r), pnb(r) << 1. (21)
the single-scan probability of detecting a target at It is satisfied at ranges for which the blip-scan
range r, it is necessary to determine the relationship ratio is small, and at all ranges if the operator is very
between this detection probability and the blip-scan inattentive. It should bl] noted that this "inatten-
ratio (Section 5.5), representing the single-scan prob- tiveness" may be of an effective kind, the result not
ability of obtaining a recognizable blip on the radar only of actual distractions and fatigue but also of
indicator. We shall discuss in detail a particular set difficulty in finding the target blip among others of
of assumptions regarding this relationship, and also a random nature, dependent on noise level and eh.r-

-consider briefly the effects of slight alterations in acteristics of presentation. The value of P0 will there-
these assumptions. fore in operations frequently be very small.

Concerning the radar operator, we shall make the These assumptions regarding operator efficiency
assumption that if he has seen no blip on a particular and the criterion of detection have been chosen be-
scan his probability of noticing a recognizable signal cause of their reasonable nature and the simplicity
on the succeeding scan is p,; and that if lie 4ms seen of the result they yield. They are by no means the
at blip he will be alert on the f-iiowing scan, certati -only ones that might be made, and are, indeed, im-
to (letect any blip presented. If, however, no blip is mediately suggestive of several similar ones, of per-
presented on this second scan, the operator is as- Imps equal validity. For instance, it may be that the
sumed to lose interest, his chance of noticing a new detection requirement, instead of the occurrence of
signal reverting to po. The value of this probability n successive blips, is the occurrence of n blips dis-
is dependent oi fhi: state of training and fatigue of tributed in any way among s scans (s being a small
the operator; we shall, for the time being, regard it number, greater than n). in this case, treating 0' as
as a known constant and as indepenlent from scan constant during the & scans, -c have
to scan. We shall also assume that the operator must D2
see a. certain number n of successive blips for detec- &() 'PC,"( 1 - (22)

tion of a target to occur. For rapidly scanning air- C,'/' + higher terms,
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72isfiietratht~hge DIA from tessTadOude
w~here CU, is thle binomial coefficient of a. single integration for each range value, provided

sumpionsare aderegarding the valuos of the con-

expression for y(r) of the samev form as that of ('qua- is performed graphically, in accordance with equation
tio (2), lif crngfro itonl byitconstant factor. (11), first plotting P(r) against r (see Figur , 10). Use

We -un-luo tat or mal vauesof -thoso, ns can he mnade, if (desired, of the simplification em-
we hve oined ot, hic areusullyof great.t
iners-tisfrmofgr)isisesiie othe exact - . -7

We shall therefore use as our radar detAtiSTATEUPWID S
UPWWIND&

- ~~(r) =k ."(r), (23) O4WN

in computing range distributions and sweep widlth
fromi equiationg (12) to (15.). 'l'lio exact value of the SE SAT 3
constant k (ms in the analogous visual sighting came) DOWNWIND
and also-of nt, is best determined b~y comparison with
test (or, for some purposes, operational) results. 0 2 4 6 8 0 12 14 iS

RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
Fiua 11. 'i'rue range (listilbutlon fbr search aliead

COMPUTATIONAL ME~1O) only. Comnputed using blip-scan dlata of Figure 9.

Thel1 application of the formulas -derived in the bodied in equation (18), for most values of r. The

ieceding section to the solution of specifiec raidar ttlib 'range distrTibution is then computed directly
detection problems may b~e illustrated by at brief from equation (10). Figure 11, as an example, illus-
(liscussion of comi utational metthodls. In l)UrtiV1ubLr, trates8 the rosults obtained using the blip-scan ratios
we shall he inter-ested in the utilization of test diata of Figure 0 andl the assumptions k = 1 and 12 = 2
for the predlicting of operational results and in [i.e., ri(r) = A(r)]. The particular valupc of such cal-

0.10 -. culatiens s that range distributions computed under
various assumiptions as to the values of k and n

0.os - - - may be compared with the range distributions actu-F SEA STATE 1, ally obtained in the tests (provided these arc sta-
0.06 -- -DOWNUWINDa tistipally significant), ats a means of determining

0.04 *- - - -which oIf these assumptions providec the best fit. Such
SEA STATE 3? trial-and~crroi' calculations offer thle most practical

0.02 - -method of evaluating these parameters. It should be

0 noted, however, that parameter estimates based on
RAG 2N NAUTICA0MILES tests in general givo optimistic result,., as compared

RANG IN~UTIL MLESwith those of operations; it may therefore be pref-
FPImIo( 10. (bpp of I I (p.) = jog I I - ,2(r)1 IS it fjijnC- crable, when stich are available, to employ opera-
tion of range, us~ing blip-scan data of Figure 0. Cojii- tional (rather than test) data, in the manner out-
puited as an interinediat. St ep in thew determination o!
thie true range disribution for SecIIt head 01113'. li ned in Section 4.1 0.

The computations involved in determining true
method,, of correlating theoretical results with those range distributions for the ease of sector or all-
of past operations, around search for targets uniformly distributed at

The dlistrihution of dletection r~anges undler a par- all lateral ranges are similar in principle to those out-
ticular set, of conditions for search ahead only (z.ero lineil above, but are more comp~licatedl, since addi-
lateral range), characteristic of certain convenient tional integrations are required. '1'hce method of rpro-
test procedlures, may readily be computed by means cedure, in brief, is to express equation (11) in polar
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coordinates by mnl(,s of thle familiar relationsip)s integration extending over all values of y in tile
X = r sin r, y = I- cos ; then, for fixed values of scanned region, for fixed values of lateral range x.
and of r, to determline by graphical integration the Equation (13) then gives tile corresponding ordinates
valIue of this expression andl consequently of the of the lateral range distribution. Graphical integra-
integrand. of equation (12); finally, for eachi value of tion of the curve so obtained yields the value of thle
r, to perform graphically the integration required search wvidth WI [eqluation (14)] directly. Figure 13
by the latter equation. If this is done for enough showvs lateral range curves obtained under the same
values of r, the desired range distrib~ution may be assumptions as b~efore; corresponding values of sweep
determined as accurately as required. Figure 12 ihlus- width are indicated.

I I I I - -By collecting test data on VP(r) for known sets of
SEVSAT conditions, varying Only A~ single parameter, we canl
UPWIND 5 DOWNWIND readily determine the influence of this parameter onl

secarch width. As an example, thle effect of aircraft
altitude on W is shown in Figure 14, for the ease of

SEA SAE 3,
DOWNWIND W BEAM ASPC

0i- 2 4 8 0 2 14 16 -

RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES BO-TRNA0C

Fioumis 12. True range (ligtribution for nhl-arotind 4
search. (Computed using blip-scan cla of Figure 9. 20

trates the type of distrib~ution obtained. As before, 0 _____

llt AN/APS-15A blip-scan data arc supplied by Figure ALTITUDE INFEET
9, and the a.ssumIptions k = 1, n = 2 are made, As rus1.eacwitIVsafnioofirrt
regards the general. shape of the dlistrib~utions, the altitude,. iiear,4 f0,, M,11rFIumI submarine by ANs/ASP-
results are seen to be not far differenlt from those hI5A, gen Mates 1 and 2.
obtained for the p~revious eawe of search straight
ahead, Sector scanning radars (such ats AN/1APS-3, search for surfaced submarines, with the usual as-
which scans 1.50 degrees forward) also give true range sumptions, k = 1, n i 2. The differences in search
distributions of a simuilar ehnaracter. widlth for beaml amm boV-2trin runs agotiost this type

of target airc clearly shownm. As previously indicated,
- - however, true beam runs are encountcred in opera-

UPW IN $+T DONWN tiofl* with relative infrequency, so that thle results
-0.8- (W-22.2 NAUT MILES) for bow-stern runs give a truer average picture.

The effect on 1IF of' variations in another param-
0.6 SE1TT eter, dlirection of search with respect to that of thle
0.4 DOWNWIND - - - wind, has3 been indicated roughly in Figure 13, for0.4 (z 124 NAT MIsearch against sebnorchel in sea states 1 and 3. Tn

0.2 _ 1 seat state 1, it will be observed, wind direction is un-
imhportant; in sea state 3, however, upwvindl search

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 is already impossible, and the search width is greatly
LATERAL RANGE X IN NAUTICAL MILES reduced even for downwind search. Results of an

]"li~ait ii, Lateral range distrobuiomo. ('olnipuled 118 inltermedhiate character are obtained for sea state 2.
ing blip-scan data of Figure 0. If areat search is to he conducted in sea states greater

than 1Iv moyrnans of 1)alall sweveps in one (hiVI'tiofl

The distribution of latral (detection ranges is Most (with at number of searching (raft), it is clearly most
easily compIuted in termns of rectangular coordinates, advantageous to choose that direction as downwind.

* Equation (If) iS eVailuated muchI as before, with thle Usually, howev er, sear'ch is conducted on an round-
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trip or shuttle basis; if this is the case, it might prove tions, which as we have pointed out may vary rather
best to search at an angle to the wind. (Confirmation radically and unpredictably in certain localities; and
of this conjecture, however, awaits the obtaining of (3) operator performance, which depends on train-
further test data on blip-scan ratio for crosswind ing, experience, and alertness. Qualitatively, the cumu-
search.) It should be noted that these remarks apply lative qfft'ct of these factors is always to increase con-
only to very small Class B targets, such is periscopes siderably the dispersion of operational range distribu-
and schnorchels. For larger targets, including sur- tions, and usually to reduce average detection ranges
faced subnmarines, differences between upwind and and search widths (sometimes by a factor of 2 or 3).
downwind search are usually found to be of little It is expeeted that analyses of operational data on
significance. A useful empirical relationship regarding Class A targets, for which the dispersion is largely
search width for these larger targets is that W is due to such unassessed factors, will lead to a better
roughly equal to twice the range at which '(r) = 0.1, understanding of these effects. Figure 15 shows an
4,(r) heing approximately independent of wind diroc- example of the type of range distribution obtained
tion. (Since the blip-scan ratio for such targets rises
rapidly in this range, W is nut sensitive to the exact / - -'

value =0. 1.)1
We have thus far dealt only with situations such

as those to be encountered in future operations, in
which conditions may be regarded as homogeneous, L6

i.e., 'situations in which specific values may be o
signed to each of the parameters in o equations. If
we desire that our theory duplicate actual past op- 0 5 10 I5 20 25 30 35 40
erational results, however, the analysis does not pro- RANGE IN NAUTICAL MILES
ceed so simply. In this case it is necessary to adopt ,'iounR 15. Operational true range distribution. Ob-
methods of averaging for distributions of the basic served ranges of radar first contacts on surfaced sub-

imarines leading to attacks for the period July 1943 toparameters. Occasionally these distributions are March 1944. (Includes all types of radar, day and night
known; more frequently they must be estimated. service, under all weathr conditions.)
The reader is referred once more to the final para-
graphs of Chapter 2, in which the topic of long- and in operations, during the earlier part of the past war,
short-term parameter variations in relation to the for surfaced submarines.
analysis of past and future operations is summarized. We have omitted consideration of a number of

Owing to the inadequacies of available operational important topics relating to radar nnarc,h, such a.,
data and of knowledge concerning distributions, we for example, the effects of forestalling due to counter-
shall not here enter into the discussion of averaging measures (search receivers) in search for enemy units.
methods, but defer this until the next chapter. We Such forestalling, might possibly be met by operat-
may, however, mention again, for emphasis, a few irg the searching radar intermittently; but the effect
of the long-term factors, the variations of which are of such operation on the radar search width must
particularly significant in the analysis of past op- also be Taken into consideration. We have likewise
orations. Namely, (1) set performance, which may omitted discussion of visual forestalling and the cal-
change slowly over considerable periods of time (as culation of combined radar and visual search widths
in the case of seepage of moisture into wave guides (necessary for the determination of optimum search
or radomes, causing a gradual decline in the per- altitude). Such topics represent in themselves sepa-
formance of certain types of radar) or more rapidly rate subjects, which must await more detailed study
with changes in set tuning; (2) propagation condi- elsewhere.
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Chapter 6

SONAR DETECTION

SONAR SEARCII-GENERAL acteristics of the gear, its operation, the target, its
behavior, and sound transmission in the ocean. SomeIN SUIs .FACE WARFAIE, reliance must be placed variables, such as speed of searching ship, can h

on sound (or supersonics) for search and (letection, determined by the searcher, whereas others, such as
since sea water is virtually opaque to electromagnetic sound conditions, are beyond his control. The values
waves. Neither visual nor radar search is possible in of these uncontrollable variables often determine
a water medium. Consequently sonar must he used how the values of the others should be chosen. In
when searching for submerged submarines, torpedoe , any particular case, the various factors must be con-
mines, or other underwater objects. Magnetic detec- sidered in dletail, and the lateral range curve obtained
tion is also possible, but the range of detection is in accordance with estimates of the physical situa-
normally much less than for sonar. Sonar search, tion. Before analyzing any typical problems, how-
therefore, is of importance in the operation of sub- ever, it is worth while giving a general outline of the

L marines and of antisubmarine forces. factors which come Into play.
Sonar detection involves either listening or echo In detecting the target the sonar operator must

ranging. Simple listening gear consists, of aS receiver distinguish the signal from the everple'sent back-
and amplifier which pick up sounds generated by the ground noise. Hence the factors of interest can he
target and present them to the sonar operator's ear. divided into the three following classes:
Eche-ranging gear has a transmitter in addition, 1. Those which influence the strength of the signal
which sends sound into the water; the sound received which it is desired to detect, the signal being either
is then an echo reflected from the target. In general, noise incidental to the operation of the target, sound
listening gear has the advantages of simplicity and transmissions by the target, or an echo reflected
long detection range on a noisy target, but is not from it. These include characteristics of the sonar
effective if the target runs quietly, Echo-ranging gear being used, of the target, and of the ocean.
search has the advantage that it cannot be defeated 2. Those which determine the background level
by slow-speed quiet running. In addition, echo ranging against which the signal must be heard, including noise
provides information on range to the target, which from own ship, noise from waves and animal life
listening does not. As a result, both listening and in the ocean, and, in the case of echo ranging, re-
echo ranging are dsed for search, with preference verberation.
sometimes given to the former, sometimes the latter. 3. Psychological factors and characteristics of the
In this chapter examples of both listening and sonar data prcscntation which determine the prob-

echo-ranging search will be discussed, but only as ability of detecting a given signal in the presence of
examples to illustrate the type of problems involved, a given background. Each of the subdivisions must
The aim of the operational analysis of sonar search he considered for both listening and echo ranging.
is to determine how search gear or searching craft They are exhibited in parallel columns, echo ranging
should be used in any particular situation to giv. on the left, listening on the right. Corresponding
the best result. This result may be expressed as a topics appear side by side, and when identical con-
lateral range curve or a sweep rate in accordance siderations apply to both cases, their treatment is
with Chapter 2. There are a great many factors which written across the columns (i.e., the column division
determine the lateral range curve, involving char- is temporarily abandoned).
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ECtO RANGING LISTENING

The scheme of echo-ranging detection is shown in The schemne of listening de1tection is shown in

Figure I A: Figure 1 B :

ECHO - RANGING LISTENING
CRAFT CRAFT

Z O AY T'ARGNEWAY
SOUND TRANSMISSION TARGET SOUND TRANSMISSION TARGET

Finuits IA. Two-way sgoind I.rimnsmigsion. ,,ljouir Ill. One-wa Y.otind transmision.

FACTORS INFLUENCIN-; SIGNAL STRENGT11

1, Intensity of transmitted pulse: 1. Sound output of target:
Tihe intensity of the transmitted pulse at a given The sound output of a ship deponds primarily on

range (say 1 yard) depends on the acoustic power the type of ship and its speed. At very low speeds
output of the gear, and its directionality, the more machinery noise often predominates, which is al-
directional the transmitter the greater the intensity most entirely low-frequency sound. Propeller cavita-
for a given total power output. Standard echo-rang- tion noiso containing the higher sonic and low super-
ing gear now used by anti~ubmarine ships has an sonic frequencies becomes important at normal
intensity of about 182 decibels above 0.0002'dynes speeds. A submerged submarine, however, produces
per square centimeter at I yard on the axis of the this cavitation noise less readily the deeper it sub-
projector, merges. In addition, individual ships vary consider-

ably from the average performance, especially in the
details of their sound output. The graph in Figure 2A
shows some typical sound levels in a 1-cycle band
at t kc.

so

70F-
WDESTROYER

S/ FREIGHTERo o / I 1 PI
SUBMARINE AT PERISCOPE DEPTH

0 W

3033 4 5 7 1 0 20 :30

KNOTS

"i'uaip 2A. "ounI oullmlu. of vnriouis ship targets.
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eCnh RANoING LISTENING

2. Sound transmission:
These sounds suffer a considerable loss in intensity in trimsmission through the water, a two-way trans-

mission in tihe case (f echo ranging, one-way for listening. During a pas~sage from shipl to target or vice versa,

a certain loss is suffered due to spreading, attenuation, and refraction. Calculation of the transmission loss
in any particular situation is a complicated problem. In the absence of refraction or reflection tie intensity

in decibels, I, can be exp~ressed as it function of range,

1(r) = 1(1) - 20 logor - cc. (1)

The term 1(1) in equation (1) is the intensity at a distance of I yard from the source, 20 logLo r is the loss of
intensity due to geometrical spreading of the sound (inverse square law), and ar is the loss due to absorption
of energy by the water, a is the attenuation in decibels per yard (assuming r to be expressed in yards). This
equation is strictly valid only if there is no reflection or refraction of the sound beam. In many cases, however,
the effect of refraction can be represented by an increase in the value of a: assigning an "effective attenuation
constant," a may then be regarded as an empirical constant which depends on the frequency of the sound
and temperature distribution in the ocean. The graph iti Figure 2B gives values of the transmission loss,
as calculated by equation (1) for some typical values of a, .Tbi effort of reflections from surface and bottom
is neglected. A complete analysis of sound transmission !iwould take, into-account reflection from various
tyls of surface and boUm, and also refraction by tcmixerature gradients whose effe't cannot be repre-
sented by nfl effective attenuation constant. Such an analysis is outside the scope of this chapter, but can
be found in Volumes (A,. 7, and 8 of Division (.

(10 - 220,-- - -

100 200

gc 20

90 -- I140-SO

>.~~ UV >.10 o'- 00....

RANGE IN YARDS

F'iuru.* 211. "Transmission loss from 1 yard,
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ECHO RANGING LISTENING

3. Reflecting power of the target:
When the sound beam strikes the target, the

amount roflected depends on tle size and shape of
tile target, the nature of the target material, and
also its orientation. The frequency and ping length
of the sound being reflected are also of importance.
These various factors determine the "target strength"
which gives the intensity of the echo (reduced to I
yard from the target) relative to the intensity of the
outgoing ping when it hits the target. For a sub-
marine, typical values would be

Bow aspect 10 db
Beam aspect 25 db
Stern'aspect 8 db

4. Receiver characteristics:
The factors above determine the signal which arrives at the receiver. The characteristics of the gear, how-

ever, have a groat deal to do with the nature of the signal that is presented to the sonar operator. In general
the gear will have a sensitivity that depends on frequency and the direction from which the sound is ap-
proaching. At any frequency the directionality of the gear is determined by the physical properties of the

r; receiving microphone (transducer) and its mounting. Both the transducer and selective elements in the
receiver circuits come into l)lay in determining the frequency response of the receiver.

FACTORS INFLUENCING BACKGROUND LEVEL

1. Ambient noise in the ocean:
Like the air which we inhabit, the ocean is not normally completely quiet, but full of various noises, man-

made and natural. Chief among the man-made noises is that due to the searching craft, which will be dis-

0'

%. ... ..--. 4

40 ......3 20

200 0ooo 2000 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES

FiauRE; 3. Ambient noise.
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14C11 RANGING LISTENING

cussed littcr. The true amb~ient noisc due to natural causes is also considerable, being generated primarily by
wa~ve action. The average frequency distribution of this noise for various sea states is shown in Figure 3.

Marine animals m~ay alao contribute to tho ambient background. Famous f~r such activities is the snapping
shrimp, a bed of wvhich may produce a level of about 40 decibels above 0.00U2 dyne per square centimeter
in a 1-cyede band above 5 kc.

2. Self-noise created by searching craft:
Since the receiving transducer is necessarily in close proximity to the searching craft, any noise generated

by it will be heurd as a cuntr-ibution to background level. Thlis self-noise may be caused by the propellers,
by moving machinery in the ship, or by thle rush of water about thle face of transducer or dome. In any ease,
tile self-noise increases rapidly with increasing speed (see Figure 4). At low speeds, ambient water noise
often overrides it, but at high ship speeds, self-noise is the important factor.

so _____________

60

r 40

O 20

BAOKGROWN LEVEL AT 24 KC
0
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ECHO RANGING LISTENING

3. Reverberation:
Ti signal which is sent out l)y echo-ranging gear

is reflected by many objects in the ocean l)(xi(hes the
desired target. Irregularities of surface and I)ottom
are the most important reflectors, but there are slight
echoes from the body of water itself. The totality of
these many false echoes is called reverberation. When
reverberation is severe it may override other types
of background noise and be the chief factor limiting
the sonar range. Bott.om reverberation from a rough
or rocky bottom is the source of highest reverbera-
tion level. Surface reverberation may also be con-
siderable when the surface is rough and bubbly. Other
factors such as ping length, frequency, and modula-
tion also influence the reverberation level, as does the
type of sound transmission to be found in the ocean
at the time.

1,4. Characteristics of sonar:
The background level oprcsented to the sonar operator depends on the sensitivity of the sonar, its frequency

selectivity, and direatiohality. Since the sources of background noise do not in general have the same fre-
quency distribution or tihe same bearing as thc target, the frequency response and directionality of the gear

[ affect background noisi and signal differently; this may cithr facilitate or hinder target recognition. By
choosing the frequency response so that the signal from the target is at the frequency of maximum sensiivity
and training a directional type of gear so that its direction of maximum sensitivity is oriented toward the
target the range of detection can be considerably increased.

r FACTORS INFLUENCING FRECOGNITION OF SIGNAL

For any given signal strength and background heard by the operator, there is a certain probability that
he will recognize the signal. A very' loud signal will qijro.ly he detected, a weak one has only a small chance.
The level of signal relative to background for which the probability is 50 per cent is called the recognition
differential. There are various means by which the.signal is presented to the operator. In aural recognition
the sound is presented to his ear by phones or a loudspeaker. Sometimes visual schemes are involved in
which the signal is displayed as a spot on an oscilloscope or on sensitized paper. In any case the chief factors
influencing it are the following:

1. Type of signal: 1. Type of signal:
Length of ping, for example., is important in aural The signal to be detected by listening gear varies

detection. A very short ping is not recognized as widely in character from one target to the next. In
readily by the ear as a longer one. For visual (letev- broad-band listening, characteristic sounds such as
tion, as on an oscilloscope, this is no longer the case. propeller beats, gear whine, and machinery noises
Doppler frequency shift is valuable in differentiating can be recognized even when their level is much lower
aurally between sigt)al anl reverberation but is not than the background, and the recognition differential
useful with visual data presentation. Both the type depends on the extent to which such noises aid in
of signal and the way it i. presented to the operator recognition. If the gear used for listening is sensitive
are of importance. only to a narrow band of frequency, however, the

signal must be approximately equal to the back-
ground to be recognized.

CON IDENTIAL
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ECHIO RANGING LISTENING

2. Type of background: 2. Type of background:

As ires been indicated, the recognition differential The type of bakground may often influence the

is different according as the background is reverhera- recognition differential. For instance, shrimp crackle,
tion or water noise. The doppler shift aids in dis- which is mostly high frequency, would not be very

criminating against reverberation, .4in-o the ear can effectiveat malkh.glow-frtqucncynrchincry sounds,
detect the difference in pitch. Water noise, however, and listening to them would have an unusually

contains all frequencies, so that doppler is of no help. favorable differential with a hackground of that type.
Typical requirements for recognition differential are:

a. With 0.1-second ping vs background in 1-kc
band: -- 7 db;

b. Vs reverberation, no doppler: +3 db;

c. Vs reverberation 50 cycles doppler: -4 db.

3. Data presentation: . - "

Gear in which the operator actually hears the
signal normally have different recognition differen-

tials from those. in which a spot on an oscilloscope
or on chemical paper is the means of detection.

4. Operator skill: 4. Operator skill:

Aural acuity and pitch perception enter into the In the recognition of typical sounds from the target

question of recognition differential. Training in dop- the skill of thelistenpr plays a large part. He must know
pler recognitionis of importance. Operator attentive- what he is listenihg for, a knowledge acquired only by
ness and fatigue are undoubtedly significant in rou- training. Hence the recognition differential depends a
tine search operations, great deal on the state of training and skill of the oper-

ator. Fatigue and inattention can undoubtedly mate-
'v .to wittherially change,the differential.

,., .......... d'u-Nvwth the effectiveness of sonar search gear i. by no means com-

plete. It is presented merely as an indication of the type of factor which should ideally be taken into account.

If all these factors (and any others that are not mentioned) were accurately known at any instant, then it

might be possible to decide precisely wvhether a target in a given position would be detected. As pointed out

in Chapter 2, however, detection is never certain because of the human factor involved. We cannot tell
whether detection will occur in 9 particular instance without knowing the detailed processes going on in the

brain of the sound operator, ahd in addition we would have to be able to predict the, acoustic behavior of

the waves ahead of time, and to have already made extensive acoustic measurements on every target (usually

an enemy craft) that might be encountered and to know when searching for it just which enemy craft

was being sought. In any practical situation we can only estimate the probability that the target would be

detected on the basis of the aveage values of various factors and their expected variation.

Methods for expressing the probability of detection in quantitative terms are given in Chapter 2. They

involve the use of an instantaneous detection probability coefficient y to take care of the human variable

and the "short-term" fluctuations, viz., factors whose changes take place in a time that is short compared

with the time taken by the full search operation. Normally there are also slowly varying factors that may, for

instance, vary from clay to (lay but are constant during the time of the operation. If these alone are of pre-

dominant importance, so that the psychological and short-term effects can be ignored, it is convenient to

assume that tb-re is, in effect, a definite range at any time, and it is the distribution of these individual

definite ranges which gives the overall lateral range curve. This is in accordance with Section 2.9 of Chapter 2.

In order to show how some of these factors enter into the picture, two examples will now be discussed in

some detail. The first of these is the expendable radio sono buoy [ERS3], a nondirectional listening device,

the second is the standard dierc.ional echo-ranging gear u.sed by antisubmarine ships. Similar treatments

could be made and have been mado for many other types of gear.
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82 SONAR DETECTION

.2 EXPENDABLE RADIO SONO BUOY equation would specify precisely a range within which

the chance of detection exceeds 50 per cent, being

The sonobuoy is a nondirectional sonic listening do- considerably greater for most of this range. Approxi.
vice which is normally dropped from aircraft, floats mately, then, it would define a. definite maximum
at rest on the surface, transmits the sounds heard range. Each of the quantities has a considerable
in the water to the plane via a radio link. Its use is to range of variation, however. For instance, back-
enable the aircraft to obtain sound contact with a ground level is quite different for a sea of force 1 from
submerged submarine. Because of its simplicity, it what it is with force 5. Hence the expected sonobuoy
is suitable as a first example to illustrate the problems range depends on sea sbate. An overall lateral range
of sonar search, though it is not an altogether typical curve must give overall results, however, for those
example of sonar search gear. sea states met in practice. Each of the other factors

There are two possible approaches to the problem will be variable also. The chief causes of variation in
of determining the lateral range curve for this, or them are
any, form of detection. Either the curve can be cal- P, actual speed of submarine is unknown. and
culated on an a priori basis from estimates of the a
factors Involved, or it can be determined from op- sound output at a given speed varies widely

erational data. The latter is more reliable wlien from one submarine to the next;

J! sufficient data have been gathered, but it is not always BL background varies with sea state;
possibW -to do this. Calculationis of the first sort are Ar, differential depends bn the skill of the opera-
always valuable in that they throw considerable light tor and the type of floise made by subs
on the importance of. the various factors involved and
help in the interpretation of operational results. In A(r) depends on sound conditions.

the following discussion a lateral range curve will be While these factors may change widely from one
obtained on an a priori basis, and will then be com- case to the next, it is.evident that In any particular
pared with available operational data. --- case they arc more or less fixed, There isa.no inlbor

The factors referred to in the previous section do- cause of variation which would be expected to give
termine the chance of detection in any particular large changes during the time that the submarine
case. It is therefore necessary to assign values to is near the sonobuoy. (The opposite case is true for
them. The quantities required are: echo ranging, when the echo level may fluctuate

obroadly between successive pings.) For sonobuoys,
in te sou n obsureos e h a ( t 10 k; however, we here neglect the small short-term fluctu-

ations and the effect of "human fallibility," and
M - transmissioh loss in traveling from source to treat each combination of the variables as defining a

sonobuoy; according to equation (1) this definite range. On this basis we proceed to calculatn
transmission loss [1(1) - I(r)] is given by the range for each combination of values for the
20 logw0 r + ar; important factors and obtain a distribution of these

Bb background level received by sonobuoy, ranges corresponding to the assumed distribution for
both water noise and any self-noise or cir- these values. This can be done Conveniently if the
cult noise in the buoy itself (in same band values of P1, BL, and AL arc assumed to be normally
as used for P,); distributed. From available data, it is reasonable to

AL = recognition differential, i.c., required signal assume values as follows:
level with respect to background for dctec- Seandard

tion to occur. P, (decibels above 0.0002 dyne per cati-

The target will just be detected (i.e., detected with a nmter at I yd in sonobuoy band) 128 h
50 per cent probability), if (values in decibels): BL (decibeis no,'c 0.0o)2 d3vie per centi-

meter in sot1obuoy) 70 4

l - '
3BA + A,, A decibels -8 4

or A= P, - B, - AL. (2) There is also considerable possible variation in p~r).
This can be rupresentd by using a spread of at-

If all these quantities were definitely known, this tenuations, taking the attenuation equally likely to
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EXPENDABLE RADIO SONO BUOY 83

be anywhere between 0 and 3 db per kiloyard. We between 1 and 4 knots and individual variations of
can combine the values of Pi, BL, and AL to give about 4 db in sound output of individual submarines.

P, - B I, corresponds to a sea state of 2Y2 with two-thirds
P - BL -- AL 0 ± db. (3) of the eases falling between state 1 Y and 9,"). As far

Equation (3) can be solved graphically by a. diagram as the overall result goes, however, it does not matter
of the sort shown in Figure 5. just what the source of variation is so long as the not

The horizontal lines are drawn so as to divide the result is a a of 8 db. In order to show the effect of
vertical axis into regions of 10 per cent probability, changes in sea state, for example, similar calculations
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RANGE IN YARDS
leiouRE 5. Graphical solution of equation 3.

and the transmission curves have the same property, would be made for a series of fixed values of the sea

that in any particular ease there is one chance in state. This van be done for any factor whose in-

three of the desired point lying in eitler of the bhree fluence it is desired to study closely.
regions. These lines intersect forming cells, each of We will, however, pass to the second, or opera-
probability 1/30. If we assign to each cell the range tional, aspect of the problem without going into
of its midpoint, we have a theoretical distribution of further detail. The thcoretical calculations are, in
ranges, and cerrcspondingly a lateral range curve, actual fact, not purely theoretical, but are based

The curves in Figures (i and 7 represent expected largely on tests of the gear and experimental runs
overall results for a considerable range of submarine under controlled conditions. Such tests must, of
speeds, sea states, and other factors. The value of course, be made to give ai, idea of the operational
P1, for instance, corresponds to a speed of about 3 performance of the gear and a firm basis for the-
knots, with about two-thirds of the cases falling oretical predictions of its effectiveness. It is assumed
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that theory and test data will always be reconciled RanCe in YardR Number of Casen
0- 499 0

and put in agreement. The final check on the per- 300f- 999 4

formanee of the gear lies in the results of 'actual op- 1000-1409 4

erations. This aspe(t of the problem will now he 1500-1999 92(M- 2490 9
considerled. 2500-2099 2

D)ata on operational sonobuoy ranges cannot he 300 3499 5
obtained directly. If the report of the sonol)uoy con- 3500-3999 3

tact gives the buoy pattern, the period of time that 40(o itud over 3

the submarine was heard on one buoy or several This is the actual distribution of ranges at which

buoys, and evidence, such as propeller beats, of contacts were made, and is consequently prejudiced

submarine's speed, then the detection range of the in favor of the longer ranges. If detection ranges of

sonobuoy can he estimated. This has been (lone on 500 to 5,000 yards were all equally likely, many more

the basis of data reported in connection with air- 5,000-yard contacts would be made than 500-about

craft attacks on German U-boats, and on the basis ten times as many. Consequently, the distribution of
of these estimates the following distribution of con- potential contact ranges is obtained hy dividing each

tact ranges was obtained, of the above figures by tho range. This curve of po-
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tential contact rangvs corresponds to the theoretical range contacts were lost than was assumed in ad-
curve for distribution of ranges, and is plotted below justing the distribution of actual contacts to obtain
in Figure 8. A lateral range curve is also shown in the "potential" range, distribution. This would be
Figure 9. It is evident that the operational ranges the case, for instance, if contacts were lost because
are, on the whole, better than those predicted on a the submarine got past the sonobuoy while the ob-
theoretical basis. There arc a number of possible ex- server was listening to a different one, Since it takes
planations of this discrepancy. about 10 minutes, on the average, for a two-knot

The most obvious explanation is to assume that U/B to pass through the detection circle if the range
some of our estiniates of factors such as U-boat sound is 500 yards, the chance of missing a U/B that does

30%

z

' o

2 0%___ _
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RANGE IN YARDS

1iouits 8. Operational range distribution (adjusted),

W OPERATIONAL

;. -.

A PRIORI

0

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

LATERAL RANGE IN YARDS

Fieuns 9. Lateral range curves.

output have been too conservative. An increase of pass through the circle should be small. On the whole
four or five decibels in assumed mean U-boat sound it seems most reasonable to conclude that operational
output would account for most of the observed dif- results indicate that these theoretical values are
ference. Similarly actual sea states may have aver- somewhat too pessimistic, and they were, indeed,
aged somewhat lower than was assumed, or the recog- intended to be rather conservative.
nitioi diffecrntial may have been more favorable. It
is not possible to decide just what the cause is with- r.;, STANDARD ECITO-RANGING GEAR
out more detailed analysis or further information.

it may be, however, that the reason for the dis- Echo-ranging gear uelh as is used by a.ntisubma-
crepancy lies in our interpretation of the operational ine ships is characterized by a slow intrinsic search
data. Pvrha!ps a larger number of potential sihort- rate due to its directionality and the slow speed of
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sound (comipared withl elec-tromagnetic waves). nIly fluctuations impart an uncertainty to the detection;a small segnmlnt of ocean is mcarchc(1 b~y the gear in and it b)Lcoflis necessary to consider the probabilityany short time interval (say onev seeond) (see Figure of detection for the particular ping in question, the10). Consequenimtly there arv only at small nmnbor of "one-ping probability.'' Second, these values for theglimipses at ainy particular target: the point of view ''one-ping prob~ahility"' must he combined in ac-of uinpses, as outlinedl inl Chapter 2, Section 2.2 cordanc(' with Section 2.4 (in thle existing state of themust be maintained. science, thle formal calculations becing, of necessity,As was the case for sonobuoys, both a priori cal- replaced by graphical methods) to give tho prob-eulations and operational results miust bc used]. More ability of dletection by the particular search i ques-factors enter into thv formler, however, anl tlhe tion, at "fixed conditions pirobability." In this wayprocess outlined inl Chapter- 2, Section 2.9 must be we can get, for example, a "fixed conditions lateralapplied. First, we deal with a situation in which thle range curve.'' By doing this we assume that thevariable physical factors tire fixed, iLe., thu sound fixed condlitions are indeed constant throughout thle
- Nscarch and thle fluctuating conditions do, in fact,\ fluctuate from ping to ping, so that the values for

vitech ping may be chosen at random and indepen-
d (ently from a suitable distribution. Third, the "fixed/ conditions probabilities" which r'esult must be aver-

,,. -- aged over app~ropriate distributions of values for thle
conditions to vorreslpondl to our knowledge of them.
If, for example, we dlesire to plot a lateral range
curve for a particular ship, certan ship sped, bathy-

. depth, speed, and operator alertness, we would pick
I.111ir 0 wpn itpi) il proper values of the certain factors, average overLU~thle assumed distributions of the. unertain ones, andconditions, type. of soundl gear, orientaition of' sound obtain a curve. An overall average curve for all shipsbaetc., atrc unchatnging. rhere are, however, cer- and conditions would require muceh more exteiv -tain factors which.i are hound to fluctuate, in parl- (rraging, arid surely wvould appear to be quite differetticular the intensity of ceho on it particular ping, the We will now proceed to go through these steps forintepnsity of background, and the operator's ability to a typical example; first thre one -ping prob ability,discriminate between cello and background. E'ven for- Tn this one-ping orobability all condition.s are( re-given values of the formier conditions, these latter garded as fixed except for fluctuations in eho, hack-
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ground, and operator alertness. The effect of these P, - A + 'I' = Bp + Ap (4)
fluctuations can he represented by a curve (Figure
11) which gives the probability of recognizing the
fluctuating ccho as a function of its average lvel. It is necessarv to assume values for these factors
This average level is given on a scale relative to in accordance with the specific case in question. For
the background. Thc zero on the seale is the echo simplicity, we will assume that the transmission loss
level which would ideally he required for recognition can be represented by inverse square law with 7 (h
if no fluctuations occurred. It is now necessary to per kiloyard attenuation, a.s might be the cause for a
calculate the echo level with respect to background target )elow the thermocline. Using this assumption
as a function of target position in the sound beam. and the typical directivity pattern of Figure 12,

The target's position in tile sound beam may be we can draw in the curves for A as a. function of r for
specified by two variables, range and relative bearing, a number of values of 0.
Range introduces a transmission less as in Figure 213, The solid curves of Figure 13 are drawn on tis
and bearing a loss relative to the oxis because of basis. Values of (PI + T - B1 - A,) must also be
directionality. As in Figure 5, various factors must be plotted to give a graphical solution of equation (4).
taken into account to determine the admissible loss Taking into account the probability of detection
which will just give recognition (i.e., with a 50 per curve of Figure 11 we can add or subtract suitable
cent chance), fluctuation neglected. These factors are values from (PI + T - Bp - Ap) to give the trans-

titmission loss for 0 per cent, 20 per cent, 40 per cent,Pi transmitted signal strength at I yard; . . . probability of contact. Intersections of these
B, background level heard in gear if reverhera- dotted levels with the transmission loss curves give

tion is limiting; Bp is higher for short-range the value of the probability of detection, i.e., the
echoes than long, i.e., a function of range; one-ping probability, for the various ranges and bear-

7' average target strength; ings.

Al. ideal recognition differential for nonfluctu- On the one-ping probability curves (Figure 14), all
ating case; curves have been terminated at a minimum range

(r,/) transmission loss relative to unit range on of 500 yards. Since the submarine is thought to be
the axis (see Section 6.2). deep, tile likelihood of contaet at rianges shorter than
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.500 yards is not great. Trhere is a small area in which T 15 db, a value which is typical of a s~ubmarine
contact is theoretically certain, but the greater part except at beamn incidence.
of the beamn has probabilities of 0 per cent to 80 Ap - 7 db, thc valuc obtained in laboratory tests
per cent. The assumrptions upon which this one-ping for recognition differential relative to noise in
probability function is based are the following: a 1-kc band.

P, 180 db, corresponding very closely to the Having obtained the one-ping probability for the
signal output of standard gear. conditions uinder consideration, we must now ob~tain

B1. 40 db -in a 1-kc band, hecard in sound gear. the corresponding lateral range cui-ve. The method
This takes into account the effect of diree- of Chapter 2 applies in principle, but cannot readily
tionality in discriminating against noise back- be carried out exactly in terms of formulas in the
ground; it corresponds to typical self-noise present ease; it is necessary to resort to graphical
a ta speed of about 15 knots. No reorbera- methods of calculain ups htteoepn
tion is coasidered. probability function is represented by a. group of
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(lots, the density of dots being proportional to thle range, we -van obtain thle lateral range curve. 'rho
* prbabiity Fore~aple, in the dliagramn (Figure 15), result for this case is shown in Figure 17 at the same

10 per vent of thle squares betweven 0 per' Cent and scatle ats previous lateral range curves. This accord-
20 per cent contours have dlots ill them, 30 per vent. of ingly completes~ the second stcp in thle required cal-
those between 20 per c-ent and 40 per cenit) anul so on. ezilations.

We nowv decidle on a plannied sequience of pinigs, Before discusming thle third phase of the echo-
i.e., starlting with projector trained aheam andl train- ranging gear' picture, it is wvorth while to point out
ing forward 5 degrees hetween pings until tile bow is the practical applications of the ''fixed conditions

I-z

4 - :

0 50U ;000 1500 20 5030

-rLATERAL RANGE IN YARDS
laoeiu, 10. Coverage dillgrai (for one Cycle of plan).

reathed, and then slewing aift to the b~eam on t~ie lateral range curve' calculations. In any taftical
oterde and pinging lorwau'd again. by 5 degree situation Ho'me of the conditions are'reasonalbly wecll

stepys. ;If we assume that the one-ping probability known, ship speed, sen state, bathythermograph
is not chianged by training the p~rojector from one ___00______

bearing to the next, andl assumed it relative velocity ------

for searcher and target, then we (!tin lay out rsue-
cessive pings9 in target space (iLe., spacvo fixedj rein.-
Liuvely to the target). Target space is dlivided into 50 'W
yardl squares, and the eventi (lif . dlot on the one-ping
prob~ability diagram filling in at square means that a w 50

0
submar'ine in that square would h~e detected. This >
process can be followed mechanically in the follow-

-j

ing fashion. TPransparent paper divided inlto 50-yard 6
sq uares9 is placedI over thle o ne-pinzg prol ith ilitvy di a- 0
grai in position for the first p)ing. lVach square in- 01__________

eludling at dlot is blacked out. The diagram is moved 0 1000 2000 3000

to poiinfor the secondi ping, andl thle process re- ~, 1. LATERAL RANGE IN YARDS

peatell for all pings. This gives ain area (see Figure pFljioa1 Ly)rdvno cre(aclae rmoe

16) hlack near the enter and white at long range,
thc fraction of squares blacked (oit giving the prolu- recordl, anul so on. There are other ronulitions wvhich
a~bility of catch at any region. S'teh a uiagrain will he can be varied by tile searching eraft, naniely the
periodlic if the piniging plan is regiuar, atnd by tvvrag- plan of seairch, iLe, keying interval used, limits of
ing thel p~robuability over one periodl forai given lateral sweep, numberm oif dhegrees to turn between successive
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* pings, spacing bctween ships. By calculating lateral tire swveep from beam to b~o~v ats a singlc "glimpse"
range curves for typical values of the tactical COfldi- with at fixed prob~ability of dletection.
tions thle best values of these controllable variables When, however, operational results arc to be comn-
ca n be determine(] for the various tactical situations. p~aredl with theoretical predictions, it must be kept

* In this way it can be shown, for instance, that the in mind that tho condhitions are by no means fixed.
sweep shouldl not normally he restricted1 to a. small '1'his distinction was discussed in Section 2.9. There
angle either si(le of the bow, hut should be started is at great variety in tile actual conditions-the sonar
at least as far aft ats the beam, andl should alwatys involved, the sound conditions, and sublmarine 's
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Fimiia, 18. Operational lateral ranges for echo-agirig geml

be miade from aft forward ralher thanl in thle Opposite dlepth, spceed, and reflecting pow~er, In principle, it
direction. Many eidlettions of this suet have b)eenl is necessary to calculate latteral range curves for all
inade tQ determine the, proper tactical use of cecho- values of thle many variable conditions, and then
ranging gear in Rearch, D~etailed results of these cal- average themi appropriatcly. Jhelabor invlv~led inl
culations are not of interest at lpregent-the general such a calculation would, hoWever, he completely
pirinciple involved is that the gear should he used so prohibitive. In addition, it wvouldI lbe necessary to
11s to give uniform cover-age of thle area without de- know what (listributions of all the important vani-
velop)ing Serious gaps, as must obviousl1y b e tir e ase atblesi are inet with in operations, and this informa-
from Chapter 3. tioti is not available. Consequently wve will only lpre-

In many eaises calculationis have ben Ilare 11siflg senit tile operational results for compljarisonl with
rather rough aipproximantions. The one-p)ing prob- Figure 17, and then 'determine what range of condi-
ability function may be. replaced by at Simpler one tionls might give the observedl results, andI whether

*which is Zero ouitside a certain contour and equal to this rnge dlues, indeedl, appear reasonable.
*a constant (uisually abiout 0.5) insi(e This gives at Am at fair saniplo of operational (data, 235 first con-

niore ab rupht lateral ranige curve thtan the mnure ac- taet4 Iby ce-ho ranging in the, period I January 19413
* ltiralte calculaitions, buiit mo st (onririsions errneeo rig to .30 J uic 1944 can abe quoted. From th ese contacts

best operation of' the gear are not chanilgedI. An even tihe nuimber of contacts versum lateral range is p~lottedl

simpler approximation involves coli(idcling tire ('11- in Figure 1 X.
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92 SONAR DETECTION

This curve indicates considerably shorter ranges ized to give the same probability at 1,000 yards. As
than that of our previous exaiple which led to the can be seen, this calculated curve is in excellent
lateral range curve of Figure 17. In other words, the agreement with the observed data. Tho agreement is
conditions which led to the one-ping probability largely fortuitous and certainly hoes not imply any
curve of Figure 14 were more favorable than most of essential correctness of the calculated curves. It does,
those met with in practice. The operational curve of nevertheless, indicate that the operational results are
lateral ranges is, however, of the general type that in keeping with the physical picture if, and mily if, it
would res.uflt from averaging if number of lateral is a umcd that blhu-b and medium sonar ranges pre-

IO0,

0%

0 1000 2000 3000 400D

LATERAL RANGE IN YARDS

Viounm 10. H-ypot.hetical lateral range curve..

range curves like that obtained for fixed conditions. dominate in actual operations. The.sweep width oh-
Figure 10 ab~ove shows a number of lateral range tairicd from, these curves is 1,800 yards, which is
curves of the'same general type as Figure 17 which smaller than that usually obtained from putely
have 50 per cent ranges of 500 yafhls, 1,500 yards, theoretical onsiderations. This no doubt reflects
and 2,500 yards. A combinatiou of these curves in. frequent unfavorable sound conditions, imperfect
the proportion 5:3:1 leads to a lateral range curve maintenance of gear, redltrcd operator skill, and
of very much the same shape as that obtained from similar factors'more or less inevitable under operating
operational. results. In Figure 20 this theoretical conditions.
curve is compared with an operational curve normal-

(3-4 PARALLEL SWEE~PS
100%

When a number of searching units arc available,
I they normally operate together so that their paths

in target space formn parallel sweceps, For example, a
line of sonobuoys which the submarine crosses of-

IL 50%fectively carry out p~arallel sweeps relatively to thle
submarine; so (to a group of ships sweeping in line
abreast. For such parallel .5weeps, the lateral range
curves of the individual units must be couubincd to

OPEATINAL CALCULATED give an overall probability of (detection curve. Thle
0 - manner of doing this dlepends on the p1bysical situa-

0 oc00 2000 3ooo tion-whethcr the lateral range curve arises from
LATERAL RANGE IN VAROS variable or fluctuating conditions, or both. This point

FxaunE 20. Lateral range curves, overall average. has been discussed in Section 2.9.
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PARALLEL SWEEPS 93

Consider two units making parallel sweeps, spaced ing ships; consequently tile probabilities are corn-
S yards, with a submarine penetrating, somewhere bined in accordance with equation (5). In actual fact,
between them at point x. Thcn tile probability of condihtions are rarely truly "fixed" beOcause thle depth
detecting the submarine is given by of submarine, for instance, is not usually known.

PW= P(X) + 1)(8 - X) - 1)(X) X)S - 5) Nevertheless, calculations made for fixed conditions
P(.r) of typical values are useful in decidling on proper

if the probabilities of sighting aire indlependlent. In ship spacing. In dloing this, the assured range is
some cases, however, the lprobab~ilities aire by no normally omployed. This is decfinedl as follows:

S

Fiauns 21. Detetion probability for two parallel sweops.

means independent, In the ease of twvo sonobuoys, Consider thle maximum range obtained by standard
for instance, the lateral range curve depends on' the range p~redction methods at a given depth; then take

T distribution of submarine sound outp~uts. A Aub- thle inniumn such ratnge s the depth is varied,
W, marine that is noisy for sonobuoy at A is also noisy passing through p~ossible depths, i.e., the maximumT

for a sono buoy at B (see Figure 21). To thle extent range at the most unfavorablo depth: this is defined
that variable conditions are in each case the same as the assured range. Accordingly, ship spacings
for both searchers, tile two p~robalbilities are alto- based on this range will he rather tight and con-

- gether dependent. Tn this ease the combined prob- servative. The lateral range curve of Figure 17 cor-
ability at x is s9imply p(x) or pJ(S - x), whichever is responds to an assured range of ,O00 yards. The
larger. dlerived curves in Figure 22 show tll comibined prob-

For echio-ranging search under fixed general condi- ability function for two ships with various shiptspac-
tions, the lateral range curve arises from rapidl fluetu- ings.
ations in thle residual uncontrollable conditions, thus These curves can be interpreted in a number of
resulting in independent pr-obabilities for thle fiearch- ways. If the submarine can always choose the best

PRSBILITY
OF DETECTION

SPAIN. ~XASURE RNG SACNGa Ix SSRENRNG

SPACING - 1% ASSURED RANGE 'SPACING 1 2 ~XASSURED RANGE

30020 000 1000 2000 3000
RANGE IN YARDS MIDPOINT RANGE IN YARDS

BETWEEN SHIPS

FicuRE 22. P'robability versus lateral range for a pair of shipo with various spacings.
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- 94 SONAR DEFTECUTION

point to try to sneak through, then it is the minimum From at practical point of viewv another factor
value of these curves that counts, i.e., measures th 1101s1(1ld e considleredl. The operational data indicate
tightness of the screeni. If, on thle other hand, he that rather short ranges predlominate in actual opera-
passes between more or less at randlom, then it Ns tions, mnd hencev that the theoretically predlicted ''as-
thle average Value which is imnportaint, If the numb~er miredl range' may he somewhat optimistic. On this
of ships is small, the submarine can often vvadle themn basis the rathe'r conservative ship spacing of I Y2i to
by steering to tile side at high speed and passing 1 -1 times the assuredl range may he altogether justi-
around thle endl. This type Of vVIsion is neutralized fied.
to some extent by plaving it group of ships in line Hvidenftly thle eIioiee-( of ship spacing for a screen
abreast, the resulting front beving too broad for the will he dlifferent from that for at search (or hunt). Thle
submarine to end-run readily. I ncreased ship spaceing former is dvfenii ', and its primary measure of
gives a broader front at thle expense of holes between effectiv'eness is its ab~ility to intercept s ubmarines
tile ships. which are attempting to penetrate to tile proximity

From thle curves in Figure 23 it is apparent that of thle screened units. 'Jhe latter is oifensive, and its
a ship sp)acinlg of 1 Y2 times thle assurvid range is very mneasure of effiectiveness is thle expected number of

100% _____________

i50%

0 1

0 12 3 4,

SHIP SPACING IN TERMS OF ASSURED RANCE
Fitim 23. ProbiftIhi ity oif det C(t-imi a8 it funcetion of Alil) spainlg.

* tight, and spacings over 2 times have rather danger- submarine contacts which it produres. In viewV of the
num holes. A complete analysis of the question of overlapping effect of close spaceing, this expected
optimum ship Spacing would involve the size of area number will he reduced, whereas the tightness of
to he svarclled, the submiarine's ability to endl-rutl the screen will ho in'rewsed when spacing is elo: u.
andl choose weak points in the screen, and~ thle (puan- Tlhuis screens will normally employ tighter Sp~acing
titiesd presented in the curves. As a rough rule of than hunts. TI'l cil-run prevention citedI tbove is a
thumb, a sp~ac'ing Of 1:1/4 timeIS the assured s9ound further argument for wider spaicing in the case of
range! is nlow .spvcihied in doctirine for searches in line bunts than in flhnt (if screens. This whole question
abreast, 1,1/2 times (when possibiv) for screens. will he entered into in great dletail in (7 ihapter 8.
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Chapter 7

THE SEARCH FOR TARGETS IN TRANSIT

The General Qtteiot chapter. [11 thev first, the target's in~tentionl is to
traverse at fairly straight channe'l (wihel may he aIN PLANNINO A 5EAIWII, the ntuire of the target is widle p)ortion of the ocean); the vector velocities tt

usually known, and its general position maty he all points aire parallel ann equal (a "translational
mron, or less known as a. matter of probability (am in vector field'); the search is called a barrier patrol.
tile problems of Chapter 3); but unless a fairly (lefi- in the second ease, the target is proceeding from a
nite estimate of its motion can he made, the plan of known~r point of thle ocean (e.g., a point of fix, an
search w~ill have to he designed so as to be efeetivo island, or a harbor); the vector velocities arc equal
against a target having any one of many differenlt in length hut are aill directed away from this point
sorts of motion, rather than being particularly ef- (a "enrtrifuigal radial vector field''); LU this class of
fective against targets of some one special kind of search belongs the trapping; square and the retiring
motion and less so against. others which are recog- search when tile ap~proximate time of departure is
nizel as irrelevant to the tactical problem in hand, known, aind closed barricrs, etc., in other casesq. Tn the
The emphasis of this chapter i onl the latter sit- third case, the target's intention is to reach a definite
tion, whichl arises whlen both the -intent andl the rap- point (e.g., the seat of a landing operation, an island
abilities of the target arc( known. To know~ the inte'nt needing supplies, a hiarbor); the vector vclocities aire
of the target is to know where it is going: through equal in length but dlirectedl inwardl toward this point
what Part of the oevan it lpasses, fromn what gee- (a "centripetal radial vector field''); atgain the mnethod
grapliim locality it, Comes, to what place it is going, of countering this intention miaybe the closed harrier.
etc. And to know the target's capabilities is to have Themnre are of course various cases closely allied to
at reasonably good estimate of its speed it, as4 well as thle three just me'ntioned, suceh as tihe antisubmarine
its endIurance, oe. An essential part of such informa- or antishipping hunts conducted by carrier aircraft
tion canl be put mathemnatic'ally as follows: rime tar,- as thle carrier sweeps through thev ocean. But wvhen
get's vector velocity u is known ait the different parIts the pr1inlciples of this chapter are understood, tme deC-
of the ocean where it is4 expedIient to condluct the sign and evaluation of suchi plains offer little difficulty.
searchl. And sinee the main objective is to prevent In thle ease where thle target intends to reaich a
the target's undeteeted accomplishment of' its in- point mioving onl the ocean (a ship, convoy, or task
tention, success will be achlieved even if tile target force), the vector field is of an entirely dlifferenit chlar-
is niot (detected but is forced t~o abandon its objective acter; the form onf search used is then called at sereea.
in order to avoid detection. It forms the subjet of Chapters 8 andl 9.

Attention will bie confined in this chapter to the TIhroughnout the present chapter, the( effect of tar-
(mase where thle detectability of the target does not get aijpcct on (letection is (lisregaried. In thle ease
change with the time, ait least during long periods; of radlar demtection, for example, time possibility may
tthus in thle case of visual or radar detection, surface exist of securing a somewhat higher chance of de-
craft (including surfaced suhmatrine4) are alone con- tection of targets of certain restricted velocity classes
sidored ; while inl the eaIse of s4onar detection, the b~y using sp~ecially selected tracks; hut the greatly
so 1 ma rifle tanrget is rega rded as constantly subI - adcded comp1)1ication do1,m0trt. a pl)[Wnon to warr'a nt th eir
merged. ThInis avoids tivm grea t cornpl ielltion w hirlim consid eration herefl.
would ocecur, for exam ple, in t~ne case' ol'a sbain hIUi1
whose tmu'tics of submergence and emergence arc not 7.1 BAHB tIHfl PATROLS
known and, sinven tihIy may depn ( on thle tac tics (If
search, could only he evaluatedi by somev form of 7.1.1 ( onst.rution of the Crsoe P 'SOC'1atrol
''minimatx'' reasoning. Thus "gaiiits'' are not (0-o-
sin eren I ain 'i. U ndeIr it wid e Variety ()i circumlstulices, thle prob-

TIhIree (1151's are (If great ji nportanre in aval wa1r- 1cm of 1 Itieeting targets in tratnsi t thr1ouagh a1 elhannel
fare Ilnd Iw~ill he stii edI inl Ciho three plarts oIf th is b y nuns of' an ob server wi l( ~we tI )co' In sid erably
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96 THE SEARCH FOR TARGETS IN TRANSIT

exceeds the speed it of the target (e.g., an airborne For convenience of wording, the target will be
observer and ship target) can be simlplified to tile refcrred to as a ship and the observer as an aircraft.

follhwing niathematical statement. (liven a channel While this correspond to the most, important ca.e,
bounded by two parallel lines L miles apart (the others will be considered later. The same mathe-
fine vertieal lines of Figure 1) and given targets mov- matical ideas apply in all cases.
ing through this channel and parallel to it at the Consider those targets which at the initial epoch
fixed speed it (downward in Figure 1); how shall oh- (t = 0) are on the barrier line 00'. An observer
servers fly from one side of the channel to the other starting from 0 when t = 0 and wishing to fly over

and back, etc., in order to be most efficetive in de- these targeLs will not succeed in doing so if he flies
tecting the targets? It is usually necessary to attach along 00', except in the excluded i'nlse of targetc at
the flights to a fixed reference point 0 from which rest (i a 0). He will have to fly along OA, where the
they start or take their direction. Thus 0 may he angle O'OA = a, called the lead angle, is determined
a conveniently recognizable point at or near the by the requirement that tie observer reach each

narrowest part of the actual channel (which will in point on AB at the same time that the target which
general correspond only approximately to te mtthe- was initially on the point of 00' directly above it
matically simplified parallel Channel shown in Figure reaches that same point, i.e., sin a = u/V,
1), 0 may be a harbor or air base, etc. It is convenient a - sin-1  (1)

TARGET a
VELOGITY

U When the observer flies along OA, lie dcetects not
only the targets initially on 00', but, in virtue of the

__definite range assumption, all those within a distance
OR -O of W/2 miles on either side of 00': the band of width

-, --- - - - W centered on 00' (Figure 1) is swept clean; i.e.,
________,_all the targets which may have been in this band

o - -0 - - - ' when t = 0 are detected.

The observer now wishes to detect, on his return
Al flight, all those targets which were, when t = 0, in
A a second band.of width W adjoining the first one and

D directly above it. This band is centered on the line

0 010', of Figure 1, where 00, = O'0'1 = W. The ob-
server reaehes A when

00, a 002 a w OA L L
A t 0,; •W = V v cos a

AS v O0 0 M,,
Piouno 1. T]hle crossover barrier patrle degigined to be
tight, At this epoch, a target initially at 0'i, W miles above

0', will have moved down to a point A,, but continue

to draw the line 00' (dotted in Figure 1) across and to be W miles above the point A which the target
perpendicular to the channel, a purely mathematical initially at 0' will have reached by this Lime; AA, =

reference line called the barrier line. W. This is because if one target is W miles behind
The reasoning leading to the construction of a another, and if they both have the same speed and

barrier patrol was based, historically, on the definite course, it will always be W miles behind. Obviously
range law of detection (see Section 2.2; search width if the observer were to fly directly back to the left
W = 2R). Since it leads in a natural manner to a bank of tile channel, be would not fly over the 0',
form of patrol (the crossover barrier patrol) which target (now at A,), and hence not accomplish his
turns out to be the optimum form from the point of purpose of sweeping the 00', band of targets. To do
view of any not-too-asymmetrical law of detection, this, lie must fly up the right bank, until he meets
it will be followed in detail in this section, while its this 0', target at a point denoted by B and de-
more realistic evaluation will be considered in See- termined by the condition that the time taken for
tion 7.1.2. the observer to fly from A to B equals the time taken
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BARRIER PATROS 97

for the target to go from A1 to B, i.e., AR/lv = A IB/u. bisects OA and BC; tho flights if continued by -the
This equation together with the fact that AR + same, aircraft would repeat themselves exactly; the
A1!? = IV" determines the let) th of aps wej Al = AB?; path OABCL)= OARCO would bc flown over and
solvin~g these equations we find over again, and thus the barrier would remain s9ta-

tionary; this is called the symmentric crossover harrier
H + U W. (2) patrol, or, if one(- will, the stationary clement barrier.

V + UFigure 2C. J) is above 0; then Pi is greater than
This flight takcs At/v) = V/(v + u) hours, so that To, and the first crossover point X is to the left of
the observer is at 11 whon the center of thle channul or, in extremne cases, may

not occur at all (thet second, to the right, etc.); thle
L + W flights if continued by the sante aircraft would take

Vvvu v+ui place farther and farther up the channel and thus
lead to an advancing element barrier.

At this epoch, thle targets, which when t =0 oc- It is to be emphasized that all three barriers may
eupied the 00 band, will be in a hand of width WY be flown as stationary barriers by the device of re-
centered onl the line (not shown in Figure 1) through peating the elements by having successive aircraft
B) perpendicular to the channel. From then on the
situation is precisely similar to what it was initially: o
the observer will sweep this band clean If he flies back
to the point C of the left bank, where the lead atngle A
of BC has the same value a ats before. And having
arrived at C, hip must make the upsweep CDJ= Al 1)
if hie is to detet onl his third crossing thle targets C

which when t = 0 were in at third 14' width band
adjacent to and above the 0,0',, i.e.) the band ccxi- A THE RETREATING ELEMENT BARRIER

tered on 020'2, Figure 1,
The time taken by the target, to fly the basic

elemenit OA13CD is denoted by TO; thle time computa-
tions of the preceding paragraph showv that

T1here is another interval of time which it is useful 8 THE SYMMETRIC BARRIER

to considler: thle time T, which a target takes in
moving f rom 02 to 0. Since 002 = 2W IVc havo

2 1,V(4

Figure 2 illustrates the three po.9silu cases, T1hey o
are as follows:

Figure 2A. 1) is below 0; then T1 is lees than To C THE ADVANCE ELEMENT BARRIER

(since the 02 target and the observer reach 1) simul- i~aivs 2. 'I'le thre cses of crossover barrier pittrol.
tancolisly), an(] the first crossover point X is to thle
right of tile center of the ehitnncl (the se0cond, to the start from 0 a. epochs of T . after onme another:
left, etc.); tile flights if cuntincd by the saine aIircraft While tile elements themselv'es may retreat or ad-
would tnko place farther and farther clown the chan- vanee, the geographical position of the flights, and
nel and thus lead to at retrcatingi ecment barrier. Thlis hlence of tile harrier its a whole, remlains stationary.
is the case for which Figure 1 has been dIrawn. This w~ill be~ illuitrate(I by later examics.

Figure 211. 1) coifleidlP with 0; then T, TO, he advancflinlg barrier represents a situation in
and thle point X is at the center of thre channel and which more than enough flying is available (assum-
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ing thle single aircraft's endluranee sufficient for tile to have n aircraft fly simultanvotut'dy ahreast in a
repeated flights) to p)Iodluev the reqluiredl ceriage. line perpendlicular to their eourse and at the distance
Advantage (,tn he taken of this circumstance to fly M, apart. Tlhis hias thle effect of increasing the search
only (luring thev favorable hours of the twe-nty-foui', widlth to thle value 11" = till, and( thus, if n is sufi-

* in dlaylight, if the greaitest clianee of detection or (iepfly great, leads from at retreating elemnti, harrier
certainty of r('eognition is the, main desi;deratumn, at to at symmetric or an ad(vancing one. Let uis asmm
night with radar, if thle (elenment of surpIrise is more that with one atirvraft T1 < 7',, iLe., the barrier
important; etc. For after advancing the h arrier element is retreating. What ix the least number a
sufficiently (luring the favorable period, flights catn of aircraft flying a.s (eseri hed which will give rise to

*he discontinued andl the un.9wept waiter-i (tar-get posi- a noniretreating one? llev anlswer is found by im-
tioxis) can lbe allowed to 'omle dlown until their lower posing the condition T, ! To, and replacing To and
boundary renwhies 00' (Figure 1), whereupon the T', by their exp~ressions in (3) and (4) Mn which H'
flights are recomnmencedl. To find the time of no pa- has bern replaced bj IV' nWOf. We have
trolling, one can reason ats follows: If one basic ele-

-ment 0A BCI) is flown, but not at second, the central 2nWtIt 2L + n
axis of thle first unswept 9trip (thle OJY'2 strip of 'I V. __I2 V + 11

t-0) will require the further time T', -- TO to reach
00'; if M basic elements are flown, the further time which is transformed algehraically so as to give thle
N(Tt - Ti) to reach 0. However, if the last upsweup condlition

is not flown, it will -' iire i = W/I(i' + u) more L u
time, sine the aircraft-completes its patrol flightsF7
that mutch earlier. 1-enee the interval of tinie (after
the aircraft reaches thev left hank for the last time) Since n is an integer, it is taken ats thle lowest integer
during which no patrol flights (as distinguished from gre'ater than or equal to the expression onl thle right,
the return flight to hase) neved hle flown is N(T, - To) which is in general not an integer. Thus the number.
+ W/(i) + u). With the aid of (3) and (4I) we obtain of aircraft is proportional to the width of channel
the express9ionl. and inversely proportional to the secarch width; and

No *~* -whenI) i so uch greater than it that the radical
pa~.o..ng erid -can hle regarded ats unity, it is proportional to the

20F - 2L~ target's speed, and in~'ersely proportional to the ohl-
L(1) + 11) V 14 - -11. J r + it server's speed.

It is remarked that whien tlh width of chiannel 1,
The symnetric harrier rejpresents at situation in is not overwhelmingly greater than the searchl width

which the continuedl flying of the sinuie aircraft is IV, an attemipt im s4ometimes malde to base thle Cross-
exactly enough to ensure the rvquirevl coverage. It, over patrol not on the bouindary lines of the channel
hats a great advanitage of simplicity over the asym- as in Figure I hut onl two lines parallel to theil and

metrical eases; and the mneasures described later for ait at (litaile 1172 to the right of the left-band
making it applicable are frequently taken. boundary and. 1172 to the left of the right-hand

The retreating barrier represents at situation in houndary, respectively. But all the discussion andl
whieh a single aircraft;, even if its endluraflce would formulas previously given apply to this ease, pro-
permlit it to fly at large number of balsic elemenits, is vidled L, is replaced throughout by 1"1,l - 11'.
nsqu ficienit to 1ii ttanin thle reqlui red coverage, xilic ThP l'us (0)) I we onles

thle uinsweplt area i avauluex poxitiolis fartl Ier a l farthe,
*(onthle eiiannel(.. IUnder these condlitions its flight it >"\ 11 4'

has to Iep supplemeliitedl hy that of other aircraft. (117, 'I V V - i

Onhe obvious way of doeing this is to have a second
aircraft leve- 0 ait the time whenl thle target initially And we (derive all 'thev formulas needed to consider
at 02 eahe 0, i.e., when I = t-~ 2W/ua This will thle altered chianne'l case together with the case of a1
b e 7', - Tj hours I ieforo th e first ai rcraft read ni's I) , :iircr(ft at reast, siminply b y relaci ng 11' by 01' and
and still longer before it returns to the balse' 0. 'the A, I, y 1, - It' in formnulasx (2) and (5). Thus, the
second aircraft flies 0ABl t(. ]iltt ai Ibetter plni is lengthI of upsweep'd' formula (2) b ee mies
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ENEMY'S
COURSE
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7.2Crossover Barv,;-x, with Aniy Law 2.7, Th'e fact that tile (listanee bletween parallel
of Detectioni tracks comnes out ats 1' in Figure 4 is merely at con.

se~quence of the assumpltion of thle dlefinite range law

The assumption of at dleinite, range law~ of detee- 1UOadh ill Section 7.1.I above, along with thle desire of
tion, while affording at convenient basis for thle con- making tile harrier 100 per c-ent tight. The point to

struction of harrder patrols, leads to one,' fallaciouls bo )( (llplfliWiz is that i/IC cro5ssl'r barrier pairol gilves

conclusion, namely, that if dlesignied ais in Seetion 7. 1.1 the bes.'t distribution offifd.-unfontl/I spaced 'par-
it is absohutely tight, providing it 100 per cent chance (Mel sioceps; this is wvhy, in spite of rejecting one part
of detecting the target; and, onl tile otheri hand, if it of the n(linimltiofls upon whioh its design was based
is designed with a. slighlt overestimation of the search (definite range lawv), thle form of patrol is still re-
width T11, it hans holes. This in turn may leadl to thle garded its optimum. But in the interest of flexibility,
practically disadvantageous procedure or exerting to provideC coverage hy parallel sweeps when a sweep
grcat effort to blasing tile harrier on at preconceived spacing of 8 = W cannot he used, one inust got
value of TV, believing that nothing short of this away from this particular value of S.
tightness is adequate, whille at thle same time hav- [jet the Rsweep .5paicing 8 be anll arbitrarily chosen con-
ing a false sense of security when this ideal is slant, one cho~gon without necessary relation to W or
itAe'icved. Thel( matter at issue is, in other words, just any other parameter of visibility. Is it possible to
what it was in Chapter 2, whenl the importance of
considcring various more realistic laws of detection
was stressed. Th'e fact is that no barrier is 100 per
cent tight., wherveas one falling far short (If thle ideal 04 04

of thle cleantly swept adjacent strips of Section 7.1 .1 0

may havc- very real value; it may proith! ia very a O
useful probabuility of dletection. Thus if at harrier de-

rteets (on the average even one-quarter of aill targets, fv0

it will make it at very dangerous and costly procedure 0 0'

for tile enemy to send his shipping th~roughI thle
channel. l(TU 4Thbarrfigtrltiet trgs(-

In ordler to apply thle machlinery (If Chapter 2 to leoIn a .hbareflgtrltieofetre's(-

.theso hairier patrols, we shiall conid~er h6wv tile flights
(If.Section 7. 1.1 appear in space relative to the targets, fly in such a waly that the observer's path in ut-

i.e., ill at horivontal plane moving down thle channel moving space be of the form shown in Figure 4, but
with the speed it, ''a-miovillg space,'' as wet shall say with
for hrevity. In such at space, aill the targets are, fixed,
Thus the lines of targets 00', 010'~, 020'2, etc., arc. 001 = 0102 -0203 00' ._ 0'102

stationary horizontAl lines, maintaining for all values 0'20'3 = .= ,
of t their positions ats showin in Figure I for I = 0.(7
And since, ats we hlave seen, ain observer flying tile(7
basic element OAI3CI of thle plan posses directly and 11ow are thle flights to 1)0 described in thel- gco-
over the 00' andl 0'101 targets in the order of these graphical space of Figure 1?
letters, its w~ell as up segments of thle hounldarics oIf Thle answer is simple: Fly the .samie crossover paths
the channel in passing from the 0' target to the 0', as in Section 7.1.1, only with IV replacedI throughout
target, andl from 'the 01) target to the 02 target, the hy S. For the relation hetwmcn the geographical and
basic element flight will he along the path 00'0'L0,02 the, relative pattlls (Ielen(ls ill no wise onl thle fact that
of it-moving space, as showvn in Figure 4. And RS S in Section 7.1.1 had the value WV. The horizontal
long as the crossover, patrol is flown, tnore! and more bands ce'ntered on 00', 010',, etc., are now of width
of the horizontal lines and their connecting segmnents S, and merely lose their meaning (If "regions swept
of Figure 4 will 1we tritverse, . clean.'' Moreover, aill the ,formutlas of Section 7.1 .1 ap)-

But th~is i Simply tIv vlse (If (l(t('Cti(n of ai Ply to thle present oiase, p~rovided Wi is replacedl

ralndo(mly p~laced( stationary target I y means of throughout by 8. For coziverli('nc e we shall write

pnrdie sw cps, the pmohlem consideredl in Section them down in the new (gene!ral) form here.
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Length of upsweep for one and for n observers The method of evaluating the probability P(S) of
abreast s)aced , miles apart, detecting a particular tirget attempting to cros.s the

1) harrier is given in Section 2.7, equation (43) in par-
A ..- S (one observer) ticular. Figure 12 of Chapter 2 shows the relation

, + ' (8) between this pro)a)ility and S (although the abscissa

! = a- S (n observers abreast). is the sweep density "n" = 1/S) in typical eases. If
V + u in particular an inverse cube law of sighting is as-

Timne of flight of one basic element, sumed, P(S) is given by formula (47) of Chapter 2T o2 L , _ 2 8

TL ± 42 (one observer) P(S) = erf (0.954 Ei), (13)

To = 2T _ 2ng - (n observers abreast). E being the effective visibility. In general, P(,) has
V/V --- i + -- to he derived by approximate formulas or graphical

Time taken for first target (on left bank) not flown methods, in connection with the material set forth
over in the flight of the first basic element but which in Chapters 4, 5, and 6,
will be the lowest one flown over in the second basic It may be remarked that if the target's speed u
element to reach 0: has been overestimated, the harrier flights will ap-

28 pear relatively to the target not as the horizontal
7, = -- (one observer) lines of Figure ,3 but as two sets of paralll lines, one

2u (1) set, corresponding to flights from the left bank to
T= (n observers abreast). the right,, being tipped slightly down to the right,

b e s the other set, corresponding to flights in the reverse
Time of no patrolling after N basic elements (tie direction, tipped down to the left. Also, all upsweep
last one without upsweep) are flown by n observers legs will be a trifle shortened. And thus the flights,
abreast, from the end of the flights until the patrol while not giving as regular a picture relative to the -

flights must be resumed in order to maintain the target, will give one of more crowded paths, and
uniform coverage of smeup spacing , in u-moving hence the chance of detection will be increased. It
space: will, however, not be as great as it would have been

had the svirclicr planned his flights for the correct
No patrolling period valu of u.

= N [2,n8 2_ + :(11) If the target is moving obliquely down the chan-
uv + u) Vu' - +  , + u nel, instead of exactly parallel to the bank, as we

have been assuming, the effective value of its speed
This assumes an advancing harrier, and no account as far as the tightness of the barrier is concerned is
is taken of the time for the aircraft to return to base. its downward component. This again tends to re-

A. was seen in Section 71,1 the hlarrier elerient duec the effective speed, with the result noted above,
will be of the (A) retreating, (13) stationary (sym- There are, generally speaking, two methods of ap-
metrical), or (C) advancing types, according as plying the results derived here First, the probability
T, < To, 7', = T,, or To > To retspectively. Using P(S), i.e., the tightness of the barrier, can be given;
equations (0) anti (10) and transforming the results required the number of aircraft needed to maintain
,lgelraiteally, the following criteria are derived in the a patrol of a given sort (e.g., a symmetric one), the
ease of n aircraft flying in linle i.hreast. tt spacing S. corresponding length of upsweep A! (which deter-

mines the hasic element), etc. Second, given the nurn-
Writing k e t or of aircraft and type of patrol, find the probability
the condition for of detection, In the first case, S is derived from P(S)

barrier iu by an equation like (13), n is determined by (12),e.g.,
A. Retreating iris k .(B) or (C), then H is calculated from (8). In the
3. Stationary barrier is t = k~. 11. (12) second case, 8 is determined from (12), and then M

is v and P(S) from (8) and an equation like (13). But there
CL u are various mixcd cases; the situation is illustrated

C. Advancing barrier is V in Section 7.1.3.

CONFID)ENTIAL
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We..are now in a position to solve the problem, P(S) [by the use of (13)]. This last involves some
foreshadowed in Section 7.1.1, of the use of an ad- trial and error; moreover,, a value of S which has
vaneing element barrier to avoid 24-hour flights. Sup- these properties may turn out to impose too great
pose that for A hours out of the 24 it is expedient to force requirements, and so one may have to be satis-
fly the patrol, whereas during B hours it is inex- fled with a somewhat lower probability P(S), i.e., use
pedient; B might be the hours of darkness in cases a larger S. When the value of S has finally been
where nuch dependence is placed on visual detce- chosen, (14) gives n as a positive integer, and the
tion or recognition; A + B 24. Let us try to de- prol)lem is solved. It will be illustrated in Section
termine the number n of aircraft patrolling abreast 7.1.3.
and the number N of circuits they must patrol to-
gether so that coverage at the sweep'spacing S ii. : PracLical Applications
u-moving space be maintained constantly. For any
given N and n, the time of no patrolling is given by The following examples are illustrative:
(11), while the total patrolling time is NT(, - AM/v 1. It is desired to close a 600-mile channel by a
(the - Al/v term, becaise the last upsweep is. barrier giving a 90 per cent chance of detection. The
omitted). The sum, of these two periods of time speeds are a - 130 knots and u - 12 kiots. The
must equal 24 hours; using (8), (9), and (11), one effective visibility is 20 miles, and equatitlin (13) is
zunds that assumed.' How many aircraft are needed in order to

1271 (14) have a symmetric element barrier, 9hd how should
ii N f 4 the flights be specified?

Using (13), erf(O.954 X 20/,.) - 0.9, and it is
Now since the permissible no-patrolling time must found from a table of error functions that erf(1.163)

be at least as great as B, (11) leads to the inequality = 0.9, hence 0.954 X 20/S = 1.163, so thatS - 16.4.
Since the inequality (A) of (12) must not hold, the

N 2,S 2L + B (1) number n of aircraft must be the smallest integer,
-( + 11) V/2 + not less than

By multiplying this through by N(v + u), introduc- L u /u + u 600 X 12 ffn
ing the quantity k of (12), and replacing nN by its l -S V 11.4 X 130 N1 18 - 37;
value given. in (14), one derives the quadratic in-
equality in other words, four aircraft are necessary, But with

2LkN 2 - (Av - Bu)N . 12u 0 0, four aircraft, crie. (C) of (12) is in effect, not case (B):
rThe barrier advances up the channel. To have a

which (on completing the square, etc.) is .readily stationary one, the four aircraft may fly closer to-
shown to be equivalent to the following: gether than 8, by an amount determined by solving

the equation

NS [Ail - Bu + (Ai,- Bu)2 + 96Lku (16) 600X12 f2
.1 308 Xll8s

It is noticed that this inequality does not involve S. i.e., equation (12), case (B). We obtain S = 15.15
And now we have the conditions (14) and (16) in all miles. With this reduced spacing, the barrier gains
respects equivalent to (14) and (15) (one set is a in tightness; in fact the probability found from (13)
necessary and sufficient condition for the other): now becomes a 92.5 per cent chance-all to the good.
Thus (14) and (16) are the necessary and sufficient The length of upsweep given by (8) is Al = 55.5
conditions which N and n must satisfy to be solu- miles. Finally, the lead angle given by(l) is a = 50 18'.
tions of the problem. They do not, however, fully These quantities determin6 the fundamental Ole-
determine N and v. The method for doing this is nm(nt, or rather elements, as four congruent sym-
m follows: First, choose for N the largest integer metrical crossover paths flown shown in Figure 5.
satisfying (16). ,Second, choose a value for S which But in determining force requirements it is not
on the one hand makes 12u/NS an integer, and on ,'rh, vahr or 20 mile is too low for ships but is about co-

the other hand gives an acceptably high value to roet. for surfacted submarines.
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sufficient to have only the fundamental flights given; 144/S = 9 and P(S) given by (13) is a probability
we must find how long their flying takes and con- of nearly 91 per cent. Then n = 9: nine aircraft must
sider questions of aircraft endurance. It is found be flown spaced at 16 miles abreast, One flight only
from (9) (with il = 4, 8 - 15.15, etc.) that To = being made per day. The time of patrolling is Tn -

10.1.1 hours. Now only a long-range patrol aircraft Mf/v (the last upsweep being omitted) which has the
such as a PI3M or 1I'4Y could have an endurance value [given by (8) and (0)] of 10Y4 hours, the re-

-- - -- - -- - -- - -- - --- L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0p - p.

OP0" POP. Q*R'I 6.15 MI
OA.I5.IIMiPPO'3RiO0 MI

FiounE 5. Symmetrical barrier flown hy four aircraft abreast..

sufficient for this one circuit of the fundamental naining 134 hours (including the 12of darkness) not
element; it will have to be capable of well over 10 needing any patrol.-The fact that the two periods are
hours, since time must be allowed for investigation not each equal to 12 hoursi is of course due to the,
of contacts, the trip to and from base (which may circumstance that since N and a are integers, (14)
not he at 0, P, Q, R) etc. And it cannot he expected and (15) cannot be solved as equations but rather

Tr- to make more than one circuit. Thus a new flight (14) as an equation and (15) as an inequality. The
of four fresh aircraft must be readied and waiting operation thus requires about the same forces as in
at 0, P, Q, R in order to take up the flights as soon the previous example. Which of the two methods is
as the first set return to these points. The operation to be used depends on considerations of equipment
will therefore require eight aircraft, assuming main- (how good the radar is for search at dark, etc.) and
tenance to be quick and perfect. Actually, a few tactics.

r more should bd on hand, as wel as enough pilots and 3. A channel 300 miles wide is to be barred by a
lookouts to ensure their being well rested at the out- symmetrical barrier flown by one aircraft of 6-hour
set of every t,.w; flight-an essential condition for endurance. How tight is the barrier, and how fre-
-their efficient operation, without which the affective quently does the aircraft have to be relieved? Assume
visibility will fall far short of the assumed 20 mile again u = 12, v = 130, E = 20, and equation (13).
figure. From equation (12), case (B),with n = 1, we obtain

2. Under the assumptions of the last example, let S = kLu/v = 30.4. From equation (13), P = 0.644:
it be required to fly a barrier of the advancing type a 64.4 per cent chance of detection. Eliminating 8
, ith ? aircraft abreast during the A = 12 hours of from equations (9) and (12), case (B), we have
light, to be discontinued during the B = 12 hours of
darkness. Applying the method at the end of Section= 2L" (17)
7.1.2, we obtain from (16) that N _ 1.16, and hcnce v
we take N = 1. Next we must take an S which gives
12u/NN = 144/S an integral value and provides an which, in the present case, gives T, = 5.06 hours.
acceptable probability P(S), while at the same time Evidently with an endurance of 6 hours, just one
not using an undue number of aircraft. We have seen circuit can be flown, so we shall require about five
that the value 16.4 gives a 90 per cent chance of flights a clay, and between two and five aircraft
detection, and this suggests taking S = 1, for. which available at the very minimum.
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14Barrier Wheni Tlarget, Spee~d Is Close
to Observer's Speed

So far it ha8 been ai.sumed~ that t, considerab~ly ex-A
Coeds 14; inldeed, when r Z u, the' crosigox'r type (i
barrier is kinemantically impossibile. Tlhis is no ob- <L

stacle when the observer is airborne andl thev turget I L

is a ship, but when bo0th observer and target ari'e
unitsq of the same type (both ships or 1both aircraft), _

the situation excludeud heretofore becomes important.
Although many plans of barring a channel can be
devised for this case, attention will be confined here
to the very simple ease ini which the observer moves
back and forth across the channel ol it strigh athT

popodiulrto its (purallel) banks: such at patrol -

- - is always- posisible and its design evidently does niot
involve the speed ratio /.

This hack-a irid -forth harrier wvill be compared

with thle symmetrical crossover (when u < v), and
since only a rough comparison is sought hiere, the
definite range law will be assumed (range =I? inl

each case). A more accurate detection lawv is not
likely to alter the comparison appreciably.

-The two dingrnms on Figure 6 -.how the geographic liiXy /A Lta

as well as the relative tracks for- the twoi types of 9. )Ltf
patrol, -

Iii eneb relative track at half cycle has been se-
lected and the area swcpt shaded. The probability
of detection for each ease has been taken as the ratio
Of thle shaded area to the total area in thle channel
between the two dlashed lines marking off tihe halfL
cyvcle. 11, is convenient to introduice two new vari-
ables to describe tihe probability of detection, r = iv/u
and X - 14W. For the ease of the crossover patrol,
the probability P1, of detection is given by

Px minL( I r~ > ~ j

For tile ha.'ck-and-forth patrol the probability 1P

* of detection is given by

P", ) for r 2v'X(_x+1)
(I for 7 > 2 1

In Figure 7 the valuevs of P for flie two eases are
plotted ats functions of r with X kept fixed for a given a

curve. In comparing crossover patrols with hack-and-
forth patrols, cuirves hearing the same value of X Fiusp 6, A conhparition of barier~s.
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should he compared. The solid curve passes through An example will illustrate the use of the curves.
the points of intersection of the curves being eom- Suppose a ship making 12 knot, is trying to pro-
pared and imarks the boundary between the regions vent undetected p;,netration of a harrier by a 6iknot

X- 0 .24 X0

..... ........ "....... -
,., -/:Illy/

08 - / 4't  / - -' ' /
0.G -.....-| ____

0.3 i-

."O o/ 11"0o,"f

I @.I

0 A,_ -. -. - _ _ _-

,, F liui 7. The comparative effectiveness of back-and-forth and Crossover plans.

where back-and-forth is preferable and where cross- submerged submarine. Assume further that the chan-
over im prefrable. n(I being guarded is 8 miles wile and that the sonar

In order to facilitate the selection of the preferable search width W is 2 miles. Then L = 7 - 2 = 5,
type of patrol, Figure 8 is included. This curve shows X = 5/2 " 2.5, r = 12/6 = 2. Entering Figure 8 with
the relation between X and r for the points of inter- these values for r and X one discovers that a cross-
section of curves in Figure 7. over patrol is preferred.

,4 .-- _ .7.2 CIRCULAR BAlIPIEIS

,___ 7.. Gonstatil Radial Flux of Hostile Craft

10 In the ease where enemy surface craft or suh-
.AC-. W.PRH PREP A O marines are attempting to leave a point of the uc an,

I ,such as an island or exposed harbor, and in the ease in
CROS-OVER PR E EN.D which they are attempting to aplproach such points

or to close positions at which our forces are conduct-
ing landing operations, the vector velocity pattern

4 - is a radial on,: it is "centrifugal" (directed a.way from
the central point) in the former case and "centripetal"

* /(directed towar( the center) in the latter. But in
ia'h ('ase it can IKe regarded as constant in timc: over

0 long )erio(ls, the density of outgoing or incoming
0 3 4 c (raft is not exp(ete(d to vary. This sets the present

Touitso M. liegiomn of ellevtivenes of l)ack-and-forth situation in strong contrast with that considered in
anld Crossover planls. Section 7.3, in which the unit to he (hote. ted is, to be
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sure, proceeding radially away from a point of fix, closed barrier path may be made to contain tile
but in which its likelihood of bting at various dis- objective, and the lead-angle a can become zero. The
tances from this point depends strongly upon the resulting path is a simple circle, or more practically,
time elapsed since the fix. Corresponding to this a square. Such a path is much easier to navigate, or
latter circunstit(', the layout of the search provides to evaluate, than a set of harriers set up on barrier
for a progressive variation of the, searched positions lines which form the sides of a polygon.
with lapse of time; the theory of such plans is far The size of the square will usually he determined
more coml)licated than that of the ones considered by tactical considerations, i.e., the distance ait which
at present. interception should he achieved, For example, against

submarines this may signify the distance within
which al)proaeh while wholly submerged becomes

Targets Moving Toward a Central possible, The distance the target can travel while
Ohjective the searcher makes one circuit, or between sweeps

hy equally spaced searchers on the same square
The type of operation considered here may he con- track, becomes the track spacing S in u-moving

trasted with that of protecting a convoy against sub- space For the simple eas, of a circular track-this is
marine attack considered in Chapters 8 and 9. The
defended position is in the present ease at rest; and 2rr (8
thus the submarines have no tracking problem an(d, 1 ,

moreover, can approach at any'speed at which they'
find it convenient to operate, and from any relative where r is the radius, and n the number of search
bcarin4i{. The defended position is consequently cx- craft cmployed. Since with a given effective visibility
posAd 't atftak in any direction from which it Is not there is a contact probability corresponding to any
effectively shieldeci by land masses or shoal water. 'As value of S, formula (18) determines the number of
in the case of convoy escort, the protection given will searchers required to give any desired tightness.
be. of two kinds. Aircraft will engage in barrier pia- For the more practical case of a square track of
trols outside distances within which wholly sub- side b
merged approach is possible (more than 0 miles out
with the submarines of World War 1I). An inter- .(19)

mediate aircraft screen may i)e provided to pick up., n v

gubmarineA which may he surfaced at distances un-
der 60 nfiles, but this screen will be less important. This value of S corresponds to the minimun cortact
An inner screen of surface ships will patrol a barrier probability since with a square the target track vill
for submarines (submerged or surfaced) w-hich may not ahvays cross the search track at 90 degrees.
elude the aircraft screen. Details of eacli screen There is one important difference hetween this
follow, type of harrier and certain cases of the crossover

It is advantageous to abandon the design do- type. S for a given size of square is determined wholly
scribed in Section 7.1 in favor of a simpler plan. The by relative target movement and the number of
lead-angle a which was a key element of the basic equally spaced searchers (S is proportional to u/nv),
design given in Section 7.1 is required only because and no explicit choice as to its value determines the
of the necessity to search parallel strips of space search path. In this respect it is like the continuous
moving with enemy velocity u, patrolling with own symmetrical crossover patrol, This raises the ques-
velocity i, when the (lirection of search was nctes- tion as to how two searchers patrolling abreast should
sarily opposed in alternating members of eaci pair of b, spaced. If the definite range law is applied, search
strips. If search of adjcent .strips is ihways carried abreast at a. distance apart eqld to twice the range
out in the saie direction there is no need to use a would be equal in effectiveness to search by each
lead-angle at all. The resulting searched strips in i- singly, equally spaced on one and the same square
moving space will still he parallel but they will be path. With any other kind of contact probability
inclined to the target track at an angle (900 - law the corresponding track sjicing in search ahibcast
tan- v) instead of at 90 degrees. is the value of S which is found by using formula (19)

When the barrier is set up oround an objective the anti the appropriate value of i. It will be noted that
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this is not equivalent to placing two or mre search- tact with a 15-knot surfaced submarine. Four air-
ers closely abreast on exactly the same track, They craft will give a probability of contact of 77 per vent
.must be either equally spaced on an identical track. and six aircraft will give a probability of contact of

7:, or, if abreast, space(d at right angles to that track about 90 per cent. With the older and less effective
by exactly the right amount.. The effects of irregulari- ASB radar (E = 8 miles), however, six 1.50 knot air-
ties in spacing are, however, rather sinall, It should craft natrolling a square with 150 mile sides Will only
1)be noted that if the value of 8/n is at all large, soarch give a probability of contact of 70 per cent, and each
abreaist on square or circular paths cannot be car- sortie will l)e limited to a single circuit (four hours).
ried out effectively because of the difference in the Thus 18 TF sorties give less protection than four
length of track for each observer. PBM sorties.

It is apparent that the maximum size of square is Consideration of these figures leads to the con-
fixed by (a) the endurance of the searcher (endur- clusion that PBM aircraft should be used where

S nee > 4b) and by (b) the number of searchers con- available. A single squa(lron can probably offer six
tinuously available. When surface craft are em- aircraft a day, at least fori a limited period. These
ployed against underwater targets it is very desir- can be divided between four by night and two by
able that two or more pa.trol abreast. Since a large (lay, to give a neorly uniform probability of contact
number will be required to cover a square of any of about 77 per cent, if due account is taken of the
size, it will be more practical to emlploy small groups added possibility of sighting submarines visually inI (three to six) in crossover patrols on barrier lines the (laytime and the need to maximize the defensive
which form a polygon with a convenient number of value of the patrol. The probabilities given are ap-
sides, rather than have them all patrol a single large plinable to certain itypes of Japan<,se submr nes of
square. World War I L

The force requirements can 1e reduced by pa-

7.2. trolling smaller squares, but it is questionable whoth .r
7.23 Air Patrols Against Incoming this expedient should be employed. There is no gain

Subiarill's in security if we give up the outer screen in order to
patrol waters through which submarines are likely to

Detailed application of the foregoing considera- transit largely or entirely while submerged. Screen-
tions to a particular situation) depends mainly on the ing operations within fifty miles of the beach are
range of detection to be expected from the radar gear largely the responsibility of surface craft, except at
installed on the aircraft. This will (letermine the in- night. Where additional forces are available, such as
terval at which aircraft patrol on the basic square short range carrier-based aircraft, they may well be
track. The longer the radar range the fewer aircraft employed in patrolling an additional smaller square.
need be. employed, and the easier it will be to navi- This is particularly important at night when the sur-
geite along the track. With S-band or X-band radar, face screen may become less tight, owing to the
navigation will ic made very easy by the constant possibility that the submarine may surface, and thu.s
presence on the screen of check points on the island. make higher speeds. Patrol of a square only 50 miles

The distance from the position. being protected from the beach by only three T13F aircraft, even at
from submarines at which the patrol track will be night, gives an 8U per cent probability of contacting
placed will be the estimated submerged run of sub- any surfaced submarines which may slip by an outer
marines (not over 70 miles) plus the effective vis- screen of four PBM's. This raises the overall prob-
ihility for the radar used, as given in Chapter 5. With ability of contact at night to over 95 per cent.
ASG radar used on patrol plancs in World War I I When the land mass involved is unsymmetrical
this will result in flying a square with legs of about and only one (limension is larger than 20 miles (a
180 miles to each side. With 1BM aircraft the com- long, thin island), the square patrol may still he the
plete cireuit of the square will then require 0 hours. simplest an(l most eflicient method of setting up the
Two complete circuits can he made by each sortie antisubmarine barrier, when the landing operation
in 12 hours. Reference to formula (19) and standard being (lefended is made at or near one en(l of the
tables of eMective visibilities shows that only two island, even though a small part of the flying is over
120-knot aircraft nee(l patrol at one time equally land. When all dimensions are large a barrier patrol
spaced in order to give a 50 per cent chance of con- or a combination of barrier patrols of the iamiliar
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110 THE SEARCH FOR TARGETS IN TRANSIT

crossover type will be set up at the alpropriat(e dis- 7. SI'ARCII ABOUT A POINT OF FIX
tanco from our forces, along the coast.

7.3 .1 The General Queslion

.2. Surfaiice Pa trl Agahisl, Incominig When an ol)jeet of search on the ocean, such as a

Slilmaries surface craft or downed airplane life r0ft, has had its
approximate position disclosed to a searcher at a

Surface (raft on inner screens ar(' assigned the certain time, the searcher has the problem of dis-
responsibility of catching submerged submarines posing its subsequent searching effort (which is al-
which may hive eluded the outer aircraft sereen. ways limited) in such a manner as to maximize its
This screen will be placed outside torpcdo range, but chance of detecting the object, subject, of course, to
not so fi outside as to require excessive patrol craft the pTactieal restrictions of navigation. The informa-
or as to thin out the tightness of the screen. Unless tion regarding the object's approximate position may
the patrol line hwm other than antisubmarine fune- l)e derived from a DF fix, the report of a chance ob-
tions, it is therefore unlikely that it will be set ulp to servation, by indirect inference, or, in the case of the
surround an entire islatid, and the harrier patrol will life raft, from a radio communication from the air-
be composed of straight line segments each of which craft about t0 crash. The point at which this informa-
follow an appropriate design based on an ol)vious tion locates the target is called the point of fix and
application of the principles made familiar in earlier the time for which the information is given, the lime
parts of this book. offixr. It is assumed that the searcher is airborne, and

In all cases, even when the size of the islanl per- thus has a consideral)le speed advantage over the
mits patrolling all the way around it, it is v'eiy irf- target.
portant to distribute the forces available so as to If the fix were a perfectly accurate one and the
sweep as wide a swath as possible, rather than to have target were at rest or moving in a known manner, the

single ships or pairs of ships patrolling in column, or searcher's task would 4 simple. He would proceed to
in short segments of the patrol line. The submarine the point of fix in the former case, and would search
cnn easily evade one or two ships; in addition, when the locus of points to which the-targt, initially at
ships patrol a very short segment there is the serious the point of fix, could be assumed to have moved
difficulty of continual interference by own wakes. during the intervening time in the latter case. But

At least three ships, and preferably four to six ships, such accuracy of fix is seldom if ever obtained: Only
should always patrol abreast. Under normal sound a probability distribution of target positions at the
conditions, and using plans of this type, a group of time of fix is actually given. This distribution will
four ships patrolling abreast can 1(hold a very tight have its greatest density at the point of fix and fall

line almost 40 miles long. With the forces normally continuously to zero at a distance. In an important
assigned to such operations, a line 200 miles long is group of cases, this distribution can be regarded as
easily maintained. The required patrol line is usually symmetrical about the point of fix and can indeed
less than 100 miles long, and ten to twelve ships dis- be taken with satisfactory accuracy as a circular
tributed between two or three groups should be more normal one,
than sufficient. Additional forces usually available 1
may he used to strengthen this line still further or to f(x,y) = f(r) =,. 2  (20)
set up additional screens at other distances.

xx'herr j(x,y)dxdy is the probability that the target
at the time of fix Ibe in the small region dxdy at the

7..5 Patrol Against (en Lriflgul TargeLs point (.r,.) at the distance r from the origin 0 (which
is at the point of fix) anti where c is the standard

The general considerations .oncerning the circular deviation.
(or square) barriers, as well as the closer barriers It should le remarked that I)F fixes usually do not
under certain cireumstonces, set forth in Svtions give rise to circular distribltions, but under certain
7.2,2, 7.2.3, and 7.2.4, :u-bove allly in an obvious conditions the (listributions to which they lead are of
manner to the case of targets seeking to leave the this character.

central point. No further discussion is required here. Two cases arie considered in this chapter. In the
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first, the target's motion is negligiblh, so that it ('an continuous distribution of searching effort derived in
be regarded as at rest; equation (20) gives its dis- Chapter 3.
tribution at all subsequent times. In the second, the The first problem is to del.,,rminc a desirable value
target's speed is known but its direction is not but of tle sweep spaciig ,8, u) to now left arbitrary. ri,
is assumed to be uniformly distributcd in angle point of view adopted here is that S should be so
throughout the full circle; the distribution a'fter the chosen that on the initial square the probability of
lapse of time t after the fix has already been derived detection per unit time shall be a maximum (during
in Chapter 1, equation (10). The solution in the seeond the important part of the search, i.e., the beginning).
case will be derived more or less directly from the Clea'ly such an S will, for a given law of detcetion,
first. It is to the second case that the matlematieal be a function of the parameter.4 of (etection and of
schema of the centrifugal vector field mentioned at the standard deviation of the distribution a. In the
the beginning of this ehapter applies exactly, but in
contrast to the cases of Seetion 7.2, the density of
targets is not constant, but after being humped up

F about the center spreads itself out into a thick ring
cut normally by the vectors, with the lapse of time.

7.3.2 Square Search r a Stationary Target ,

In this eme, as we have seen, equation (20) gives 3s

the probability density of the distribution of the 2 4
target for all later time. If tho total searcher's track I
length during the search is .L miles and his search- I
width W, then the quantity of searehing effort as it,
has been defined in Chapter 3 is 1 = L. The 2S 1I

problem of so disposing a continuous spread of . I ,
searching effort of total amount ,I that the prob-
ability of (etection is maximum has been solved in 4s

Section 3., But here wt are confronted by the prac-
tical problem of designing actual navigable flights P-
which will maximize the probability of detection. I

The type of flight which it is expedient to use I
consists of a set of "expanding square" flights of the loiup 9. SquiLrc of uniform coverage,
sort shown in Figure 9. After passing over the point
of fix 0 to a point 8 miles beyond 0, the aireraft caso of the inverse cube law of detection, S will he a
turns through a right angle (e.g., to the right), and function of E an(d a. Since it can be shown that 8
after S miles it turns again through a right angle in will not be sensitive to the law of detection, it is
the same direction, continuing 2S more miles before permissible to assume a convenient one. We shall as-
turning a third time; after flying 2S miles it turns sume the inverse cube law, in which, as was seen in
again, and continues in this manner, always keeping Chapter 2 [equations (26) and (46)],
adjacent parallel tracks S miles apart. After a certain

. - ' - , 1 ..... I " , . It. ls fill all- p(x) = 1- exp - 0.002proximately square figure covered ly eqoually spaced L.x]J
lines, the space between them being the sweep spac-
ing S. Such a figure will be called a"square of uniform, where p(x) is the probabihty of detection of a target
coverage." The underlying scheme of the search is to of lateral range x from a straight aircraft track.
fly a sucevssion of superimposed squares of uniform Consider the distribution (20) of targets before any
coverage, each evntered at 0, and (f sucevssively flights are made. The Iprobiaibility of the target lying
large dimensions. This will furnish a practicable on the strip parallel to the y axis between x and
meant of approximating to the theoretically optimum x + dx is found (by summing probabilities) to be
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112 THE SEARCH FOR TARnETS IN TRANSIT

df f(xy)dy _ = 9 - -'2,' dX. (21) infinite parallel cjisn edS epthe sweep-spaing
cV21 S would be taken equal to I) if the chance of early

corzaeti oh a~ y 'I'lie square search of
The graph of the differential coefficient againqt x is Figure 9, while not mitet1y of tlis type, is nearLU
thle familiar normal law curve, reaching its maximum enough sto that ain ob)vious choice (if '- is to give it
at the origin. Now suppose that ain indefinite straight the same value 1); accordingly, we shjall list! hence-
flight is mode along the yj axis aind has failed to forth the sweep 4pacing

-detect thle target; in the( light of this additional S(3
knowledge, the distribution of targets is altered, and 07V.(3

* the differential coefficient in (21) no longer r('pre- R~eturning to the square of uniform coverage, it is
sents the lateral density of targets (iLe., the rirob- seen that the three-circuit flight path of Figure 9 can
ability in thle (x, x + dx) strip]. To find the new be inscribed in a square of Hide 2 X 38. More gen-
density, the use of Bayes' theorem. is called for (see erally, an N-circuit flight of this sort can be inscribed
Section 1.5, footnote e), Thle "a priori prob~ability" in a squafe of side -2N~S The total length of tract
of thle target's be -ing in the (.T, x + dx) strip is given from 0 to P is found (as an arithmnetic progression)
by (21); the "productive probability"~ of the( event to he L, = 28 X 2N (2N + 1)/2. Hence the average
(viz., of not detecting the target oin the sweep through density of searching effort (the 0 of Section 3.3) Is
0) is IVL/area, or

r- ( fl' 1002(
-~~~ L /' 1 7 2A(2N + 1) ( i W
4 (2N-y'- \2N1 S'

and hence the "a posteriori p~robability" density of
probability of the target'R being in the (x, x + dx) w~hich is approximately IV/S, the value to 1)0 adopted
strip is pro portfonai ote rdc here,

Consider now a sequence of nu squares of uniform
X2 0.~ ON9E-- (2 coverage centeredl at 0 and of half-side 8k (k =1, 2,

\ Jr Xa~ .' ) where

0 8 <82< 3 .. <,.
which has its maximia ait x = ±0()5 V~;it is no
longer biumped at the origin but presents double If (x,11) is at point in some of these squares, let us
humping with ain intervening depression at the origin, say in those of side R,11~ , + 2, 8 +2 ,, then the

Where must a second indefinite sweep parallel to mevan density of searching effort performed by these
the y axim be made if it is to achieve the greatest squares is (n - Pn) TV/S. Thus the flights give rise
probability of detecting the target? Sinco the dis- to at nvarching effort function z = 0* (x,y), the graph
tribution obtained ab~ove is skewed, thle distance 1) of which (in xyiz space) is of the for ' n of a tapered
between the first and the second track should- -ti heap of square slabs of thickniess WIS. piled
slightly greater than thle distance 0.65 -\I& out to upon one another and centered on the z axis. The
the maximum of the new distribution. To find it total volume of this pile, fF0*(x,y)dxdyj must equal
precisely, we compute the probability of dctectid~n by the total sctirehing effort 4, - WL; thus we must have
multiplying the expression (22) wvithi p(x - 1D) and
integrating over all positive x. It appears at once that (21
in order to maximize this probability, D) must make k A-I(-1

the function
It is by mevans of thin function 0*(x,y) that we must

foX
2  0. 0921,,2 0. 092E,2 1 x approximate the solution O(.r,y) obtained in Section

J0C 2)L X2 (x - D23.4 of Chapter 3. Theire it wvas shown that, outside thle
circle of raliiis c given by

a mlinimuii. By trial, it is found, in using nunieri- (25)
cal integration, that the approximate value of 1) is a I=-a
0.7.5 g.

Clearly, if the searching were d''n& by -_.,ans of O(x,!I) is zero, while within this circle, it is given by
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lr) = _12 (26) The situation in this regard is illustrated hy the

. (226) following considerations. Navigational errors will not

be apt to permit the seconl search to be flown along
The graph of z = ¢(x,y) is thus a paraboloid having the optimum tract which is approximately midway
the z axis as axis of revolution, cutting thery plane l)etween and parallel to the legs of the first search.
in the above cirele, beyond which the paraboloid is If p(S) is the probability of detection with siveep
replaced by the xyl plane. spacing 8, then the probability of dctection with two

Thus, graphically put, our problem is to determine searches when the optimum track on the se(ond
the quantities n. 81, . s,,, subject to (24), so that search is attained is ji(S/2). However, if the second

the piled slab solid shall apliroximate the parab- search (uplieates the first' search, the prob)ability of
oloidal one. The heights of the two solids being detection with two searches is p(8/V/), (assuming
nW/S and a2/20 2 respectively, v is determined by the inverse cube law). If the legs of the second search
equating them, are inclined to those of the first search, so that the

2 (2 probabilities of detection on the two searches may

W 2T (lp be considered as independent, the probability of do-
tection with two searches is I - [I - p(S)]2. In gen-

Since n must he an ini6eger, (27) means that it must. oral this latter probability will be slightly less than
be taken as the nearest integer to the right-hand p(S/2) but considerably greater than p(S/vx5). For
member. To find si., consider the space hetween the example, using the inverse cube law with E/S = 0.1,
two horizontal planes z =a/2 2 - (k - 1) W/S and we have
-Z = a2/20. - k/8; they contain the kth slab of p(S/2) - 0.212,

the piled slab solid, and hence cut from it the volume
4sk 2WiS; and they cut from the paraboloid a volume'1 [1 - p(8)12 0.203.
of revolution readily found by integration to be
r(2k - 1) cr21lV

2/S2 . On equating the two volumes, Thus,.there seems to be more to gain than to lose by

we obtain inclining the legs of tie second search to those of the
- 2 first search.,
!1. (2k -- 1), k 1,2,,., n. (28) Second and more important, the (k + I) square

flown according'to this rule will sweep a maximum of

Thus the volumcs 1 of the piled slab solid and the important unswept water: consider the situation
paraboloidal solid are equal [and hencc (24) is auto- after one square of uniform coverage has been flown
matically satisfied, since it expresses the required without resulting in detection; the area which it is

- equality of this volume withc = 17L, a requirement most important to sweep is the part of the circle
met by the paraboloidal volume, according to See- circumscribing the late square but outside the latter.
tion 3,4.], and the two solids agree in position about With the next square tilted at 45 degrees, a maximum
as clocly as possible. of this area is covered. Moreover, with the tilted

'hIme number and dimensions of the squares of uni- square fhe rruion of overlapping of two successive
form coverage are determined by equations (27) and squares is least.

F .(28); but except for the fact that they are all centered It remains to evaluate the probability P* of de-
at 0, their positions (relative orientation) have ))en tection by the square search described herein, and to
left arbitrary. We now lay down the following rule: compare it with the probability P for the idealized
The second square should be tipped so that its side search of Section 3.A. It is shown that a lower value
makes 45 degrees with the side of the first, the third of P* is given by
should similarly be at .45 degrees with. the second (and
thus be parallel to the first) and, in general, the (k + I) P*" = (1 - c 11,1 ' . . /741' - 1),
should be at .5 degrees with the kth [and parallel to =V (2

the (k - 1)]. (20)

Tihe justification of this rule is twofold: while P is given by
First, a greater randomization of flights is achieved;

i.e., there is less danger of passingover thesame path + fil ' (0
twice in succession, with resulting loss of efficiency. =- c (30)
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114 THE SEARCH FOR TARGETS IN TRANSIT

These two functions are plotted in Figure 10 for tribution before the squares are tilted, i.e., when they
various values of n; the P* curves are in solid line are all parallel, and let P** beu the probability of de-
and the P curves are dotted. The P* curves lie be- tection with this distribution of effort under the as-
tween these curves. sunuptions of Chapter 3. Then P* will be greater

Evidently, 1* will he less than the probability P than JJ**, for reasons already given above. By
for the idealized search, since J) is the maximum formula (8) of Chapter 3, the probability that the

.:- --

-L 0.6I/
0.

I.. _ _10 P _ _a ilt _ _dte~in

I-I

0
0 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.2 t.4 1.6 I's .2.0

Yloulm 10. Pro014iAity of dnteliori.

probability wlhich can be oI)tained with the given target will he in the square bounded by x =±-,
amount of searching (providbd the assumptions of y,= +, and will be detected by the n coverages
Chapter 3 are made),, of the square, is

Using the target distribution as given in formula
(20) and the density of searching effort as given in P, _ (1- 6 ,,/s) =_' ±u')/2 o,'dxdy
formula (26), the probability P of detection for the
idealized ease is obtained from formula (15) of Chap- = (1 - " /) orf2  8 .
ter 3 as follows: "V

CC,, ' Similarly, the probability that the target will be in-
P = (l - e-*. f(z,y)dxdy, side the square bounded by x = ± s., y -± s but

A outside the square bounded byx - 8k- Y - I

-L f2rr e-'.'2' (1 - e- 1) ,/20) dr, and will be detectedl by the n - k + I coverages7(72 0 of this area is

=12) e -02 11A, = (1 - k + ) / 8 ) ('rf 2  2 erf2  8
k 

•

Using formula (27), P may be written in the form of Thus, P** is given by
equation (30).

The direct computation of P* is difficult l)eeause *,
each square is tilted 45 degrees to the prcceding -2: P, 0 1 1/2

square and each square, except the first, is not in- k-1 k-1

eluded conpluwly in the following square. To oh- Using formula (28), P** may he written in the form
tain a lower limit to P*, consider the square dis- of equation (29).
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i.Retiring Square Search for a Moving struct a seareh for large values of the time T which
Target t has elapsed from the time of fix to the initiation of

the search. In order to obtain the maximum prob-
The case lhre considered is that in which the ability of detection per unit time, tho first circuit

initial distribution at the time of fix is given by should le flown on the peak of the distribution (tho
equation (20), but with the target moving with an peak is circular-it is the top of a ring); the second
estimated constant speed u in a random (lirection. circuit a (listanee 8 as given in equation (23) inside
This is the second ease mentionerd in Section 7.2 and or outside-say out i(le-the peak; the third, a
corresponds with what tul he ('xpeete(i to occur when distance ,X inside tho penl; th., ....- ,, a "dbtaijeu 2

V the fix has been made on a moving target (dirction outside the peak; etc. Since the peak of the distribu-
unknown) by a method of observation which has not tioh moves out approximately at the speed of the
imparted information to the target and thus in- target, the ideal track on each circuit is an equian-

fluenced its motion. The problem of finding the dis- gular or logarithmic spiral.
tribution at the later time was solved in Section 1.6, We shall approximate each circuit by four legs
where it was found that the probability density f(r,t) with 90-degree turns, Ias shown in Figure 11. Let
at a point r miles from the point of fix and I hours
after the time of fix is given by the equation Le

~~1 -, + , r);oI 7(

fAr.1) +-( 0I~2) /2a 1o 0 . 3 L1

The function f(rt) has been plotted for various LI r2 LS

value of t as a function of r in Figure 17 of Chapter 1. L r
(These curves are cross sections of the distribution A ?

surfaces in a vertical plane through the point of fix.) r4
It will be seen that when id is at least as great as 3a, L 17

the distribution has its maximum at approximately I
7r = id. Moreover, the shape of the curve for tie -- J
large values of is aproximately the same as the -L

shape of the curve of the initial distribution. These I
statements can h. verificd by using the asymptotic
approximation 4-i

Io (X) 21W Fiouni 11. Retiring search.

for large values of x. Tihe asymptotic approximation the lengths of the legs be L1, L2, La, etc., .and lot the
for f(r,t) then becomes corresponding distances of the legs from the point of

E fix be ri, r2, r1, etc. The time required for the air-
f r~) - -! craft to fly from A to 1 is (r2 + r)/v, whereas the

2ir, ff/27r ir time required for the target to move from distance
r, to distance r2 from the point of fix is (r -

* for large values of u1r/ ,2. When r is close to u/, the The aircraft will just keep up with the target if thee
approximation becomes times are equal. In this way we find that

f(r,t) 2_____2_ . large, r - ut close to zero. r2 nrl, 73 = mY2, 74 =

2irotV~i' ~where

The statements concerning the curves l)eeome ap- m -+

parent from this latter approximation. v it

From the s.atl.ments made in the last paragraph If we were to make r& = Ul4, the fifth leg would dup-

an(l the results of the preceding section we van con- licate the first leg in space relative to the target. To
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116 THE SEARCH FOR TARGETS IN TRANSIT

make the fifth .10g lie 8 miles outside the first leg in ' 1. What is the lower limit T, of T for which the
relative space, w'e must determine r1 so that search plan for large values of T may he used with-

out any essential (eeren se in the prol)ablity of de-
rr, + r4 _: - r - , tectiof for a given amount of searehing?
V u 2. For T less than T,, what modifications of the

from which we find above plan for large values of ' will give an essential
increase in the probability?

= ?1114 + (1, The curves of Figure 17 of Chapter 1 do not
thn .90 quee-ntinE. it ';, -- e tl,.,4 we .1 .sls

than a/u the distribution does not differ much from
I .the initial distribution. However, there is a very

- Urapid change in the distribution as t increases from

a/u to 2a/u. For t greater than 2 a/u the distribution
Cnnugithhas its maximum at approximately r = ut and moves

)'2 r , MP1 I'll r 111r7  outward at the speed of the target. This transition

= mr?2  r' = wrg - 2a period between an essentially stationary distribution
r4 mr3  r 1 mr and a distribution moving at the speed of the target
rb : mr4 + a rni mr makes the problem difficult.
[ r, ffi mrb rj2 mrn The following derivation of equation (31) sug-

47 mrIr = torz, + 3a, etc. gestg a method 'of handling the problem. In terms of

A first approximation to r is uT, However, the ap-
proximation to the spiral by straight legs requires
that r1 be slightly Jess than this value, Equating the
average distance of the aircraft to the average dis-
tanco of the peak of the distribution from the point
of fix, the average being with respect to time spent
by the aircraft on a leg of the plan, we obtain

r ff= 0.OuT,

Since any changesof course of the target will reduce
the outward component of its velocity and since the
second circuit is to be flown outside the first circuit,
we shall reduce r, still further and take

=i -O.801. (34) 0 X

Using equation (33) and the obvious relations be-
r tween the lengths of the legs and their distances from Focus 12. The coordinate system for retiring senroh,

[ O, we have0w athe rectangular coordinates (x,y) shown in Figure 12

in , L L the initial distribution is
12 =-mLl + r, Lg = 1L7 - 2a

L3 7nL 2  Lo = in.8 f(x,y) = (z' + y')/
2
'.

1, = nL - a L, = -mL0 - 2a
Lj, = mL 4  L, = mEL, If the target were known to travel at speed u in the

l = mLs + a = m',, + 3a, etc. direction 0, the distribution at time t would be
where r, md a are given by equations (32) and (3). F(x,y;t,O) - I C_

1 2
,91( - + (j - in 0)1

The above search plan has been devised for large

values of T. For small values of T two questions in other words, distribution (20) with a simple change
arise: of origin (translation). If, on the other hand, the
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target motion is randlom in (lircetion, the listrihii- 2. If 7' < alit, the plan for large values of T is
tion ait time t is fairly good and may be used if the(, additional com-

plieation (of anothevr plan is not aceeptable. However,
fAx,10;) = j F(xaYj;1,O)dO anl alppreiale improvement can he obtained by

slight modifications. Lay out the plan as in Figure

+w~e-~4 l)~ 
1  c ,r/l(-,)dO,11it 7 =J 62ral'~~ 0 7 7J1

!. --2 9  andl tan,~ I y/.. U sing 0 a 2  m L,2 -I- )II mn n
a: new variable of integration and noting that the 14 ML 3 + (11 1,11 11L9 + (2

V integral of at function of cos a from - a to 21r - a L 6  1flL4  L,, I MLIn
is equal to the integral of the same function from 0 Lo )nJ + at L,2= mLbu + a,,, etc.
to 2w, we ob~tain the distribution given in equation
(31). and determine ri, a,, a!! ce., ats follows:

For a given search plan and an assumced law of de- 8(5
tection, we ean apply thle above method to find the (35)+ 1
searched distribution t any time 1. We first find M '\,

[ thre effect of the searching upon thle distribution a, 2= = a.. a VSR/V 11 , a, + I ( + 9)(1",
F function F(x,y;1,0) and then average with respect to ak + 2 = +I (k + 3)aj, ak.+; - (k + 4)ai, etc., wvhere

0, To approximate this process, chloose at smnall num- le is the positive integer nearest 2-ut/8, Here, ri has

ber of eqlually spaced directions 0 from 0 to 2r, thre been chosen so thial 1,1 and La are separated by a
nubrdepending upon the( (legree of approxima- dsance S, This ceesmdtobthbstp-

tion desired. For each 0 write on coordinate paper - !ible- for the fin.;t iircult. Thu Mucceeding circuits
numbers. proportional to the initial (distribution and then ar, flowvn outside this circuit until thle point is
think of this distribution ats moving in tile direction 0. reach~ed at which it is more p~rofitable to search on
T hen lay out the search plan relative to this distri- thle inside of the'~distribution. In ease 7' is so small
bution uip to thle time at whichi thle distrib~ution is that 20' < S, a slight improvement canl le ob)tained
to be examined. From the assumed law of deiteetion, by deocreasing a, lby 10 or 20 per cent.
multiply the distribution numbers by the probability In the case of this section it is assumed tphat the
that thre target will riot be detected, taking into ac- target speed u is known exactly. The( questiani natu-
count the number of legs on which detection may rally arises as to how much the probability of do-
occur and the distances from these legs. The result tutthn is affected by an error Au, ~n es mating it.

wi eqsn thlerhddsrbution fortit given 0. From the(. asymptotic approximation to f(rj) for large
The average dlistrib~ution then can he obtained lby values of Iit is seen that thQ istiuto fa
averaging the numbers representing the. searched tion will be multiplied approxitely, by the faictor
distributions for each position relative to the point exi) (....I2.Av2/20.). This is at very rough e'stimaote of
of fix and a given d!irection of reference. tile factor lby wvhich the probability ef detection will

In applying tire above methodi it was assumedl that be rmiltiplied, Thus, if tA-u is smal! comp~ared with a,
four directions wvould give sufficient accuracy. A the probability of detection is not affected very mutch.
clieck was run by computing a (distribution with four The effect lof n speed distribution upon the target
dirctions and with eight directions. It as fnd itibiocabeeane ithusal way. Let
that thre two distributions dlid riot (liffer very much. g(u) be the probability dlensity in spceed. Then

* Using a uiumbe r uf values for tandl 8, search plans
were laid out and tested as follows: T1he first circuit fg(u)du1 =I

was decided upon from the curves of Figure 17, /

Chapter 1, Thereafter, each circuit was determined andl the tar-get distribution ait timec I is
* by examining the dlistributtion at the endl of the

previous circuit. Tlhie following results were 01)- fg(11) . fo.,I)dul.

1. if T' _> /u, the original plni for large vaIlues of It. is~ evident front the way in which it is involved in
'T is nearly optimutm. f(r,t) that this iteg(ral will he (liffielilt to compute for
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-------- - tribution curve was plotted from tile curves of

A Figure 17, Chapter I for particular values of t using

the speed distribution function

-4 g(u) = 0.2.5 for it = 0.81t
= 0.50 for u = -i

-- = 0.25 for u = 1.2it

- - - - -vl hero ii is the assumed speed. This curve for I
r 5ia- and the corresponding curve of Figure 17,

Chapter 1, are shown in Figure 13. The new dis-Finua 13. Dis ribt-ion curves for two assunid dimh'i-
butionaof arget speed. A: assumed speed )i only. M.9peed tribution curve has a smaller maximum value than
of 4,o.8ii, 1.2U withIispeed - t imoslikoly as0.or 1.2u. the original distribution and is spread out more.

However, the difference between the two distribu-
any continuous function g(u) which represents a tions is not sufficient to justify any changes in the

F reasonable speed distribution. Consequently, the dis.. search plans.

CON FIDENTIAL



Chapter 8

SONAR SCREENS

INTRODuCTION given probability P of hitting. Such curves, one for
each value of P, are the level lines of the probability

S'EN A IORMATION of ships, such as a merchant function p(r,O) and have as equation
VV convoy or task force in transit, is passing through

W waters in which iostile submarines may be present,
the danger can be greatly diminished by providing The probability function p(r,O) is the value of the
for the detection and attack of submerged submarines probability of scoring a hit by a torpedo fired from

which are closing to its vicinity. With present equip- the point of polar coordinates (r,O) with respect to
ment, submerged submarines can only be detected at the reference point in the formation of screened ships
sufficient range by hydrophone or echo ranging and (and in space moving along with them).
can he located with sufficient accuracy only by echo It becomes, therefore, our first object to evaluate
ranging. This detection must occur as far as possible this function p(r,G). The present section is devoted
from the convoy, both for its safety against tor-. to the description of various methods for doing this.
pedoes (whose ranges may exceed those of sonar de- The primary factor involved in the determination
tection) and to facilitate attacks on detected sub- of the enemy's chance of success p(r,O) Is the type of
marines. Consequently, it is necessary that the sonar weapon which he uses. If the lethal coverage of the
equipment be carried on highly maneuverable and weapon is high, the overall chance of success is cor-
armed naval units of a relatively expendable nature, respondingly great. Consider, for example, three
such as destroyers or destroyer escorts, which are to types of torpedo. The first runs at a 50-foot depth
be appropriately stationed at a suitable distance from and explodes after a given length of run; the second
the convoy. Such a disposition of units is called a at. 5 feet and explodes on contact; the third at 5 feet,
sonar qcreen. It has the dual function of detection ard exploding on contact, but provided with a homing
subsequent attack. device such that whenever it passes within 500 yards

of a ship it will home onto it and score a hit. It is
obvious that the first will have a rather small lethal

8.2 TORPEDO DANGER ZONES AND coverage, sin'ce only a ship in a particular point will
HITTING PRI.lABILITIES be affected by the explosion. "he coverage of the

second is greater because any ship along the entire
In designing antisubmarine screens, it is essential run of the torpedo may be hit. The homing feature

to determine what the areas are from which the sub- of the third will give it by far the greatest coverage
marine has a good chance of scoring a torpedo hit because the ships need only be within 500 yards of
upon one of the units which it is proposed to screen. the torpedo track for a hit to be scored. These cases
Speaking loosely, the torpedo danger zone uboub an can be demonstrated qualitatively by a diagram like
individual ship or group of ships is the region that of Figure 1. The areas are shown for a torpedo
(thought of as moving along with the ships, i.c., it proceeding at right angles to the ships. The areas
is fixed relative to them) within which a torpedo must shown have the property that any ship whose center
be fired if it is to have any chance of scoring a hit. lies in the area will be hit by the torpedo. For case
The shape and size of the zone will of course depend (1) the area covered is slightly larger than the plan
on the speed and type of the torpc(lo, as well as the view of the ship, since a torpedo exploding up to
speed and disposition of the ships. Speaking more about ten yards away might sink the ship.
prceisely, there is a danger zone for each givcn prob- Lethal coverage alone (loes not deterinine the
ability P. It is the area from; which the torpedo must enemy's chance of a hit. His firing errors must be
be fired in order to have a chance not less than P taken into account, and if his errors are so great
of scoring a hit. It iQ bounded by a closed curve con- that there is only a small probability that the target
taining the ships, which is the locu.i of points from lie in the lethal area, his chance is correspondingly
which the torpedo must Ie fired in order to have the small. lor any given accuracy, however, the weapon
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Nvith thle larger lethal everage will l)C tile more ef- given nllnher oif torpedoes will hit, or ink or damage
feetive. to at given extent, at ship in thev convoy, depends(1 on

The foregoing (li~cuIssiof appllie's only to it .inglo tht" pruibih4'Iy (f scoring' a hit ivith a sinic torpedo.

target. Wh"len fircd at a convoy or groupl) of hip)S, thec it dlepends alooo, of coursv, oil the asmumel law of
torpodo will 1)0 sulccessful if it hits any niei er of damalige produlced by it given number of hiits (tile
thc group, ice., if tiny of theml lies in its lethal area, damnage being diffcrvrnt, e-.g., for nivi-chlitinenf [ifl
In general, the torp ed o wiillI atutally b e i rv it ta par- fon, I attles ips) . The onetivII'pe( I prob ab il ity lie-

CASE I comes, therefore, the fundamental quantity to be

FIXED EXPLOSION found as it preliminary to any studly of the prob-
~SHIP ability of dlamage to convoys.

0 In this section, several methods of estimating this
probability of at single torpedo hit w~ill lxi described.

CASE 2 The data fromn which much computations start fire,
CONTACT TORPEDO firstly, the structure of thle convoy; secondly, the

I position of the firing point; thirdly, the velocities of
--- thle units involved. And since Mhe comnputation must

be -i-peatcel for a large number of firing positions, an
~ MAXTORPDO RN **essential reqirement is simplicity and speed of coin-

r liutation.
CASE 3 Thel( firs9t mcitbo(l is purely graphical and involves

r HOMIN TORPEDO
110 comphutational difficulties beyond mere counting.
We/ diraw the convoy to senle with each ship of proper
size and piosition. Radiating frorn the firing point, we

500 ~DSdraw a set of straight torpeclo paths in convoy space,
I so chosen ats to lie spacedl in angle with an angular

density correspondling to the dispersion or error
which it is intended to assume. If, for instance,

A twenty torp)edo pathis arc to be drawn and the anigu-
Finos I.Lethl fo VI~OO~lar dlistrib~ution is consido(rcol normal (Claussian), they

coveage erpooes. would he drawn at angles which div'ide the normal
ticular ship, hut it may miss that ship and hit another curve into equal areas, ats shown inl Figure 2.
one purely by chance. T'or long-range torpedoes fired
at large convoys, thc chance of such an event may
be quite considerahle. In such a ease at torpedo inay
well ho fired ats a "browning shot" from a fail, (his-
tiance, rgimed at thle convoy ats a whole on the chance
of at randomn hit. Because of thle importance of brown-
ing shots9 with large, closely spaced convoys, the I

p~robaialiity of securing a hit on at merchant convoy 0 ANGLE FROM THAT AIMED AT
is quite different from that onl a single ship. 'h'he( Fi~nia 2. 'l'orpedo firing errors,
following discussion will deal with the caise of the
large convoy. The probability of hitting at single ship Thus we consider each track drawvn as having a
will be dliscuissedi in detail (in connieton with the pirobabiility of' 1/20 that a torpedo aimed at angle
case of the task force) latter in this chapter. = 0I will actually run along it. By superimposing thle

torpedlo diagram on the convoy andi counting the
numbller of torpedlo paths that hit ship-,, we canr esti-

8. T'ri PROBABILITY O1F SCOIiNG A HIlT wate the chance (of at hit. In tile example shown in

ON A CONVOY WITHl A SIlNG-.iJ TUBP1EI)() Figure :3. six out of 20 score hits so that the pirob-
ability of at i, from that firing point is 30 per cent.

While it h as beien the general practice to fill tor- In a devid ing on the prob al iity of at hit from any
pedloes in salvo, tloe probability thalt at sailvo of at particular ploint, however, it is necessary to) pick oint

CON 1,1 ) ENTl A 1
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tilhcbiarn' bestsoxetrlishudamt FIRING POINT

F

L CONVOY
SHIPS

1'Iljini 3. Coiivoy aO(il possible torlmdo path.1m

pick out thle best shot lby eye after a little experience, convoy is not orderly enough to show suchi an effect,
but somctimes both possibili ties must be counted. so that such variations must be amoothed out more or

This method is extremely simple and direct, but less arbitrarily in arriving at a final result such as
it has a numbecr of disadvantages. In thle first place, that shown in Figure 4.
it involves earcful drawing and positioning of the
diagrams. A great deal of inspection of diagrams is 0

* required. Since only a rather small number of tor-
pedo paths can be dIrawn conveniently, the values arc 25%
only accurate to tile nearest 5 er cent, and may how 

57

considerable fluctuation% for very small changes in 50
firing position or aiming angle. In addition the esti- C2

mated probability shows hiumps and v'alleys (lute to'
the screening effect of a regular arriltiement of ships.
From certain angles one( ship hides a number hehind
it, while from slightly different ones all are presented
as targets. The arrangrtavnt of ships in any a.ctul F1"umus 4. Typicid probability or hit contowrs,

CON FlI) EN TIAL
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The choice of torpedo firing error function depends If we now consider the ith torpedo path (i 1, 2,
on torpedo and predictor characteristics and firing • .. , i; i being 20 in the previous example) and
doctrines; it will not be discussed here. It should be the jth diffuse target (j - 1. 2, . .. , n; n being the
pointed out, however, that this error depends in number of ships in convoy), ve can define a number
general on the track angle of the torpedo, the angular hij as the possibility that a torpedo traveling along
error being small from ahead, large from astern. The the ith path will pass through the jth diffuse target.
lengtl of torpcdo path in convoy space is also vari- From a diagram analogous to Figure 3, we evaluate
able-long from ahe!ad, Rhort from astern. When the
convoy fired at is large, the variation in firing error
is not very important and can be neglected quite
satisfactorily, but the variation in track length must .
be taken into account, as shown in Figure 5. (Figure {

LIRFIRING
. /POINT . .

SHIP %

- DISTANCE SHIP TRAVELS
DURING TORPEDO RUN/ O,,TRAK.

- TORPJ RUN DIFFUSE TARGETOPEIDO RUN
. u"tnJFl 6. "Diffllse target."

the h j as being equal to either I or 0 by inspection.
LoCUS Or EXREME Then the probability that a torpedo following the ith

TORPEDO RANGE path will hit the jth ship is
FiouicI 6. Torpedo track length L in convoy space,

3 conforms to this requirement.) Since tho' chance of'
a random hit on a ship not aimed at contributes a Hence the probability of one hit on the ith path
considerable part to the total hitting probability, being identical with that of at Icust one hit on the
the variation of the error in aiming is relatively tin- ith path is
important. This contribution depends on track length
but not on aiming error, = .(1

An obvious extension of this simple counting
method can be used to reduce the fluctuations in And the overall probability of a hit from the par-
calculated probability of hitting which are caused by ticular firing point is
the screening effect of a regular lattice of ships. We
need only consider the possibility of irregularity in = II-_ (1-
the convoy formation, that is, of ships being some- W L i

what out of their proper convoy station. ''his can 1e i'

accounted for by making each ship a "diffuse target" This probability function is considerably smoother
of length equal to the ship's length, plus the amount and more realistic than that obtained by the simple
the ship varies in position (thought of, for simplicity, counting mothod. The diffuse target method is con-
as a fixed amount) relative to the ship's position as siderably more laborious, however, apd involves a
aimed at. Then the probability that a torpedo passing good deal of arithmetical calculation.
through the diffuse target Nill actually hit the ship It should be pointed out that the choice of the
is taken as lengths of the diffuse targets is rather arbitrary. A

1) plausible assumption is that each ship may be out of
1 " station with respect to its neighbors by a given

(CONFiD ENTIAI,



SPH BABILITY OF HIT ON CONVOY WITH SINGLE TORPEDO 123

amount, which we may ('all x. Then the length I column methods are applicable to straight run tor-
for the nearest neighbors to the ship fired at will be pedoes without much difficulty. If, however, we have
L -- 2x. If the station-keeping errors are assumed to a torpedo which enters a convoy and then zigzags
be random, then the I for the next nearest neighbors or circles to increase its chanc of a random hit, the
will be L + 2 /2 x, for next 1= L + 2 N/,i x, resulting diagrams become almost hopelessly con-
etc., until the diffuse targets overlap and the whole fusing. Such we call "curly" torpedoes. Some calcu-
column becomes essentially one large. diffuse target. lations have been carried out for curly torpedoes on

a single target by direct methods, but the combina-
* tion of a curly torpedo (or salvo thereof) and a multi-

-- S O Al T plicity of targets is veiy hard to evaluate in that way.
It is possible, however, to write, explicit expressions
for the probability of a hit by a torpedo of quite ar-

I bitrary type. While these formal expressions cannot
1 readily be evaluated, there are certain simplifica-

tionis possible which lead to useful results and permit
I us to estimate the effectiveness of some types of
-- PROPER POSITION FOR NEXT SHIP curly torpedoes when used against groups of ships.

X D efi i it io ns:

I. Let p.(x,y) be the probability density of ships[ -ACTUAL POSITION OF NEXT SHIP at (x,y) (coordinates are in space relative to the con-
. .voy throughout) in the sense that p,(x,y)dxdy is the

1"i(munR 7. Station-keeping error. probability that a ship have its center in the in-
finitesimal area dxdy.

In this picture of the convoy we think of the posi- 2. Let (XoY 0) be the point from which the sub-
tion of the ship aimed at as being fixed and the p!!i- niarn fifes its tyurpudo. It is assumed that only one
tions of other ships becoming increasingly uncertain torpedo is fired (see above).
the farther removcd they are from the ship aimed at. 3. LTet f(x,y,:o, Yo,a) = 0 he the equation of a
It is-evident that the actual state of affairs from the poessi!le torpedo path starting at (X0,Y0). Variation
submarine's point of view is something of this sort, of the parameters a gives the family! of all possible
though the specifi( way in h-lhich the uncertainty in- torpedo l)paths starting from the firing point.
creases may vary from that. assumed above. If, how- 4. Let 0(a,a0) be the probability density that a
ever, the calculations reu(ird are prohibitively torpedo aimed along path ao actually travels along
lengthy, a simplification is possible by doing away path a.
with this variable diffuse )icture and treating each The meanings of these symbols are illustrated in
column of the convoy as a diffise target in which the Figure 8. In such a case the parameter a might be
ships are distributed nmore or less at random, that ttken as the angle between the torpedo path and
is, with probability that a torpedo passing through convoy course. The function 0(a,a,,) then describes
it will hit a ship given by the angular errors which the submarine may be ex-

pected to make in firing its torpedo.
P In estimating the chance of a hit we will first as-

a sume that the torpedo is known to be traveling along

where a = ship spacing in column, a certain path, uotermined by the parameter a, and
This "random column" method is very simple and determine ils chance of hitting. Tiis chalice is then

conveni(nt but is not ac('curate at close ranges. In averaged over all values of a, thus allowing for errors
these m.aqs the actual probability of hitting the ship in firing the torpedo. This process is precisely anal-
aimed at is consideral e, and the ran(om column ogous to that (arriemd out for the diffuse target
di. snt.s this chance. For browning shots fired at a method with a straight run torpedo.

(.onsidelrabl( (listanvc from the convoy, however, this ('onsider first a short sc('tion of the torpedo path.
method is very satisfactory. Any ship which happen.s to be 'lose enough to the
Th, simple counting, (liffuse targ't, ard rnnoIom path of the torpedo will be hit, but since we know

CONFI II:NTIAL
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ing out" t It robability (or density) function with
a certitin sweep rate. Th'is~ sweep rate is determined
by the type of torpedo, size of ship, andl other things.
For a regular contact-fuzed torpedo the area swept
out (Which hla,, the property that any ship whose
center lies in the area gets hit) is given hy drawing a

'0"

............................

...................... .

110010' 8. Cono 'fV Shown Lis (10011iy f111101011

ship in to scahl hadinig onl the reeipro( al of convo03 foras, depending on the detailedl type of torpedo and
course (corresponding with the fat t that the diagram ship involved. To obi~tn the sweep rate for such a
is relative to the convoy), with center on the torpedo torpedo, we follow thle saime procedure, sliding a
path, and sliding its Center along the~ relative path. figure show%-ing the target area rather than just the
Thia is illustrated in I'iguire 9. This sweep width area of thle ship.
depends on the angle between torpedo path aiflu As the torpedo proceeds along its path it sweeps
ship's course and is denoted hy S(O). out the density of ships p. with sweep width S(O).

For it hion-ing torpedo the effective target areat is In Figure 10, 1 gives the distaince which the torpedo
larger than the ship itself andl may have a variety of hals traveled, anid we let p(I) he thle probability that

CON Fl1)ENTIAL
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/ ' In its complete run, then, the torpedo's chance

COURSE of hitting is.... pL) = 1 - ,r  p~sdl

-I/ jWe niust rememler, however, that this result ap-

/.SWEPT AREA plies only for the particular torpedo path selected
./and that the integration indicated is performed along
that path with appropriate values for p, and S. This- / may be indicated by introducing the parametei a

-TORPEDO PATH .into the nottion as follows,

Here p[a] is the probability the torpedo will score
it hit if it goes along the path a. It is then necessary

SWEEP WIDTH obtain the average value of p[a to obtain the

/ 0tprobability that a torpedo fired from (X, Y0) aimed
Sivnjo .Sweep width of torpedo, to go on path a0 will hit a ship, which ,we denoteby

P(Xo, Yao).
the torpedo will have hit a ship by th' time it has "

j gone a distance 1. P(X, Yo,ao) =)0(a,ao) 7[a]da
* In going a additional distance dl it would sweep all a

out pSdl ships (p, and S may be functions of 1), e(a,ao) - pth.a.but the chance that the torpedo actually reaches theaao 1, da

R! Rl a

It is evident that our previous methods of calcu-
, / FIRING POINT lation were simplifications of this formula in which

2,/ the quantity in braces was assigned one of a set
.. / /of values by inspection of a diagram, and the func-

/ /tion 4 was approximated by a population of cases
/' / / aw~(in the examples discussed, 20 cases). It is also pos-

/ 7 SWEPT ~AAEsible to approximate the expression by neglecting the
./. error function 0 if we assume that the position of the

"C / / ship aimed at is not definitely known. In this picture
/. 9(9 the torpedo track is taken as perfectly definite, but

FIRING POINT

i- TORPEDO PATH I

0.1

FiouRnE 10. Typical torpedo path, drawn straight for I 0.2

simplicity. 1 UNITS OF

0.3 P)

distance "1' is I - p(l). Hence the inrease in proh-
ability of hitting is o.ONO

dp) = poS [I - p(i)J dl. 0.5

Solution of this equation gives us 0.6

-log [1 - p()1 =f,l, L.-- o. I

or Fo() 1 I -
'p '  FIIm1n 11. Graphiidl eIlcultion of pn,bability of

CONFI-).f hitting.
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target positions relative to it arc indefinite and tho or - log (I ~ p.A II
function p, is made to absorb tho torpedo firing
errors. Then where- At, is the total area swept out in the( conlvoy

P(X1,- P4 a4  
b y the torpedlo.

P(X" 1,1'all - V1,011n 1 he use of this formula can lie illustrated by thc
If wc make thle further simplifying nimlnlptin simplo casec of a straight run torpedo. We drawv thc

that 1), is uniform throughout the convoy and Zero torpedo path at a given angle, as in Figure 11, and
outside [i.e., P, = (no. of Klhips)/(eonlvoy arvit)J, this scale off along it distances proportional to 1/P.8.
becomes Mark resulting points of division by thle corre-

sponding multiple or 8ubmultiple of 1/pS. Then
P(Xn, l'o,eio) =I e-",for any position of the convoy shown dotted in Fig-

j_

SUBMARINE'S BEST SHOT
Fmin(,l 12. 1'rohtbjljl div hgrill for Coduttorpedo0.
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TRUE COURSE OF ZIG-ZAG ure 11 we can read off the value of -log (1 - I')
in this case about 0,32. The corresponding value of
P is about 0.27. In order to carry out a number of
such calculations for different positions about the
convoy, we prepare a diagram whicl has torpedo
paths at (very 10 degrees, similarly scaled off, and
draw in what might loosely be called ioprobability
contours. Such a net or coordinate system is shown

. in Figure 12. By placing the convoy (drawn on trans-
5' parent paper) over it we can tell at a glance what

the submarine's best shot is from any point by pick-
ing the one along which the convoy has the greatest
"length" measured in that coordinate system. That
length also tells us what the submarine's chance of a
hit is. One such coordinate system will do for all
firing positions, torpedo track angles, and sizes and

COURSE IN CONVOY SPACE shapes of convoy. A new system must be drawn for
.. each density, size, and speed of ship in convoy, and

for each new type of torpedok
For curly torpedoes the procedure is more com-

plicatcd. If, however, the torpedo is one which has
a periodic type of motion, such as zigzag or circling,
an estimate of its effectiveness is not too difficult.

MEAN LINE We can consider the motion of the torpedo (relativeOF ADVANCE"
0\0 to the convoy) as made up of a straight-line motion

along the mean line of advance, with peuriodic ex-
.cursions superimposed. By plotting in detail the

course and area swept out for one cycle we can de-
termine the Area swept per unit distance made along
the mean llie of advance. This determines an ef-
fect.ive sweep width, which we can then use as if

" the torpedo proceeded In a straight 4ourse along the

SWEPT AREA mean line of advance. Thus we draw the torpedo's
mean line of advance and scale off distances in units

§ proportional to l/p,S', where 8' is the effective
sweep width. We must also scale off along it the dis-
tance that the torpedo actually runs so that its maxi-

10 MEAN LINE mum range will he properly taken into account.
91 OF ADVANCE These various steps are illustrated in Figure 13.

1.2 Such torpedoes will actually run straight for at
7 1.0 least part of the run and may then start to circle or

THOUSANDS OF YARDS 6 9 zigzag as the ease may he. The probability diagram
.8 applying to a straight run is then used out to the

.7 appropriate distance, and circling or zigzagging dia-.4 gram for the remaining yards to run. This is shown
S4.5in Figure 14.

.3 UNITS OF The chief advantage of this method is that it is
2 -jI- (P) quik and flexible. Once the required diagrams have

0 .been worked out for any particular type of torpedo,
0 one can readily decide what the submarine's best.

"ICURE 13. SWeep ,ute fo,' Zigzg torl)edo, shot is from a given position, and estimate his chance

CON FI l)ENTrIAL
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-FIRING POINT07

6 1 '25

THOUSANS OF 
!:: : : -YARDSRUN-.~~ 'STRAIGHT RUN -*s

NUNITS OF 50%,

2 -'---7'G-A25%5

00
Fiue 4 oreo hc ro trihtad4ic

/.iORMAL FORMTI0
CONVO 4OF

-. 30%09

whichute t4orpedo ich re isryishot (lUetn 0

ofoing ta tl metho t tdinde , ins rbbltye
subnain can sie aptednfor ll inltshi and tim
tileo Tore atpritithagod tlanae inov shitn utlad 50%
pearlar gohdip im ae. When the range atwhch t 25%-
whc h opedo is fired is very longt (greate than 0 ars,%
100rsthe actual chance maf lo lltL a elFOMAIO

*in firing tile torpedo might cause it to miss the

convoy altogether. In the intermediate range, how- -:::::::

ever, the probability calculatedl in this way shiould*****
be fairly accurate.*: :

It is possible to reduce the prob~ab.ility at long0::
ranges to more reasonable values b~y introdulcing a 0

very shiple 0(a,an), which gives at rough approxima- 50%
tion to the actual torpedlo firing errors. For instance 2C:
one can take 0 as dlefined for three angles, the op- 0
tirmum and 10 degrees to eithler side of it, and equal TRIANGULAR
to one-thirdI at each angle. Pile prob~ability of at FORMATION

torpedlo hit for eacih of these thlree anglesm can readily
be averaged to give a rouigh figuire inceludling tile 0 5000

effect of firing errors. SCALE-YOS
Figures 15 to 17 are giv'en ats examples of the type lw~o 5 rbhltxo i ofugfrdfeetcn

of rsult whch ae obaind byealelatoI19of th-j voY format ions 5,000-)'d' contact. torpedo. Difltise target
sort. owl 1,0(1 of ,-al,-olat ifon.
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500

25%
00%

0% 60 SHIP CONVOY
60 SHIP CONVOY

25% 25%

500%

50%

25%
0% 0 1000 *SCALE -YD

SCALE- YDB
Fumm 17. Probability of hit. withl 15,00O-yd circling

1' 115Ifl. Prohebility- of hit. widh I I,Ofl-yd Ai chug I ope~o Ilidu scp to md-ohod of calcubutton:
I orpedo. Raul(looi~g l S ipieoP 011(1oF (IitiI lttI-ion 110 01.101'. "10 0r1or,.

9. THE P11013ABILJTY OF 111'Mi A
SINGLE SHIP OF A TASK FORICE FRN

Ship formations with large spaving between ships, POINT
ms~ in a task force, a~llow~ a relatively simplu method
of determining torpedo probabiflity curves.similar to
thosc. shown in Figures 16 to 17. A submarine firingI
torpedoes at such a formation would presumably firo
at a specific target, and the iflerelsed prob~ability of
hitting duc to neighbor'ing ships would he sinall. Thue
following mothod, whieh involves the probablhility ofI
hitting a single ship, can he used:r

w = 1-- in radians,
rS

SHIP
8 = Isin 0, LENGTH .9

= 1o0 -1 - oegrees.
7r ,'mumis 18. Angle suhided by ship.

ON F1A1) EYI AD1
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Assuming a normal distribution of firing errors. let For example, for C - 0.25, m = 0.225, and if 1 - 250
= ($) be the standard deviation of firing yards,

errors in degrees at hearing 0 (relative
Space), 2,500 sin0.

a

p(r,) -- probabili:y of obtaining a hit from range This reasoning is based on Figure 18 which is
). at bearing 0. drawn in space moving with the velocity of the ship

Then (the same as the ta sk forv) and thus r is the length

-p1 W r'dx of the relative track of the torpedo. In Figure 19,
r, =a v j_ on the other hand, s (which has nothing to do with the

(I) S of Figure 18) is fhe length of the torpedo's track on2 W/2
2 [/ .... ;'°'d. the ocean. This figure shows the relation between

the various angular errors, i.e., the standard devia-

x tions in angle. The two small lengths marked dx are
Setting i - -parallel and equal, and porpendicular to the tor-

- Ipelo's ocean track R.

fwp(r,O) "'I e-'t From Figure 19 the law of sines gives the follow-
"o ing relationship:

W
erf sin d i sin0

t 2v2(3)

Assume that it is desired to find the probability " - i,
contour corre.sponding to the chance of hitting
p(r,O) = C. To find'the values of r,0 for p(r.0) - C, where d is the the lead ang&l., 0 the angle off the bow,
lot erf m- C. Therefore, u the ship speed and v the torpedo speed. It is seen

that if v is assumed to be kn6wn, then the deviation

2X/2-- = of d from the trtge value will be due to errors in

180 sin I estimating u and 0.Let ASu and A'be the errors in
-I= m (2) estimating u and 0 rgspbetively, and let Ad be the

:i r r 2V2o corresp'ndirigeror in the,.value of d as computed

1801 sin 0 from the abovoeforniula. Thi~n, to a first order of ap-
21rm 2 a proximation,

K
ThRoET WHEN
TORPEDO IS -______ V '_
FIREO 8 ANGLE OFF fHE BOW t TRACK ANGLE

]";r I; I )I. Firing dingram. SUBMARINE

C()N IDE1I:NT! I,



PROBABILITY OF HITTING SINGLE SHIP OF TASK FORCE 131

co A d - sin 8 + AO P0 be1) applied to determine values of r corresponding to.
V the desired prob~ability contour. Following thiroughi) on the example to find the contour for C =0.25, thle

V following table call lie Computed:

Since 0 it), W,0 90, 120' 150
/1 7.3" 7.7" 7.90 7.70 7.30

('05 d -V VI' 4i- k" sk'ill" 6, - in 0 .3" 7.90 9.90 11.1

wehae22,5100 2,OM0Yd 3,10oyd 2,9.51Oyd 1,970yd 980yd

((it.iU 1i knots4, i = 43~ inotn, ReG 17' Er 0)

-%/ --i'4 sin~ 6 From the data in the table the curve p(r,6) =0.25

VL can 1)0 drawn as in Figure 20.
In addition, we should adld another term Ai to ac-
count for minor equipment arnd personnel inaccura.,pr, 02

-- -_ Pies. Tf thn orrors Au, AO, and Ai are independent and
atru distributed normally with) standard devftttions
E,, Re, and Rj respectively, then the standard dovia-
tion E of the normal distribution of d is given by 20130 YARDS
the formula,

k2  sin2 9 + Eo2ca,
E2 ~+ Ei".I Z-k &2si 0____ 2850 YARDS

Since it hins been found that B,,/n oft on equals FE,,'

the above foriula may he written 197 YRS

B,2 
=+ E 2, (5)

Before equation (2) can ble applied, however, the lut2.Dngrontmpt.
relationship between It and amust be determined. FOR 0 agrzn epae

Vr~ 1 Fiur T,'his eurve represents the locus of points from whichi
dX sil (6+ 90- 0 a, a sUbmnarine firing a *13-knot, torpedo i-an expect a

sin ~ +90 -1) r~25 Pr cent chanee, of bitting a ship 250 yardls long,
sE(sin 0 mi t + co 6 (Wi 0) x Sill I located at the origin and traveling 18 knots. A tern-

sin ~ plate, dlraw~n to the proper scale and having the shaipe
0. sin tof this corvi'. raui be lisp() to determine the prol)-

sinBics ( -01'ability contour about a tas9k force. It mst be reMeil-

- gin bered that this miethod dtoes not considr he r ofth
a template for a task force in at circular disposition.

Hil os-4 d)' (6) iv t'nvelope of all the individual curves is the
sill(0 +d).lesired contour. (IThis method assumecs that the sub-

'Rill0 ms (d0 4 marine aims its torpedo ait the optinium point, for
sin 0 cos d + vos 6 sinl di ' the Rulmarine, in the disposition and that there is at

E ship ill the position aimled iat.) T1hie placeinent of
a = the serceti about the screened unit onve the prob-

I+tall d ability contours are known is dlescribecd in the ro.-
tan111- mnaining pagps of this chapter.

Using equations (5) and (6) to determine values Only straigit. rua torpedoles are envisaged in this
of ca for various valuies V 0, equation (2) may1 then trevatment. Curly or homning torpedoes against ships

C -ONI DINTIAL
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pp~rO)-C FORp~rG-C FO INDIVIDUAL SHIP
TASK FORCE

SHIPS ARE STATIONED
ON THIS CIRCLE TASK FORCE

JFtowts 21. Uso of tolflphltO

of it task force w~ouldl requirce at coniniution of con- (IegIree to stal'hoardl (relative), that on the left the
sidurations, those of Sectioni 8.3 and, pa;i~,de- salni relative angle to port, !.;jbh-menasuired from the
Vailed knowledge of thei torlpedo characteristics. Such ronvoy's course. The inelluded forward region. is the
latter fall Ou~tside thie scope or the present work.

........................................i....

9- THE SUB3NMRGED APPRIOACHT REGION VA

.. .. ..... i z

I[ a s1uIruie611 is to h~aVe the chance( G] Of scoring N 2!' ,.T " . 2

a hit with one torpedo, it mudt reach a point on tIT( le''74 ~
curve p(r,O) =C. Since tils Nvill he within visuial or .....

radlar range of the convoy, it must make its approach. .......
to this curve suhmnerged. Lat its subinrgc'l 8pt'ed b...........v
z, the speed of th1 ' cnvoy Ibcing i, and ansuic that,"
as in the eaise of a normnal submarine, z < -u. Then it
is not necessarily possible for the submarine to at- CNO

tain the curve p(r,O) =U. Th'Ie positions on time oean
fromn wh ich this is possibIle fill out at region called \ 4~ /

subnmerfjcd tij)))o(1I'J reg/ion ftc,, constructed as fol- ~ A
lows: l)rtt'v two tangents to the curve p(r,0) =',thme

oIne on thel right making oin angle of ~'~sin-1 (z/n) /

n 1 ugh subme.rged mpped I bmtfarhics Ic.quirc sep)arate con-
sideration, which would be beyvoil the scoIK. uf 1.i9i work. Imein.:t '22. Slmbwncg('d uprovi r)~~IIegion.l

(CONFI DENTIAL



THlE PLACING OF THE SCRBEEN -,133

*submerged approach region (Figune 22). The aingle arouIndl the forward piart of tho danger' zone, its two0
and the tangents Pre the limiting (submerged) ap- ends being on the limiting approach lines and per-
preach angle and lines, respectively. All this has been pendiC1lrto them1 (So8o' in Figure 2.).
considered in Seetion 1.3. Such a ..len:em would give( 100 per cent protection

against sulimerged submarines if it were perfetly
tight, i.e., if it had 100 per cent line efficiency. U n-

11 T I l PLACI NG OF TIIE SCHIFI N fortunately the dlistanices iflvr,lvedl require 808,' to be
so long that no normally available number of escorts

Recferring to Figure 22, it is obvious that the taek can provide a screen with anything like such a high
which the sonar screen has to accompliulh is at iioai line efhcitoncy. The efficiency might, for examnplc, turn
to intercept submarines which come from the suh- out to he only 15 per cent, which represents the
mergedl approach region Ro (here Ro is dlrawn ror- chance oif preventing the submarine from approach-
respondIing to p(r,O).. = 0, the limit of the torpedo ing to within easy torpedIo range. Then consideration
(danger zone); for other submarines (10 not constitute must be given to defending le-sv of the torpedo danger
an immediate danger, its long as they romin sub- zone with at shorter, a-nd hence tighter, screen, Sen-
merged. Inasmuch as the line efficiency of the screen tion 6.4' discusses the spacing between the screeni-ng
is greater the more escorts there are per unit length, units, and presents a me~iod of (letb~i-miing tht,
the best way of intercepting submarines entering the tightness of a screen having a given spacing. It, for
torpcdo dlanger zone from Ro is to dispose them in example, C = 10 per cent, the level curve p(r,o)
the shortest line connecting the limiting approach C = 0. 1 being smaller than p(r;9) = 0, a screen, aong!
lines and lying outside th e danger zone and inside S' would. be shorter and hence tighter than SoSo'.
!?.i. Siichi a line is constructed by stretching a string If its, linp effi iono" were, for examl, 2 e et

S ,. ... .. . . . . ** **......* . .. . . A .. .. ....*

M:: N.

.CO......... .....



134 SONAR SCREENS

the submarine would have a less favorable chance to be true even if 1 - (line efficiencyScSc') is somewhat
of hitting the convoy than when the screen &So' was greater than C. Hence, from this point of view, the

used. If it fires from outside the screen, its chance of "best screen" would he somewhat farther out than
a hit is, at most, 10 per cent; if it attempts to cross e just low much farther is a difficult matter to
the screen so as to be able to fire from a very favor- estimate. Exactly the same reasoning can be made
able position, its chance of success is possibly as in different words, as follows: If we are going to have
great as 75 per cent. Obviously the submarine would a certain chance of having one of our ships torpedoed,
do the latter (assuming that it is indifferent to its we would prefer to have a greater chance 9f getting
own safety and merely tries to maximize the chance the submarine; the best 0e8 0' should be a little
of a lilt). But in the previous ease this course of action farther out than Ao~%o. In whichever form this
would have given an 85 per cent chance of success reasoning is given, it reposes on the fact that a sub-
for the submarine, Thus SuSr' would be a better marine firing outside the screen is less likely to be
screen. This contraction of the screen must, however,
not be carried too far. If C =80 per cent, the level
curve p(r,O) = C = 0.8 might well give a high
(e.g., 90 per.cent) line efficiency. The submarine
would simply fire from outside the .scrocn and not
attempt to penotrate it and would have as much as
an 80 per cent Iphance of making a hit. What value
of C must be chosen to give optimum results? w

Assuming always that the only consideration t
governing the submarine's behavior is the desire to M 9 ,INE EFF S I-LINE :1,F' SF "
make a hit and that It has no primary concern for c
Its own safety,; then its best course of action is to

attempt to penetrate the screen Sese' when;1vr I
(line efficiency of ScSc%')is greater than C, and will fire
from just outside the screen if C is greater than 1 -
(line efficiency of ScSr'). In either case its probability
of scoring a hit (assuming that once it gets through
the screen ui , foeted it can certainly make a hit) 0 t1
Ii t1oh gircalr of the twv,,:quantitics 1 - (line efficiency 0 C-0 00
of S ,S'), C. The situation is visualized by the graph 0
of each of these quantities regarded as functions of lMouitio 24. OI)tinum t4actics diagram.
C (Figure 24). The submarine's chance of hitting is
evidently represented by the heavy line, i.e., 1 - attacked than one which tries to cross the screen
(line efficiency SrS') for values of C less than the first.
intersection of the two curves, and U itself to the Secondly, it is not strictly true that once a sub-
right of Co. The optimum screen is the one cor- marine has crossed the screen undetected it is sure to
responding with that C which gives the submarine score a lilt. Again this tends to make the "best
the least chance of hitting, SS'. This leads to tie screen" somewhat farther out thian So.Sc.'. If the
principle: chance of a hit at close range is g, (0 < g < 1), to carry

To obtain the best screen, usc a e w-c ,qcS' of the through the preceding reasoning we must replace the
type shown in Figure 23, and bring it in (i.e., increase graph of 1 - (line efficiency ScS&') by their product
C) until the chance of crossing it undetected just equals g[1 - (line efficiency ScSc')] plotted in the dotted
the chance of scoring a hit from a point just outside it. curve of Figure 24, and thus reach the best screen

There are several qualifications to be madc before Sc°,Sc,'.
accepting the above result. Thirdly, the submarine may be supposed to have

Firstly, submarines actually do give consideration more than one torpedo, whereas it has been assumed
to their own safety; thus, with the screen &.,Scc,' it implicitly in the foregoing probabilities that only one
wold be more favorable to them tn fire from outside torpedo was involved. Having n torpedoes would en-
the screen than to try to cross it. ''his would continue large the level curves but also increase the damage

CONFI D ENT1AL



PATROLLING OF STATIONS 135

done by a close-range submarine, and these two sion to a higher order of tactical comploxity, not the
effects would operate in opposite directions, object of the present exposition.

Fourthly, it was assume! that a submarine on- In order to incorporate the considerations raised
countering the screen does so with equal probability by these qualifications into the problem of fixing the
over the screen's entire length. Yet it is markedly optimum screen, a somewhat less artificial criterion
advantageous to the submarine to operate nfear the of advantage would have to be used. We have con-
sides of the screen so as to facilitate its escape after centrated our attention on the probability of a hit of
firing. And the rormnal tracking procedure used by one submarine with one torpedo, and shown how to
submarines tends to bring them into contact nearer minimize it,. Actually one might want to minimize
the frqpt side than the front center of a convoy of the numboiof s-.po- sunk-p-r submarine-lost-( nb-
any size. For both thes, reasons it is important to marines using salvos of torpedos and many sorts of
avoid lessening the screen's line efficiency lear its torpedos, etc.), i.e., to posit a more realistic situation.
ends, i.e., abeam. But it does not appear that as far as the present

Fifthly, in the case of screening a fast ship or task general treatment is concerned such a more'detailed
group which may be zigzagging or maneuvering rad- and complicated study would materially alter the
ically, the limiting approach angle is increased and conclusions.
the limiting lines are spread out, and hence the
screen must extend through a greater angle off either

L bow. But the principles developed earlier remain the 8.7 PATROLLING OF STATIONS
same.

The extreme case is that of the last carrl4r task When the number of escorts is insufficient to pro-
force which must be propared to change Its course vido even a moderately tight.screen without closing
radically, even to backtrack at short notice (e.g., in to unduly short distances of the c'0hvoy, it is cu,-
order to launch planes into the wind, or to avoid or tomary for the escorts to "patrol their stations," that
surprise the enemy, etc.). Circular screens around the is, to take a course which causes their position to
whole task force are frequently used in such cases, oscillate about their station sometimes quite a dis-
either with equally spaced escorts, or, more effi- tancoe (e.g., 600 yards) to the right and then to the
ciently from the antisubmarine point of view, with loft of the point (fixed rclativo to the convoy) which
closer spacing in:the forward parts of the circle, represents the assigned station. The reasoning upon

Even when as radical a measure as a circular distri., which this process is based is the following.
bution is not necessary, all turning of the convoy into When there are too few escorts, the distance be-
unswept waters must be avoided. The screen should tween two adjacent ones will be such that a sub-
be extended In the direction the convoy expects to marine has a very good chance of passing through
turn, so as- to detect any submarines possibly present the screen undetected provided it goes about mid-

- therein. This is particularly important in view of the way between the escorts; in other words, the screen
tendency of tracking submarines to accumulate along has "holes." There are two possibilities: Either the
the flank: They are surfaced while tracking, but sub- submarine knu m where such holes are or else it (lees
merge and become a danger when the convoy turns, not. If it does, it can profit by their presence, and

Finally,it may be obje.ted that-the ren. onitig upon thus the strength of the screen will aIvu W be judged
which the choice of S.o%,' was based appeared to by its veakest point. If it does not know, it will.cnter
assume that the submarine knew the values of the the screen at a randomly chosen point, and thus the
various probabilities involved, a thoroughly unreal- strength of the screen would be measured by its
istic assumption. Actually this (loes not invalidate avcrage strength, i.e., the average of its probability
the reasoning. We were merely calculating the chance of detection. Now the object of patrolling stations is
of success of the submarine if it did the best thing to deprive the submarine of the possibility of utiliz-
from its point of view. Its ignorance can only result ing the holes, since, when it is near the screen, it is
in its taking a, for it, less favorable course of action, proceeding submerged and without being able safely
i.e., it will diminish its chance of success. Thus our to use it- periscope. Of course the patrolling must
reasoning subsists but does not attempt to figure on have an irregular or random character. Thus patrol-
the chance of the enemy's making a blunder. To ling stations make the second of the above possibili-
figure in such a chance would be to carry the discus- ties the actual one. The average tightness of the
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* screen is the valid index of effectiveness, an(1, lowv 2
though it be, it is much higher than the probablility
of detection in the hole. 0

Figurp 25 Rhows the situation graphi cally. The
ordinate represents the prob~ability of (leteetion at a
poilit along the screvn represented b~y the albscissa.

-' I Patrolling randomizes the situation with regard to
tho submarine, thus replacing the original curve (a)
by the average ordinate horizontal line (b). The
area tinder (a) equals that under (b).

a b CONVOY

MEASURE OF UPCIVNG
WITH PATROLLING A

MEASURE Of EFPECTIVENES
WITHOUT PATROI.UNG t4

1"101111K 3. Tht) urt of p~atrollinig of rdations, Fu'icum 26. Stationing of piekpv;s.

as picket.? (1, 2, 3, 4), Figure 20. The: pickets ac-
PICKETS comphish the following tmkd

* 11 They riot ats visual or radar obsnivors for sur-
The, screen considered hore is -a line screen. One face'submarines; this is particularly Important when

of a different gort and giving an effect of defense in air coverage is lacking, or only present 1n forward
depth (e.g., by alternate staggering of ships) would sectors.
have the disadvantage of creating wake interference -2. They investigate suspicious contacts and aid in
and (liffliculties of maneuvering. Nevertheless a line *making attacksi upon mubmarines which may be do-
screen can be given some of the attributo.5 of defense tected by to Screen or by their having attacked a
in depth by supplementing it with esceorts mtationedl ship in the convoy.
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it Chapter 9

AERIAL ESCORT

THIE TACI'Al, SITUJATIION g('ther dependent onl the et I)ut at p~resent doeCs not
exceedi goodl daylight visual dletection. Hydrophone

W IIEN A FORMATrION Of Ships (SUCh aS a merchant ranges dePend on sound conditions and sea state, as
eovoy inl tranIsit, a task force, or task group in wvell as size and speed of convoy; undcr ordinary

cruising disposition) pasges through submarine waters conditions thchy arc not much in excess of 15 miles,
a(i.e., waters possibly containing hostile submnarines) but under idp~al conditions with it large fast task

safety canl he inlej ansed by acc-ompanying the forina- force they mavy attain 50 miles. R~, which is the great-
tion with airertifl (carrier or land bascd) which per- cst of all these ranges measured from a reference
form systematic flights in its vicinity. Such flights point 0 fixed in the convoy and thus taking Into ac-
arc the 9i4lbjivt of this chapter; they tire oudled the count convoy size, has in most cases values between

aeria~l escort, the defendedi ships being termed in all 15 and 30 miles. The circle of radius RI and center
eases;!the convo,". It is to be emphasized that the at the referance point 0 is the detection circle. The
primiiry object hereis defenhie-to redluen the dlanger detection circle may be dencribed as the area wvithi
to the convoy--as contrasted With-1 the primarily which submarines hiave air'lappreciablo chaxio of do-
offesv pups f flights Stich as thedtatbm toeting thd convoy, aind i6atside of which they hove3

searches made by Aircrafti Carrder Escort (CVE) little,
killer groups, where thme dcst~uction oi the maximum -t

n mumber of submarines is the primary' aim. To put itC
in slightly different terms: It a submnrine is present,
the success of the aerial escort Is ;;'maurcd by its C AREA OF 'IUBA ERGED
abilty to prevent t .rl-narine frili damnaging ti'APROC

convoy; w~hile thle mo(Tt satisfiaetijry reoult is tin-
cloubtedly the taniking of the subi~arinv, the escort.
must also be regarded ats successful if its mere dc- 0 D A
teetion of the submarine hermits4 time convoy to avoid
it, or even if its lIresmence induces the submarine to
submerge and remain submerged in a region from/
whlich no submerged attack upon thle convoy can . .

be dlivered.,
In order to attack at convoy, i, sub-marine must

first dut -t thme convoy; Yecond, make an approach
(usually with tracking) to within firing rttnge of the
convoy; third, fire its weapons; fourth, withdraw to DETECTION CIRCLE
safety. Aerial escort is chiefly instrumental in ob-
structing the first andl second of these operations. Its
firot function (prevention of dectection) shall be F"mrieas 1. 'Icl taictical regions.

eaied thme scoiig effect; its second (prevention of
approach), the screeni-ng. Figure 1, which is drawn relative to the convoy

In ainy definite situation there will be a maximum (in which, therefore, reference point 0 reinains fixed),
range ? ait which a submarine, using all its facilities, shows the tactically relevant Icatures: '1he convoy
call (ete ct the convoy. Visuial detection of at non- and its surrounding torpedo danger zone (Shaded), the
smoking convoy in ideal weather occurs at at distance area of submCiegc( apprcoach (see Chapter 8), and the
limited only b)y the earth's cuirvatuire and atmos- (letection circle. There is also shown (hounded by
pheric retraction, but it can he greatly lowered by (lot-tell lineOs) the ILVIa within whichi the ships of the
adverse meteorologic-al condlitions and[ increcased by convoy andi its escort can detect a surfaced sub-
convoy smoking. Radar dletection of convoys is alto- mnarinle. The convoy is heading up the, page at the
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138 AERIAL ESCORT

speed made good of v knots. The region ABCD shall to the convoy than A or D since they would be de-
be called the danger zone; if.a submarine has reached tected by surface units; and an attempt to enter be-
it, it is in contact with tit convoy and can submerge yond B3 or C would require their loss of contact with
at will and then make a submerged approach tn- the convoy. A precis, metlind of evaluating the
detected by the aircraft; to reach tie danger zone is screening effctiveness of a plan will be found in
a usual tactical objective of attacking submarines. Sections 9.3, 9.A and O.5.

The figure is drawn on the assumption that the When aerial escort vccomplishing these results is
submarine's submerged speed is less than the con- maintained day and night, maximum protection is
voy's speed, In the contrary case, the solid curve obtained. Should it be necessary to discontinue tile
CDAB may have to be drawn much farther back of flights at night, it is important that predark flights
the torpedo danger zone-corresponding to the locus of a scouting character be made at greater distances
within which the endurance of the submarine sub- around the convoy in order to clear tile waters
merged just suffices to close the torpedo danger zone. through which the convoy will bass in the night as
Or the curve may be absent entirely, who this on- well as to detect submarines which may be stalking
durance is very great. In this case the dlniter zone the convoy, intending to closo it at night. The char-
will bu ti e ring shaped area inside the dotectipn circle acteristics of such flights will bo pxamincd in Section
and outside the dotted curve.

In order to have scouting effectiveness,' i.e., in Tile only practicable flight I)lns for regular aorlal
order to prevent the ouhmar!n from gainling con- escort (all those which are flowncoDLinuously during
tact wih the convoy (so that it will either ropt know a length of tim, and excluding preclark flights) are

r. that the convoy is present, or, in case it ,Ilas ben priothe onc;,-Aftr the pcric,, of -'Ihours til plan of

directed to the convoy by means olier than its own 'flight isgope ated, the paths flown iduring the nex T.
immediate detection, have no precise knowledge of hours being identical (as seen.reatlvoto-tho convoy)-
the position or course of the latter), it is nelcssary to those of the preceding T hours; this continues as
that the aerial escort fly a sufficient a .ourit directly long aa the plan is flown. The period T slould be of
outside the detection circle, particularly In the for- the order of one or two hours. Thus the plot of every

I ward regions, which are those in which submarines regular plan relative to the convoy consists of'one
. are most likely to be encountered by the circle or more closed circuits, tie whole. being flown every

(Section 1.5). A method of evaluating numerically the T' hours. The geographic plot is not closed, but is of
scouting effectiveness of any given flight plan will be an advancing }ccurrcnt nature, the- length cf the
set forth in Sectiii 9.2. recurrent figurc flown by each aircraft being T times

In order to have screening effectiveness, the escort the aircraft's giound speed (or average ground speed,
flights must be so made that the tracking and ap- in case of variations in the latter due to wind or other
proach. procedures normally carried out by a sur- causes).
faced submarine are impeded. Essentially this means One assumption is presupposed in the quantitative

* that entrance to the danger zone must be barred, probability reasoning concerning any aerial escort
and that this area itself must be covered so that even plan, that the submarine does not know the plan. Other-
if a submarine has entered it and submerged, it will wise any plan using a normally restricted number of
have a material chance of being detected should it aircraft would be ineffective. Actually, it is difficult
momentarily surface or otherwise show its presence. to imagine that tho enemy could ever obtain suffi-
The importance of barring the arc BC is due to the ciently detailed information concerning the plan to
fact that a submarine in the path of the convoy but be enabled thereby to penetrate undetected.
unaware of the latter's presence is likely to be picked
up by this arc as it moves over the watur with the
convoy, by which time the submarine will detect the 9-2 THE SCOUTING EFFECTIVENESS
convoy and then b in a favorable position to sub-
merge and deliver an attack. The importance of A measure of tile effectiveness of any aircraft
barring AB and CD is duc to the fact that these will escort plan as a method of scouting is the probability
normally be crossed by submarines which have which. it affords of detecting (visually or by radar)
tracked the convoy on the surface; such submarines submarines which are so moving that they will
cannot enter the area of submerged approach nearer eventually enter the detection circle, detecting them,
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THE SCOUTING EFFECTIVENES 139

;XV- that is, before they enter thc circle.' It is assumed convoy (see Section 1.2). Diawv the two tangentA to
thAt these submarines arc. proceeding surfaccd (or the detection circle making the angle 0 with the con-

schnorchelling) in a straight courme at speed ui. The voy course.
-*probability will depend on this speed, as well as on Step 3. Measure the total length Lo of that part of

the position of thc submarine's path. It should be thc aircraft path which lies outside the detcction
noted that the word "scouting" is used in the present circle and between thle twvo tangents drawn in step
study tu indicate a p~rimnarily defensive operation, in 2, and is situated on that aide of tile circle corre-
contrast to a frequent and more offensive connota- spending to entrance into the circle by submarines of
tien of the term. clmss CO~.

At this stage it is im-portant to emphtwizo that The required probability is then
submarines outside the detection circle arc to be re- 1L1Rv
garded as unalerted and either ignorant of the con-=1-
voy' o xistence or lnmuffliciintly informed of its posi- where WV = effective search width for the detection
tion to be enabled to make a systematic approach. of surfaced (or schnorchelling) submarines by the air-
Consequontly they may be regarded as random sub- craft (see Section 2.6).
tnarinies; all courses fire equally likely. And when at- Tis calculation of P# is carried out for a set of

tention is confined to submarines on courses leading angles covering the full circle. These may be taken
eventually to their entry into the detection circle, equally spaced either in 0 or in 0, at~ fore xarnplc 16
th.9y continue to he random submarines but with ap- degree intervals (6r largor if less complete informa-
proprbattely altAorod'distribato fcuss tion suffices). They are conveniently oxhited by

For expediency (if computation, the probabilities marking e~ach P0~ off radially a-long aithm starting at
ofk~reeptio)f. bfs nrinot dtcinuel:thoigin and. making an angle 0 - 'Ir (and hence

are evatluatitl for taxg'eta of each velocity cla,-(o, dirceted toward the ineming submarineo)wilhthe di-
Section 1.5). In prtactioe thia means that, aftor havr .reetion of tile convoy. When the resulting points are

ing estimated the probable cruising speed it of an un- joined by a smooth curve, a pilar diagrain (to -be
alerted surfaced ('r schnorchcelling, tw the emue may called the scouting diagram) is3 oIbtalned-A corre-

* ~e) submarine, a track angle 0 is selected, and at- spenlding polar diagram of P" plotted against 0 or
lenlion is fixked on thle class Cs of surfaced submarines 0 - ri can lau drawn, but being less directly related

dfspeed i whIch (1) proeed at thle selected track to the relative picture of the flight plan. it gives a
4ii2gic 0, (2) have tracks relative to tile convoy which less clear indication of its scouting tightness.

t~uier he etetio cicle.The th prbablit P~ It is noted that in the case of fast convoys whose

ithat rjul submarines be deteted by the aircraft is Rpeed v tis greater tilan the surfaced (or schnorehiel-
c~alculated. This is essentially at problem of barrier ling) cruising speed it of the submarine, -the polar
patrol evaluation but pertains to tile cose of barriers curve is at closed loop lying ahead of thle poelar origin
in which thle aircraft flighlts, thotugh periodic, are 0. This corresponds with thle fact that along a given
very irregular. The treatment l-es been given in See- 0 (represented ac the radial line at angle 0 - ir with

tion 1.0, and Chapter 7, and we confine ourselves the convoy's course), tilere are3 two velocity veor

here merely to setting forth a simple methlod wichl angles 0, one corresponding with submarines pro-
will usually give sufficient accuracy. ceeding toward the convoy, the othor to thlose hleaded

Step 1. Draw the escort plan to scale relative to away ftom it but overtaken by it. Thlus the loop is

the convoy, and (irav tile detection circle, cut in two p~oints by tile above radial line. When

*Step 2. From (P, it, and the convoy spcd , Find tie vc < it, there is only one point of intersection, tile
relative course 0 and speed io witih respect to tile loop enclosing 0. When v =it, 0 is oil thle loop.

"Anoheriues~ie ofet~etieoc'. s th ahlif of~ ~ Actually, thle chlief use of tile scouting tliagrain is in
c~raft to f jrcotho nalie ii),rjine t.o Mlibierge otilsitie t ho detec- Obtaining the scoutiny coefficiont, nowv to be dlefined.

-- t~ji circle, anid twis greatly to reduce its chance of detect-mg In appraising thle scouting effectiveness of a plan,
.ha convoy. T11is does not require th lircran~ft to noel file the i~aio utb ivnt otldtce
subjoLrii'e bilt, rather, the suhbmarinec to detect. t lie nircraft. oiietin usbegvnotleoaldtcd

- Since this depiends onl tho mnount, of flii itlie vaoi 1 reng fraction f oif all the submnarines whlose motion will
Without the ircle. in mood, tile smuoc mammer as the aircaft.'m lead them into thle detection circle. The numbher of
probability of uieteccing the sui),Ofi o nes, the i rOlflltilit3' submarnsoCoetigtl.crlepruttmes
of (lie latter affords a migniticuant. norni of evnilmat ion for tilerieofUenrngtlcrlepruttmes
plan. Theretore this will not lie eonlsidlerl furthier. equal to tile area 2Rwz in relative space which con-
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140 AERIAL E~SCORT

tains them, times the (el)sity of memb~ers of C# (by submfergedl speed may nmake the suibmergedl over-
the ranidomness, "independent" of 0). Thuis their taking of tile convoy possible, although only tit rela-
number is prop~ortional to ic~i = w().Of these, a tively sliort distances, on account of limited battery
numbevr proportional to ii'I1), is (l~tl'ctel on the aver- enduranoe ait such speeds. TPhis meanls that the dang~er
age. Hence, the total nuimb~er detected is proportional zone ma.y he 1)oundedl.in the rear by at curve passing
to the integral a few miles, e.g., ten, to the( rear of the convoy and

2. gently concave in its direction, and intersecting the
-- Jfo )~~ detection circle at po~nts near each beam. T1'len an

2w 0 evaluation of the sco~rting diagram and~ coefficient,

Which iS Conviuniulitly found by taking the arithmetic wi theo detection Cifeeo replaced by the composite
mean of the numbers w(),found ats above for curve consisting of thle forwvard p~art of this circle
equally spaced angles 0. If every submarine were joined to the( above rear limiting appr ' aeh ciirve,
dotected (Po - 1), thle ab)ove would reduce tM may be0 useful. Such an evaluation proi~eeds along

1 similar lines to thle earlier one, except that the diA-
w(~d~.tance 1) between thle tangents now dependsi on 0:

DO D I), rather than D 21? must be used- in the
To obtain: the required fi'aet~on, the first 6 .pression denominator-of the exponenat in the formula for PO.

Is dlivided by the second, giving This procedure"& a:a certain inaccuracy, ifiasmuch
2as it count,, submarinc-6 insjide thle detection eriebutJ 1'1ddbixhd -tbhe rear limiting approach eurvo as

f - ~~ . wirerca, te'an epced to have.,rained elnlwgh

Lolledlg(- of the convoy's location to change i,
Jo an accidental to. an intended' approach. There ar'e

a wighed ean ofthequatites ~. l'hs cn ~ cases, however, where this inaveilracy may be ig-

coutiputed by taking the equally spacedl angles 01, 95, nrd
. and obtaining THE''J~ SCHiElNINGi lEFIFlCTlVENESS

(014, w(0~2)I, +___
11(01) + 11(00.~ +I A measure of the( effectiveness of an aircraft escort

or b usng revous esuts Chat~r , euaton 4)] plan as at screen is the probability which it affords
to vauae hedenmiatr,]i te n-ttin f hpof detecting surfaced submaries 9' ic % r1akn

tofevaaen he d n m uno ththe noaton ofts a systematic approach to the convoy. Such Rub-
refrenethi giesmarines are( not only alerted but they have at faiitly

f rLithimetic mevan of iv(0j)P,,iv(0,)!,, . precise knowledge of the( convoy'is location, course,
(it + v) (2/i)E(u) ' and speed. Their approach may include at tracking

wherei) i themilvo's scvd.procedlure, and Rome form of clos9ing (e.g., alon.- at
whee numis rthe cnvoy's ( sl( l in co.fcet isi or a pproaich course or a collision coursec) to a

the numer f, cllguedo o the sn/cotiicng if the favorable position for submerging and thence mak-

the natueoft pan."gure flmesio thre soingl ofnth ing at sulhmerged close approach and attack. Their

aeral es or pan" he vaue m~c re so ally in surifa'edl approach course may therefore be quite
sensitive to possible nisestiinations of it but dependi comlplicaited, and since the pr~obab~ility of detection
Very materially upln the vale of H?. dlependls onl its geometical shape, ats well as upon the

(Crtiiin modifications of the ab'ove procvdlurc may phnse of the aircraift's motion (i.e., its position on
be useftil !in spevial situations. Thus in thoencse of itsCircuit when the stulimarille is at a given dlistance
certain submarines having extra batteries, at high fo ) h vlaino l uhpo~liiisi

i''rlcorIiciy~ai~ncoul i~erleiguiuls; ,, riot fcasible. Hlence the( i mlortanlce of the followving
hm eoplc.c, pa co ioner~s).im roeel. fc i ona- 110of arguminat, intendled to estab lish as a useful

tion of it plaun 11(Ile basis of Ii his prini, eemrs to lie less no rin of sereeninrg effective ness the pro] inbi li ties of de-
jurotitabl)0 t a thle itidircert inethil of d rawin i it a liaci- tectiiiii ciilen latec for collision.C cv o11111. With the(
cable plan anid thlen clieekitng its .seouling Vaiii It s ab~ove, Jom---
sibly ailterinug the p~lan (without. sacrificing ol ler imiportant -Or submai~rines which bY selitiorclelhiag or iiiiig !heir peri-
featuresi) for ,eoul ing i inprovien in. scope arc. ilTording tie ,,,ssi hill tY of laerifi d cc ~n
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reference point 0; in thle conlvoy as center, at circle is know how to get in Undeoteced. Consequently, the
drawn so large that it includes the ",hole aircraft paths9 A B, A BI, oe. ure randiomly situated- with ro-
escort track so far within it that there is no proh- spect to the aircraft paths. Now of all the subimarine
ability that ally of thlt' aii'ritft dIA'vuit submarine paiths Ali, A B,, etc., tile collision course A413 is the
outside it. This circle, inl general much greater than one w'h ieh takes thea least timec for thre inibmiripc to get
thle (h('toctiof circle, will he r'allvd tite reference circle, fromn A to the siibmergence circle. If therefore, the
Any apiproachiing submarine will cross the( re rence diensity of air coverage is substantially the samie

*circle ait soe( (last) point A ait the bearing 0 relative thtroughout thle regions through which ARB. A 131, ete.
*to the( convoy's course. This is shown in Figure 2, can he expeted to pass, the(, probab~ility of detection

for All is less than that for All1 , All 2, etc. On ac-
count of the( intention of tracking the( convoy before
closing, and then of entering the submerged approach
region (Figure I,!, many submarine paths may lIo

r expectedi to he of thle typo of A B1 , hence, if the prob-
ability of detection of AB is to represent a genuinic
ctnservative estimate (lower limit) of the probabili-
tics of detection. of All,, A&a etc., the flight plan
must prouide adeqmwte barri~ng of crossing the line ABl

a Consider now two collision courses: ABl and Au
(Figure 2). The( trobahility of de~tction, of ABl is
obv~iously less than that of A 0 ()0 most equal to A 0.
in tile cae- when all flying is done well outsitje the

SUBNERGENGr sub~mergence circle). If the -den sity of flight wi;'ra es-
CIRCLEsentially the sian',e at all the places through Which

the collision course of bearing angle 0 passes, out to
a point 7), and then fell to zero, the probability of

REFERENCEl CiRCLE detection of AB would he given by mrultiplying that
for.AO hy'the factor' RD/PD. If there were more
flying farther out along 01) than at points nearer to

i'ioiiu~ 2. The reference ligiiref, iin ia airoiel,. 0, the factor would he greater than IJJ./OD; if less
flying far than near, the factor would bev less thtan

drawn relative to the convoy. Olie characteristic of RD/Of), and, indeed, thle probability of detection of
thle submarine's piath is 0; another is the distance f rom AU gives little information about thait of ABl when
thle convoy ait which it submerges. Figure 2 shows the flying is highly concentrated near thle convoy; hut
three paths, AB (thle collision appronch), ABI, and such plans are b~ad plans (since they duplicato thle
A B,2, all correcsponiding to the s oaiti( 0 and samec dis- mighting operations of the surface escorts and since
tan co from c'onvoy of point of sulbre rgence (thus 13, they cover regionfi where the submarine can be ox-
B,, 132 arc all on the samne "'submergence circle"')." peeted to be already submerged) and needl not con.
How do suchi pathis compare in their probabilities cern uts hiere. T1hcir exclusion is part of the task of
of detection? Again it nmust be emlphansized that the(' thle design of a plan (Section 9.6 below). Thus, with
sub~marine is assumied not to know the acrh,.l escort reasonabile cricurt plans, the pirobability of detection
plan: the most it knows is that aeorial escort isi being of AO is at satisfactory inidex oif the tightness of the(
flown. Otherwise aerial escort with any normal nurn- scrvcu along tit(e line of hearing 0. We may add that
her of' nirertift could not be ossumevd to he useful, the probabhility for AO) is- the same, (on accouint of
innsmullch ats the( submilarine c'o1ul( be presumed to the way in which the reference circle wits drawn)

dI~ We oxming that. lie houtiary of tne stihinergenve ,as that for at collision path of hen mi ng 0 b ut e-xtend-
regi i, it a ircle, hois consu lering oit I lite si mapleml: rae Wilth i g to infinity i nsten( of to A.
at t-act ii I it hat ion k oowii inl more dletil , Hoime athe~r regioa In co nclusio n it is he re posi teidI
Ivcay lie ,nlore appropria I . Fir exallipie, tilhe ulgeal Zonier has Unde ir tihe pov iso tihat (I) the( entrance to thec
iwel i, Iill alinlyziiig t ha plani of F'igure 1 7, bill. th I a ii lcplexsu ieg(Iapoc einlea eutl ure

or tile reasoning reniaiii tile iltile. sbnre prahrg eaeutl ure
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142 AERIAL ESCORIT

(so that probability of detection of A B is not less where the tivo functions Xl(1) and Y'(t) are each
than AB), and (2) the flyinig be not undily conl- periodic and have T as a period. Indeed, T is the
centrated near the convoy, the probability 7)(0) of smallest common period of sill the functions Xl'Q),
detection of a collision course submarine coming from YI~t) for all values of i (i.e., the leatt- common multiple
infinity to 0 along the hearing 0 calculated for various of thle periods of all aircraft circuits of thle plan). Of
representative values of 0 is a norm of thle screening course some of thle aircraft may repeat their circuit
effectiveness. Thle polar diagram r = 1)(0) is called more often than others, so smaller numbers, such as
the screening polar diagram. Its construction is the T/2, may be periods of some of the pairs of functions
subject of Section 9.4. X'(t, YI(t). It must be realize~d that to give thle

A modified procedure is to take the polar diagram escort plan is to give thiese functions, and vice versa.
in which probabilities of detecting collision course
submarines outside the danger zone are plotted, ifl- Let
stead of probabilities of detection all the way in to 'Y V(X - X) 2 + (Y )2dt
0.'This occasionally gives useful indications, hut its
value is mainly in scrutinizing poor plans, ime., those be the instantftncous probability of sighting a target
in which an undue amotimt of flying is done close in. (surfaced submarine) at (x,y) by an observer (air-
In a well-designed plan, thel dingra-m as it has been craft) at (X,Y) (see Section 2.2).' W s in Chapter 2,
considered darlior. should not be too different from

& the modified case here mentioned.

.4THE SCREMNIN3 'POLAR I DAGRlAMVI CONO
GENE3RAL CONSIDEIANTIONS

As in Section 0.2, the period T of the flight plani is
ascertained, and the diagram of the plan is drawn i X
convoy space. Thle problem is to find tie proballifl~y
7i(o) of dletecting a surfaced submarine approachilig
on thle collision course-which in convoy space is the
radial line drawn ni t from 0 at the tingle 0 with the
convoy course. In order to see precisely what is in-
volved, we shiall give the exact formulation of p(O),
and afterwards study methods for its approximato
evaluation,

Let t denote the time (hours) before a particular
submarine reaches 0 (at 0, t 0). Marking an x Pio~ui 3. Collision ipproaceh: the coordinate systein.

ais in the direction of the convoy's; lludirig (the
reference point 0 in the convoy being the origin) thle probability of sighting thle submarine on its entire
and a y axis in the starboard direction (Figure 3), collision course by the ith aircraft is
the submarine's position at any time t is (x,,,and
if iv(B) is its relative speed, we have 1-~ {-f y

, qw(0)1 Cos 0 Qp f V di

-j v w(0)1 sin 0, aind ti prmolalility that at least one of thle aircraft
which are, in, fact, its equations of motion. sight it is

If (Xt' Y,') are the coordinates of the ith aircraft
at time t, this aircraft's equations of motion are of 1 -expj x y( - V,-T +: (y, =YI)21dt1
the form 0J

-" XY(), vlERctsof turget aspect nd bearing on idug robabilityare
being igi,ow~d In 01119 Assumnlimg that 'Y is a fillction of the

Y9, =YT),lixiflhce hetwcomi observer and target.
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the summation in the exponential being over all The exact computation of p(O) would 1)e a formid-
values of i which occur (e.g., from 1 to 3 if there are able task and is not warranted, in view of the fact
three aircraft flying the plan). that alny explicit expressions for -( and w(O) arc at

This is not yet the value of p(0). best only vory approximate, while at the saiie timzie
Suppose that a sceond submarine is following the there is bound to be considerable navigational in-

first at a distance w(O)r behind it (i.e., rhours later). accuracy in flying the plan. Fortunately, approxi-
If r - T, 2T, 3T, etc.. its chance of detection is the mate methods exist whereby 1)(0) can be evaluated.
same as before, because of the periodicity of the The earliest method was to use a definite range law

: 7 plan, But if 0 < r < T, it will arrive at the various of sighting and treat the problem graphically. This
points of its path when the aircraft are at a different method, except as giving very crude indications, has
phase In their circuits from those of the previous had to be abandoned. For it not only gives an un-
ease, and thus the probability of detection will be satisfactory (legreo of approximation, but, more im-
different. To find its value, we have but to write the portarit, it frequently yields a value p(O) = 1, thus

SUBMARINE'SRELATIVE
C OURSE :

SUBMARINE'S
RPLATIVE COURSE

CONVOY CONVOY
HEADING - C HEADING

0 0

A
Fiommts 4. Tvpes of pothm crossed.

equations of motion of the second submarine (x,',y), giving the impression that a perfect barrier could be
S=r s Testablished (vorre.sponding with the idea of "sweep-
X = w(O)( + r) cos 0 -- X + r, ing the ocean about the convoy clean"). This is an

Y. y I w(O)(1 + r) cos 0 - Yl 1, illusion: Every plan gives the submarine a finite
(though possibly small) chance of an undetected sur-

and substitute these expressions into tho above faced passage through the aircraft screen, provided
formula in place of (x,,y1 ), i.e., replace (xj,y,) by the velocities make such an approach kinematically
(x, +r, y1, + ). Now the value of p(O) is the prob- possible. A much better method, for the visual case
ability ,f detecting a submarine chosen at random at least, is the one based on the inverse cube law of

on the line of bearing 0. Its position is characterized sighting It is cwt, forth in ltni with the aid of
by the value of T, which is uniformly distributed in examples in Section 9.5. Here we merely outline the
the interval 0 < r < T. Thus to obtain ?1(0) we genea'al prineiples of the approximation to p(0), what-
must average the probabilities obtained as before for ever be the nature of -y, and thus applying equally
each r; we have then finally to any lnw of visual or of radar detection.

1T 71- As the first step in the a ipproximation, supposo
p(O) = 1- exp L - JY 1,) (t tr, that the sublmarine crosses two partial paths Cl,

SI.e., cither actually intersect., or pass in close enough prox-

ri = V/(., + r - XY)2 + (Y + t - 'g*)2• imity to afford at, appreciable chance of a sighting.
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..CY I-i tite plan (and possibly others), This may occur, rnation: Regaord thec submrine as stationary [e.g., tt
as in Figure 4A or 4W thle point (r',y)1 while the aircraft mnakes a givn ftigli

Phe (listinction is that in (A) thle patlis are-( either (if C. Thet forrniila considered earlier then gives for
flown by different planes or by the sai(' plane nt von- thle prob abiility of detvction dutring tis particiular
sirlerahly di i~ret Cpoch! s, and t~i- fore, bicauise of f ligh t
tile irregularities in thle flights and in the submarine's
mnotioni, etc., the detection byj the aircraft onf CI (11M( N)~ F'vi-J 2 Y.j ~~di
the (/ltcliofl on (C2 may be regfarded as, statlist irally tJ f' y 1
independent eids; whereas in the( eaise! (B3) mirh in--

deednemynot be assionod. Furthermore, du- - exl)-C +u~ ~ \ ((\ \ls,
teetion on any of these paths will not occur (i.e., 4,Jc LNX/- + Yj']
occur wvith but at negligible probability) ait a (-on-
si(Ierahle distane from the sulinarinv's pa th, for -(r) f Ir'd
example on the do~ttedl portions of C, and fJ2 aindl -e~ 4 ~ )

beyond. Thus we may ait our con venience eithier sup-
press till this more distant part of t~ir rrnths or ill- where v is the aircraft mpeed, s' is the distance
tornatively:(when it Is mathematically simpller) pro- along its path k" measured fromntiny fixed referenco.
duet' the straight lines to infinity away from theV sub)).
marine's eciurse. It then beCOMes 1 tii.?fh sunpler
problem to rilcinlatv the probr.hihfity of detection fly

EC" ad tho~n byv C.. svp:,r: :ttly W. anl by tile/A n

combinrtion:C, +I C2 it) (1B). A .we arc thus led to
the follow14.nimrstj simp~lh(tic~cr -nhm, computation
of p(O).

For Veach given 0, sciparate..tlu. aircraft's pathis into )

cohierent pieces [c, and C2 ,separately in (A), C'i + (C2

joined in (83)], and regard veh leec( simplified at its
distant par'ts either by suppressing themn or lprodueirig 15ON O 1 "'

* them to infinity ats Rtraight lines. Then Compute the
Probability of nieteetion for each part by thle methods
to be0 developed below. Lasttly, comb-Ine the( probabili-
ties of the dlifferent parts ats i a epient probabilitie.

*Thus, in (A), if pl(O) and p2(0) aire thev probabiflities of 0
* nlceteCtiori bY Ci and C2g, firld if no0 other pitlm are o

crossed!, we have
FmouiuF A. 

8iileeessjVo. pomitiolisr seol dring arpproach.
1)(0) = -[1 - p'(O) [1 1)(6)1.

T1he second step in the( approximate compuitation- point, and f rdenotes integration over the whole of
(if 1)(0) concerns thle evaluation of the probrabili ty of C. f f(r)d, is the eontnet potetia (timi 2.),
detctlion p'(0) for a single, cohlerent part of tracek cpotua .in

(/'= 11, or 7)2 in the provious example). Feigure 5 Ibeing thle distanee between tile target ait the fixedi
shows the situation schematically. 'Ihe( cohie-rirt pi f; point (xzy) andl thre observer (aircraft) at the moving
of track is C (whichi may also be thought of am bent p~oint (X, Y). A fu'irther apprioximation is involved
b~ark, as in Figure 4B3, where C =, -- + 2) here, it) that the average grouind speed v is taken aIs

Sinee the aircraft flying C hais at much greater speed the aircraft spved in conivoy space. Now C is flown
th an thei sui mmrinle, thle latter wvill nmove only very regula rly every 7I' hours, whliere T1' = 'I' or ain in-
shiglitly duiiiring thle timei it takes the vi i-craft to ti'gral su! n rlti ple thereof (e.g. , '' T/'2). hlence if
traverse tint parit of C (thme solid linor) w Iiieli is rclose at onle j!oe Ii (timle lwe th e iii rr.ft is at a fi xed
enough to thre sri! imarine's pa"th to) give ally ap- refrine poaunt onl its pathl C surh as A, Figure 5)
preia hle Ccla e of deteetio n. II er iee thit( ap)V) mi - Owe u maiir' is at (.r,yi), 'I" h ouars earlier it was at
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(xky'), and T' hours later it will be at (.r"Y"), where structiohi of tlw, sczient Bt'11 of the sub~marine's
path, where BB'l is the locus of pointq not farther

x- .= x - x" = T'ir(O) cos 0, thtan 1) fromn C (Figure 5). it may happen that
11' =0; hunt in all ca-ses the( notation is suich that B'

y- y=y- y" T'w(O) sin 0; is nearer to (11 than is BI. Figure 6I shows a scale at-
tached to the sub~marine's path: Bt' has the coordinate

and there will he other earlier .inl later positions, of zero, B haih b (b = ll'B), at typiceal position of the
the submarine correspondhing with multiples of T'. submarine is t, etc. Andl on this seale the point,- nil",
The probability of detection in ait least one of these. 2w?"P, etc., have been marked [to = w(0)]. Figure 0
positions is (A), (13), and (C) show three typical cases.

( In case (A) there is at mrost one opportunity for
I:J f(1,,)(18an aircraft flying C every T' hours to detect 06i sub-

maritie. With the probability li/wiT', the subil * rine
where willl lip on It'! for some flight of C, and having MoVd

r, V IJr~
2 + (V iI) at least ?v?" miles between flights, it w~ill not be on

BI) tit ainy other flights of C'. Hence we have
(m)being the nth position of the Mail)Iarine, v.g4.,

(xT,,yn) =(X,11) (x',y'). Wx, V"), etc., and 'N 'it XGRI/v), bK! I.' 1 FC "d '
I' I(&v) ~ie orit-iof the (moving) air- IT bJ 0 1) -a ""i b \t8J(

Oraft. A8 before,- this must be averaiged eve'r a ew

1 2i1"tCrg) (qct ofo re'4ativ ~ ~
all positionis specified by, ji 0  1-CX)Jf(IsJ~d

[ x +I To(6) co ,y + 710,(O) si 0], 0 g 7T < V. whero.

Thlus -0, Ye ,= - rQ)32

(0) = f x 1 (, is the( distance betwveen the aircraft at the point on

its path corresponding with s, and the submarine's
'I he third step in the approximate evaluation of plosition (xi,lyi) corrcepionding with Z. Time 'IvOrhg-

1)(0) atims at simplifying tie summation -',, in this ing usedh previously has been replaced by the cquiv-
formula for p'(0). To this end, select it (distance 1) alent lprocee of length averaging, and all terrms but
having the following property. At a lateral range on(! in the summation 2:,, arc absent,
greater than D, an aircraft on it straight eourse has fn case (BI), there w~ill surely he at least one op-
a negligible chane of sighting the submarine, where- portunity for the aircraft to sWglt the submarine, and
as at less than I) it begins to have a chanter of sighting surely not merip than two squch. The eiase of just one
which must be takeTn intp! account. Trhuts, if D) - 2H occurs when the submarine's position t is in the inter-
(E = effective visibility)' the chance of gightitig at val (b,w7"), an event of probability (2w?"' - b)/wvT'.

* lateral range D) is of the ordler of 2 per cent; and for If this occurs, the chance of detection is
(lefiniteness, this v'alue of D) shall he used herein, The
(lecision to neglcct points of the( submarine's path __ C .i- pF- f()dTd.

farther from U than the distane D) leads to the coin- 211T'- b," ~ L.C 1

B I E__ 11 _ B_ - - - - - A b : i

b-n'T -- J" - - I,---(B)uwT' <( b ig 2tvT'

O _ -uT' u;'i" - ( )2wT < b
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The case of just two opportunities occurs when the an Intermediate value, such as their arithmetic mean.
(one and only one) in (0,T'w) falls in the interval lit does not appear profitable to carry the discus-
(O,b - tvT'), an event of probability (b - wT')/wT'. Min further in general terms, i.e., without assuming
Then the second and last opportunity occurs when a definite form for 'Y orf(r).
the submarine is at + wT', which will necessarily
be in (wT',b). The chance of detection in this case is

. PLOTTING THE SCIIEENING POLAR
_ - e [-f c{ fDIAGRAM: INVERSE CUBE LAWb - w00 xp -_ c f (ri)

'} -} The practical problem of plotting the screening
+ f(re +,,T') ds d. polar diagram when the escort plan and various

relevant quantities are given is a task of approximate
When these expressions are multiplied by numerical computation of the probabilities p(o) dis-

(2wT'- b)/wT' and (b - wT')/wT' respectively, and cussed theoretically in the last section. It can be
the products added (coresponding to total proba- carried out only .when the law of detoction is given,
bility of two mutually exclusive events) the final either as an equation, or a table or gritph of' the
expression for p'(0) is obtained. function f(r). Chapters 4 and 5 have studied the law

This assumes an absolute accuracy and regularity in detail in the cases of vision and radar and rqprc-
of flights and .submarine motion lasting through the sent the best information existing at the time of
very-appreciablo time T, an assumption nevur real- publication. Their resultn aio mainly iu tilbxth, o
1se(i in pratice. It is more realistic, as well as mathe- graphical form, anti their applicatioik to t.he present
matically simpler, to regard Lho two opportunltles of problem involves a rather lengthy, sctsf pumerical
dotection as independent events and to combine them computations. Partly to illastrato 'thl principles of
as such. If their individual piobabilities are, re- procedure in as simple a form as possible and partly
spectivdy, pi and p2, so that to show how the computation was actually done in

the case of many plans which have become fleet
I docf(r)ds d, (octrine and had to be designed before the more do-

x= ' tailed information of Chapters 4 and 5 was available,

the present section• will be based on the inverse cubeFfitr dd law of detection (see Section 2.2). But it must be

Sb-tT'J 1 - exp - ( +iu) jj borne in mind that this is at best approximate and
is not applicable in the case of any considerable

-xp f f(r )d, , amount of haze (low meteorological visibility). How-
f Jever, it is doubtful if when this law shows that a

certain plan is better than another a more accurate
then their combination is p, + p2 - php2. law would reverse the comparison.

In ease (C), there are many positions of the sub- The inverse cube law finds its expression in the
marine, differing successively by wT', at which the equations
aircraft may be in sighting range. When C (Figure 5) rMds
is not close to 0, it is usually sufficiently accurate to f(,')ds r = 0,04B,
regard the summation ',, as an infinite sum, i.e., to
employ formulas for infinitely many congruent and wheie r is the range and R the effective visibility in
equally distant sweeps (in target space). When C nautical miles (see Chapter 2, equations (10) and
is close to O, this method must he modified to take (46), with dt replaced by ds = dt/v in the former.
account of the fact that the sweeps occur essentially From these, the process of Section 2.3 of Chapter 2

on one side of the target (in target space), eg., the as illustrated by Figure 5 of that chapter leads to
probability p given by the sweep formula is :placed equation (23), as shown therein. It is expedient to
by 1 - / to obtain p'(O). Tntermediate cases rewrite these results in t slightly different form, giv-
would offer greater complicat'ons in a direct tiuL- ijg Figare 7 below, which is drawn relative to the

ment, but in practice it is usually sufficient to com- target (rather tham Lh observer, as Figure 5 of

pute the two extreme values cited above and accept Chapter 2). In other words, the target is fixed in
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there~fix evelcit it, he ngls t',w" f he arler s he istnc alng henormal to the aircraft path

withthvinsaliancus ighingprobability density). equation (6i) it; simple enough to be, put through tho
Thu hae-averaging process which is necessary wheIin the sub-

marine p)osition is not bie.Tui vl e found
= 1 - (2)necessary to substitute infinite aircraft tracks for the

f~jU fyNfinite ones found in the actual cscort plan to be

.. ~,.(z2 mOften the aircraft will fly a path such as is in-
w Y ,y' dicritud in Figure SA ad B. This path is made tip

* x~~7', of two somi-ifinite straight lines joined at the turn-

rNW

t E
"i0 0

kr

0 X TARGET

AB
Flammt 7, Dcteiltion tt fixed 8pc'cd ,uol c'ourse, drawn relittive to oc target.

The quantities r' and r' are the ranges from the ing point 0. Using equation (5), since the contact,
respective lmits of the tdira'ft track, y' and y/ , to potunialhs nre additive (see Section 2.2), it is possible

th -aget. T.:!ego extreme, range lie make the aingles to (leiVe a convenient form for the combined con-
y' and 'y" with the aircraft track. Thus, substituting tact potential,
in (3):frdj L...(+

mfy ? - =* X2- (Wo9 Y, - COs9 -y'). (4(esi y)

(1 )2 COS -12), (7)Should Y' go to - co or y" to + c, the above c'lua- (T Sill Y2)
tion, substituted in (2) ab~ove, becomes iI-ec 1+CC 2

P(z) = I- c-m/x'(1 +Cos) (0) x 0202 + s 2

where y is the appropriate one of -y', y". Similarly, By setting m' = 0.046(E')'
ferna flight from -~to +I~

-2m(X(C = 0.04(P)(esco 7- + csc2 ) (8)
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148 AERIAL ESCORT

the form of equation (6) may be obtained: tween x and x + dx is dx/a, the probability of de-

p(x) = 1 - c-r"'/xI (9) tecting the submarine is:

Target known to be on a straight-'ine intiri'l. If, in- p(a) = f (1 -- c- 2
,.11) dx. (Iin

stead of a stationary target, we have a moving omit,

In the more general case where the angle a in

Figure 9 may have any value, it is necessary to use
as lateral range x sin a. The following equation is
obtained.

p(a) a (1 - 0 -:m/(z"'n )i) dx. (11)

~ 

o,

....0K

--. • . .. - ..

[ • .F 1(ima 9. Straight air~n ar puth: veraging process. (a =0-1,)

Similarly, the cse of the bent aircraft path can
he expressed in this form. Figure 10 illustrates the

situation. (The submarine may be it any place be-
tween O and A.) The expression for the probability
involves the quantity m' defined in equation (8):

p(a) = a (- o- Pfl'/') d, (12)

0 x TARGET Equatori (10), (11),and (12) can all be inte-

B grated to yield

VIouRN( 8. Submarine locus passing through angle of
aircraft path. p(a) = g,'a - 1 - ' XV (1 - crfX), (13)

the above formulas can still be applied to solve the where
problem. It is first necessary to consider eases where
the submarine position at the times of the aircraft X = 0.303 a (14)

pass is known to be in a given straight-line interval a
and equally likely at any point therein. The case in For straight aircraft paths (Figure 9)

which the aircraft flies along a straight infinite path E' = E esc a; (15)
which meets the submarine path at right angles at 0 for bent aircraft paths (Figure 10),
is shown in Figure 9. The submarine is taken to lIe
"uniformly distributed" in the interval from 0 to A E + e 7. (16)

(length a). Since the chance that the target he be- E 2N 2 2
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TaA

-AI

A

A =R 10. Aircr4ff on a bent path.

T he principal Curve on Plate I plots fC/against i;S ii cPn 6to mul4d .t;Cic
A"' foi, this'ourve the 4.bsoisao "','/w.7', 6~ equaI'to (13). It can also bo'calculatoi. Ais ,Uw ,' 'Mic

term of 7, and & which aire defined as follows:
The formxulas ihcrotofaru dirived nan be applied to..

a mco ora cuo, nanjelk, that In 'which the sub- the, prbb1i~ o , d a~g the submarine if.generalit is given-in the~ interval O.
S marjn6 Is equally likely to be at any position In any B h rbblt fdtcigtesbaieI

straight line interval B to C; if the aircraft turns, its P' h rbblt fdtcigtesbaie1
S turning poirqt must lie either on BC or on BC ex- It is given In the interval

toided. The first case to he considered is that In [pe, as well as po, can be calculated by equation
w~hich B and C aro' on thesame side of the airaf (13) .)
path, 0shown In Figure 11. o/b the probability that the submarine is In O.

For purposes of derivation, lot us assume that dib =the probability that the submarine Is in BV
there is a submarine in the interval 0 to B and that Thus, with the submarine anyrwhero between 0
It is equally likely to be at any position in the in- and B, the product c/b(pc) is the chance of detecting

S terval. The probability of detecting that submarine .the submarine between 0 and C, while d/A(p~o) is

B 0

b
0

0 A / STRAIGHT AIRCRAFT PATH S ENT AIRCRAFT PATH

FiounE 11. General disposition of tlurget with respect to aircraft. path.
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1.0 -. - -- - --

0.9
0.9 - -

0.0.

0.7__ _

00.5

Ol -o-- -Iso
or0. 0.900

P.

PL!ATFl 11. Curves for comnng incpendent Jprobitifem.

* tile chance of detecting it between 11 and C. Adding PB, c 1 ±! (19
the two together gives B

c dwhere hoth pc and pli arc valculatd with thle aid
P/ P' +b p,(1)of eqluation (13). When thle aircraft's path is not

straight, as in Figure 1213, thle correct angles must
and, transposing, we obtain the desi1red proixability, lie used to calculate p,. and p,.While -Y, and 72 apply

b to pill their supppj)1ents are used in computing pe.
=li ply PC./ (18) Thuiis for pe equiation (20) boconios:

The second case, illustrated in Figure 12. oiccurs _R? r/Cc2 -Y + ,(.
2 r -

when 0 falls Inside the interval BCG. Follow'ing the 2 22
reasoning of the previous case, the obvious conclu- R A'Se,1+Se 72_ (20)
Sion is: -~ .. 2 pc -i 2
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The aircraft, In' some situations, will fly parallel the probability of its detection on a single infinite
or nearly parallel to the locus of possible submarin flight is given by the ordinate corresponding to the
positions, as in FIgure 13. Referring to equation (0) appropriate value of E/x. For nearly parallel courses
for -n infinite aircraft fRight past a stationary target, the avwrage value of x may be used.
it is seen that the probability of detection at any Target moiyng on a st,'aifght, path. Let, us reconsider

-'the foregoing cases (Figures 11 and 12), assumiing now
stha.t the plane ropefts its "infinite" path every T

hours (the period of the actual screening plan). It
is desired to find the probabiliLy i4f contacting a sub-

LOCUSmarine while it is moving from point B to point C
SUB Pm sos with the velocity w. This v is small enough compared

X. with the aircraft speed so that the submarine motion
during a particular aircraft pass is negligible. Be-

* tween passes the submarine covers the distance wT,
t-' The time at which the submarine reaches point B is

completely at random. However, me situation re-
"ornm 12. Cas of parallol aircraft path. peats itself every T hours. A segment of .1 gth

ii wT may be chosen arbitrarily on the submarine's
if one submariio position, and, thurefore, along tlio (straight) path. The: dubmatine will be somewhere
V entire locus, is given by thexprrvion: in this iT section itlring on .of the Oircraft passes.

- . - -During the prec .ding and succeedirg jasses .I sub-..
. .. " . ' Psarc' - i (21) marine will be in the adjacent wT-jcngth S0f4e fl0t5.

.. -.- ;-e.es(s" This set of nonoyerlapping vT segmei, -Should -be
exte.d.d to ir ido at least all of 8C. Stuce the .

".. A ilot of oeqailun (21) versus the quantity E/x is rigorous sluti~h>of the problem' Is ind-p.nentof

shown in Figure 14. If the submarine is nsdumed to the position of the set of wT segments relative to BC,
be in the Interval BC and its course is parallel to, or we shall in each case choose a set for which the errors
makes a very small angle with, the aircraft's course, due to various approximations will be minimized,

0 - - -If d, the distance between B and C, is loss than or
equal to wT, the submarine is exposed to only one
pass, for it will be outside BC at the time of any other
pass. Choosing a wT section which encloses BC, .L..

.6submarine is equally likely to be anywhere in this
section at the time of the associated aircraft pass.
d/wT is the chance that the submarine is between

W-N B and C and thus exposed to the detection. The earlier
o., paragraphs have given the chance (pnc) of contact-

Ing a submarine which is definitely in BC. There-
7, fore, the desired probability (p) is (d/wT)ptc. Then

_~_ when d < ivT, equations (18) and (19) become, re-
3 0.4 spectively:

b b E: P-- - P -w p :  \T' -b - " It T

0o.E - - (22)

2 ta~iT wTl) "yT'T,/"''w
o f 4. -4 --- a a (23)

P ) i- Pparallel, (24)
Fiotnw 14. Probability of detection in 1l1l1lM flight, 

(24)
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where, in each case,, The acries of ivT sections is placed with respect to
BC in such a way that one of thc ivT sections has as

N_(E\ high a chance of contact as possible. Then the con-
\wT'T wT aJ (25) tribution of the othe(r sctions is minimized and so

is the effect of the independenlce assumption. For
In equation (25) above, a is the distance along the Figure I I the principal section, 81, -should ho taken

sulbmarine path from thle aircraft track to the ox- from C to C + ivT. In the special clise of Figures 9
treme p)ositions of the submnarine (b or c, as the case or 10, 8% would be from 0) to ivT. In,. Figure 12A, if b
may be). In. equation (22), a (i.e., b or c) may be and v. arc greater than l/2w)T. , shiould oxtend from
greater than ivT and the function A may be greater - 1!2tvT to I/2wT. If r < 1/2wvT, 81 should ex-
than unity. Nevertheless, as long as d is less than tend from - c to ?wT - c. If as In Figure-1213 the
wT, subtracting theso h's will give the correct prob- aircraft turns at 0, the larger part pf 91 should be on
ability. 'Working fromn the g(ff'/a) curve, h[(E'/wvT), the side of 0 having the bestchiance (if rsiglirng, that
(a/vsT)I was calculated for various a/u,?'and plotted is, the side associated with the larger E'; usually Si

agj±ainst Ef'fw1-T nn Plate I. Obtaining 1) is just at matter wvas taken from O.2uT on the weak side to 0.8wT
of reading, adding or subtracting values from the on the strong side,.
cu~vcs. To finch the order of magnitude of the error in-

I f d is. gieater than acT, a given submartmo may be volved, conaider the case treatedigorously in equa-
expose~d to moire thn one. aircraft pass. In the sin- timi (26) in which the) submarie rylay be Big~ed he-&
plost such case. the submarine path extends exactly tween x 0 and x wT Curves a. and v of Plato
to the po~-rc it, intersec~t.thoa aircraft track and T give, rcspoetivcly, 't; . 'u ~nd dbhe approximatc'

d o' '~the t~gorqus troatfficrt-,f this case,~ a 'solutions. -Thc,, diffor miloxy about ufli per ccnt,,
submino which is-at. distance x 10 is. from 0 on which is & smaller errnn ~An th6se to he ciscuw'Sod n
one pass must have bome X~n~ at th oiin th elv ngp gr'pl-j. The po siility tfiuetua-
X, +' zoT on the previous pass. E quation (12) then .tionti.ii) tllij values of w' and 2'introduces doubts wxhlh
beconices, regard to the rigorous method anld makes the ao-

Proximate methd even more excusable.
P2wtv C + -").]U +- ,Vdx. (20) N~ow that we can handle any' interval of submarine

wT'lfo~ track, let us begin to consider the effectiveness of an

k- This is plotted as curve u. on Plate I. actual screening plan against a submarine on. a
There are no general formulas giving rigorous so- specific collision course, Unless detected, thle sub-

lutions when d > vtT. Each situation w~ould have to marine proceedls fromi well beyond detection range to
be treated separately and usually with more difficult ah end point B at which it either submerges or fires
integration than in equation (2(0). at the convoy. Also relative to thc convoy, the air-

The fllowig appoximae h o has been craft will repeat every T hours at closed path on

found sufficiently accurate. A submarine's position posed of straight legs. None of 'these legs goes to
in one( u.1 segment fis mmsimed to be independn ofifnt.NvrhlsteOl reia ay of treat-
its position in the adjacent one at the time of the Ing a screening plan is to divide the aircraft path into
previous aircraft pass. The submarine path, BC can sections eachi of which canl he treated as an approxi-
then be broken into sections 8i of length ivT or less; mation to one of the cases already discussed. In each
the jprobabihity uf contact can he found for each see- of thebu caises the aircraft path was an infinite
tion using equations (22) or (2.3). Finally, these straight line coming up to the submarine track imnd
probabilitie?, say 1)1, pg g* ~,, can he combined as the same or another line going off- to infinity.
Independent events, to give piic. This may he cx- Consider the illusitrative aircraft ptlti F~'GK J"
presscd by: and the submarine pathi in to E as shown in 1g4.."

15. In this casN four hypothetical aircraft pp-ths must
P (1 1) (1 - 7)2) (1 - P3) . ..(I -P,,)(27) he considr, he ftemaemd xcdn

the legs FC, G11, and .JP to infinity in both directions;
Plate II gives a rapidl .olution of uquation (27) for on the fourth path the aircraft approaches from at
V.7 ,( f nw me Nt)I'S Plt1jmy be used re- great distance on a straight patlh through H to I
pctitivcly. whebre it turns and goes out to infinity onl a straight
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path through J. Each infinite path is to be treatedl consideredi, the 'individual prob~abilities fond wculd
by one of the methiods described earlier to give the ho too high, as a rosult of thin finitc chiance of con-
probhility of contact if the plane were searching tact while thec aircraft is on the imaginary ex~tensions.
only during the corresponding segment, l'G, (III, Tlism error is to he chiminfltoe roughly lhy limiting in
H'JJ, or JF, of the iiereening pilan, (These individual ea',-! eftsc the mection oIf the submarine track in whiich

it contact van be madle. Thius an infinite aircraft
track and a limitedl sublmarine track shall1)e siih-
stituied for a limited isegment of aircraft track and

H ~an infinite sulbmarine track (see Figure 16). This
/ . substitution is requiredl because only infinite aircraft

/tracks can h~e handled at all simply.
/The fqllowving scheme is employed in limiting the

4 . sub~marine track. The si)marine is never allowed be-
Ft  yond thie limits set up in the original problem,ie.
a" oi'0 to theo left of Ae in Figui-e 15.

Let. W and c' bec the distances from 0 (the inter-
AIRCRAFT ~ -Aion of the aircraft and submarine paths or thpir

extensions) to tile !imitg, of the 3egment of aircraft
61ack. Whenever pilble b and o, the iistanos from
0t6 the oxtremes (if tl .;. Au1:narin,, pat'A, are taken

/ /to equa I h' and c', r, itively, and arei chiosenl so
/ - that thle Angles bewe0 nl V' and bohet (; afd

are ceaah acnt6.'For example, in Fl I re'5 the ub

Pinm X R;1'xi1 ,IAU of-pt nod t-raie aplproxidt ioIls. marine intervals PVU, AV, 'arnd EP' firc used f~r
('egs .G, (1W, and .JP, res9pectively. T-le principal ex-

probabilities will litter be combined to give the of- coption occurs when, -m5 with 111., the side of the
fec'tiyeness of the eitire plan.) However, if wvith eadi submatrine track makes an obtuse angle with botli
infinite pathi the entire submIarine track in to E we're legs of the aircraft track; thenn that side of the sub.

S EXTENSION

b

SEGMENT OF
b'AIRCRAFT PATH

AGCMR

0

IC
EXTENSION

C

A REAL SITUATION BAPPROXIMATION

1(i 1 6. 1i'e ge~ometrical princle1C ('l Withl nod track if)-prijittion.~
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marine track is not limitedl, w~hile the other side must from thle submIfarine track, the less !important wvill he
he Iilte( ii length to ai Wviglt( aiveraige of tilt! the n (iflU eiits tiue to these extensionsi. Also tile in-

*length" of the aircraft legs. In Figure 15 this ques- dependent conlbinatiofl of the probabilities on these
tiolel averaginig is ovoidlcd iifld tile entire 'subl- two legs is at dubious proeedure since b)oth legs have
matrine path (to the right- of R) can he used, since, their best chance of contact against the,( same part of
IR is less than either III or I.!. the submarine track at the same time. Thle farther

Thlt last paraigraph may be justified as follows: In 6' is from the submiarine trac'k the better.
thle real situation with the aircraft on a limited seg-
ment of track, most of the chiance of contact accu-
mulates while the submarine is on thle p~art of its Y- PHIAcTICA. INsTnIICTIONS FOR Oil-
track to whbich it is limited iii the app~roximationl, be-.TINiAPO R )GH M

OP cause in most cases this is the part of the infinite sub- TIIGAPLRDARM

marine track closet to thle segment of aircraft track. The foregoing will now he summiarized in at set
'his large portion of thle diesired iprobability is cor- of practical ruksb for obtaining a screening polar dia-

rectly obtained by ft'he aipproximate method' , for it gram.R IllustrAting these rules, Plate IT[ contains the
is-the part contributed by the portion of the infinite calculations leading to thle polar diagram (Figure 18)
aircraft track w~hich lies within the real segmn~mt. The for he 'hir escort plan of Figure 17.

reminig s-aled "tn fet"aei the reil mqe, 1. Starti ng with the 4ireraft 11raok drawn rdiatiE

the chance of the aircraft on its segmnent eontaetiog to th.o convoy as shown in V~igure 17, choose tho-suh-
subnmarine outsideI BC (nFgr-16A and i mh,!iarine pathls to b"' Atudied 1r ev'Ailating ViC plan.

VFapproximation the chance of the, aficraft, oil th ir- E) lach submrnine path) starts, ivil ouitsidle
finite oxtensions oif Its smg'n(nt. contacting it sub- _S 'Stkg .uMe end comesq in oi., a colitan
mnarino 4. r(iurei IaB f i" 4VOUTt v'4 aIokit 0' course uniil it reaclic.i the danger 7.on. (sub-

bete~ h5real ii"Ad k' ~ ~~Maki. inerged or firing area).
tbw&d a -at' t~newa'll the siubriwinro E) lach path i ascA with the angle e
to aircraft distances are duplicated. A systematic wvhich it makes Nvith the conv'oy's heading.
er'ror (a pesslimistic one) enters w~ily when thle air- c), There should bc a sufficient number of patha.
craft segment is muc'h sherter than 0'. The error so that no importait variations in the polar
due to ter-minating the submarine track at a point diagram will he missedi.
Ee within BC enters only into thle end effects and is (1). Thle submarine paths through each corner of
usually small. In ainy ease, these orrors are small thle atircraft, path should he included.
compared with those which could arise fromn the in- c). other paths close to corners should he
accuracy of the inverse cube law. avoided.

'1hio chances of contact on thle individual segmntsi f). For escort p~lans symmetrical about the coh-
of aircraft track arc combined as ifldepeleknI proh- . voy's line of advance, only O's upl to 1.80 de-
abilities to yield the desi1red probability of detection grees need he considlered.
by the-entire plan. Plate 11 may he usedl in making n. Makc cut a table with columin headinig5 I to
this computation. The error resulting from thle hide- 20,a in Plate Ill1.
pendence assumption is seldhom over four per cent. 3. Rcord thle O's andl corres4ponding v-aluies of to,
Usually one of the individual probabilities pretlorni- the submarine's speed relative to the convoy.
nates andl so the method of including the others is 4. Using T, the time (hours) of repetition of the
unimportant. escort plan, colco late and record thei values of 111'.

In initially ehoosing the submarine collision courses a1), In tile absence of a true space (iagram, it is
(i.e., the 0 for which p(0) is computed), it is ad- suiflitrhttitly aci-krate to calculate T hy di-
visale to take onle through each corner of the air- viding tile length of the relative aircraft
craft track and then avoid others (close to thevse track by its true speod.
corners. TPhose through the corne'rs can lbc handled 5, F'or VItCh Su~llarinle paillh divide the aircraft
well b~y the bent trac'k formulas given above. On tie
oithie Iwol with nei gh boring tracks, the two legs Mil In I-lie ch10( given heroP, tile probabnili tii'4 1)(6) are coniptited
(suc(h ats F(; and G"I/ at G' in Figure 15) have to 1w for pa- 0ninta hecno eei~(cpit as in

t lip general (lisnisiiiii (if SeeIionii 9.4, imit at. t he homndary of
extend ed I 1o infii ity. T1hie farthe li tite (rsec(tion i.' thec 8uhniergeince region (here, thle daaiger ?oil(,.
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track into iegnients each of which is either a single a). rhe length BC -of tile limited submarine
straight tg or two legs joived by a turn on the stib- path is called! d and divided by A' for
niannle's path. listing in eohikm'i 6.

a). A row% of thle tnblvh'hould be dketedl to eachl b). Also listed in e4tlunn (1 is x, the average
of thesev segments. dlistance lhetwevrn BO and the aircraft seg-

b). Usually there are segments locatedi so far ment. t 1:;
from. the submarine path that their contri- 12. Record inl columns 9 e1nd 10 thle required trigo-
bution is negligible andl thevy can he elimi- noinetrie functions,
latedi by ins~pection. 13. Record the following in oolumns i i &und 19.

(1. Columum 4 to 8 deal widi 1pertinent data incas- a). Pr straigbt aegmyont6,
ured from the relative diagr'am andl are best filled WE cs
out row by row (see below). [in accordiance wvith equation (15)1

7. Record in column 7, for each straighit segment, b). For- bent segments,
the angle a betweven the -segment and thle submnarineo

-path or their cxtviisions. Vioy/ ~l7/
8. Record in column 8, for each hent se4grrent, the E .~Vc~~2±cs~Y/

angles -fl and yfg between the suibmarine patli'and and
earlh leg of thle segn 6.

Fa). Both,'71 and y2 are mneasuredl from the saime E VSc YI2+so
* side of the submarine track from the Intel,-E

9For vech segment of aircraft ti . -1, aii- eorlro81i,111lJ11 to tile two part" of1 tIh3 cih-
:'oe rino panth is to be limited, ii; (rder t., e. j. inarine pc, Ji w-pai'ated by thme intivsection.
for subst-it.udng mn infinit. tairorrf txate). Up:i, nt 0. Th .former appifeg to thle part of
Actual. segmcnt. :the iath from wvhiclitho y's arc metisured.

ii). The dlstatievs b imnd v (as used in eouiaas .1 [h]quations (10) and, (20),I.
F ~and 5) are measured from 0, the incscto ). Only one 'of the equations in b) above is

of the aircraft nnd submarine p~aths or their used when the limited submarine. path falls
extensions, to the extremes, B andl C, of the entirely on oflO side of 0.
limited submarine paith, 14. Columns 13 to 20 involve the value of E, the

h). With the exception notedl btild~w, b and c are effective visibility, and must be recalculated for cach
eqlual to the( difitanci's from 0 to thle extremes stich value.
of thle aircraft segment; B? an(I C are each 15. For flights parallel to thle submarine path,
fIun by rotnting thle segment about 0) U)g Rvnd ig, column 13 -th e x'ali~--af -E/,..
through an acute angle to coincide with the. using the entry that lim been mapde in
submarine pathl. Exception, When the air-- colmn fl..
craft turns so that the 7's are eithier both b), Obtain feurvm--FigureA44 by-uding J"21x.
acute or both obtusiv, the part of the sub- c). Whenever d/vT ;5 1., obtain py,- (column
'marine path making obtuse angles withi 1othi 10) by multiplying 1Paiei by (I/mT. (p~c
legs is not limited. Thel( other patrt is limlitevl is thle p~robaility' associated with this seg-
to an average of the two legs (weighted lby ment of the( areaft track against thle sub-
the( coseeants of the y's). marine path,)

10. In columns 4 andl 5 record b;'trT and c/wT. inl). Whenever (1/1w.7 = i t +f, wliere ni is an
a). If BC is enitirely oil onle side of 0, the integer and 0 ;5 f < 1, multiply pJM~e

smaller of b/i and c/wi' is recordled inl by f to obtain pl. Using equation (27) or
column 5 and given a. negative sign, by Plate 11, obtain by combining mrm~
convention, with itself at tomes a-nd with pf all as inde-

11. Whenever the( aircraft segmient and submarine pendent probab:ilities.
paith atre appioxinintely parallel, B and C are found 1(6. Record the( values of E','itT in columns 14 anol
.az inl 9above, wvre in this ca-sie the rotation is abi)Ot 1.''eeaeo~.indb utpyn '''b h
a point ) ait at great dlistance'. enitries, PITE, in coluimns 11 and 12.

CON tI)ENrIAf.
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17. When the sum of the values in columns 4 and tactical results to be achieved (scouting and soreen-
5 is less than or equal to 1, ing)...nd then find a plan i hieh achieves them with

a). These Values together with thoso in columns the icast expenditure of offort (number of aircraft
14 and 15 may be used together with Plato and flying time), oP else we may fix the total amount
I to yield hh and fi (colunis 16 and 17).. of effort available and seek the, plan which maximizes

b). Giving column 17 the same sign as column the tactical results. Now the solution of the second
5, add algebraically hb and h, to obtain.p~o problem furnfhe.s that of the first, since it auto-
(column 19). matically informs us of what can bo achieved with

18. When tho sum of the values in columns 4 and one aircraft, with two aircraft, (t.; and it remains
5 is groiter than 1, only to pick lie first plan in this soqueneo which

[ a). Choose the section S (length wvT) of sub- gives the required result. It, shall accordingly be from
marine path BC, which has the greatest this viewpoint that the problem is approached here.
eh. nc. of contact. Within the limits im- Let the number n of aircraft be given together
posed by columns 4 and 5, the center of 3 with their capabilitivs of speed t,, endurance, and do-
should he located as follows " tection. The convoy's speudv (in the senbe of mean
(1) For straight aircraft sogments the con-:. course made good) is also supposod to be known,.

ter should be as clusp as. possible to thel Before there can be any question of the "best", llan,
intersection point .0. " -. a decision mUst..be made as. trhoWh, muclh relative~~(2) For bent .alroraft. sogmrati, the eer importance must hp. M.tChed to §&oiHnig as compared "

should be 's close as possible to a point with serec.ning. Now this is a purely tactical question.o.3w' f6om 0 on the side having the It must be settled on the basis of presumed enemy

.).tUsifig the d/,Tls vorespoidln'g to the ex- own'defenpive capabilities and our vulnerbility. For

trcmTcs of . from aple, ngainsta Subliarho capbioof high sub-
-ulumns.14 and 18 .'find the .eorrosl'onding merged speed and- hndursncj, screening ob'Jid be
,. fr'om. Plat, ark! entr them in columns oxpacted to be less effective'than scouting, whereas
10 and 17. the reverse might be true if the submarine w veho of

c). For eaclh of the remaining sections (length the older.ty pe without these capabilltic3, When this
.oT or less) of BC, find the chances of con- decision has been reached and the relevant speeds
tact (by a subtraction of two points having and distances have been estimated, five conditions
tbo same abscissa on Plate I) and enter must be satisfied.
these separately In column 18. 1. The entrance to the submerged approach region

d). Obtain pB0 (column 19) by combining the must be adequately guarded.
Jlgehrai '-um of columns 16 and 17 with 2. Flying must not be unduly concentrated about

these smaller probabilities (column 18) by the convoy.
the independence procedure [equation (27) 3. The circuits must be closed in eonvo space,

" or Plato III. i.e., the aircraft must automatically moot the con-

19. Column 19 now has the contribution of each voy.
aircraft segment against each submarine path. For 4. The time between successive meetings of the
each submarine pauh combine these pc's a In- convoy must not be excessive (never more than two
dependent probabilities [us ng equation (27) oi Plate hours; one hour is much better.than ti~o).
II] to give 'p(8), the chance of contacting thesub- 5. The plan must be navigable with reasonnole
marine on eollision course 6 when the whole airer: '4 ease. Tiis means that one involving many turns muet
plan is considered. be avoided.

20. Plot p(O) against 0 to give the desired polar Now obviously it is not feasible to deduce an eract
diagrai (Figure 18). plan from these dqata and the requirement of max-

..rizing scoating and screening, It is necessary .fir&
07 THE DESIGN OF A PLAN to invent plans and afterwards to test, modify, and

select until a satisfactory one is obtained, and to ex-
As in all questions of this nature, there are two haust all visible possibilities of improvement. Such a

possible viewpoints. Either we may lay down the procedure is an art quite as much as a science. It

) CONFIDENTIAL
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is advisaible to make th,, (designs first relative totiii kept in minid iri'designing and eva'itting any air
convoy rather that, in satce rix(-vd with rnqpect to tile escort plan. It is that aireraft arn not ilpt to 9,y a
ocean, since the formner pictur. is siripier and more given plan to a, Very grent degree of ac(curacy. Just
direct in it-a illustration of relevant features; but how far they). may deviate froni the plan wvill depend
eveotunily it will be transfe~rred to geographic space, (in wind, v'imibiiity, radar and~ other navigational
where tile inst refinements, can Ik made. equipment, as well as~ onl the( temperament and ex-

When a satisfactory plan lqis been designe~d for One perieneeo of thle pilot. ft will dlepevnd also onl his find..
spcekI ratio r ,'c it is iuafliy dlesirable to extend ing it necessary to inveotigato presumed contacts,
it witboui; changing its fundamental character, so whichyt-ry often turn out to be false contacts. The
that it will be applileablo to iroutder ranges of r. This.. chart show, onPat Vgie he actual flights
should be done without chpnglng the aitigles of the (drawn-relativo to th, ,couv'oy) of two aircraft which
courses In the original plan, if piassible, but rather by were flying thle sinmple straight-line plan ghown in
varying certain lng lengths. It is simply the kinp- the insert (it plan which 'is now obsolete). Tho'air-
matic problem of 6ringing all planes back to thle con- eraft werb actually trackued lby radar from the carrier
voy periodicaldly ov.ery T hours, given the new valtivi dIfiring an opor" tion in World War 11 and their pouii-

fof r. It 19 golvcd by simpOl trigonometry as follows: tions marked at ,the successive epochis Indicated (in
Draw a full period of thle planii n geographic space, the chart. 'PhIR provides an object lesson on thle

h.,the figure that repeats itgilf every P' hour.,. Con (lifferuniie between theory and practice, Incidentally,
sider th6 part of thle plan flown by one aircraft. Let it explains why It, Is so often realistic to apply tl'o
it be desired to vary two particularleg lengths, x and formula of. ritrdo0m fllghLts of. Chapter 2, eqjuation
y, rnaint~ining tbe others constant (values given). Let (40)., It has ovorh boon felt thati., after all, thle Chief
2 be Qe (listice thle, conivy mrovo. in flio. tIte T. value oa haviujg V Uystenlantij plan. is to gelt. thn (per-
Trlen tho three marlab1'?s ,, , relhlc by th;,-ev 6 cc, random) flighlai out WIlmr thywudb0f

eq& fl o te . rev: first, the rikiiimi,p t feetive, rat her thAn to. .lea'.ie th it(. t) o vlo hi~

**that thle length o: ow~i flowni path (ior) divided by z -own devices) wich has gnr llyld to flights
(iCT) beoluuai to V/vO r; second, that thle algebraic buimhed ip in the wrong platces, usgually too 0-file to
sum of the lprojortions-of the legs onl the convoy path the convoy.
shall he z; and third, that the algebraic sum of' tile

poetoson a normal to the convey path be zero.'

Solving th(eso equations, , -y, z-arv obtained its func- 08-FINAL SWEEPS"
tions of r and, of course, T. Tables of the results are
furnished with thes plan, Of course, it is necessary to As long as the eonvoy is in submarino waters,
re-examino tile plan (calculating scouti .ng and screen- maximum protection 1.5 obtained hy flying theeakeort
ing .diagraffis anew, at least ait critical plaesm) fn,.r plAan without letup. Buit It is ofte~n necessary to dis-
thle extrfeme evalues of r u~cd, in order to be sure that 'uninhuu the flights for a protracted period of time,
'the necessary protectIon is mlaintainedl. for example,- "during the hours: os' ('arknegs. The

Since the effeetlvu?3?s of a plarn dependls on the danger incidlent to thin can be minimized by flying
conditions of detection (visual or radar), rei'sonablc jinial sweepa at a greater distance than the normal
and conservative estimates. of visibility should be flights8, immediately after the latter are discontinued.
made in making all these calculations. It may be These final sweeps are es-sontially of a scoutIng chiar-

neemayto repeat such calculations for other visi- actor; they aim ait detecting submarines whichl might
ilities. Ilmw evr, it le unlikely that a plan which 1.4 constitute at menace to the convoy ait a latter period,

b~etter than another A one visibility shall be worse after acrial escort has heeni discontinuled.
than it ait a ditferent~ visibility, unleK9 the change of Tlhe first thing to realize is that it is not normally
visibility entails an essential change in the tactical possible to dotect by flights madel at the time (t - 0)
situation, of dliscontinuance of aerial escort, all thte submarines

It may he romit.'kod that the( diaigrati in Figure which couldi possibly close the( convoy during the
18 exhibits an imperfei-tion in the plan of Figure 17, next 11 houra of vscortk's4 travel. For it would lbe
namely, insufhicient protection in the( inilortmit for- necessary to sweep the area of the ocean in which
wardl regions. Better plans are actually used. such submarines must be; this, in thle case of it > i),,

An important point of a practical nattire nmust hle is thle shaded circular region of Yigure 19, obtainedl

(2ONFI I) ENTIAL
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by multiplying all lengthw of the circullar dingraml of' waran~ted only in~ saching tho region of ocean A
relative e5pcCis (vecctor w) by !I. Th, imeans that an characteriz.ed by tho two following pro. rtie9

are o ir~l' ould ha toesept. Fur xap, 1.A,, is thev locus of points (x,y) fcr which p~xu)
If at - 12 knots and Hi = hours., tile airea is 29,000 b ; this devteriines the( sh'ipp of All
square miles. With an aircraft of 130 knots and swep2%%h au f6ad hrwt h hieo h
width 10 milvsa tin~e of 29,000,1i,300 =22A~'.r region Ab~ are fixed hy the reou'r('ment of equation

(22) of Section 3.3. According to !hiq.Iter 3, A,,
should then he searchied 'n the manner specified b~y
equation (2.3) of that ei'apte,, A geomnotric oionstruo-
tion Is #,Ivcn therein. inut in praee, suhr8 nm

is not apt to hle lpo---ble, aind the hest procedure
would be to use noy practicable mearch, of a more or
less unifoi-n sort, in the(, estimated region Ab. Of
course! the( whole of thle de~tectionl ciri'ce itself muist heI .. ineluded in the( 'oarchi to (l~eto Huhyarines already

i otat ith thc~nopriularly trailing be~
V ~ ~ .. I.~ .ha n trackipg or. the flanlI~s.

'~..~ Tihe estimatifiriof p~y is difficult, not because
ofthe, mathienmatics Involved (a crude m~athematical

S.' .~formulation is quito suffient) but because it do-

pendls on the cutreft't;ppraisal of the tactical situa-
Mob~f regarding the submarine. Tphero 4re. two extroine

..... .... sis w ilLma be considolred .,exmls':Coe I,'fiPsuimarais aruniformly distribud

I'iouas ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ax 10 rleo oshefiu a ctTh'lt speat'e fu nt ar n undied
WO~i~l .e coictqover the part of the ocean of interent. and atre eruis-

.. iv . i t uniformly oiisti-lbuted random (llrectionti; sell..
proube requirt.d. Even with four phinkus, 5A hours Seetion 1.4). This I. the calse in which thle Ruihmariiues
would be needed; andi more, if tile dIifficult track are picked uJ) purely hy chance find not as the( result

prbe6ofcvrn the area is taken into acceount, of tiny syste.matie patrolling on their part. Thle prob-
tilte resulting-loss of effiency. If less than tisl1 1cm of finding p(x,y) in this case hafs been solved In

c Ibverfige k~ available, what should he covere. d and Chapter I jfree Section 1 .5. proic.n ;s, t(,gt.mr with
what neglected? This Is essentially the(, question Figures 10, It, 12, and 13; the cD(r,13).of this refervnce
treated in Chaptoi 3 (8peifically, thle corollary at is not to be conifusedi with thle ''amount .of searolhing
thle end of Section 3.3). effort" 4I' us~ed al)Q-ej. In this reference, the prob-

Taking a system of rectangular coordinatesi with alliity P1(r,o 44i found [(r,o) are Ohe polar roe Ydiiites
origin fixed at thle convoy refcrcnoc point 0 '(and of (.r,y)l; uik.e p(x~y), this is not a probability or
hienc~e moving with the convoy), and axis of ab- expectedi valuev donsqity but at probability, namely, thle
sciss in thle direction of convoy motion, wve must probability that the target given to be at (r,O) [or
evaluate the function p(x,y), where pl~x,y) dxdy iR the (:r!I)l when i = 0 -,Al uhxvqnenvftly enter tile detec-
probahility of there being at 'dangerous" courfned lon (irc. But, if the meaun density of suitns.rines is
submarine inl it dxdjj rt-gion ait the point (xr,y) (at the AV. there wNill he Nflxdyi submarines in aull in the dxdu,,
it itial epoch I - 0), where by at "dlngerous'' Sub- region lit CrVY), of which thle fration iP(r.0) will
mariuce is meant one which %%-iil surely come in ('on- enter thle circle; hence the relevant expectedl number
tact with thle convoy (i.e., eater thle detection circle of submanvrines in NP(r,)3 d.rdyj = NI'(i, j3) rdrd;3. Now
of radlius R?, center 0) (hiring the( suhsequuient II m5 in the proof of corollary at thle. enul of Section 3.3,
hours. Next, we mnust evaluate the amIoun~t Of cover- the constant of proportionlitiy NV is immaterial in
age or searc(hinlg effort 4) avaihule Tihmus if we have the( final results, Hence equations (22) and (23) ats
time use of It aircraft for h hours each and if their well Its thle geomietrical construction given in that
speed is i- andl effective search w.'imitl is It', (P. = a11 t. chapter apply with the former p(.r,y) replaced by
According to the reasoning of Section 3.3, we itre POr,!I3). Finally, in the problemi of Chapter 1 the( tinie
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*before contact was not limited, whereasm we tirc re. against b ouit to b ='0.1, we mnay multiply ench ring
stricting it to HI hours. Btit with the searching effort atrea by tho' arithmetic mvici.n of the (natural) log-
normally available, only repjons within an JFI hour arlihms of the probtibilities of the two bounding level
submarine run of the dletection circle can he searched, curves (exept initially, the area of the detection

* so that the time restriction applivs autoimatically. circ'le is multiplied b~y lrog I = 0), and thent addl the
Lot us consider as example the caso elit/ = k - results out to the ring hounded by the value of b in

%6, e.g., submarine oruising at 15 knots, convoy at question. The curve for f(b) is then drawn through
10 knots. T1'le lev'el Purv'ci of conlstaint probability the resulting five points. Next, the function
P(rift) (i.e., the boundaries of -Ab for different valueziF()=620 1 o
of b) are given in Figure 11 6~f Chapter 1. Lot the M =520+Alo

detection range of the submarine on the convoy be is graphed, taking the five values of A b given aho%.
R -20 miles. This gives the setale in Figure 11, and multiplying by log b, b being the value corre-
Chapter 1, of 20 miles to the ii ch. With two 130- speniding to tho boundary; a smooth curve is then
knot aircraft available for two hours and assuming paied~ through the resualting points. These curves
the search width IF- = tO miles, wvo havo 4, are found to intersect at about the point b - 0.13,
2 X 2 X 130 ' x 10 =5,200 square miles of meareling i.e., f(D. 13) -F(0. 13); hut this Is equation (22) of

*effort available.. To deterro the probability con- Chaptqr 3.
tour of-Figuro 1,'Nvithin which the 9oarch must take
place, we have to invoke (22) of Chapter 3, which T~Ai 1,

j bcocaAv. log A Avg log
becomesib log h (A, -- 1,260) bX eA f1(b) (.

ff log P(r fi)rdrdj3 A blog b t 5,200., 0,1 71. 1I50 - 68 0X ,210
jj-tb0.25 -1.40 -1.2o 1,710 2,000 .- ,2 rM

f 4 0.15 1-1.80 - 169n 3,030 - 6OJO -~ .1778 'n 8,100
The values of P(rO) for k would have to be 0.10 -2.20 -2.04 Os9o '19,300--421'O78 -80,000

drawn' from Section L 5, Chapter 1, and the into-
Agratien and calculation of the area A , performed Iom Now since onu cannot hope to search in accordance

different values of b, the tire finally chosen. Then a with cqluatioii (23), Chaptr 3, tho best practical
plan of search would he devised as much as possible recommendation is to coVer a region extonding a
in aec-ordance with (23),of Chapteir.3. little beyondl the 15 per cent curve of Figure 11

The following rough gr~iphical version of this (Chapter 3), for example, by a sector search, The
p rocess illustrates the principles of the methodl in a probability of detecting the tArimt b~y a random
form .whieh can he carried o~it without unreasonable search of the 15 per cent curve, is, by (40) of Chapter 2t
trouble in practice airid whic 1 prIovidles about till the o/
accuracy which our rather (dubious tactical and nu- =1-0 = -

merical assumptions would appear to warrant. 6 - 5.2O/7,08 052
With a planinoter (or arn approximating ellipse)

calculate the areas of the various A,, regions of Figure Thus, there 19 n little over half at chance Mint a
11. (Chapter 1)' remembering that b -0.1 for the given submarine in the 15 per cent region AvI'll be
10 1 er cent region, b - 0.15 for the 15 per cent, detected. Therefore, the search is dcidedly useful,
- - -, b = 1 for the detection circle. We find approxi- but by no moans as good as having regutlar escort
indtcly for tho A atias, andl the AA rings between flown through the night.
successivc; regions: Cmo 2. The submarines are mounting guuord tilong

A, = 1 .26~0, 'AA 1 = Ai -- Ao -i ro the route of the convoy, ms they 'etimate it. If there
= 1.40, A0.4 = *-- 0. ire several subinarincs acting as it coordlinated group,

they may form at line patrol sprouq the cnvoy path
A,.,, = 3,120, AAn. 25 = AO. 28  Ao,uf, '3,030, of at type illustrated by thin following example: Sub-
A,.,, = 7,050, A'Au.,,,= Ao.12  Ao = 8,950, mnar11iie~o are phlacc in a line across and at right angles
Ao.2 = 10,000. -Witho the convey path patrolling stations 20 mrIes

To find the graph of the function apit t; each suibiiiarine proceeds at a lew Speed

Ab gCC ~ )-d'j (it = 10 kcnots) and is nevcer more than half art hou.l's
ff,=jjo ~~irrf run from its station. [This was at German plan de-
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scribed In the Prith-.i Monthly Anti-SuhniariliplHe- it threat; p(x. 0 outside the( band, p(x""y)
port (secret), November 1942.1 SubmlarinePs acting COntt '> 0) Within the forward length iof tile hand
alone may patrol ait greatei' dimtances about their of llvf! miles4. II1'hus, this whole pieve of b~and1 must
st altions, b)ut inll A vises thle distance is limited b y he swe'pt, This is a fvasil e operation. WXithi It = 20,
the' objective of iviter-cepting, vecnvoys moving along d =110, v.= 8, 11 8, the rectangulalr band's area
the line, is 3,8410 Square! miles4; one jplane -f 1301 knots and

This case is eas1iier to treat, thanl tlw first, sine"o tlhe, I0-mile search widlth would require 3,840/1,30(1
only dangerouis .9uhlnarines here lio in it Iand %% hose 2.95 hours. With two or tlui've jplaiie, inot, only this
middle line is the conivoy's future course and whosu area, niit asomewhat wider one, iuiclutivag tile dlay-
total width is 2(R + di), where dt is the presumed time detection circlo, could Pamily bo .~Wept In it very

AMY (1istanee of latpral patrol of tile submarinesi, while I? rensonabla time, am the last hour or s~o oit daylight.
Is (as bewfore) thle submarines' detection range on the But in setting upl this search, it isnesential to know,
convoy during thle time of discontinuance of the in updvanco what demptivo smperilo is intended dur-
nor'nal apriail escort (ec.g., at night). Foi- a suiIarlne ing thn night. Convoys usually make at deceptive
ait lateral raing more than, R? + d on either mkhe of chiange of course shortly afte-r rluitk; thu oead m,1ay
the convoy'm course would be unlikely to corst"O. fiave to 13c a bent ono under such circumstanes.
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GLOSSARY
4

A/C. Aircraft. DENSIY. Number of objects per unit area.

AcousTic T6nPEDo. Homing torpedo guided to its target by DE. Destroyer escort, a large, high-speed antisubmarine ship.
means of echo ranging or listouing. DF. Radio Direction Finding; use of directional receivers to

ANOMALOUS PROPAGATION. In sonar, pronounced and rapid estimate'enemy position by intercepting and obtaining the
variations in echo strength caused by large and rapid local bearings of enemy transmissions.
fluctuations ii1 propagation conditions.

EcHo RANGING. Method of locating underwater objects by
ASB RADAR. A 0-cm Navy radar for surface search by carrer- sending sound pulses into the water and receiving an echo

based aircraft, reflected from the target. Target range is derived by measur-

ASic. British echo-rainging equipment; letters are derived from ing total transit time of the sound pulse.
"Anti-Submarine Development Investigation Committee." EFFECTIVE RADAR CROSS SE.CTIoN. A measure of the reflecting

ability of the target; it indicates the ratio of total power re-
ASG RADAR. AN!APS'2,_t. (cm ASV and search radar. flected from the target to incident power density impinging
ASV RADAR. A radar system for detecting and homing on a from the radar.

surface vessel from the air. EFFECTIVE SEARCH WIDTH. Twice the range of an equivalent

ASYMMETRY FACTOR. Ratio of target length to width. definite range law of detection (equivalent, with respect to
detecting a uniform distribution of targets).

BARRIER LINE. Matihematical reference line across and per-pendicular to a channel. EFFECTIVE VISIBILITY, E. In parallel sweeping, half the sweep
spacing for which the probability of detection is 0.5.

BEARING. Angular position of target with respect to own ship
(relative bearing) or to true north (true bearing). Erocin. Any given instant of time.

BLIP. In radar, echo trace on indicator screen. P.F. Error function or probability integral:
er =2 f zx,-dx

BRIGHTNESS CONTRAST. The difference between target and im- erf x= . . e ax.
mediate background brightness expressed in units of effec- EvAsIvE ROUTING. Routing to avoid known submarine positions.
tive background brightness.

Fix. Presumptive position of target as determined from a
BROWNIr-G SHOT. A shot aimed at a general area containing single observation.

targets, on the chance of a random hit.
FIXATION. The short stationary periods of actual seeing be-

B-ScoPE. A scope which presents a rectangular plot of range tween jumps of the eye in visual scanning motion.
versus bearing. Spot brightness indicates echo intensity. FovEA. Central part , o retina, region of maximum acuity for

CAVITAT:ON. The formation of vapor or gas cavities in water, daylight vision.
caused by sharp reduction in lecal pressure. GLIMPSE PROBABILITY, g. Probability that a target be sighted

CiANN.-l. Strip _oi ocean-through whieh- is .knowr.-4argets at a single glimpse. . .... .
must pass. HOMING TORPEDO. Torpedo self-guided to its target by some

-COLLISION COURSE. Course steered by an attacking craft to property of the target.
intercept the attacked craft's course so that a coincidence KN .owN RANDOM DISTRIBUTION. A distribution in which the
will occur between the tw9 crafts. probabilities are known in advance.

CONTACT. An instance of'deteatlon of an enemy unit. LATERAL RANGE. The minimum distance (at. closest approach)
CONTACT PROBLEM. Study of te capabilities of the detection between target and observer. When the target is at rest, it isCOncT. Rthe perpendicular distance between the target and the ob-

agency, server's track.

CoNvoY. A group of merchant ships sailing together, usually LATERAL RANE C(Tit'u. A curve which gives thc probability
defended by naval craft escorts.

of detection of an object by an observer proceeding along a
CuiT.Y TORPE)O. A torpedo which, after closing the convoy, straight course as a fiinction of distance of direct approach.

steers a sinuous course to increase its chance of a random hit. IAn ANGLE. In this volume, the angle between the barrier

UVE. Navy designation for Aircraft Escort Carrier, a small line and line of flight of tie observer aircraft.
aircraft carrier. LIMITING APPRlOACHI AN(L. Angle whose sine is the ratio of

DI.'INITN' RANGE LAW OF DETECTION. The assumption that target velocity to observer velocity. This angle dctermine.s
detection is sure and itinediate within a given critical range the slope of the lateral boundaries or tiG regioni of ipproaci
and impo:siblc beyond that range. of target to observer.
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168 GLOSSARY

LIMTING( SITnH(;uED APIROACHI ANUL,. limiting approach SEA ETURtN .Am A. Ocean surface area which reflects rn!n.r
angle for a submerged submarine. pulse back to t 'iansmitLer.

LISTENING. Use of sonar to detect sonic and supersonic sounds Sot'"4 -cn-ric term applied to methods and apparatus that
generated by the target itself. use sound for navigation i~nd ranging.

LooKING. Trying to detect with any of the means considered: SWERI' RATE. A measure of the searching craft's effectiveness
visual, radar, sonar, etc. in covering an area. It is the number of contacts made per

hour per unit of target density by the searching craft, cx-MAxIA uuM Sitrma~ RANG:E. Tile range at which the target ,rcttiisuemlsprho.

contrast )caches the foveal threshold, rssesl square miles per hour.

SPwEEIt SPACING, S. Distance between track lines in parallel
ON¢E-PING PROBABILIT'. The probability of detection by using an equally spaced search.

a single ping.
SwEEP WIDTH. Sweep rate divided by speed (approximately).

PING . Acoustic pulse signal projected by echo-ranging trans-
ducer. TARGET. Object of search.

PPI. Plan Position Indicator. TAnGETAsEcr. Orientation of the targetas seen from own ship.

RADAR. Generic term applied to methods and apparatus that TARGET STRENGTH. A measure of the reflecting power of the
use radio for detection and ranging. - target. Ratio in decibels of the target echo to the echo from

a 6-ft diameter perfectly reflecting sphere at the same rangeRECOGNITION DIFFERENTIAL. The number of decibels by and depth.
which a signal level must exceed the background level in

order to be recognized 50 per cent of the time. THRESHOLD CONTRAST. Just perceptible contrast of target
against its background.

RE.ION oF APPROACH. Area in which a craft, moving with
velocity less than that of another craft, must have its start- TIME or Fix. Time or epoch at which information abut the
ing point to be able to intercept the latter. point of fix is given.

REI.ATIVE BEARING. Target bearing relative to own ship bear- TORPEDO DANGER ZONE. Area around a ship, and moving with
ing. the ship, within which a torpedo must be fired if it is to have

any chance of scoring a hit.
RELATIVE COURSE, 0. Angle between the observer's vector

velocity and the target's relative velocity. TRACK ANGLE, 0. Angle between the vector velocities of ob-
server and target.

RELATIVE VELOCITY, w. The target's vector velocity with
respect to the observer. TRACK PROBLEM. Selection of path and motion of the observer

i for assumed position and motion of the target.
REVERBERATION. Sound scattered diffusely back toward the

source, principally from the surface or bottcm and from TRANSDUCER. Any device for converting energy from one form
small scattering sources such as bubbles of air and suspended to another (electrical, mechanical, or acoustical). In sonar,
solid matter. usually combines the ,functions of a hydrophone and a pro-

SCANNING LINE. The locus of points on the ocean surface at jector.

which the detecting instnui.'ent is directed. u-MOvING SPACE. Barrier flight plan as seen from a target
fiiGormg with-speed u.

SCHNORCHEL. U-Boat combination air intake and exhaust tube
that permnits submerged diesel operation. X-BAN>. Band of radar frequencies with wavelength rapproxi-

mately 3 cm.
SEARCH RATE. See sweep rate. ZIGZAG. Change course frequently to make attack by sub-

SEARCH WIDTH. See sweep width. marines difficult.

AC
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Aerial cs,)rt for shp, 137-165 Detection circle, 137 effective visibility, definition, '2'-30
final sweeps, 162-165 Detection of target in sonar search, 92-94
pian design. 160-162 see Target detection sweep density, 31
se.... L ff.r eetiveness, 138-140 Patrolling stations, 35-136
screening effectiveness. 138, 140-142 Ech6-ranging gear, standard, 592 Pickets, 136
scrcening polnr diagram. 142-160) operational data, 91-92, Plan design for aerial escort, 160-162
tactical situation, 137-138 thco mtical (P.,-ulations, 85-91 Plan position indicator (PPI), 63

Air patrols against incoming subma- Effectivesearch (sweep) width, 24-25 Plotting the screening polar diagram,
rines, 109-110 Equations foir search methods, 1-17 146-155

Airborne microwave search radar, 62-64 motion at fixed speed and course, 1-4 target moving on straight path, 1 52
Aircraft sightings of submarines and nonuniform distributions of targets, 155

surface ships, 57-61 16-17 target on straight line interval, 148-
Apparent contrast, dependence on at- randor.. disiribitoni of Ltrrgts, 5-7 152

mospheric conditions, 52-53 random enconters wih uniformly Potential, sighting, 23
Approach region, 4-5, 132-133 dishibutrn, t rtce.bs, 7-15 Probability function for torpedo hit,
Area search region of approach, 4-5 119-120

parallel sweeps, 29-31, 92-94 ErfX (error function), definition, 28 Probability of contact in scanning,
random search, 28-29 Expendable radio sono buoy, 82-85 49-51

detection factors, 82 Probability of convoy hit with single

Barrier patrols, 95-107 operational data, 84-85 torpedo, 120-128
advancing clement barrier, 97-98, Eye as detecting instrument contact-fuzed torpedo, 124

103-105 see Visual detection curly torpedo, 127
back-and-forth patrol, 106 homing torpedo, 124-126
construction of crossover patrol, 95- Final sweeps by aerial escort, 162-165 straight run torpedo, 124-126

101 -.-- random submarines, 163-165 Probability of detection, instantaneous,
definite range laws of detection, submarines mcunting guard, 164-165 18-22

102-104 uniformly distributed, 163 Probability of hitting single task force
practical applications, 104-106 Force reqnirement- for searching ship, 129-132
retreating element barrier, 97, 98, 103 see Searching effort distribution Propagation of radar energy, 65-67
stationary element barrier, 97, 98,

103-106 Glimpse, 19 Radar, airborne microwave search,
target speed near observer speed, 62-64

106-107 Inverse cube law C,)r plotting screening Radar detection, 62-74
Barriers, circular polar diagram blip-scan ratio, 67-70

see Circular barriers see Plothing '' screening polar dia- comparison with visual search, 64-N5
'ayes' theorem, .37, 41, 112 gram computational methods, 72-74

Blip-scan ralin, 67-70 Inverse (.ibe law of sighting, 22 modern search radar characteristics,
Brigl tnes' oi soa, 53 02-64

Lagrange multiplier, 39 range distribritions and search width,
('htlr barriers. 107-1 10 Lateral range distribution, 24-26 70-72

,tir patrols :Igain.st incomi li Subma- Lat(ral range of target, 3-4 types of Naval targets, 68,. " .

rines. 109-110 Limiting app, w:w-h ilan,,le and regii n, 4-5 Radar prol apition, 65-67

const'Iant ri' Ira flux uif hno:4ile craft, Linear scan, 50 Radar range distributions and search

107-10 width, 70-72
patrol l .... ritrifrl targets, 110 Maximum sighting range, 53-55 Radio sono buoy (expendable-, 2-85
surface p.trol against incoming sub- Microwava search radar, airborne, 62-64 Random encounters with uniformly

marines, 110 Missiles, oplinml::n ((uel'ctivelness of, distributed targets. 7-15

targets moving toward central oh- 45-46 Random scarcl,, 28-29
jective, 108-109 lotion at fixed ...... ,. u

• -
, Ranrdo;il t u ,. 'ri- ,-irt-,,r r ,r , 5-7

Contact probability in scanning. 49-51 equations, 1-4 Relative speeds and velocities, 1-4
Convoy hit prolrabilil y, sin ,e torpedo, Relative track, 2-8, 22

120-128 Optirrrn (lestructiveress of missiles, Retiring search, 95
('ross-Over itrrier JAtNrols 45-46 Rules for obhitilring s.r,'rrrirrg t)otl.

sec IBarricr patrols Optimum scarning, 43-45 diiigra , 155-160

DaInrrgrr zone, 137 'arallel sweeps (search), 29-31 sea 'n iIg. con (act pririb? 4 9-5 1
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1cilvl jn'"i !I(iti NO

1 38- 1 P) Sonar' le,-I

-s evelning effertivi~lt'l, Itt'iia el i W , II-11111111111-
138, 140-142

Screenling pol ar diakgrw t, 1 42-160 pntlii'

plot ting (invvuse cube law), 14G-155 Signatl Mi ll",

Screens, sonar snnat
fsee Sonair screens 8Sutiar 1411110-

* ~~Sea brightness, 53 - ptrlli

* ~~Search, random, 28-20 ittrt

Search about point of fix, 110-118 phielutg I
refiring square search for moving i-Irtdmltllltitarget, 115-118 ' 211- 1:IV
square search for stationary target, Hiitgl 141o1v

111-114 ll,1M

W.Search density, 38-39 ,Int'
Spareii for targets in transit, 95-118 torpntlo i

barrier patrols, 05-107 1 lLN,;

circular barriers, 107-110 Sonar Moltie 1

search about point, of fix, 110-118 S01n11r pipnl"

Search methods, geometrical and sta- j! qow

tistical, 1-17 )1W te

motion at fixed speed and course, 1-4 daflltIInI -nonuniform target distributions, 16-17 Oi'rtillo 0
rar,(lom encounters with uniformly signall Is'

distributcd targets, 7-15 -Sonair Aillt

random target distributions, 5-7
region of appr'oach, geometric atnalY- itiit

sis, 4-5 reci, vI'r r~i-

Search ra(dar characteristics, modern, reflrctim If
62-64 - Jsond 11,111

Search width, effective, 24-25, 70-72 80o111d !~

Searching effort distribution, .35-46 sono 111ill'.

alternative search regions, 3.5-38 eeii
listribution of effort in time, 42-43 oper(? II,:

geometric construction, 40 Squarv t- ''

optimum destructivenemt, 45-463jl'
olltinium scanning, 43-45 11011 ,

samnple application, 41-42 II1

Strze ts vontIinuously distributed, 39-41 Standard I

.hfing'6.efithil, 23 Suhni-rW%t
Sighting range, maximum, 53-55 Mni t

'Ightings of submarines and surface SurfaceIN 111!
ships from aircraft, 57-61 NIII 1-

Sonia r 1,i ckground 'wveI, factors in- qwei wit 1,
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